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Abstract: Sensor applications are impacting the everyday objects that enhance human life quality.
In this special issue, the main objective was to address recent advances of sensor applications in
agriculture covering a wide range of topics in this field. A total of 14 articles were published
in this special issue where nine of them were research articles, two review articles and two
technical notes. The main topics were soil and plant sensing, farm management and post-harvest
application. Soil-sensing topics include monitoring soil moisture content, drain pipes and topsoil
movement during the harrowing process while plant-sensing topics include evaluating spray drift in
vineyards, thermography applications for winter wheat and tree health assessment and remote-sensing
applications as well. Furthermore, farm management contributions include food systems digitalization
and using archived data from plowing operations, and one article in post-harvest application in
sunflower seeds.
Keywords: agricultural sensors; precision agriculture; agricultural engineering; digital farming;
embedded sensors; ISO 11783; infrared thermography; remote sensing
1. Introduction
Technologies are playing an important role in the development of crop and livestock farming
and have the potential to be the key drivers of sustainable intensification of agricultural systems.
In particular, new sensors are now available with reduced dimensions, reduced costs and increased
performance, which can be implemented and integrated in production systems, allowing an increase
of data and eventually an increase of information. This is of great importance to support digital
transformation, precision agriculture and smart farming, and to eventually allow a revolution in the
way food is produced. In order to exploit these results, authoritative studies from the research world
are still needed to support development and implementation of new solutions and best practices.
Many sensor applications have significant impact in all agricultural practices. For instance,
soil moisture sensors support farmers’ decisions for irrigation practices which resulted in preventing
plants from drought stress and over application of irrigation. Currently, many applications from
remotely sensed data are used to assess crop health, drought and yield considering the improved
spatial, temporal and spectral resolution and availability of such sensors. Furthermore, the revolution
in sensors, information and communications technology resulted in substantial archived data for
whole-farm practices and impacted in the whole system management. Farm management is an issue
that goes beyond normal everyday agricultural practice. Digital technologies are helping farmers to
take more wise decisions by providing a better overview of their farm.
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2. Summary of the Special Issue
After the review process, 14 out of 21 papers that were submitted to the special issue were accepted
for publication. Published articles include ten research articles, two review articles and two technical
notes. The topics of published articles discussed different topics related to sensors applications in
soil, plant health assessment, farm management and post-harvest process. This editorial classified
four sections as follows: soil-related work, plant protection in vineyards, plant health assessment,
farm management using digital technologies and, finally, post-harvest application on sunflower seeds.
2.1. Soil-Related Work
2.1.1. Soil Moisture Sensing
Maintaining readily available soil moisture is an essential requirement for optimum plant growing
conditions which depends on soil physical properties and surrounding environmental conditions.
Several techniques were developed to determine the soil moisture content: among them are the
cosmic-ray neutron based sensors which have been proposed in agriculture only in the last years
and allow monitoring of wide areas, and capacitance sensors which are relatively cheap and could
provide real-time soil moisture content measurements but require precise calibration. The paper by
Stevanato et al. [1] titled “A Novel Cosmic-Ray Neutron Sensor for Soil Moisture Estimation over
Large Areas”. It introduces the development of an innovative instrument which allows estimation
of soil moisture from environmental epithermal neutron counts, thanks to implementation of a
composite neutron detector. A second article was authored by Nagahage et al. [2] titled “Calibration
and Validation of a Low-Cost Capacitive Moisture Sensor to Integrate the Automated Soil Moisture
Monitoring System”. In this technical note, the capacitive soil moisture sensor model: SKU:SEN0193,
DFRobot, Shanghai, China, were calibrated under laboratory conditions. The objectives for this study
were to examine this sensor under laboratory conditions and integrate it with a data acquisition system.
The sensor data were compared with the corresponding measurements from the traditional gravimetric
method and with other calibrated sensor model: SM-200, Delta-T Devices Ltd., Cambridge, UK. Results
showed that the SKU:SEN0193 sensor can help in maintaining the readily available soil moisture in
indoor systems which minimize the risk of both over water application and soil moisture stress.
2.1.2. Drainage Pipes Detection
For over 30 years, a very sizeable amount of agricultural drainage pipe has been installed in the
United States and nowadays some farmers need to repair or replace parts of these drain lines that
are not functioning properly. For such purposes, a map of the pre-existing lines is needed and in
most cases this map is no longer available. The article by Allred et al. [3] is titled “Delineation of
Agricultural Drainage Pipe Patterns Using Ground Penetrating Radar Integrated with a Real-Time
Kinematic Global Navigation Satellite System”. In this study, the authors used a ground-penetrating
radar (GPR) integrated with a real-time kinematic global navigation satellite system (RTK-GNSS) to
scan and map drain pipe lines within agricultural fields. The idea behind GPR involves directing
an electromagnetic radio pulse into the subsurface that reflects partially off a buried feature and by
measuring the elapsed time taken, the GPR can detect the depth of targeted objects. A GPR system
manufactured by Sensors and Software Inc. (Mississagua, ON, Canada) was used at a central frequency
of 250 MHz as recommended by previous studies [4,5] for detecting buried drainage pipes. In order
to collect RTK GNSS coordinates, a system consisting of a rover receiver and base station receiver
manufactured by Topcon Corporation (Itabashi, Japan) was utilized. Authors tested this system in
three different sites where two sites located in Maryland and the third site located in Ohio, USA.
GPR settings were adjusted to 5cm distance between signal trace measurements while the depth of
investigation was 2 m at sites located in Maryland and 1.5 m at the Ohio site. Results revealed that
GPR-RTK/GNSS system could successfully determine drainage pipe lines in all test sites. The detected
drainage patterns were in different shapes such as: rectangular, herringbone and random lines in the
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tested sites. Authors recommended this system as it is faster and causes no pipe damage compared to
traditional excavation methods.
2.1.3. Seedbed Preparation
After the application of primary tillage operation, soil surface still needs a secondary tillage
operation such as rotary harrow to smooth soil surface and prepare suitable seedbed. Harrowing
contributes to soil erosion and many techniques were used to monitor soil movement during tillage
operations such as: plastic beads, granite rocks and aluminium cubes. An article by Kayad et al. [6] titled
“Assessing Topsoil Movement in Rotary Harrowing Process by RFID (Radio-Frequency Identification)
Technique”. In this technical note, authors suggested to use RFID systems for assessing topsoil
movement after rotary harrowing field trials. The RFID system consists of small RFID tags to be
attached to targeted objects and RFID reader that identifies tags. The authors inserted RFID tags
inside cork stoppers which have durable material and mostly simulate crop residues such as dry corn
stems or corncob. The RFID tags were distributed regularly in soil and after the harrowing operation,
the displacement of each tag was measured. Field trials include different working conditions of the
rotary harrow such as: tillage depth, forward speed and levelling bar. Authors reported that using
RFID system was a proper method for such evaluation and might have further promising application
due to its robustness in simulating different materials.
2.2. Plant Rotection in Vineyeards
2.2.1. Spray Drift Evaluation
A research article is by Bourodimos et al. [7] is titled “Development and Field Evaluation of a
Spray Drift Risk Assessment Tool for Vineyard Spraying Application”. This article starts by describing
the negative points of spray drift that are caused by sprayers during the application of plant protection
chemicals. Such spray drift is an important cause of environmental pollution and may lead to health risk
for farm workers and animals. The objective of this contribution was to evaluate spray drift in vineyards
using a drift risk assessment model developed in the framework the framework of the TOPPS-Prowadis
project [8]. This model assesses the spray drift by sprayer under specific meteorological conditions
such as air relative humidity, temperature, wind speed and direction. Field trials in the vineyard of
Agricultural University of Athens were used to evaluate the reliability of this model by assessing
ground and airborne spray drift under certain meteorological conditions. Results proved that there
are significant differences in both ground and airborne spray drift among different field treatments.
This study highlights that fine-tuning of spraying condition limits support farmers to spray their fields
with limited spray drift, improving spray efficiency and reducing the environmental impact.
2.2.2. Weeding Robot
Weeds could be the cause of up to 40% of yield reduction [9,10] and chemical herbicides have a
harmful environmental impact which proves the importance of mechanical weeding as a promising
alternative. Weeding robots can improve work quality, resources management, labor efficiency
and reduce energy consumption [11]. The article by Reiser et al. [12] is titled “Development of
an Autonomous Electric Robot Implement for Intra-Row Weeding in Vineyards”. This article reports
about developing and testing the performance of a rotating electrical tiller weeder to be used for
intra-row weeding automatically in vineyards. The developed robot consists of an electric tiller head
rotary weeder cultivator designed and manufactured by the University of Hohenheim, Germany and
mounted to an autonomous robot called “phoenix” by Caterpillar. The robot is equipped with a 2D
laser scanner to follow the tree and vine rows in the front of the vehicle and four security switches for
emergency cases. For controlling and recording robot data an open-source robot operating system
called ROS Indigo-middleware [13] was used. The developed robot was tested in both indoor at the soil
bin laboratory and outdoor at the vineyard of Hohenheim university. Performance for trunk detection
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were evaluated using two different methods of feeler and sonar where both of them performed well
and did not harm any trunks. Moreover, the laser scanner enabled the machine to follow the rows
accurately and the overall evaluation proved the ability of the developed robot for intra-row weeding
which could save the energy and time of workers.
2.3. Plant Health Assessment
2.3.1. Thermography for Tree Health Assessment
Trees have many benefits to human and environment such as; prevention of desertification and
global warming, ecosystems balance and human well-being. In contrast, the probability of trees or
branches falling is prone to the risk of damage to people and civil infrastructures especially when trees
suffer from defects compromising their health. Monitoring trees health status is essential to evaluate their
biological viability, associated risks and support decision making about trees. The eleventh article by
Vidal and Pitarma [14] titled “Infrared Thermography Applied to Tree Health Assessment: A Review”.
In this article, authors reviewed previous studies concerning the effectiveness of thermography in
tree health inspection. This review was compiled taking the advantage of several research databases
such as Google Scholar, ScienceDirect, Scopus and other databases in Portuguese, English and Spanish
languages between October 2018 and February 2019. Authors used several keywords and combinations
to select relevant articles followed by classification and filtering for duplicated references resulting
in 81 selected papers. The article consists of seven sections starting with an introduction and review
methodology then discussing the importance of trees and their associated risks and some methods and
techniques for tree inspection. In Section 5, authors reviewed the application of infrared thermography
to trees as a non-destructive inspection technique followed by conclusion and recommendations.
This article highlighted the efficiency of using infrared thermography in early detection of damages
in trees compared to other methods in terms of differentiating between functional and dysfunctional
tissues and subsequently evaluating the vitality and health status of trees.
Tree health status verification uses invasive and destructive techniques which interfere with
tree structure [15]. It is always recommended to start tree inspection with less-invasive techniques if
needed to minimize the damage in the tree [16]. Another research article by Pitarma et al. [17] is titled
“Contribution to Trees Health Assessment Using Infrared Thermography”. This article focuses on
infrared thermography application in trees inspection by using thermograms to differentiate between
deteriorated and healthy tissues to observe trees as a functional whole body. Such application is
well-established in different fields especially for industrial applications while it is still relatively recent
in assessing tree health [16]. The main goal of this study is to provide a qualitative analysis of two
different arboreal species based on differences of its thermal images. The two arboreal species are
Quercus pyrenaica Willd and Olea europaea L., and thermal images were acquired by a FLIR T1030sc
camera while atmospheric temperature and relative humidity were measured by the thermohygrometer
FLIR MR 176. The authors recorded the thermograms at different times along the day besides taking
photographs to support the visual inspection then correlating thermal patterns with tree health. Results
proved the high potential of the thermography technique for tree inspection which allows early
diagnosis of damage and subsequently advances tree maintenance.
2.3.2. Winter Wheat
Fungal infection symptoms usually appear on plants after a period of time according to temperature
and humidity conditions and early detection and diagnosis allow farmers to protect the crop before
widespread [18]. The article by Wang et al. [19] is titled “Early Detection of Zymoseptoria tritici in Winter
Wheat by Infrared Thermography”. This study reports an application for infrared thermography to
detect the fungal infection by Z. tritici in winter wheat crop. The idea behind this application is that
plant photosynthesis and transpiration are influenced by Z. tritici which led to a change in canopy
temperature that could be detected through thermography. The objective of this study was to detect
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this disease early before the visual symptoms appear on the crop. Twenty-five wheat varieties were
tested in a field located in Stuttgart, Germany through a split-plot design experiment. The seeds
were sown on 6 October 2011 and part of plants presenting all tested varieties were inoculated
artificially on 21 May 2012. Thermal images were acquired by an infrared camera (VarioCAM, InfraTec
GmbH, Dresden, Germany) starting from five days before inoculation until 38 days after inoculation.
Also, visual scoring was undertaken by experienced staff and all collected data were analysed
using SPSS software. Results showed that in some varieties the earliest disease symptoms could be
detected as early as three days after inoculation through thermography while first visual symptoms
appeared after 23 days from inoculation. This application highlights the usefulness of thermography
for high throughput to improve fungal disease monitoring which could help breeders in selecting
disease-resistant varieties.
Several studies on spectral data applications in field crops are available from remote and ground
sensors using data-mining techniques for nitrogen status and grain yield [20,21]. Most of these studies
were based on measurements acquired by one sensor and there is a lack of available information
on how different combinations of sensors are informative. The article by Zecha et al. [22] is titled
“Utilisation of Ground and Airborne Optical Sensors for Nitrogen Level Identification and Yield
Prediction in Wheat”. In this study, an investigation on different fields planted with winter wheat
using different nitrogen levels were done through different spectral sensors. The final goal was to test
different spectral sensors on field trials conditions and to answer three main questions; How do these
sensors perform in field scale? Which calculated features are significant in assessing yield, biomass
and nitrogen status? How can sensors’ data fusion support farmers’ decisions? The investigations
took place at different fields related to the University of Hohenheim, Germany where different rates of
nitrogen applied within fields between 2011 and 2012. Three ground sensors where two were passive
spectrometer sensors and one active fluorescence sensor were mounted on a self propelled carrier.
Furthermore, a passive spectrometer mounted on a fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to
acquire aerial images. All sensors data were processed in form of indices and ratios and correlated
with field information and biological parameters such as wheat yield, biomass, leaf area index and
available nitrogen using the R statistical software. Results revealed that more robust and higher
correlations were obtained from models developed through mixed features from different sensors.
Authors suggested that advanced algorithms which consider ambient solar radiation, aerial images,
soil electrical conductivity and scoring may result in better yield predictions.
2.3.3. Remote Sensing of Date Palm
Many researchers investigated the possibility of using hyperspectral or thermal imagery for
date palm health assessment, however, most of these studies are separate studies. An article by
Mulley et al. [23] is titled “High-Resolution Multisensor Remote Sensing to Support Date Palm
Farm Management”. In this study, authors assessed date palm health using several sensors such
as: light detection and ranging (LiDAR), visual red-green-blue (RGB), thermal and hyperspectral
images. The ultimate goal for this study was to explore the most proper sensor and indicator for stress
detection on date palm plants at different spatial levels. The investigations took place in a 168.8 ha
date palm farm located in Al-kharj region in Saudi Arabia divided as rectangular shaped blocks of
approximately 10 ha each. This farm has continuous maintenance and irrigation practices and is
relatively well managed. The farm manager provided authors with archived records of red palm weevil
(Rhynchophorus ferrugineus) infestations plus visual assessment to investigate the homogeneity of the
canopy area which was considered as an indicator for healthy and unhealthy groups. Furthermore,
individual tree analysis was performed from different blocks as well. The ground and the different
sources of remotely sensed data were analysed using several statistical, imagery and geographical
information systems software at both block and tree levels. Results showed that remote-sensing
data could aid plantation management of date palm and provide insight for further site-specific
management practices. Finally, authors recommended time-series analysis approach to detect changes
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in vegetation reflectance properties as an indicator for date palm health and suggested other future
interesting topics about exploring within-block parcels to be classified as management zones for the
adoption of precision agriculture techniques.
2.4. Farm Management Using Digital Technologies
2.4.1. Plowing Operation Archived Data
Embedded sensors on agricultural machinery that are used for proper diagnostics and
communication can also reveal a lot of information regarding the operated tasks. There are many
different sensor applications for agricultural equipment that generate huge data sets to monitor
machine performance, measure and count agricultural inputs and yield. Currently, these data are
combined with GNSS sensors for site specific management practices, and also due to their reduced
price this allows archiving data and operations with position references. The article by Heiß et al. [24]
is titled “Determination of Cultivated Area, Field Boundary and Overlapping for A Plowing Operation
Using ISO 11783 Communication and D-GNSS Position Data”. In this study, authors developed an
algorithm that deals with georeferenced data recorded during plowing operation in order to calculate
different area-related parameters in an automated way. Data were recorded by data logger GL2000
CAN-Bus (Vector Informatik GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany) connected to the diagnostic interface of the
tractor used. Recorded data were the wheel-based machine speed and the differential GNSS (D-GNSS)
coordinates as well as their timestamps. The MATLAB R2016b (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA,
USA) software was used to analyse this data through different filtering equations to identify passes
and subsequently determine field cultivated area, boundaries and the overlaps between the cultivated
tracks. The developed algorithm could detect 58 passes which matched with the number of lifting and
lowering points indicating the algorithm s functionality. Furthermore, different common indicators
were calculated for the overlapping, cultivated area was quantified and field boundary was detected
proving the plausibility of the results. Authors recommended this algorithm for applications such
as documenting and invoicing of agricultural tasks and using overlapping analysis as an indicator
of efficiency.
2.4.2. Food System Digitalization
Food security is a key factor to develop overall human well-being and human security [25].
The review article by Raheem et al. [26] is titled “Food System Digitalization as a Means to Promote
Food and Nutrition Security in the Barents Region”. In the Barents region, traditional food includes
potatoes, meat, fish, berries and a wide range of dairy products where mostly the processing of
these foods is undertaken by small and medium enterprises for better preservation and distribution.
Digitalization can improve the added value to traditional food in terms of; improving harvesting
process, increasing production, reducing waste and enhancing storage and distribution process.
For instance, sensors and data processing applications in food system digitalization are expected to
improve prediction accuracy for food value chains in the Barents region. The main objectives for this
review article were to identify challenges, improve the sustainability and support for food system
digitalization. The article consists of seven sections starting with an introduction then describing the
current situation in the Barents region regarding climate change, human activities and food system
digitalization until section number 3. From Section 4, authors discussed the role and impact of different
digital technologies in food-system components and sustainability followed by future implications for
the Barents region and conclusion. This review could help in conceptualizing a framework for food
system digitalization and better inform both policy makers and stakeholders in the study region to
support food security.
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2.5. Post-Harvest Application on Sunflower Seeds
A sunflower drying process is a typical requirement for safe storage where excessive moisture
levels may lead to dry matter losses and increase the activity of microorganisms. The article by
Munder et al. [27] is titled “Acquisition of Sorption and Drying Data with Embedded Devices:
Improving Standard Models for High Oleic Sunflower Seeds by Continuous Measurements in Dynamic
Systems”. In this study, innovative methods to determine sorption and drying data were used at
common temperature during the handling process of agricultural products. The main goal was to
develop a robust drying model for high oleic sunflower seeds based on data from sorption and drying
experiments. Laboratory experiments were performed to determine a broad set of equilibrium moisture
content data through gravimetric analyzer and to collect single-layer drying kinetic data at different
drying conditions. The collected data were used for the development of a generalized single-layer
drying model according to air conditions. The embedded systems used for this study allowed a large
amount of experimental data to be recorded which were used to fit semi-empirical and analytical
sorption and drying models. Results showed that the equilibrium moisture content increased at high
values of water activity through sorption experiments. This study reported an appropriate model
for high oleic sunflower seeds that describes the drying process for a wide range of humidity and
temperatures conditions.
3. Conclusions
This special issue covers a broad range of sensor applications in agriculture and presents some of
the recent research results in this topic. Author contributions include applications in soil and plant
sensing, farm management and post-harvest application. The articles published in this special issue
are considered an addition to the scientific community, and the editors believe that it may stimulate
further ideas and new applications for sensors in agriculture.
Acknowledgments: We thank all authors of the special issue.
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Abstract: A correct soil moisture estimation is a fundamental prerequisite for many applications:
agriculture, meteorological forecast, flood and drought prediction, and, in general, water accounting
and management. Traditional methods typically provide point-like measurements, but suffer from
soil heterogeneity, which can produce significant misinterpretation of the hydrological scenarios. In
the last decade, cosmic-ray neutron sensing (CRNS) has emerged as a promising approach for the
detection of soil moisture content. CRNS can average soil moisture over a large volume (up to tens of
hectares) of terrain with only one probe, thus overcoming limitations arising from the heterogeneity
of the soil. The present paper introduces the development of a new CRNS instrument designed for
agricultural applications and based on an innovative neutron detector. The new instrument was
applied and tested in two experimental fields located in Potsdam (DE, Germany) and Lagosanto (IT,
Italy). The results highlight how the new detector could be a valid alternative and robust solution for
the application of the CRNS technique for soil moisture measurements in agriculture.
Keywords: CRNS; neutron; cosmic-ray; soil moisture; water; precision farming
1. Introduction
Water scarcity and drought problems in several parts of the world highlight the necessity for new
solutions for better management of water resources. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO) calculates that 70% of employed water resources are dedicated to agriculture
on the global scale [1]. Sustaining agricultural productivity requires an efficient management of
agricultural water resources that involves a clear understanding of the temporal dynamics and spatial
variability of soil moisture. Such dynamics are essential to optimize irrigation, preserve water for
drought periods, and to optimize other production inputs, such as fertilizer application and water
pumping power. The prerequisite is reliable soil moisture data, measured over large-scales and
in real-time.
Due to this crucial role, many devices have been developed to measure soil moisture at different
spatial and temporal scales [2–4]. Available technologies range from point-scale invasive approaches,
like time domain reflectometry (TDR) probes [5], to satellite remote sensing approaches [6]. The former
technology can achieve accurate measurements (RMSE, root-mean-square error <2%) at high temporal
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resolution (minutes) and at different soil depths [5]. However, difficulties arise for the coverage
of large areas (e.g., >500 m2), since soil heterogeneity can produce significant misinterpretation of
hydrological conditions [4,7]. To monitor a large area, several point-scale probes must be installed,
but this might generate technical problems (such as the definition of statistically relevant positions,
electrical power supply, data transmission) and high costs, due to multiple instruments and to low
accessibility of specific locations (especially in the case of extensive crops) [8–10]. Furthermore, their
set-up in agricultural fields is limited by tillage and other land management operations and farming
practices. In addition, the detectors are invasive (buried in the soil) and they require high maintenance.
For these reasons, they are not suitable for covering heterogeneous and inaccessible sites (mountain
sides and cropped fields) and they are expensive for long-term monitoring observatories.
A completely different alternative is represented by remote sensing approaches typically based
on microwaves (1 mm–1 m). Compared to point-scale methods, satellite remote sensing provides
soil moisture observations at a large scale (>km2) and covers global areas, so it is more suitable for
hydrological applications [11]. However, the signal is sensitive only to the very first centimeters of
soil interface [12] and the temporal resolution (e.g., weekly measurements) is not always suitable for
many applications. Large-scale satellite remote sensing methods have other limitations [13], including
limited capability to penetrate vegetation, inability to measure soil ice, and sensitivity to surface
roughness [14]. For these reasons, despite the progress over the last decades, accuracy of remote
sensing estimation is still too high for several applications (e.g., RMSE >4%) [15] and many studies are
focusing on possible improvements [6].
In the last decade, to overcome the aforementioned operational challenges, a proximal geophysical
method has been developed in order to fill the gap between point-scale and remote sensing approaches:
cosmic-ray neutron sensing (CRNS) [16–18]. CRNS is a valid and robust alternative, offering many
advantages: it is contactless, allows quantification of soil moisture averaged over large areas with only
one probe, and is not invasive for field agricultural operations. The major advantages of CRNS are its
large horizontal footprint (up to tens of hectares) and the penetration depth of tens of centimeters,
enough to reach typical roots’ depth [19,20].
The technique is based on the natural neutrons detected on the earth’s surface, that are mostly
generated by cosmic rays, according to various processes. The high energy protons component of
cosmic rays, produced by galactic sources, interact with atomic nuclei in the upper atmosphere and
produce secondary high-energy particles cascades. Muons and fast neutrons are constituents of such
cascades. The secondary neutrons reach the ground level and interact with soil atoms. Another
mechanism of neutron production is the so-called spallation effect, due to high-energy secondary
muons interacting with ground atoms.
Hydrogen in water molecules becomes the dominant factor for slowing down and absorbing
neutrons (also known as neutrons moderation). The fast neutrons, produced in air and soil, travel in
all directions within the air–soil–vegetation continuum and therefore an equilibrium concentration
of neutrons is established. The equilibrium is shifted in response to changes in the water presence
above and below the land surface. For example, a drier soil, having a lower moderation capacity,
reflects a greater number of neutrons compared to a more humid soil. In the latter, neutrons are more
easily moderated, thus slowed down and partially absorbed; the net effect is an increase of the slow
population, in respect to the fast one. The resultant neutron intensity above the land surface is inversely
proportional to soil water content.
The portion of the neutrons energy spectrum that is most sensitive to soil moisture is the
epithermal/fast region from energies of 0.25 eV to 100 keV [20]. Evaporation neutrons from 100 keV
to 10 MeV give additional information especially for snow measurements [21]. Finally, high-energy
neutrons over 10 MeV are not dependent from local conditions and are directly proportional to
the primary incoming flux. Many studies relied on the performance of a set of CRNS probes for
monitoring [22,23], modeling [24,25], or remote-sensing validation purposes [26,27].
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It is important to underline that the measured intensity of environmental neutrons depends not
only on the water in the soil but also on the incoming cosmic-ray neutrons flux [28]. This component
changes with changing atmospheric conditions and also with variation of the incoming flux of galactic
cosmic rays [17]. For this reason, on one hand CRNS is typically equipped with sensors for air pressure
p, air temperature T, and relative humidity hrel. On the other hand, it is worth noting that normally the
correction by the incoming-flux is not directly measured in situ, but it is extrapolated offline using the
Neutron Monitor Database (NMDB) [29], which provides data from several stations around the world.
The aim of the present study was to present and assess a new sensor for detecting soil moisture
based on the CRNS approach. For this reason, several tests have been conducted in different
agro-environmental conditions in comparison to current commercial CRNS probes and point-scale soil
moisture measurements. The discussion focuses particularly on the applicability of the new sensor for
agricultural applications.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Instrumentation
For many years neutrons have been detected using 3He proportional counter tubes (for the
thermal component) and liquid/plastic scintillators (for the fast component); these two well-established
technologies show some important limitations in practical applications. 3He is a nuclide produced
almost entirely in artificial contexts, as the product of the tritium decay. The current storage is depleting,
and the price is high and rising, since it comes mainly from the production or dismantling of nuclear
weapons of past decades [30]. Liquid/plastic scintillators are often made of toxic or hazardous materials,
safely used in research contexts, but not suitable for agricultural, civil, or industrial applications. The
interest in neutron detection for homeland security applications has triggered, in the last decade, the
development of new detectors made up of liquid or plastic scintillation materials with low toxicity,
that are safe and easy to use.
We studied a new solution [31], namely Finapp, based on a composite detector made of commercial
detectors: EJ-299-33A and EJ-420(6), both manufactured by Eljen Technology (Sweetwater, TX,
USA). EJ-420 and EJ-426 are inorganic scintillators, that have proven to have a good response to
thermal neutrons [32]. EJ-299-33A was the first plastic detector to become commercially available for
gamma/fast-neutron discrimination [33]. The discrimination capability of neutrons from gamma-rays is
a fundamental prerequisite, in order to discriminate neutrons from the naturally occurring gamma-ray
environmental background, that is not correlated to soil moisture in the same way as neutrons.
We assembled the composite detector by wrapping the plastic scintillator EJ-299-33A (a cylinder of
3′′ × 3′′) with thermal neutron detectors. In the plane face we used an EJ420 detector with a diameter
of 3′′. On the lateral face we used EJ426, which has a lower efficiency but is flexible. The optical-grade
rubber EJ-560 ensures proper optical contact between the different detectors. A single photomultiplier
(PMT) Mod. H6553 (Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan) was used to collect light emissions of
the scintillators. Figure 1 shows an exploded view of the assembly.
Normally EJ420(6) and 3He tubes are able to detect only thermal neutrons with energy below
0.025 eV but, according to Kohli et al. [20], the most sensitive part to soil moisture of the neutron spectra
is the epithermal region between 0.025 eV and 100 keV. In order to collect these neutrons, detectors are
normally equipped with a few cm of polyethylene, a material enriched with hydrogen that acts as a
moderator slowing down neutron energy from the epithermal/fast region to the thermal region.
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Figure 1. Assembly of the detector, Finapp, to employ in cosmic-ray neutron sensing (CRNS) technique.
Abbreviation: PSD, pulse shape discrimination.
2.2. Data Acquisition
The data acquisition system (DAQ) was composed of an electronic signal digitizer model DT5790
(CAEN Spa, Viareggio, Italy) featuring: two input channels, that generate digital waveforms from
the analog signals, with a 12 bit resolution and a sampling rate of 250 MS/s (samples per second);
and two channels of high voltage power supply, for the photomultiplier. The digitizer is interfaced
with a low-cost, low-power, embedded computer (Beaglebone Black). The software controlling the
digitizer is an open-source, distributed data acquisition system, called ABCD [34,35] developed for
the H2020 C-BORD project [36,37]. ABCD is employed to provide a continuous stream of data to a
custom analysis system, based on the group’s experience developed during the FP7 TAWARA_RTM
project [38]. The analysis is fully automatic and performed online. The probe was equipped with
internal temperature sensors and was configured to gather weather data from a local weather station
installed near the probe. The operating negative voltage for the photomultiplier was set at 1600 V. Data
transmission was ensured by a cellphone modem and data were stored locally in a Secure Digital (SD)
memory. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the probe functionality.
Figure 2. Block diagram of the data acquisition chain of the probe. Abbreviations: PMT, photomultiplier;
HV, high voltage; GSM, protocol for data trasmission; SD, Secure Digital.
2.3. Data Processing and Analysis
2.3.1. Particle Discrimination
The significant parameters (e.g., signal integrals), needed for the signals’ identification and
discrimination, are extracted from the digital waveforms acquired by the digitizer. Together with
the auxiliary sensors’ data (e.g., temperature, pressure, etc.), the analysis software performs a data
merge of the information, in order to correct the parameters and improve the signals identification and
discrimination capabilities. Particles are identified and discriminated according to the generated signals,
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with an algorithm based on the most popular method of pulse shape discrimination (PSD) [39]. This
technique exploits the different processes activated by different particles interacting in the scintillator;
in particular, the produced light has usually two or more components, characterized by their decay
time τi. The various light components are excited with different yields, depending on the interacting
particle. These processes lead to different waveform shapes, that can be distinguished calculating the
so-called PSD parameter, defined as:
PSD = (Long Integral − Short Integral)/Long Integral (1)
where “Long Integral” is the PMT signal charge-integrated over a long integration gate, while “Short
Integral” is calculated on a short integration gate. The “Long Integral” is associated with the light
coming from all the components. The “Short Integral” accounts only for the light associated with the
fastest component.
Figure 3 shows the typical sampled signals from gamma-rays, fast neutrons, and thermal neutrons
(Figure 3a) and PSD parameter versus energy (Figure 3b). Discrimination between particles can






Figure 3. (a) Characteristic signals from gamma-ray (green), fast neutron (red), and thermal neutron
(black). (b) PSD parameter versus energy; different zones are identified by a polynomial line.
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2.3.2. From Raw Neutron Counts to Soil Moisture Estimation
The number of neutrons depends not only on the water content in the environment but also on
atmospheric conditions and incoming galactic cosmic rays [17]. For this reason, data from a close by
weather station was used to normalize neutron counts.















where, h is the absolute humidity in g·m−3, I the incoming flux of galactic cosmic-ray, β = 0.0076,
α = 0.0054, γ = 1, and href, pref are the mean value of humidity and pressure during the measuring
period, respectively. Iref is the average value of the incoming fluctuation over a long period and
depends on the efficiency of the station used for correction.
The corrected environmental neutrons at ground level are converted into (soil) water equivalent θ




− 0.372 − 0.115− θo f f set
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠·ρbulk (3)
where, ρbulk is the soil bulk density (kg·m−3), N is the corrected neutron flux, θoffset is the gravimetric
water equivalent of additional hydrogen pools (e.g., lattice water, soil organic carbon), and N0 is
the counting rate over dry soil [21,41]. N0 could be calibrated based on independent soil sampling
campaigns as suggested in different studies [18]. Since the aim of the present study was to assess the
capability of the Finapp probe to provide the correct hydrological behavior, N0 was used as a tuning
parameter to fit the soil moisture dynamics measured by point-scale measurements.
Concerning the incoming corrections, the standard procedure foresees the use of the nearest
Neutron Monitor Database (NMBD) station close to the site measurement, but this this could introduce
problems: (i) the distance between the CNRS probe and NMDB stations may be of the order of
several hundreds of km; (ii) delays in collecting data from the NMDB can create problems for online
monitoring; (iii) dependence from an external source of information, the availability of NMBD data is
at the discretion of the institution that maintains the station. To overcome these problems, our probe
measured the incoming fluctuations directly in situ through the measurement of muons. Their flux at
sea level depends on atmospheric conditions and incoming cosmic-ray fluctuations, in the same way
as high-energy neutrons. Muons release a great amount of energy in plastic scintillators; thus, it is
possible to identify these particles by putting an appropriate energy threshold to exclude completely
the contribution of gamma-rays from the environmental background.
3. Experimental Sites
3.1. Potsdam, Germany
The first experimental site was at the campus of Potsdam University, in the Brandenburg region
near Berlin, Germany. This experimental site was mainly dedicated to the assessment of the capabilities
of the Finapp probe, based on the comparison with two 3He tubes installed in the field. The two tubes
were from Hydroinnova LLC (Albuquerque, NM, USA) and Canberra Industries, (Meriden, CT, USA):
two commercial CRNS probes used as a standard for cosmic-rays neutron sensing for many years.
Figure 4 shows test-site pictures. Our innovative detector Finapp measures neutrons in the same
energy range of the commercial tubes without the use of 3He gas. In a two-month period of outdoor
field tests (from 29 May 2018 to 17 July 2018), Finapp was compared with the Hydroinnova CRS-1000
and the CANBERRA tube. The experimental site is equipped with a standard weather station that was
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extended to monitor four soil moisture profiles based on point-scale soil moisture sensors (5TE Meter
group) installed at 5, 15, 25, and 35 cm depth that are used for comparison.
The climate in Potsdam is warm and temperate, with an average temperature of 9.2 ◦C and
an annual rainfall of 600 mm evenly distributed throughout the year. During summer months,
thunderstorms are frequent. The WGS84 coordinates of the installation site are N 52.410087, E 12.978808.
There are no cultivated fields nearby; the probes have been installed on an uncultivated grassy lawn.
  
(a) (b)
Figure 4. (a) Campus of Potsdam University, red point is where CRNS probes were installed and the
red circle is the footprint. (b) Picture of the installation.
3.2. Lagosanto, Italy
The second experimental site was located in Lagosanto, Italy, in an experimental field in the Porto
Felloni agricultural company. This company is renowned as being one of the most technologically
advanced in Italy, with a continuous and effective implementation of precision farming practices. The
area is located in Emilia Romagna, a few km from the sea and 50 km from Ferrara. The climate is warm
and temperate with an average temperature of 14 ◦C and an annual rainfall of 600 mm, with a dry
period during the summer months. The probe was installed in a recent orchard with walnut trees,
characterized by a small trunk. During summer months water is provided daily by drip irrigation.
The probe was positioned as shown in Figure 5a at WGS84 coordinates N 44.752756, E 12.134761. The
probe’s footprint is an area with a radius of about 150 m, as highlighted by the red circle. Figure 5b
shows a picture of the installation; the probe was installed 1.8 m from the ground. At about 90 m from
the probe, five classical Sentek sensors for soil moisture were installed at 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 cm
depth, while a weather station was installed less than 1 km from the probe. Data were collected from
August 8, 2018 to November 11, 2018.
In the test area, soil is in general homogenous, and characterized by a sandy loamy texture, with a
2% organic matter, as reported in Table 1.
Table 1. Texture of the soil where the Sentek probes were installed.
Loam Sand Clay Organic Matter ρbulk
42.1% 38.5% 19.4% 2.1% 1.4 g/cm3
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(a) (b)
Figure 5. (a) Field site, red point is where the Finapp probe was installed, the red circle is the footprint,
the orange point represents where the five Sentek probes are installed at different depths, and the light
blue line is the drainage canal. (b) Picture of the installation.
The drainage of the soil favors infiltration, calling for the need of frequent irrigation. The plant is
vulnerable to dehydration and the soil must therefore always be kept damp, but waterlogging must be
avoided, as this can cause asphyxia and blossom-end rot of the fruit.
A particularity of this site is the presence of a very shallow saturated zone. The territory is a
reclamation area, kept dry thanks to water pumps that operate 24 h a day. This creates a very shallow
saturated zone that reaches 50 cm deep. This is clearly visible from Figure 6, where the soil moisture
sensors from the Sentek probes reaches 50% of the water equivalent at a depth of 50 cm. Furthermore,
the owner of the property has underlined how the nearby reclamation canal (identified in Figure 5a
with the light blue line) creates infiltrations in the field and this creates problems of asphyxiation of the
plants due to too much water in the soil.
Figure 6. Volumetric soil moisture from Sentek sensor in Lagosanto for the field test period, from from
August 8, 2018 to November 11, 2018.
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4. Results
4.1. Potsdam Results
The Finapp probe was compared with two commercial CRNS probes, one from Hydroinnova
(CRS-1000) and another from CANBERRA during the two months of outdoor testing at Potsdam
University. Figure 7 shows the time series of epithermal neutron counts corrected for air pressure, for
the whole study period. The neutron counts are averaged over 12 h intervals. The y-axis reports the
variation in respect to the average counts of the single probes in the whole period.
Figure 7. Epithermal counts: Finapp (blue), CRS-1000 from Hydroinnova (orange), and He-3 tube from
CANBERRA (green). Data is corrected for atmospheric pressure variations. The colored zone indicates
statistic uncertainty. Daily rain is reported in the bottom part of the plot.
Results show very good agreement between epithermal counts. The epithermal neutron counts
drop during rain periods when the soil moisture increases. The efficiency of Finapp in respect to
CRS-1000 from Hydroinnova, quantified in terms of epithermal counts, was 55%. This aspect means
that the Finapp probe needs about twice the time, needed by the Hydroinnova probe, to have the same
accuracy in measurements.
Figure 8 shows soil moisture from neutrons count by Equation (3) using data from the Finapp
probe. The same figure reports the measurements of classical TDR probes at different depths. It is
possible to note that the soil moisture in Potsdam is more uniform at different depths, compared to the
Lagosanto data (Figure 6) where the soil moisture increases sensibly with depth. At Potsdam, the soil
is much drier and the groundwater system is much deeper, thus it does not affect the conditions in the
first 50 cm of the soil.
There is very good agreement between the three rain events (stormy) on June 1, June 11, and
July 12. It is worth pointing out the rain event between June 21–26, where light rain increased the soil
moisture according to CRNS, but it was not seen from 5TE probes. The behavior could be explained by
the small amount of rain which did not infiltrate into the soil but remained on the land surface. For
this reason, the 5TE did not record the event while the Finapp detected the water canopy interception
or ponding water in the surrounding urban areas. Similar behaviors have been identified in previous
studies [40,42].
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Figure 8. Gravimetric soil moisture from classical time domain reflectometry (TDR) probes (blue,
orange, green, red) at different depths. The magenta points are CRNS gravimetric soil moisture using
Desilet formula [19] and epithermal counts from Finapp. Daily rain is reported in the bottom part of
the plot.
4.2. Lagosanto Results
Raw thermal counts were corrected hourly by absolute humidity and pressure from the near
weather station. The reference values were set to href = 12 g/m3 and pref = 1016.4 hPa. The incoming
variation was corrected by the muons measured by Finapp. The flux is mostly stable during the whole
period and fluctuation is of the order of 2%. The reference value was set to Iref = 4667.
Furthermore, to improve the comparison with point-scale probes, we computed a weighted
average of the measurements (Figure 6) at different depths as described in [43]. CRNS measures
the water content in the first 20–70 cm of the soil depending on soil moisture; the higher the water
content, less the depth sensitivity, because wet soil has a larger moderation power for neutrons. Finapp
acquired data during the second part of summer and first part of autumn.
The end of the vegetative season for the orchard is in September and the irrigation drip was
stopped on September 1. September and October were relatively dry months with a rainfall of 60 mm.
From October 27 a rainy period significantly increased the soil moisture. Figure 9 shows the averaged
soil moisture from the Sentek probe and the soil moisture from Finapp; the lower part of the figure
shows the cumulated precipitation with a 24 h interval. Focusing attention on the Finapp data, it is
possible to notice a very good agreement between precipitation and soil moisture. Every rain event
corresponds to an increase in volumetric soil moisture. Only the events on October 13 report an
increase of soil moisture without any precipitation. This increase is probably due to infiltration from
the near reclamation canal, that increased soil moisture in the footprint of our probe, as suggested by
the property owner. On the contrary, there are some differences if we compare Finapp with point-scale
probes. First of all, during the irrigation period the point-scale measurements are less sensitive to
precipitation because the drip irrigation biases the point measurement due to a heterogeneous water
distribution. In September there is good agreement between the Finapp and Sentek probes; the soil
moisture decreases in both cases due to the dry period. In October there is again some discrepancy,
probably due to a malfunction of the Sentek probe. The property owner notes that in October the
probes are no longer checked daily because the data is no longer used, and periods of malfunctioning
occur due to various technical problems (power, batteries, data transmission, etc.). In November
the agreement is good again and both the Sentek and CRNS probes respond to precipitation in the
same way.
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Figure 9. Volumetric soil moisture from Finapp (magenta) and average soil moisture from Sentek
(orange); for details see the text. Daily rain is reported in the bottom part of the plot.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
The Finapp probe was tested as a novel sensor for soil moisture estimation over a large area. The
sensor makes use of the CRNS technique to reconstruct soil moisture from environmental epithermal
neutron counts. The results show that Finapp measures the neutrons in the epithermal region like the
well-tested 3He tubes. Efficiency as an epithermal neutrons counter is 55%, in respect to the commercial
CRS-1000 from Hydroinnova. Efficiency could be increased, in order to reduce statistic uncertainty,
by growing the size of the detector and/or using new materials for thermal neutron detection. In
particular, good results were achieved by our group [44] and more research is currently underway.
We reconstructed soil moisture in Figures 8 and 9 for the Potsdam and Lagosanto field trials,
respectively. Data is well correlated with precipitations, and it shows the limit of classical point-like
measurements, that can be influenced by the heterogeneity of the soil and/or the irrigation distributions.
Averaging soil moisture over a large area overcomes the problem of these heterogeneities, making the
measurement better suitable for supporting agricultural management conducted at field scale (e.g.,
irrigation). The soil moisture in Figures 8 and 9 have a time-interval of 24 h between data points. We
use such integration time in order to reduce statistic uncertainty on the final measurements. Typical
integration values for CRNS commercial probes are 6 or 12 h.
In respect to the currently-employed technology with 3He tubes, Finapp offers more measured
parameters, like gamma-rays and fast neutrons. Future development foresees the analysis of this
information. In particular, gamma-rays were found to be correlated to soil moisture as well [45,46], but
with a smaller footprint. The fast neutrons and high energy events detected can be used to normalize
the incoming galactic fluctuations directly in-situ with the data from the sensor.
Overall, Finapp uses non-toxic and non-carcinogenic plastic materials, is easily recyclable, and its
technology can be easily scaled to market size. Scalability will be the key point for future development,
in order to reduce the price to the same level as professional point-scale soil moisture probes currently
on the market.
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Abstract: Readily available moisture in the root zone is very important for optimum plant growth.
The available techniques to determine soil moisture content have practical limitations owing to
their high cost, dependence on labor, and time consumption. We have developed a prototype for
automated soil moisture monitoring using a low-cost capacitive soil moisture sensor (SKU:SEN0193)
for data acquisition, connected to the internet. A soil-specific calibration was performed to integrate
the sensor with the automated soil moisture monitoring system. The accuracy of the soil moisture
measurements was compared with those of a gravimetric method and a well-established soil moisture
sensor (SM-200, Delta-T Devices Ltd, Cambridge, UK). The root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the soil
water contents obtained with the SKU:SEN0193 sensor function, the SM-200 manufacturer’s function,
and the SM-200 soil-specific calibration function were 0.09, 0.07, and 0.06 cm3 cm−3, for samples in
the dry to saturated range, and 0.05, 0.08, and 0.03 cm3 cm−3, for samples in the field capacity range.
The repeatability of the measurements recorded with the developed calibration function support
the potential use of the SKU:SEN0193 sensor to minimize the risk of soil moisture stress or excess
water application.
Keywords: calibration function; capacitive soil moisture sensor; internet-based data acquisition; soil
moisture content
1. Introduction
Readily available soil moisture is a key requirement for the growth and development of plants and
depends on the physical properties of the soil and the meteorological conditions of the surrounding
environment. The upper and lower limits of the readily available soil moisture are known as the field
capacity and the permanent wilting percentage, respectively. At the field capacity, sufficient water and air
are retained in the soil, resulting in optimum plant growth. The effect of the meteorological conditions
on soil moisture is minimal in indoor systems. However, the readily available soil moisture content
varies throughout the soil, owing to the differences in transpiration and moisture loss from the soil, even
in controlled environments [1]. Thus, continuous monitoring of the soil moisture content at different
locations is required in indoor systems. These practices are costly, time-consuming, and labor-dependent.
There are several techniques to determine the soil moisture content, including the destructive
gravimetric method as well as nuclear, electromagnetic, tensiometric, hygrometric, and remote sensing
processes [2]. Among them, sensors employing an electromagnetic technique are widely utilized to
measure soil moisture levels. Time-domain reflectometry (TDR), time-domain transmission (TDT), and
capacitance sensors are the most commonly used sensors based on an electromagnetic technique [3,4].
TDR and TDT sensors are accurate but have limited large-scale applicability owing to the cost
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of investment. In contrast, capacitance sensors are less expensive but require precise calibration.
The capacitance of a sensor is determined by the dielectric constant [5,6] and the volume fraction of
each phase (bulk water, water vapor, air, solid minerals, etc.) [7,8]. It provides real-time soil moisture
data according to the changes in the moisture content of the soil.
Many researchers have focused on the calibration of low-cost sensors which are used in
different sensing techniques, such as capacitance-based sensors [9,10], resistivity-based granular
matrix sensors [9,11], and sensors based on a tensiometer technique [9], to measure the soil water
content in fields [2,12–14] and to develop low-cost automated irrigation systems [15]. Some studies
have considered the effects of the physical and chemical properties of soil on the performances of
soil moisture sensors [4,13,14,16–18]. These studies provide valuable insight into the necessity of
soil-specific calibration.
A variety of capacitance sensors have become increasingly popular because they are less expensive
than TDR and TDT high-frequency (GHz range) sensors and sufficiently reliable. Considering the cost
of investment, a low-cost sensor even with a relatively weak accuracy is preferred in agriculture [19].
The SKU:SEN0193 sensor is a commercially available, low-cost capacitive soil moisture sensor
which operates in low-power consumption. However, this soil moisture sensor has not been properly
investigated for its accuracy and repeatability under laboratory conditions. Hence, the present study
was performed (i) to investigate the accuracy and reliability of the SKU:SEN0193 low-cost capacitive
soil moisture sensor under laboratory conditions, (ii) to develop a calibration function, and (iii) to
integrate this sensor with a data acquisition system.
2. Materials and Methods
The SKU:SEN0193 capacitive soil moisture sensor, (DFRobot, Shanghai, China) with dimensions
of 9.8 × 2.3 cm (L ×W) was used for this study. The SKU:SEN0193 sensor can be powered from a
voltage source in the range of 3.3 to 5.5 V. Thus, it can be interfaced with low-power microcontrollers.
In addition, the sensor is made of corrosion-resistant material which increases durability. In parallel,
SM-200 (Delta-T Devices Ltd., Cambridge, UK) a well-established commercially available soil moisture
sensor was used for comparison to evaluate the accuracy of the SKU:SEN0193 sensor. The SM-200
sensor operates at 100 MHz, which measures a material (soil, water, air) response to polarization in
an electromagnetic field (i.e., permittivity). The permittivity of the soil can be detected as a voltage
output corresponding to the soil moisture content. The measuring accuracy is ±0.3% for volumetric
water content, θ from 0 to 0.50 m3 m−3. The SM-200 sensor has been used in studies as a reliable soil
moisture sensor to determine the soil moisture content in the plant root zone [20] and as a reference
sensor to compare the accuracy of other capacitive-type soil moisture sensors [21]. In addition, the
SHT30 temperature and humidity sensor was used to obtain the temperature and humidity of the air.
Commercially available organic-rich gardening soil was obtained from a local producer (Gardening.
Pro, Maruki, Japan), hereafter referred to as organic-rich soil. This soil was originally obtained from
the surface of the kanto loam layer (Black soil, Kanuma city, Tochigi Prefrecture, Japan). The measured
organic matter content and mineral content were 24.8 and 75.2%, respectively [22]. The air-dried soil was
sieved through a 2 mm mesh to remove aggregated soil clumps, and the <2 mm fraction of the soil was
used in this study. In addition, a laboratory soil mixture was prepared by mixing the organic-rich soil with
vermiculite in a 1:1 ratio [23,24]. This soil mixture was used as a growing medium for laboratory plants.
2.1. Data Acquisition and Analysis via an Internet-Based Platform
The data acquisition system used in this study consisted of two main components called the
microcontroller unit and the Wi-Fi module. The main microcontroller STC89C52RC was operated at
a speed of 11.0592 MHz. A software-implemented I2C bus [25] was used to interface a 16 × 2 LCD
(1602 character-type liquid crystal display) module, an ADS1115 16-bit analog-to-digital converter
(ADC), and temperature and humidity sensor with the microcontroller. An ESP8266-12E low-cost
serial-to-WiFi module was interfaced through STC89C52RC inbuilt UART. The analog data output
24
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pin of the SKU:SEN0193 sensor was connected to the ADS1115 with a full-scale range of ±4.096 V.
The ADS1115 converted the voltage of SKU:SEN0193 sensor to raw counts (raw). ThingSpeak API, an
open IoT (Internet of Things) platform, was used to collect and analyze data with MATLAB@ analytics.
The assembly program for the microcontroller (Supplementary Material: Microcontroller program
code) was written by using Keil μVision 5 IDE, and AT commands were used to control the WiFi
module (Figures 1 and 2). The total cost of the developed prototype was around $45.7 (Table 1).
Table 1. The total cost of the developed soil moisture monitoring system (US$ in 2019).
Component Units Unit Cost ($) Subtotal ($) Total ($)
STC89C52RC 1 1.12 1.12
ADS1115 1 2.73 2.73
ESP8266-12E 1 1.79 1.79
SKU:SEN0193 4 7.24 28.96
SHT30 1 3.98 3.98
LCD1602 1 2.12 2.12
Other components 5.00
45.7
Figure 1. Acquisition and visualization of real-time data during the soil sample calibration process.
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Figure 2. Circuit diagram of the data acquisition system.
2.2. Soil Sample Preparation
Soil samples with different soil moisture contents were prepared by adjusting the soil moisture
content gravimetrically. The moisture-adjusted samples were packed into polycarbonate containers
(average volume 110 cm3 (Area: 18.08 cm2 × Height: 6.1 cm)) with an average dry bulk density, ρd, of
0.6 g cm−3 for organic-rich gardening soil and 0.3 g cm−3 for the laboratory soil mixture. Then the
containers were covered with plastic wrappings to avoid moisture loss during the calibration, and
the samples were stored after sealing with a lid. The sensor was inserted to the center of the soil core
at a depth of 5–6 cm from the upper soil surface. Then, the samples were let achieve equilibrium
for 15 to 20 min, before performing the measurements. The noise of the data, i.e., data fluctuation,
was very limited during the measurements. All experiments were performed at room temperature
(25 ◦C). The raw counts of the samples for each gravimetric water content were stored using the
Thingspeak platform.
2.3. Sensor-to-Sensor Variability Study
Prior to the calibration, the sensor-to-sensor reading variability (raw counts) of the SKU:SEN0193
sensors for predetermined soil moisture contents was evaluated (Table 2). The sensor-to-sensor
variability study was performed only for the organic-rich soil. Samples with two different soil
moisture contents (40 and 80%, g g−1 of organic-rich soil), in duplicate, and water were used to test
sensor-to-sensor variability. Repeated measurements (twenty replications of sensor measurements)
were obtained for every duplicated soil sample with four SKU:SEN0193 sensors (S1, S2, S3, and S4).
The sensor-to-sensor variability was analyzed using a one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) statistical
test [26]. Further, to estimate the measurement noise of the SKU:SEN0193 sensors, the coefficient
of variance (CV) of raw counts was determined. The CV values thus obtained were CVS1 = 0.05%,
CVS2 = 0.10%, CVS3 = 0.06%, CVS4 = 0.09% for 80%, g g−1 sample, i.e., an organic-rich soil sample in a
field capacity range.
2.4. Calibration of the Sensor
Considering the sensor-to-sensor variability, the samples were measured repeatedly using two
selected SKU:SEN0193 sensors to obtain a calibration function. The soil-specific calibration was
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performed using the organic-rich gardening soil and the laboratory soil mixture. The moisture contents
of the tested soil and soil mixture were adjusted gravimetrically using distilled water. Moisture-adjusted
samples were prepared with gravimetric water content of 0 (oven dried), 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
and 100 g g−1. The moisture-adjusted samples were kept in closed plastic bags for 24 h for equilibration,
and the gravimetric water content was verified by evaluating the moisture content of each sample by
oven-drying at 105 ◦C [27]. The raw counts for the samples of the two different materials with each
gravimetric water content were stored using the Thingspeak platform.
2.5. Validation of the Developed Calibration Function
The developed calibration function was validated by measuring organic-rich soil samples with
different moisture contents: oven-dried samples, air-dried samples, samples with a moisture content
of up to 100%, and saturated samples (>100%, g g−1). The samples with different moisture contents
were packed into polycarbonate containers. The soil water content of the samples was measured by
the SKU:SEN0193 and SM-200 sensors. These values were confirmed gravimetrically by oven-drying.
Similarly, data validation was performed in the selected values of the field capacity using samples
with soil water contents of 60, 65, 70, 75, and 80% g g−1. A soil-specific calibration was performed
for the SM-200 sensor in accordance with its user manual [28]. The calculated coefficients a0 and a1,
which conveniently parameterize the dielectric properties of soils, were 1.3 and 6.1, respectively, for
the organic-rich soil (Equations (1)–(3)).
√





ε = 1.0 + 16.103V − 38.725V2 + 60.881V3 − 46.032V4 + 13.536V5 (3)
where ε is the dielectric permittivity of the soil, θ (cm3 cm−3) is the volumetric water content, and V is
the SM-200 reading in Volts of the corresponding soil moisture content.
A polynomial conversion (Equation (4)) was performed to calculate the volumetric water content
θ (cm3 cm−3) after soil-specific calibration for the organic-rich soil:
θ =
[





3. Results and Discussion
The data measured by the low-cost SKU:SEN0193 sensor and the temperature and humidity
sensor were stored and visualized via an internet-based platform. The soil water contents predicted
using the linear equation (which we developed by considering the raw counts of the sensor for bulk
water and air with average values of 10,653 and 20,240, respectively) were inaccurate for both the
organic-rich soil and the laboratory soil mixture. Hence, new calibration functions were developed by
plotting the volumetric water content θ of the tested materials as a function of the raw count.
The volumetric water content θ (cm3 cm−3) of the samples can be obtained by the measured
gravimetric water content w (g/g, %) of the samples, the dry bulk density of the material ρb (g cm−3),





3.1. Results of the Sensor-to-Sensor Variability Study
The results of the ANOVA test at a 5% significance level for 20 replications of sensor response
measurements (for each duplicated soil sample) of 4 SKU:SEN0193 sensors indicated that the mean
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sensor response was significantly different for the 4 SKU:SEN0193 sensors (see Table 2), demonstrating
significant sensor-to-sensor variability.
Table 2. Results of the ANOVA test for 20 replications of sensor response measurements of 4
SKU:SEN0193 sensors for 3 different conditions.






40%, g g−1 Sensor-to-sensor variability 3 14888295 4962765 30091Noise 76 12535 165
80%, g g−1 Sensor-to-sensor variability 3 33893919 11297973 9813Noise 76 87499 1151
Water
Sensor-to-sensor variability 3 7610824 2536941 1121
Noise 76 171977 2263
* df: degrees of freedom.
3.2. Calibration of the SKU:SEN0193 Sensor for Organic-Rich Soil and Laboratory Soil Mixture
The sensor-to-sensor variability study suggested that the responses of the tested four sensors
were different, and therefore, their accuracy should be improved by using a sensor-specific calibration
model for each sensor [29]. Considering the sensor-to-sensor variability, the samples were measured
repeatedly using two selected SKU:SEN0193 sensors to obtain a calibration function.
The average raw count of the two SKU:SEN0193 sensors was obtained for each moisture-adjusted
sample. Soil moisture, temperature, and humidity data were recorded at intervals of 1 min. After the
equilibrium, the data were recorded over 15–20 min for each sample (n = 15–20). The averaged raw
count as a function of volumetric water content, θ, was plotted in Figure 3. Here, we show the results
for three moisture categories for organic-rich soil: dry to moderately wet samples with volumetric
water content around 0.0–0.26 cm3 cm−3, field capacity samples with volumetric water content around
0.34–0.50 cm3 cm−3, and saturated samples with volumetric water content around 0.62–0.74 cm3 cm−3.
In addition, these data indicate that the sensor could distinguish the three different soil moisture
levels of dry to moderately wet, field capacity, and saturated. Hence, the minimum and maximum
values of the readily available soil moisture (permanent wilting percentage and field capacity) can be
maintained using the SKU:SEN0193 sensor in organic-rich soil. Interestingly, the calibration curve
obtained for the laboratory soil mixture did not show a clear difference among the three moisture
categories. The laboratory soil mixture was prepared by mixing organic-rich soil and vermiculite.
It has been reported that also high-cost sensors such as TDR do not accurately predict the soil moisture
content of soil substitutes based on mineral media (vermiculite, tuff, perlite) [30]. Furthermore, it is
known that less expensive capacitance moisture sensors operate in low frequencies and are thereby
more sensitive to effects of soil textural variances and salinity [4,31]. Thus, the low sensitivity of the
SKU:SEN0193 sensor for the soil moisture content of the laboratory soil mixture could be due to the
high mineral content of the laboratory soil mixture.
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Figure 3. Average raw count as a function of the volumetric water content θ of the tested porous
materials (n = 20). The raw count varies with the dielectric constants of the bulk water and air and
ranges between 10,000 and 20,000 according to the sensor output.
3.3. Soil-Specific Calibration Function
The derived soil-specific calibration function for the organic-rich soil accurately predicted the
soil moisture values of known samples, while that for the laboratory soil mixture did not. Therefore,
further studies were carried out using organic-rich soils.
The derived calibration function (polynomial function) of the SKU:SEN0193 sensor for the
organic-rich soil is (R2 = 0.98):
θ = 13.248− 2.576× 10−3 raw + 1.726× 10−7 raw2 − 3.839× 10−12 raw3 (6)
3.4. Data Validation with the Commercially Available SM-200 Sensor and the Low-Cost SKU:SEN0193
Capacitive Sensor
Soil samples were analyzed for their soil water content using the commercial available SM-200
sensor and the low-cost SKU:SEN0193 capacitive sensor. The volumetric water contents derived from
the polynomial function of the SKU:SEN0193 sensor, the polynomial function of the SM-200 sensor for
organic soil (manufacturer’s function), and the soil-specific calibration (the function obtained from
the measured coefficients) are plotted in Figure 4 as a function of the measured volumetric water
content. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) was calculated for the soil water contents derived by the
different calibration (polynomial) functions. The RMSE values of the SKU:SEN0193 sensor function,
the SM-200 manufacturer’s function, and the SM-200 soil-specific calibration function were 0.09, 0.07,
and 0.06 cm3 cm−3, respectively, for the samples with dry to saturated levels of soil water content. The
soil water content at 0.45 cm3 cm−3 (74% gravimetric water content) was predicted precisely by the
derived polynomial functions of both sensors (Figure 4a). Hence, data prediction at the field capacity
(a gravimetric water content of 60–80%) was performed by measuring the moisture-adjusted samples
(Figure 4b). The RMSE was calculated as before. The RMSE values of the SKU:SEN0193 sensor function,
the SM-200 manufacturer‘s function, and the SM-200 soil-specific calibration function were 0.05, 0.08,
and 0.03 cm3 cm−3, respectively, in the field capacity range. The data prediction ability of the sensor
appeared similar to that of the SM-200 sensor (with soil-specific calibration) at a lower investment cost.
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This study highlights the potential use of the low-cost SKU:SEN0193 capacitive moisture sensor for
predicting the water content of soil.
Figure 4. The samples’ soil water contents θ derived from the polynomial function of the SKU:SEN0193
sensor, the polynomial function of the SM-200 sensor for organic soil (manufacturer’s function), and
the soil-specific calibration function as a function of volumetric water content: (a) in the range of soil
water contents from dry to saturated, (b) in the range of the field capacity.
Prior to deploying the system in the field, it is necessary to evaluate the performance of the derived
function for continuous operation. Thus, soil moisture loss from a sample in the field capacity range
was evaluated using the derived polynomial function (gravimetric basis) (Figure 5). The experiment
was performed for 12 h, from day to nighttime, under laboratory conditions. The room temperature
and the relative humidity of the room ranged from 25 to 26 ◦C and 72 to 75%, respectively, during the
measurements. The 3D scatter-plot in Figure 5 illustrates the soil moisture loss with time. It shows a
gradual decrease in soil moisture during 12 h of measurements.
Figure 5. Soil moisture loss with time. The developed calibration function (gravimetric basis) was used
to derive the soil moisture loss every minute (Equation (6)).
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4. Conclusions
We evaluated the accuracy and reliability of the SKU:SEN0193 low-cost capacitive soil moisture
sensor under laboratory conditions. The developed soil-specific calibration function for gardening soil
performed satisfactorily during the sensor validation procedure for the prediction of soil water content.
Furthermore, our data suggest that the soil-specific calibration function of the SKU:SEN0193 sensor
can be used to predict the soil water contents in three different ranges of soil moisture. Hence, it can
be used to maintain the minimum and maximum values of readily available soil moisture in indoor
systems. In contrast, the SKU:SEN0193 capacitive soil moisture sensor did not perform acceptably
for the laboratory soil mixture in predicting the soil moisture content. This result suggests that the
accuracy of the sensor depends on the soil mixture constituents.
However, it is necessary to investigate the effects of soil temperature, bulk density of the soil
profile, and salinity levels on the accuracy of the sensor measurements. Further studies should be
undertaken to assess its behavior in a real working scenario under field conditions.
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Abstract: Better methods are needed for mapping agricultural drainage pipe systems. Prior research
on small test plots indicates that ground penetrating radar (GPR) is oftentimes capable of detecting
buried drainage pipes; however, the feasibility of employing this geophysical technique in larger
field areas has not been adequately evaluated. Ground penetrating radar integrated with a Real-Time
Kinematic (RTK) Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) may be an effective and efficient means
of mapping drain lines within agricultural fields. Therefore, GPR-RTK/GNSS was tested in three
agricultural settings; with Site 1 and Site 2 located in Beltsville, MD, USA and Site 3 near Columbus,
OH, USA. Soils at the three sites ranged from silty clay loam to loamy sand. A GPR unit with 250 MHz
antennas was used to detect drainage pipes, and at Sites 1 and 2, a physical GNSS base station was
utilized, while a virtual base station was employed at Site 3. The GPR-RTK/GNSS configurations
used in this study delineated a complex rectangular drainage pipe system at Site 1, with one set of
drainage pipes oriented southwest-northeast and a second oriented southeast-northwest. At Site
2, a herringbone drain line pattern was outlined, and at Site 3, random drain lines were found.
When integrated with RTK/GNSS, spiral or serpentine GPR transects (or spiral/serpentine segments
of a GPR transects) were utilized to provide insight on drain line directional trends. Consequently,
given suitable field conditions, GPR integrated with RTK/GNSS can be a valuable tool for farmers
and drainage contractors needing to map subsurface drainage systems.
Keywords: Drainage Pipe Mapping; Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR); Real-Time Kinematic Global
Navigation Satellite System (RTK/GNSS)
1. Introduction
A 1985 economic survey showed that the states comprising the Midwest U.S. (Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Ohio, Minnesota, Michigan, Missouri, and Wisconsin) by that year had approximately
12.5 million ha that contained subsurface drainage systems, with cropland accounting for the large
majority of areas possessing these buried drainage pipe networks [1]. In the more than 30 years that
have elapsed since the 1985 survey, a very sizeable amount of additional agricultural drainage pipe
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has been installed throughout the Midwest U.S. In order to improve crop yields, farmers within this
region often need to repair drain lines that are not functioning properly or install new drain lines
between the old ones to improve soil water removal efficiency. Whether for system repairs or efficiency
improvements, locations of the preexisting drain lines are required; however, in most cases, a map of
the original subsurface drainage system installation is no longer available.
Present methods of locating drain lines involve the use of hand-held tile probes or heavy trenching
equipment. Finding drainage pipes with a tile probe (Figure 1a) is both time consuming and extremely
tedious. With a tile probe, it is sometimes difficult at a particular spot beneath the ground surface
to distinguish a clay tile drainage pipe from the large stones that are commonly present in glacially
derived soils of the Midwest U.S. A tile probe also easily penetrates through a corrugated plastic tubing
(CPT) drainage pipe, thereby making the presence of the CPT drainage pipes difficult to ascertain,
while at the same time potentially causing pipe collapse problems. Locating drainage pipes with
heavy trenching equipment (Figure 1b) is effective, but causes costly pipe damage that has to be
repaired before the trench is backfilled. Consequently, an effective, efficient, and noninvasive (i.e.,
nondestructive) method is needed for mapping subsurface drainage systems in agricultural fields.
 
Figure 1. Present methods for finding drainage pipes: (a) hand-held tile probe; (b) heavy trenching
equipment with inset photo showing an example of the drainage pipe damage caused during this
excavation operation.
In a preliminary study [2], an unmanned aircraft system (UAS) with a thermal infrared camera
exhibited promise in regard to drainage pipe mapping at an agricultural field in central Ohio, USA;
however, the technology is now only just beginning to be rigorously evaluated for this particular
application. Prior research has demonstrated the feasibility of using ground penetrating radar (GPR)
in agricultural settings to locate buried clay tile and CPT drainage pipe over a range of soil types
and shallow hydrologic conditions [3–5]. Additional research has shown that GPR, under certain
circumstances, can isolate the location of drainage pipe obstructions [6]. The strength of the GPR
drainage pipe response for specific soil moisture conditions was found to depend on the orientation of
the GPR antennas relative to the drain line directional trend [7].
All prior GPR drainage pipe detection research focused on testing the feasibility of this geophysical
technology on small agricultural experiment plots. The practicality of employing GPR for determining
drain line patterns in larger farm fields has not been adequately assessed. Ground penetrating
radar integrated with a Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
may be an effective, efficient, and noninvasive (i.e., nondestructive) means of mapping drain lines
within agricultural fields. Consequently, GPR-RTK/GNSS was evaluated at three agricultural fields.
The overall process involved mapping the latitude and longitude coordinates of points in the field
beneath which drainage pipes were potentially detected and then using this map to provide insight
on drain line patterns. The guiding hypothesis for this research can be stated; “GPR integrated
with RTK/GNSS is an effective, efficient, and noninvasive tool for delineating drain line patterns in
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agricultural fields.” The results of this study confirmed this hypothesis by successfully demonstrating
GPR-RTK/GNSS mapping of complex subsurface drainage systems at three agricultural field sites.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Site Descriptions
Testing of GPR integrated with an RTK/GNSS for drainage pipe mapping was carried out at
three agricultural field sites. Two of the sites are located in Beltsville, MD, USA, and the third site
is near Columbus, OH, USA. Aerial images of the three sites, with soil map overlays, are shown
in Figure 2. Note: Throughout this article, aerial images obtained via Google Earth (Google LLC.,
Mountain View, CA, USA). were used as a base map to overlay soils and GPR information. Soil map
overlays were obtained via the SoilWeb Earth App (UC Davis, California Soil Resource Lab, Davis, CA,
USA). Descriptions for each test site are provided as follows.
 
Figure 2. Aerial images with soil map overlays of the three agricultural sites that were investigated
with GPR-RTK/GNSS: (a) Site 1; (b) Site 2; (c) Site 3. Purple lines mark site boundaries.
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2.1.1. Site 1 (Latitude: 39.012555, Longitude: −76.940204)
Site 1 is located at the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)—Agricultural Research Service
(ARS)—Beltsville Agricultural Research Center (BARC). Site 1 is comprised of numerous small
experiment plots (Figure 2a). The total area of this agricultural field is 5.6 ha. Cordorus and Hatboro
soils, CF, cover Site 1. Both the Cordorus (mesic Fluvaquentic Dystrudept) and Hatboro (mesic Fluvaquentic
Endoaquept) are classified as loams.
2.1.2. Site 2 (Latitude: 39.025426, Longitude: −76.899118)
Site 2 is also located at BARC and is approximately 4 km northeast of Site 1. Site 2, as with site 1,
is comprised of numerous small experiment plots (Figure 2b). The total area of the Site 2 agricultural
field is 11.3 ha. The soils that cover Site 2 include Elkton silt loam, EkA, (mesic Typic Endoaquults),
Hammonton loamy sand, HaA, (mesic Aquic Hapludults), Russett—Christiana complex, RcA or RcB,
(Russett loam—mesic Aquic Hapludults, Christiana—mesic Aquic Hapludults), and Udorthents, UdgB,
(reclaimed gravel pits). Udorthents cover only a very small part of Site 2, just in the southwest corner.
2.1.3. Site 3 (Latitude: 40.029482, Longitude: −82.727897)
Site 3 is a horse boarding, riding, and training facility located near Columbus, Ohio. The northeastern
portion of the site has fenced-in areas for horses to exercise and graze (Figure 2c). The building
structures contain offices, boarding stalls, and an indoor riding area. A large hay field is present
within southern and western portions of the site. The total area of Site 3 is 13.0 ha. The soils in this
agricultural setting include Bennington silt loam, BeB, (mesic Aeric Epiaqualfs), Cardington silt loam,
Crd1B1, (mesic Aquic Hapludalfs), and Pewamo silty clay loam, Pe, (mesic Typic Argiaquolls).
2.2. Equipment
A Sensors & Software Inc. (Mississagua, ON, Canada) Noggin® GPR system having 250 MHz
antennas (Figure 3a,c) was employed to detect buried drainage pipes. The antennas used were
shielded and had a frequency range from 125 to 375 MHz, with a center frequency of 250 MHz.
Previous research [3–7] indicated that 250 MHz center frequency antennas worked best for finding
clay tile and CPT drainage pipes in agricultural settings. Integration of RTK/GNSS with the GPR
system allowed accurate latitude and longitude coordinates to be obtained at field locations where
potential drainage pipes were detected. In order to obtain RTK/GNSS coordinates at Sites 1 and
2, a Topcon Corporation (Itabashi, Japan) GNSS (Global Positioning System—GPS and Globalnaya
Navigazionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema—GLONASS) FC-200 rover receiver (Figure 3a) and Topcon
Corporation GNSS (GPS and GLONASS) HiPer XT base station receiver (Figure 3b) were utilized.
At Site 3, a Topcon Corporation GRS-1 dual-frequency, GNSS (GPS and GLONASS) rover receiver and
Topcon Corporation PG-S1 hand-held controller were employed together (Figure 3c) with a virtual
base station set-up through the Ohio Department of Transportation’s (ODOT) network of Continuously
Operating Reference Stations (CORS) [8]. Time domain reflectometry (TDR) soil water content values
were collected using a Spectrum Technologies, Inc. (East Plainfield, Illinois) Field Scout TDR-300 with
20 cm waveguides (Figure 3d). The TDR water content measurements were utilized to determine soil
dielectric constant values [9], that in turn were used to calculate preliminary soil radar velocities [10,11],
which were then employed to convert GPR two-way travel times to depth values.
2.3. Field Data Collection
Almost all of the GPR-RTK/GNSS data for Site 1 was collected on 5 April 2017, with just a few
additional short GPR transects carried out on 24 January 2018. All GPR-RTK/GNSS data for Site 2 was
obtained on 25 January 2018. For Site 3, linear GPR transects were completed on 6 November 2017,
followed by the spiral/serpentine GPR transects on 5 February 2018. At each site, between four to
six hours total was needed to complete the GPR-RTK/GNSS surveys. The GPR equipment settings
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included a 5 cm distance between signal trace measurement points along a transect (i.e., station interval
= 5 cm). At each measurement point on the GPR transect, 16 signal traces were collected and averaged
(i.e., stacking = 16). The GPR two-way travel time for each signal trace was set to provide a depth
of investigation of 1.5 m (Site 3) or 2.0 m (Sites 1 and 2). The GPR signal trace two-way travel time
needed to achieve 1.5 m or 2.0 m investigations depths were calculated from soil radar velocity values
based on TDR measurements.
 
Figure 3. Equipment used in investigation: (a) Noggin GPR system (250 MHz antennas) with GNSS
FC-200 rover receiver; (b) GNSS HiPer XT base station receiver; (c) Noggin GPR system (250 MHz
antennas) with GNSS GRS-1 rover receiver and PG-S1 hand-held controller; (d) Field Scout TDR-300.
One main component of the Noggin® GPR unit is the Digital Video Logger (DVL), which is
used to input equipment settings (station interval, stacking, radar velocity, depth of investigation,
etc.) and store GPR-RTK/GPS data. The DVL also has a display screen that provides a real-time
GPR cross-section view of the subsurface as data is being collected along a measurement transect
(Figure 3a,c). Consequently, the DVL can provide an almost instant indication of a buried drainage pipe.
Suspected locations of the buried drainage pipes can then be flagged in the field, with flagged locations
that line-up, pointing to the presence and trend of a drain line. Additionally, spiral/serpentine GPR
transects or segments of transects can be carried out, on the spot, based on DVL indications of a
buried drainage pipe, directly for the purpose of confirming drain line presence and determining its
directional trend.
Site maps showing GPR measurement transects (yellow lines—obtained through RTK/GNSS data)
are provided in Figure 4. The physical GNSS base station locations at Sites 1 and 2 are marked with
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orange square symbols (Figure 4a,b). (Again, a virtual base station was employed at Site 3, so there is
no orange square symbol depicted in Figure 4c) At Sites 1 and 2, there were essentially two sets of GPR
transects, one that coincided or paralleled the longest side boundaries at the sites and then a second set
that was oriented perpendicular to the first set. At Site 2, most of the GPR transects contained spiral
path segments that provided insight on drain line directional trends (Figure 4b). At Site 3, linear GPR
transects around the perimeter of the property and within the fenced-in grazing/exercise areas or
hay field were used for initial indications of where drainage pipes might exist. These linear GPR
transects at Site 3 were then followed-up with spiral or serpentine GPR transects that were again used
to determine the trend and extent of individual drain lines.
 
Figure 4. GPR measurement transects (yellow lines) and locations of physical RTK/GNSS base stations
(orange squares): (a) Site 1; (b) Site 2; (c) Site 3.
2.4. Data Processing and Interpretation
The principle of GPR operation is conceptually simple and involves directing an electromagnetic
radio energy (radar) pulse into the subsurface, followed by measurement of the elapsed time taken
by the signal as it is travels downwards from the transmitting antenna, partially reflects off a buried
feature, and is eventually returned to the surface, where it is recorded by a receiving antenna. For each
point of measurement along a GPR transect, reflections from different depths produce a signal trace,
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which is a function of the radar wave amplitude (and energy) versus two-way travel time. (Note: As
previously indicated, soil water content measurements can be used to convert two-way travel times to
depth values.) Antenna frequency, soil moisture conditions, clay content, salinity, and the amount of
iron oxide present all have a substantial influence on the distance beneath the surface to which the
radar signal penetrates. Differences in the dielectric constant across a buried feature discontinuity
govern the amount of radar energy that reflects off the buried feature and then returns to surface to be
recorded by the receiving antenna. Previous research [5] shows that the GPR drainage pipe response
(i.e., amount of radar energy reflected from a buried pipe) does not depend on the type of pipe (clay
tile or CPT) but rather the difference between the dielectric constant of the soil surrounding the pipe
versus the dielectric constant of the air and/or water inside the pipe.
A GPR profile (i.e., cross-section) of the subsurface beneath a GPR transect is generated by
sequentially combining, side-by-side, one after another, the signal traces obtained at each measurement
point along the transect. The horizontal axis on a GPR profile represents distance along the transect (in
meters), while the vertical axis represents two-way radar signal travel time (in nanoseconds) and/or
depth (in meters). With depths of investigation of 1.5 or 2.0 m, the GPR profiles generated for this
study essentially depict GPR responses only within the soil profile.
Figure 5 depicts the two types of GPR profile drainage pipe responses. Where there
is a somewhat modest to large angle (i.e., 15◦ < x◦ < 90◦) between the GPR transect
orientation and drain line directional trend, the GPR response is that of an upside-down
U-shaped feature (i.e., reflection hyperbola), and the position for the top of the drainage
pipe corresponds with the apex of the reflection hyperbola (Figure 5a). The drainage pipe
reflection hyperbola is horizontally compressed if the angle is closer to 90◦, while alternatively,
if the angle is closer to 15◦, then the reflection hyperbola becomes spread out horizontally.
It is important to note other buried features, such as large stones can produce a reflection hyperbola,
but in map view, the location of these features are isolated, while mapped locations of actual drainage
pipe reflection hyperbolas form a line. Where the GPR transect is essentially over top and along trend
(x◦ < 15◦) of a drain line, the GPR response formed is that a banded linear feature, with the position
for the top of the drainage pipe corresponding to the top of the banded linear feature (Figure 5b).
Obtaining the banded linear GPR drainage pipe response is fairly uncommon because this response
requires, without any prior knowledge of drain line locations and directional trends, that a GPR
transect just happens to be oriented over the top and along the trend of a drain line.
EKKO Project 5 software (Sensors & Software Inc., Mississagua, ON, Canada) was used to process
and interpret the GPR-RTK/GNSS data acquired at Sites 1, 2, and 3, starting with the generation
of GPR profiles from the GPR measurement transects. EKKO Project 5 reflection hyperbola curve
fitting procedures, employed only in cases where the GPR transect was perpendicular to the drain
line directional trend, allowed soil radar velocities to be refined at each site (from the original TDR
measurements), and in turn, improve the accuracy of GPR profile depth scales. Soil radar velocities,
refined via EKKO Project 5, were 0.072 m/ns on 5 April 2017 and 0.063 m/ns on 24 January 2018
at Site 1, 0.067 m/ns on 25 January 2018 at Site 2, and 0.060 m/ns on both 6 November 2017 and
5 February 2018 at Site 3. The only processing steps used to produce GPR profiles via EKKO Project 5
were (1) application of a signal saturation correction filter (i.e., Dewow) to remove slowly decaying
low frequency noise and (2) utilization of a spreading and exponential calibrated compensation gain
function to amplify potential GPR drainage pipe responses. An interpretation module in EKKO Project
5 allowed potential drainage pipe responses in a GPR profile to be marked (Figure 6). With GPR and
RTK/GNSS data collected together, EKKO Project 5 was then employed to save a spreadsheet file of
the latitudes, longitudes, and depths corresponding to the marked potential drainage pipe responses.
Furthermore, because GPR and RTK/GNSS data were collected concurrently, EKKO Project 5 was
then able to generate a KMZ file that stored a site map of the GPR transects along with the marked
potential drainage pipe locations. Opening this KMZ file in Google Earth allowed GPR measurement
transects and the possible pipe locations to be overlaid on an aerial image.
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Figure 5. GPR profile drainage pipe responses; (a) horizontally compressed upside down U-shaped
feature (i.e., reflection hyperbola) within yellow line oval results from the GPR transect being oriented
perpendicular to drain line directional trend (from Site 1); (b) the banded linear feature within the
yellow line oval results from the GPR transect being oriented the over top and along the trend of a
drain line (from Site 3).
 
Figure 6. GPR profile from Site 1 with potential reflection hyperbola drainage pipe responses marked
via EKKO Project 5. Because GPR and RTK/GNSS data are collected concurrently, the latitude,
longitude, and depth corresponding to a potential drainage pipe response mark (red dot) could then
all be saved (via EKKO Project 5) into spreadsheet and KMZ files.
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3. Results
Locations on GPR transects where potential buried drainage pipes were detected are shown
(with red dots) in Figure 7. At Site 1, to the west of the white dashed line in Figure 7a, the overall
soil profile had a relatively homogeneous appearance regarding GPR response (as exhibited in GPR
profiles). Conversely, to the east of the dashed line, the overall soil profile had a far more heterogeneous
appearance regarding GPR response. The overall GPR appearance of the soil profile (i.e., homogeneous
vs. heterogeneous) definitely impacted Site 1 drainage pipe detection. In the more homogeneous soils
on the west side of Site 1, reflection hyperbola potential drainage pipe responses were fairly easy to
isolate within GPR profiles (Figure 8a), while in the more heterogeneous soils on the east side of Site 1,
isolating the reflection hyperbola potential drainage pipe responses from the surrounding clutter was
much more difficult (Figure 8b).
Figure 7. GPR measurement transects (yellow lines) and potential drainage pipe locations (red dots):
(a) Site 1; (b) Site 2; (c) Site 3.
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Figure 8. GPR profiles showing reflection hyperbola potential drainage pipe responses highlighted by
yellow line ovals; (a) homogeneous soils on west side of Site 1; (b) heterogeneous soils on east side
of Site 1. The reflection hyperbola potential drainage pipe responses are far easier to discern in the
homogeneous soils as opposed to the heterogeneous soils.
Drain lines were interpreted to exist in places where mapped locations of potential drainage
pipe responses clearly followed a line. Again, a potential drainage pipe location that is isolated likely
implies that the corresponding GPR profile reflection hyperbola response is not due to a drainage
pipe, but rather some solitary buried object, such as a large stone. The interpreted drain line patterns
(blue lines) are depicted in Figure 9 for all three sites. The GPR-RTK/GNSS data collected in this
study delineated a complex rectangular drainage pipe system at Site 1 (Figure 9a), with a set of
southwest-northeast drain lines present on the west side of the site and a southeast-northwest drain
line set present on the east side of the site. Figure 9b indicates that although not all the drainage pipe
present at Site 2 was detected, GPR integrated with RTK/GNSS did find a sufficient number of drain
lines to unambiguously determine that a herringbone subsurface drainage system had been installed
within this agricultural field. Random drain lines were found at Site 3 (Figure 9c), which are likely to
be very old and installed for the purpose of draining wet areas in the hay field.
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Figure 9. Interpreted drain line patterns (blue lines) overlaid on GPR measurement transects (yellow
lines) and potential drainage pipe locations (red dots): (a) Site 1; (b) Site 2; and (c) Site 3. A thin black
line within a thicker blue line indicates a main collector pipe.
4. Discussion
At Site 1, GPR profiles (Figure 8) showed soils to the west of the white dashed line in Figure 7a to
have a relatively homogeneous GPR response, while soils to the east of the white dashed line exhibited
a far more homogeneous GPR response. Prior research [5] has shown that fine-textured silty/clayey
soils tend to have a homogeneous appearance in GPR profiles, while coarse-textured sandy soils tend
to have a more heterogeneous, or cluttered, appearance in GPR profiles. This finding could indicate
for Site 1 that there were generally fine-textured silty/clayey soils west of the white dashed line in
Figure 7a and generally coarse-textured sandy soils east of the white dashed line. Textural analysis of
soil cores obtained across Site 1 will be required in order to confirm this supposition.
When GPR is integrated with RTK/GNSS, spiral or serpentine GPR transects, or spiral/serpentine
segments of GPR transects, can be employed where needed to determine drain line directional trends.
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Initial linear GPR transects at Site 1 clearly indicated, just by themselves, based on DVL potential
pipe locations flagged in the field, the drain line directional trends; therefore, spiral/serpentine GPR
transects or spiral/serpentine segments of GPR transects were not needed to establish drain line
patterns at this site. While not required at Site 1 to determine drain line patterns, spiral or serpentine
GPR transects (or spiral/serpentine segments of a GPR transects) did provide valuable insight on
drain line directional trends at Sites 2 and 3. Figure 10 provides clear examples from Sites 2 and 3
as to how spiral/serpentine GPR transect segments were employed to determine the direction of an
agricultural field drain line. It is readily apparent that the drain line patterns at Sites 2 and 3 would
have been almost impossible to discern without the integration of GPR with RTK/GNSS and the use
of spiral/serpentine GPR transects or spiral/serpentine segments of GPR transects.
 
Figure 10. Spiral/serpentine segments of a GPR transect can be employed to determine drain
line presence and direction: (a) spiral transect segment example from Site 2 (main collector pipe);
(b) serpentine transect segment example from Site 3. Drainage pipe reflection hyperbolas interpreted
with EKKO Project 5 (red dots on GPR profile insets) were mapped (red dots) along with transect
segments paths (yellow lines with directional arrowheads). The mapped drainage pipe locations are in
a line, thereby indicating the presence and direction of a buried agricultural drain line.
Field data collection using GPR integrated with RTK/GNSS to map subsurface drainage was
quite efficient, requiring only four to six hours at each of the three sites. This study shows that a
dense grid of GPR transects is not needed to determine drainage pipe patterns. Actually, all that is
required in a particular agricultural field to find drain lines and determine their directional trends are
a few select GPR transects (usually with incorporated spiral/serpentine segments). The efficiency of
GPR-RTK/GNSS for subsurface drainage mapping could be improved further over what was obtained
in this investigation by using an all-terrain vehicle (ATV) pulling a sled to mount all the GPR and
RTK/GNSS equipment instead of mounting the equipment on the push cart shown in Figure 3a,c.
The GPR-RTK/GNSS drainage pipe mapping approach described is applicable for mapping
subsurface drainage systems in agricultural fields up to tens of hectares in size. With suitable
soil/hydrologic conditions and widespread adoption of this approach over large areas, it might
be possible to gain insight on drainage practice intensity at small watershed scales. As indicated,
the types of soils present can be important. Soils having very high clay contents oftentimes, but not
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always, severely limit radar signal penetration into the subsurface, thereby making GPR drainage
pipe detection difficult [4,5]. Transient shallow hydrologic conditions also have a substantial impact.
Soils that are not too dry or too wet are best for GPR drainage pipe detection, especially good are moist
soils surrounding air-filled drainage pipes, which is a common situation occurring a day or more after
a large rainfall event [5].
The integration of GPR with RTK/GNSS can therefore be a valuable tool for determining
drainage pipe patterns in agricultural fields. The subsurface drainage system information obtained by
GPR-RTK/GNSS could be very useful for retrofitting a subsurface drainage system for subirrigation
or to improve soil water removal efficiency, with both scenarios requiring installation of new drain
lines in between pre-existing drain lines [12–14], which in turn cannot be accomplished without
knowing where the preexisting drain lines are located. Knowledge of drain line patterns obtained
via GPR-RTK/GNSS could also be used for repairing part of a subsurface drainage system that is not
functioning properly. Finding drainage pipes with GPR-RTK/GNSS is certainly an improvement over
tile probe and trench excavation methods, because GPR-RTK/GNSS field data collection, compared
to these other two methods, is much faster, is better at determining drain line directional trends,
and causes no pipe damage. Consequently, in areas where GPR is capable of detecting buried drainage
pipes, GPR-RTK/GNSS can supplant tile probe and trench excavation methods for mapping drain
line patterns.
5. Summary and Conclusions
Ground penetrating radar integrated with a Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) Global Navigation
Satellite System (GPR-RTK/GNSS) successfully determined drainage pipe patterns at three agricultural
field sites. At one site, a rectangular pattern of drain lines was mapped, at the second site, a herringbone
pattern was delineated, and at the third site, random drain lines were found. A novel field
data collection approach was developed, taking advantage of GPR-RTK/GNSS, by which spiral
or serpentine GPR measurement transects (or spiral/serpentine segments of GPR measurement
transects) were employed to establish the presence and direction of drain lines. Using GPR-RTK/GNSS
to map drain lines can therefore provide useful information needed for retrofitting or repair of
agricultural subsurface drainage systems. Furthermore, in areas where GPR can detect drainage
pipes, GPR-RTK/GNSS is a substantial improvement (faster, better able to resolve drain line trends,
and causes no pipe damage) over the traditional tile probe and trench excavation methods for finding
drainage pipes.
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Abstract: Harrowing is a process that reduces the size of soil clods and prepares the field for seeding.
Rotary harrows are a common piece of equipment in North Italy that consists of teeth rotating around
a vertical axis with a processing depth of 5–15 cm. In this study, the topsoil movement in terms of
distance and direction were estimated at different rotary harrow working conditions. A total of eight
tests was performed using two forward speeds of 1 and 3 km/h, two working depths of 6 and 10 cm
and two levelling bar positions of 0 and 10 cm from the ground. In order to simulate and follow
topsoil movement, Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) tags were inserted into cork stoppers and
distributed in a regular pattern over the soil. Tags were distributed in six lines along the working
width and repeated in three rows for each test: a total number of 144 tags was tracked. Results
showed that there were no significant differences between the performed tests, on the other hand the
reported tests highlight the effectiveness of the RFID monitoring approach.
Keywords: rotary harrow; secondary tillage; soil erosion; RFID
1. Introduction
Soil tillage is an agronomic practice that effects on both soil and crop properties. The main objective
for tillage operations is to improve the soil environment for seed germination and, subsequently,
improve crop yield [1–3]. There are several kinds of tillage methods and tools such as conventional
tillage, which is commonly divided into primary and secondary tillage. In primary tillage, moldboard
or chisel plows make the major part of the tillage operation. Meanwhile, soil surface after primary
tillage still needs further operation in order to smooth and reduce clods size. Therefore, secondary
tillage operation by rotary harrow is used for preparing suitable seedbed [4].
Tillage operations have a great impact on topsoil in terms of aggregate size and crop residue cover,
which plays an important role in sustainable agriculture. A minimum amount of residue is needed to
protect soil erosion, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and maintain soil carbon level [5–8]. The impact
of tillage operations on topsoil depend on tillage operational depth and speed, soil characteristics,
initial amount of residues, and type of used equipment [9,10].
The contribution of harrowing in soil erosion could be realized from weed dispersal studies [4].
Soil movement by tillage operations was investigated through different instruments [11] and different
approaches [12,13]. Researchers used different techniques to monitor soil movement such as plastic
beads [14], granite rocks [13], or aluminum cubes [4]. It is in the authors’ opinion that Radio-Frequency
Identification (RFID) systems can be successfully applied for this scope.
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The RFID is a system that transmits the identity of an object using radio waves and consists of RFID
tags and RFID readers. RFID tags are small electronic devices attached to objects and RFID reader is an
antenna that identifies the tags [15]. The passive tags have no power source and discovered by antenna
within 0.5–1.0 m radius while other tags may include batteries to be detected at higher distances [16,17].
In recent years, due to relatively low costs, many applications have been developed based on RFID
such as location identification for many shipping and postal services, security purposes in shops
and companies, retailers and supply chain for confirming that products on shelf, payment systems
for payments at drive-through windows, livestock and agricultural production monitoring [18–21].
With reference to the soil, some recent advancements have been reported, mainly dealing with the
assessment of erosion, landslide displacement monitoring, or sediment mobility [22–25], while the
authors are not aware of RFID applications in relation to soil tillage practices.
The main objective of this study is to assess the movements of topsoil layer after the application
of a tillage operation such as rotary harrowing. In addition, the study highlights how RFID technology
can be effectively applied in order to simulate crop residues or even soil clods for tillage experiments
as more robust technique especially in open field trials (Supplementary Materials S1).
2. Materials and Methods
This study was conducted at a 5 ha field in Agripolis experimental field (University of Padova,
Italy). The soil can be defined, according to the United State Department of Agriculture (USDA),
as loamy and containing 46% sand, 30% silt, and 24% clay. Primary tillage was applied at the end of
the winter season and followed by a harrowing process as secondary tillage on May 2018 in order to
prepare the soil for soybean sowing. It is worth noting how most of crop residues are buried after
primary tillage, especially in the case of mouldboard ploughing. Such conditions were helpful in order
to maximize the understanding of implemented RFID tags dynamics.
A rotary harrow with two horizontal rollers from Alpergo Co., Lonigo, VI, Italy (Model: Rotodent
DP) was used to perform the harrowing process. The implement consisted of a series of 20 pairs of tines
(indicated by A in Figure 1) which rotate about a vertical axis in order to produce soil disturbance over
a working width of 5 m. The working volume is limited on the back by a levelling bar (B in Figure 1):
its height relatively to the ground can be adjusted in order to limit the flow of clods through the machine
and allow a better control on aggregates dimensions. The levelling bar thus allows the soil to be hold
for a certain time (from a few tenths up to a few seconds depending on its relative position) within the
shell where the tines operate, allowing aggregates mixing and reduction. Two horizontal cage rollers
(C in Figure 1) were positioned on the back end of the rotary harrow to allow soil compaction and
levelling. The implement was driven by a 160 hp tractor through the three-point hitch and Power Take
Off (PTO) shaft at 1000 rpm.
A RFID package from Oregon RFID Co., Portland, OR, USA was implemented in this work.
This package consists of RFID reader and passive tags. Tags are in a cylindrical shape with 3.65 mm
diameter and 23 mm length. Being small in dimensions and weight (less than 1 gram) allows their
integration into bigger envelopes. In fact, in order to simulate topsoil components such as crop
residues and soil clods, a cork stopper was drilled laterally and one RFID tag inserted inside each
stopper then closed by glue. Cork stoppers were chosen, due to their wide availability, durability,
and high similarity (in terms of shape, size, and density) specially with crop residues such as dry corn
stems or corncob. Furthermore, they allow to damp the effects of rotary harrow tools, minimizing
the eventuality of damages to the delicate RFID tags. Each tag (and thus each cork stopper) had an
identification number which allowed individual monitoring. Additionally, cork trackers were painted
with shining fluorescent color and tag identification number in order to facilitate recognition after the
harrowing process (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. On the left schematic view and on the right a picture of the implemented harrowing machine,
with indication of the working depth h of the rotary tines (A) and of the height k of the levelling bar (B)
closing the back part of the working volume; Soil is eventually levelled by a couple of cage rollers (C).
Figure 2. On the left a picture if the RFID tag, and on the right a cork stopper with RFID inside, painted
and numbered.
The experimental field was divided into two lateral strips (5 m × 80 m) and each strip consisted of
four different working conditions, as summarized in Table 1 and depicted in Figure 3. The different
applied working conditions were as follows: two forward speeds of 1 and 3 km/h, two working
depths (namely h in Figure 1) of 6 and 10 cm, and two levelling bar positions (namely k in Figure 1)
of 0 (i.e., at ground level) and 10 cm (i.e., lifted up from the soil). Eight working conditions were
investigated by using the RFID trackers. In each treatment, 18 trackers were distributed in six lines
and three rows. The distance between rows was 1 m while the distance between lines were 40, 80,
220, 280, 420, and 460 cm starting from one of the harrow sides in order to maintain a symmetric
measurement between the two horizontal rollers (Figure 3). The three rows of trackers act as replicates
for each treatment.
Trackers’ positions were recorded in conjunction with their identification number and tested with
the RFID antenna before applying the experimental treatments. After performing each treatment,
the position of each tracker was recorded in order to investigate its movement in terms of distance,
depth, and direction. At the start of each treatment, two stick markers were fixed to act as a datum for
trackers position recognition (Figure 3C).
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Figure 3. (A)—Geographical localization of the experimental site in Italy. (B)—Experimental area with
representation of the experimental design. (C)—Some of the tags after tillage operation. (D)—Trackers
distribution on undisturbed soil, before harrowing process.
3. Results and Discussion
A total number of 144 trackers were tracked after applying eight different treatments of rotary
harrowing. Trackers were localized by naked eye in the case of surface positions, conversely buried
trackers (more than eighty) were localized taking advantage of the RFID reader. During the experiments,
only two of the trackers were lost: in such cases they were not revealed by the RFID reader most
probably due to some breakage occurred during harrowing operation. Hence, the overall recovery rate
was 98.6%. Results showed that there was a clear movement in the machine direction with an average
value of 2.3 m, but exceeding 5 m in different situations. On the other hand, the lateral movement was
limited to an average of 0.2 m. The average movements for applied treatments are shown in Figure 4.
The major direction for trackers movement was in the machine direction. The major factor that
effected on movement distance was noticed from the levelling bar. The average movement were 2
and 0.8 m at bar level of 0 and 10 cm, respectively. Also, many trackers moved more than 5 m in the
machine direction with the bar at ground level, compared to less than 2.5 m in the case of lifted up
bar. This is ascribable to the fact that when the levelling bar is down, the amount of soil kept within
the chamber between tines and levelling bar itself increases. Concurrently, there is an increase in
the amount of time soil remains within such chamber: aggregates exit only after their size has been
sufficiently reduced to pass under the levelling bar. Such phenomenon results in a longer distance done
by clods or residues (and thus also by the RFID tags) and in a higher chance of burial effects. Moreover,
as tines are rotating, there is a probability of hitting the cork trackers which may throw trackers to a
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forward or backward direction. In case of backward thrown, the levelling bar prevents trackers from
moving beyond that barrier. In contrary, there is no limit for the forward thrown where there is no
barrier and the rugged material of cork trackers may explain the long forward displacement in some
cases. Figure 5 illustrates the forward movement at different rotary harrow working conditions.
Figure 4. Average trackers movement at different rotary harrow working conditions where: (A) at level
bar of zero and depth of 6 cm, (B) at level bar of zero and depth of 10 cm, (C) at level bar of 10 cm and
depth of 6 cm, and (D) at level bar of 10 cm and depth of 10 cm.
Figure 5. Average trackers forward movement at different working conditions where V1 and V3 refer
to forward speed of 1 and 3 km/h. Also, D6 and D10 refer to working depth of 0.06 and 0.1 m.
Shifts in lateral direction were limited to 0.03 m left on average, with a standard deviation as high
as 0.40 m. This is in agreement with the rotary harrow symmetric construction, where clockwise and
anticlockwise rotating tine pairs are alternated: such working mode allows avoidance of soil piling
phenomena, as confirmed by RFID distribution. In this case, the levelling bar position plays only a
marginal role statistically irrelevant: 0.12 m right lateral displacement in the case of bar at ground level
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and 0.20 m left shift in the case of lifted up position. A slightly different situation is highlighted in the
case of analyses related to tags depth. In fact, lower position of the levelling bar caused an average
increase on burial phenomenon from −0.8 cm to −1.5 cm on average. Such apparently low values
(compared to the working depth) are most probably ascribable to some kind of floating phenomenon
the cork stoppers underwent due to their density, sensibly lower than soil clods density, but comparable
to crop residues one. Figures 6 and 7, illustrates the lateral movement and burial depth at different
rotary harrow working conditions.
Figure 6. Average trackers lateral movement at different working conditions.
Figure 7. Average trackers burial depth at different working conditions.
Moreover, 38% of trackers were covered by soil after the harrowing process. The average cover
depth was ranging between 0.01 m and 0.07 m. In addition, at the working depth of 0.1 m and levelling
bar at ground level, more than 60% of trackers were covered by soil, which highlights a higher mixing
rate at these conditions. Such higher mixing rate is due to the higher interaction between the soil
and machine in terms of higher tines depth and longer contact compared with other studied working
conditions. Also, it can be noticed how higher tillage speed resulted in higher trackers displacements,
in agreement with Liu et al. [26] in sweep trials at soil bin.
The experimental results exhibited a large variability especially when the bar was set at a null
height, which was the main reason for no significant differences between variables. Such large
variations were due to a number of reasons such as; tracker (rigid material of cork) might be hit by
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tines and thrown at long distances, or tracker dragging through tillage operation, in agreement with
similar results reported by different relevant research works in soil bin trials [26,27].
Besides characterization of the topsoil movement after the application of rotary harrow tillage
operation, the proposed study demonstrates the effectiveness of the RFID technique soil movements
monitoring operations. Differently, from metal or polymer trackers, RFID allows minimization of tags
dimensions, allowing univocal identification and maximizing localization process both in terms of
high detection percentage (close to 100%, and lower in case of harsh operation possibly affecting RFID
tags integrity) and low detection time (a few seconds per tag). Additionally, it is also worth noting
how the RFID approach can be in principle applied in order to simulate different materials in similar
trials. The very tiny shape of RFID tags offers a wide range of simulations such as soil clods, stones,
and crop residues of different shapes and densities. The best simulation for any studied object is the
object itself where the material properties, such as density, surface roughness, and shape, will simulate
and act naturally. Figure 8 illustrates the possibility of integrating the RFID tags in wheat spikes, straw,
corn residues, potato, soil clods, or even small rocks for suggested future applications. In addition, it is
worth mentioning that the easy recognition of RFID by the antenna and the unique ID for each tag
will reduce the source of error and limitations in open field experiments, which will also lead to more
reliable and understandable results.
 
Figure 8. Suggested applications for the use of Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) to simulate or
monitor crop residues, straw, soil clods and potato in agricultural experiments.
4. Conclusions
Field trials were performed to investigate the effect of different rotary harrow working conditions
of forward speed, levelling bar, and tillage depth on topsoil aggregates displacement using RFID
technique. Results showed no significant difference between treatments, while the higher displacement
was noticed from the levelling bar factor. The average movement was about 2.3 m in the machine
direction and exceeded 5 m in different cases. Lateral movements were limited to 0.03 m on average
because of the different rotating directions between each tine pairs. Also, at the levelling bar of 0.1 m,
60% of trackers were buried because of the high mixing rate. Furthermore, using RFID tags and
the antenna was a promising application in this field, since it is providing a robust way to simulate
different materials.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2077-0472/9/8/184/s1,
Supplementary Materials S1: Field trial.
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Abstract: Spray drift is one of the most important causes of pollution from plant protection products
and it puts the health of the environment, animals, and humans at risk. There is; thus, an urgent
need to develop measures for its reduction. Among the factors that affect spray drift are the weather
conditions during application of spraying. The objective of this study was to develop and evaluate a
spray drift evaluation tool based on an existing model by TOPPS-Prowadis to improve the process
of plant protection products’ application and to mitigate spray drift for specific meteorological
conditions in Greece that are determined, based on weather forecast, by reassessing the limits for
wind speed and direction, temperature, and air relative humidity set in the tool. The new limits were
tested by conducting experimental work in the vineyard of the Agricultural University of Athens
with a trailed air-assisted sprayer for bush and tree crops, using the ISO 22866:2005 methodology.
The results showed that the limits set are consistent with the values of the spray drift measured and
follows the tool’s estimates of low, medium, and high risk of spray drift.
Keywords: drift risk assessment tool; sedimenting spray drift; airborne spray drift; weather conditions;
spray drift reduction
1. Introduction
Chemical crop protection is one of the most important factors in agricultural production, as global
potential crop yield is diminished by pests up to 40%, a figure that would be twice as large if no
plant protection products (PPPs) were used [1]. The benefits from crop protection are also undeniably
significant in regards to improved food security and the reduction of labor [2]. However, as most PPPs
are applied in the field by spraying, due to low cost and efficient performance [3], serious PPP losses
are a side effect of chemical crop protection due to run-off, leaching, evaporation, and spray drift,
putting the health of the environment, animals, and humans at risk [4].
Spray drift is the quantity of PPPs that is carried out by air currents from the sprayed area
during the spraying application [5]. Spray drift is an important and costly (environmentally and
economically) problem that is hard to control and may cause the PPPs to be deposited in off-target
areas. The consequences can be serious, such as surface water contamination, air pollution, damage to
sensitive nearby crops and other susceptible off-target areas, residues of chemical substances in food
and feed commodities, health risks for animals and people (farm workers, bystanders, and passers-by),
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nearby urban or natural area contamination, and reduced PPP effectiveness due to lower dose than
intended on the targeted crops [6–10]. Additionally, the financial burden resulting from spray drift
due to increased inputs is very high [11].
There are many factors that contribute to spray drift and several of them are interrelated.
Some factors can be controlled by the sprayer operator, while others cannot be controlled. These factors
can be grouped into the following categories: (i) Equipment and application techniques (i.e., sprayer
type, size and type of nozzles, spray pressure, spray volume rate, air flow rate, driving speed, sprayer’s
setup, etc.); (ii) weather conditions during application (i.e., wind speed and direction, temperature,
relative humidity, and stability of air at the application site); (iii) spray characteristics, (i.e., volatility
and viscosity of the PPP formulation; (iv) operator’s care, attitude, and skill; and (v) characteristics and
geometry of the crop (i.e., foliage, density, dimensions, etc.) [12–17].
Among the technical factors that affect spray drift, the most important is droplet size [18] and
more particularly the percentage of fine spray droplets [19–22]. Considering the pressure atomization,
droplet size depends on the nozzle design, orifice size, operating pressure, and the physical properties
of the PPP formulation and spray additives [23,24]. The smaller a spray droplet, the longer it remains
airborne, and the higher the possibility for it to be carried away by crosswind [25]. Droplets with
diameter smaller than 100 μm contribute significantly to drift losses [26,27]. Forward speed has also
a clear effect on spray drift, where the higher the driving speed the greater the spray drift, both for
airborne drift and for ground deposition [28]. Regarding bush and tree sprayers, among the various
application operating parameters that affect spray drift, those that concern spray generation (nozzle
type and pressure) and droplet transport to the canopy (air fan volume, speed, orientation) are of great
importance [29].
Environmental conditions influence spray drift and cannot be controlled by the sprayer operator.
These factors need to be taken into consideration and be monitored before and during the PPP
application. Among the meteorological factors affecting spray drift, wind velocity has the greatest
impact, while wind direction plays also an important role. There is a strong positive correlation
between wind speed and spray drift deposition [30]. Higher wind speeds result in more drift at greater
distances [31]. Summer [32] pointed out that wind speed should not exceed 16 km h−1 (4.44 m s−1)
to continue spraying. According to da Cunha et al. [33], the maximum permissible wind speed for
spraying is 12 km h−1 (3.33 m s−1), while Maciel et al. [34] also proposed that spraying operation should
be performed with wind speeds ranging between 2 and 12.8 km h−1 (0.55 to 3.55 m s−1). It should be
noted that different wind speeds and directions have also been reported to contribute to uneven spray
distribution between the left and right side of the sprayer [35]. In addition, large fluctuations in wind
direction increase the unpredictability of droplet travel direction and the amount of dilution due to
atmospheric turbulence [36].
Air temperature and relative humidity during the spraying operation play also key role in spray
drift. Low relative humidity and/or high air temperature can reinforce evaporation by decreasing
the droplet size, especially small droplets, having, as a result, decreased sedimentation velocity and
droplets more prone to drift [37]. Low relative humidity combined with high temperatures contributes
to the evaporation of the spray liquid with an impact both on the environment and on the economic
viability of the farm [34]. ISO 22866 standard [5] considers acceptable conditions for field measurement
of spray drift at temperatures ranging from 5 to 35 ◦C. Da Cunha et al. [33], pointed out that spraying
should be avoided when temperature is above 30 ◦C and relative air humidity is below 55%. As a rule,
if the relative humidity is above 70%, the conditions are ideal for spraying, and if the relative humidity
is below 50%, it is quite critical and requires special attention [32]. Generally, spray drift can be
significantly reduced by spraying at low wind speed, low temperature, with low turbulence, at times
of low sun radiation and at high relative humidity [38].
Moreover, it should be noted that during rain or shortly before it occurs, PPP application should
be avoided due to leaching risk from the crop canopy before the active substance is able to act [39],
polluting the soil and the underground water resources.
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Since the negative effect of spray drift has been recognized, there is a need for harmonized
mitigation measures to reduce human health and environmental impact. Such measures have been
developed and can be divided into three classes [40–42]: (i) The use of no-spray or even no-crop
buffer zones; (ii) the reduction of exposure using vegetative or artificial windbreaks, and (iii) the
application of drift-reducing technology, such as drift-reducing nozzles and spray additives to coarsen
the droplet size distribution, as well as shielded and band sprayers. In addition, the EU legislation has
been adjusted in this direction, with Directive 2009/128/EC [43] establishing a framework to achieve
sustainable use of PPPs, while Directive 2009/127/EC [44] specifies that sprayers should be designed
and constructed to ensure that PPPs are deposited on target areas, to minimize losses to other areas
and to prevent drift. USA has also set certain measures for spray drift prevention that are in the same
direction as the EU legislation [45].
In recent years, several attempts have been made to reduce spray drift through predicting
weather conditions and creating automated spray drift reduction systems. Such systems may collect
meteorological data from either ground meteorological stations or geostationary satellites and predict
drift or provide information to the user on how to treat and regulate the sprayer. The frequency
of meteorological data gathering is crucial to optimize weather prediction and develop a reliable
spray drift model. As an example, Huang and Thomson [46] highlighted the importance of knowing
meteorological data on 15 min basis than on 1 h basis, as climate conditions can change rapidly, making
hourly forecasts unreliable. On-line applications are also used for spray drift prediction and reduction
helping farmers make decisions for best practice implementation. For example, Nansen et al. [47]
created an online decision support tool for farmers and agricultural advisors. This tool allows the
prediction, measurement, and archiving of spraying coverage, which is quantified using water sensitive
filter papers. Spray drift investigation and prediction under a wide range of conditions have been
conducted [48,49]. A comprehensive model which accurately predicts the downwind movement of
spray for given circumstances, including spray liquid characteristics, spray nozzle characteristics, and
meteorological conditions, was developed by the US Spray Drift Task Force [50]. Hong et al. [51]
presented a software application for spray drift estimation using an orchard air-assisted sprayer,
through their research study on spray drift prediction. Another case of a spray drift prediction model,
which simulates spray drift taking meteorological conditions into consideration, is the one produced
by Nsibande et al. [52] in South Africa.
The aim of this research was to evaluate spray drift in vineyards using a drift risk assessment
tool in order to improve the process of PPP application and mitigate spray drift. The spray drift risk
assessment tool was developed taking into consideration a similar drift evaluation tool developed in
the framework of the TOPPS-Prowadis [53]. The factors that the tool considers are wind speed and
direction, air temperature, and relative humidity. The ultimate goal was to examine the reliability of the
tool by measuring the meteorological conditions in the field and assessing ground and airborne spray
drift. The evaluation used field trials in a vineyard under the standardized test methodology of ISO
22866:2005 [5]. The selected vineyard variety for spray drift trials was Savatiano, the most widespread
winemaking variety in the Attica region, which has been cultivated for about 4000 years [54].
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Spay Drift Risk Assessment Tool
The tool evaluates the potential drift risk from PPP applications using air-assisted sprayers for
different meteorological conditions under field conditions in vineyards. The meteorological data
input to the tool is obtained from a weather forecast website for the geographic coordinates of the
field. The drift evaluation tool can help the farmers or spray contractors to make decisions for PPP
applications with high spray efficiency and low spray drift risk to the environment.
The tool is based on the methodology developed from the TOPPS-Prowadis drift evaluation
tool [53], and presents three categories depending on the risk of spray drift to occur:
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• “Low” indicates that it is possible to apply spraying as the drift will have small/acceptable extent;
• “Medium” indicates that there is medium risk of spray drift due to conditions and, the
use of drift-reducing technology and/or setting drift-reducing application parameters should
be considered;
• “High” indicates that there is high risk of spray drift and; therefore, spraying should not be applied.
The tool takes into account limitations related to air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed,
and wind direction. Considering the meteorological conditions in Greece and a series of experimental
measurements carried out in Greek vineyards, the tool’s limits on weather conditions varied from
those used by the TOPPS-Prowadis drift evaluation tool as follows:
a. Air temperature: The limits between the three categories were set at 25 and 30 ◦C, while the
TOPPS-Prowadis tool uses, as limits, 15 and 25 ◦C. This is because during the spraying period of
vineyards in Greece temperatures vary from 20 ◦C to above 30 ◦C.
b. Relative humidity: The TOPPS-Prowadis tool’s limits between the three categories were
maintained and they are 40% and 60%.
c. Wind speed: The 5 classes of the TOPPS-Prowadis tool were made 3, with the limits between
them set at 3 and 4.5 m s−1. The classes of the TOPPS tool which refer to low and medium wind
speeds were merged, because during the spraying period the high temperatures do not allow
weak winds to occur.
In order to evaluate and categorize the drift risk, the tool combines the values of the meteorological
parameters by giving priority to the wind speed.
The above limits and categories apply with the following basic assumptions:
a. The wind direction is towards the sensitive area.
b. The canopy crop density is greater than 50%.
c. There is no rainfall.
d. The rows are sprayed from two sides and air is blown from two sides to each row.
2.2. Test Site and Crop Characteristics
The experimental field was an organic vineyard at the Agricultural University of Athens farm in
Athens, Greece (37◦59′06′′ N, 23◦54′21′′ E).
The vineyard has 2.0 m row spacing with 1.6 m spacing of vines along the row to result in a density
of 3125 vines ha−1. The average vine height was about 1.1 m, with the leaves and grapes occupying the
zone above ground between 0.3 and 1.2 m. At spraying times, the vines were in full leaf stage (BBCH
83 “Berries developing colors” and BBCH 91 “After harvest; end of wood maturation”) [55], and the
leaf area index (LAI) values were 1.58 and 1.46, respectively.
2.3. Experimental Design
The field experiments were carried out based on the ISO 22866:2005 standard [5], which set the
criteria on the conditions for spray drift measurements. In accordance to this, the directly-sprayed area
shall be at least 20 m wide upwind of the edge of the cropped area and the length of the spray track at
least twice as the largest downwind sampling distance, and should be symmetrical to the axis of the
sampling array. Therefore, every trial was carried out by spraying the ten outer downwind rows of the
vineyard along a distance of 60 m, in order to treat a surface of 1200 m2 (60 × 20 m) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Test site layout according to the ISO 22866:2005 standard.
The experimental area was open and free of obstructions, other than the target crop (vineyard), as
these may affect the airflow in the sampling area [5]. On the downwind side of the directly-sprayed
area, there was bare soil or short vegetation (maximum height 7.5 cm), on which collectors were placed
for the estimation of airborne spray drift and sedimenting spray drift [5] (Figure 2a).
In each trial, both ground sediment and airborne spray drift downwind to the directly-sprayed
area were sampled. The ground collectors were placed at 12 different sampling distances in bare soil
at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 20, 25, and 30 m from the edge of the directly-sprayed area (Figure 1).
These distances started from the parallel straight line in front of the last plant row spaced 1 m (half of
the row spacing). At each sampling distance, three wooden laths were placed with an upper surface
covered in filter paper, Whatman Grade−1, 46 × 8 cm (Figure 2a,b), counting 36 soil samples per trial
(Figure 1). So, each ground collector had a surface area of 368 cm2, summing up to a total of 1104 cm2
collector surface at each distance (the minimum collector area at any distance must be 1000 cm2 [5]).
The airborne spray drift was monitored on cylindrical polyethylene lines with an external diameter
of 2 mm, length 1 m, and collection area 62.8 cm2 (Figure 2c). The measurements were taken at
3 distances, 5, 10, and 15 m, downwind from the edge of the directly-sprayed area (Figure 1). At each
sampling distance, two 6 m high columns were placed, each of which had support structures per meter
for the polyethylene lines, thus forming an array of 6 sampling collectors (Figure 2a,c). Therefore, at
each distance there were 12 collectors summing up to a total sampling area of 753.6 cm2, resulting in
36 collectors per trial.
After each spraying repetition, the ground and air collectors were stored into plastic sachets
and sealed in refrigerators for maintenance at the appropriate temperature (4 ◦C) until their
spectrophotometric analysis in the laboratory.
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Figure 2. (a) The vineyard and sampling area; (b) detail showing the ground collector; (c) detail
showing the pole holding the polythene lines.
2.4. Meteorological Conditions
Local weather conditions were measured following ISO 22866:2005 [5], but also to check the
reliability of the weather forecast used by the drift risk assessment tool. Wind speed, wind direction,
air temperature, and relative humidity were measured during the trials using a meteorological station
placed at the edge of the downwind area in the center of the sampling area, 30 m from the sprayed
area. Wind speed and direction were measured at a distance of 3 m from the ground, using an
ultrasonic anemometer (Campbell Scientific WindSonic1 Gill 2D, Logan, UT, USA). Temperature
and relative humidity were measured at two different heights, 2 and 3 m above ground, using two
thermo-hygrometer probes (Rotronic HC2A-S3, Hauppauge, NY, USA). All measurements were taken
at a frequency of 1 Hz sampling rate and all data were recorded automatically by a data logger
(Campbell Scientific CR850, Logan, UT, USA).
The following parameters were calculated for each trial [5]:
a. Percentage of wind speed measurements less than 1 m s−1 (must be <10%);
b. Mean wind direction shall be at 90◦ ± 30◦ to the spray track (in this experiment between 0◦ and
60◦) and no more than 30% of results shall be >90◦ ± 45◦ to the spray track;
c. Mean temperatures must be between 5 and 35 ◦C.
2.5. Treatments and Equipment Application Parameters
A total of six trials were carried out, two were related to the assessment of spray drift with a low
risk tool indicator, two with medium, and two tests with high risk tool indicator.
Trials were performed using a trailed air-assisted sprayer for bush and tree crops Archimedes
Turbo FS 1000 (“Archimedes” G. Roumeliotis, Aridaia Pellas, Greece), equipped with a 1000 L polyester
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tank, an axial fan of 800 mm in diameter with a two-speed gearbox and 7 nozzles for each side of the
sprayer. The nozzles used were conventional hollow cone Teejet TXA 8002VK, yellow signed, with
nominal nozzle flow rate of 1.40 L min−1 at 1.0 MPa. The real flow rate was closest to the nominal
one. It was measured in the Department of Agricultural Engineering, Institute of Soil and Water
Resources of the Hellenic Agricultural Organization “DEMETER”, using an electronic measuring
device (AAMS-Salvarani BVBA, Maldegem, Belgium) (Figure 3a). During testing, after adjusting
the spray profile to target characteristics by means of water-sensitive paper spread on the vineyard
canopy and poles, it was decided to activate a total of 6 nozzles (3 on each side of the sprayer). For all
treatments, the working pressure was 1.0 MPa, driving speed 1.61 m s−1 (5.8 km h−1), and volume
application rate 434 L ha−1. In all trials the PTO revolution speed was 56.55 rad s−1 (540 rev min−1),
fan speed 169.65 rad s−1 (1620 rev min−1) (fan ratio 1:3), and fan airflow rate 10,000 m3 h−1. Fan air
flow rate was measured in the Department of Agricultural Engineering, using a measuring tunnel
(AAMS-Salvarani BVBA, Maldegem, Belgium) (Figure 3b).
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 3. (a) Nozzles flow rate measurement; (b) fan air flow rate measurement.
2.6. Spray Liquid, Sample Extraction, and Spray Drift Estimation
The spray liquid was a solution of clean water and E−102 Tartrazine yellow dye tracer 85% (w/w)
at a concentration of about 4 g L−1 [56,57].
Before each test, a blank sample of filter paper was placed in the sprayed area and collected just
before the start of spraying. Two samples of the spray liquid were also collected from the spray tank
directly from a nozzle, one at the beginning and one at the end of the test, to determine the precise
tracer concentration at the nozzle outlet at each test.
After collecting the samples, they were transferred for analysis to the laboratory. Tartrazine’s
concentration in soil and air collectors was studied and quantified using a Shimadzu UV−1800
spectrophotometer, functioning at a wavelength of 426 nm.
Deposits of the spray tracer were extracted from samples using deionized water. For the respective
samples the following volumes of deionized water were applied: A total of 40 mL for filter paper from
1 to 5 m distance, 20 mL for filter paper from 7.5 to 30 m distance, and 10 mL for polyethylene lines.
The reading of the spectrophotometer is related to the amount of tracer in solution through a
calibration curve. From the reading of the spectrophotometer, the calibration factor, the collector
surface area, the spray concentration and the volume of dilution liquid, and the amount of spray
deposit per unit area were calculated as follows [5]:






driftdep = spray drift deposit (μL cm−2)
ρsmpl = spectrophotometer reading of the sample (Abs)
ρblk = spectrophotometer reading of the blanks (collector + deionized water) (Abs)
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Fcal = calibration factor (μg L−1)
Vdil = volume of dilution liquid (L)
ρspray = spray concentration of tracer (g L−1)
Acol = collection area of the spray drift collector (cm2)
From this spray drift deposition figure, the percentage of spray drift on a collector can be calculated
relating spray drift deposition to the amount applied in the field on the same unit of area, with the
following formula:




where βv is the spray application volume in liters per hectare (L ha−1) and given by the
following equation:
βv =
Total nozzle f low rate·Time
Area
=
Total nozzle f low rate·60
Row Spacing·Velocity/10 =
Total nozzle f low rate·600
Row Spacing·Velocity ,
Total nozzle flow rate = number of nozzles used multiplied by the nozzle nominal flow rate (L min−1)
Row spacing = distance between lines (m)
Velocity = velocity of the tractor (km h−1)
Time = 60 min
Area = 10,000 m2
For drift ground sediment, once the tracer amount on each collector was measured, the mean of
values derived from the three samples placed at each downwind distance was calculated. For airborne
drift, the mean tracer amount derived from the two samples placed at each sampling height above the
ground was calculated separately for each of the three sampled downwind distances (5, 10, and 15 m
from the sprayed area).
While the drift is precisely defined by ISO 22866:2005 [5], for mitigation estimate a 1% line was
calculated, which is the distance from the sprayer where the drift equaled only 1% of the original
applied rate. If the reference parameter is the distance of the 1% line from the sprayed area, the






M =mitigation of sedimenting drift from (i) to (j) treatment (%)
Di = distance of the 1% line from the sprayed area at (i) treatment
The 1% line was selected because its distance is detected with good precision in field trials and
has been used by other researchers [58]; however, the results can be extended to other parameters (e.g.,
the 0.5% line).
2.7. Data Analysis
STATGRAPHICS Centurion XVI Version 16.1.15 software for Windows was used for all statistical
analyses [59]. In all tests a confidence level of 95% was considered. The effect of each treatment on the
sedimenting drift was studied using two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) considering drift risk
indication from the tool and distance from the sprayed area as sources of variation. Airborne drift was
evaluated with three-way ANOVA considering drift risk indication, distance, and height above the
ground as factors. Spearman’s correlation was used to identify the correlations between the above
parameters [60]. Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) procedure was applied for pair-by-pair
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comparison among the means of the three treatments for all distances and heights [61]. Previously, the
homogeneity of variance of the studied variables was verified by the Levene’s test [62].
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Weather Conditions
Trials were carried out during July, August, and October 2018 in order to achieve alignment
with the weather conditions that respond to the three different categories of drift risk assessment tool.
The weather forecasts used in the tool are shown in Table 1.
The weather conditions during trials were monitored (Table 2) to evaluate the tool and weather
forecasts and to ensure following limitations set in ISO22866:2005 standard [5]. Tables 1 and 2 indicate
the validity of the prediction tool, as the measurements from the weather station have very small
differences compared to the forecasts used by the tool. This outcome is considered sufficient given that
the drift risk assessment tool used data from an open data source which uses a weather station that is
not located in the experimental site, in contrast to the local weather station.
During trials the mean temperature fell within ISO 22866 [5] requirements. The maximum
differences (Δ) in air temperature and relative humidity measured for the two heights (2 and 3 m from
ground) were 0.38 ◦C and 0.46%, respectively. The mean wind speed was from 1.71 to 4.79 m s−1, and
the mean wind direction from 12.86◦ to 60.56◦ (ideal direction was 30◦ ± 30◦). Wind direction deviation
for treatment L1 was 7.30% over the limit prescribed in [5], meaning 24 records out of the 337 recorded
during the trial. Considering the deviation slight, all data were used in the statistical analysis.






Speed Wind Direction Rainfall
◦C % m s−1
07.10.2018
“Low”
L1 21.50 69.00 2.60 North-East No
20.10.2018 L2 23.10 62.00 1.65 North-East No
21.07.2018
“Medium”
M1 33.00 46.10 2.00 North-East No
29.07.2018 M2 29.20 56.00 2.50 North-East No
02.08.2018 “High” H1 31.00 55.00 4.00 North/North-East No
02.08.2018 H2 31.00 55.00 4.00 North/North-East No





Wind Speed Wind Direction
Mean Δ Mean Δ Min Max Mean Deviation a Mean Range Deviation b






◦ az ◦ %
“Low”
L1 20.67 0.14 67.17 0.24 0.70 5.91 2.84 1.50 60.56 120 37.30
L2 22.38 0.24 60.25 0.43 0.27 4.58 1.71 9.61 59.30 139 29.95
“Medium”
M1 32.67 0.38 44.76 0.46 0.26 4.40 2.12 10.19 47.80 281 29.21
M2 28.91 0.16 54.92 0.40 0.77 5.30 2.77 0.24 31.27 110 0.72
“High” H1 30.58 0.19 51.47 0.20 1.68 7.21 3.68 0.00 12.86 75 0.99
H2 30.40 0.12 55.23 0.23 1.92 9.51 4.79 0.00 19.69 92 2.87
a Percentage of measurements <1 m s−1 (must be <10%); b percentage of measurements  [30◦ − 45◦, 30◦ + 45◦]
(must be <30%).
Temperature and relative humidity may vary much during the year, but they are stable during
short periods of time (time of trial). This does not apply to wind speed and wind direction, which
can drastically change during each trial, resulting in high influence on spray drift measurements [63].
For that reason, wind speed and wind direction correlation were analyzed indicating that high speed
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results in lower wind direction variance (Figure 4), in agreement with the result of previous research [64].
Studying the relationship between minimum wind speed, mean wind speed, and range of wind
directions during trials, it appears that for minimum wind speeds less than 1 m s−1 and mean wind
speeds less than 3 m s−1, the range of wind directions was greater than 110◦. Simultaneously, when the
minimum wind speed was greater than 1.5 m s−1, and the mean wind speed greater than 3.5 m s−1, the
wind direction was more uniform and range of the wind direction was less than about 90◦ (Table 2).
  
(a)                                              (b)     
Figure 4. Boxplots of all wind speed and wind direction measurements; (a) wind speed; (b) wind direction.
3.2. Sedimenting (Fallout) Spray Drift
The spray drift deposits on ground collectors measured at different distances downwind of the
sprayed area for all treatments are presented in Table 3, and the mean data curves are shown in Figure 5.
























1 13.07 13.88 14.44 14.95 14.31 23.93
2 9.86 10.50 10.04 11.79 12.85 15.02
3 7.70 9.63 9.79 9.21 10.82 13.06
4 5.33 7.16 6.07 6.97 7.87 8.61
5 3.59 5.13 3.35 6.47 7.47 6.97
7.5 1.80 2.25 2.42 3.21 4.19 3.64
10 1.05 1.12 1.17 2.13 2.62 2.73
12.5 0.54 0.67 0.77 1.54 1.63 2.02
15 0.52 0.52 0.41 1.30 1.36 1.65
20 0.29 0.36 0.30 0.97 0.89 1.39
25 0.16 0.15 0.19 0.62 0.46 0.89
30 0.14 0.14 0.17 0.44 0.36 0.69
The results indicate a significant amount of ground sediment at all sampled distances. In all
treatments the greatest deposition was measured in the first few meters of the downwind area.
Additionally, all curves showed continued decreased deposition as distance increased from 1 to 30 m,
but the rate of decrease varied among the three treatments, keeping, though, a common trend for all
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treatments. Similar results in both vineyard and orchard experiments have also been found by other
researchers [65–68].
Figure 5. Spray drift deposit on the ground collectors.
It is also apparent that the three treatments (three categories of drift risk) generated different
amounts of sedimenting drift over distance. As expected, the greatest amounts of ground sediment
were observed when spraying was performed under worst-case conditions of high wind speed, high
temperature, and low relative humidity (“High” treatment), while the lowest amounts were found
under favorable weather conditions of low wind speed, low temperature, and high relative humidity
(“Low” treatment). This finding comes in accordance with previous studies [69,70].
More precisely, spray drift deposit corresponding to about 1% of the spray volume was achieved at
10, 13.5, and 20 m from the sprayed area during “Low”, “Medium”, and “High” treatments, respectively
(Figure 5).
Therefore, the mitigation of sedimenting drift, according to Equation (3), was 32.5% between
“High” and “Medium” treatments, 50% between “High” and “Low” treatments, and 25.93% for
“Medium” and “Low” treatments.
For the ground collectors the two-way ANOVA test showed that there is a statistically highly
significant effect of the collector’s placement distance, downwind of the sprayed area, and drift risk
indication of the tool on the spray drift deposits (p < 0.001). However, there is no interaction between
distance and drift risk indication (p > 0.05) (Table 4).
Table 4. Results of ANOVA for sedimenting spray drift as affected by distance and drift risk indication
(Df: degrees of freedom).
Source Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F-Ratio p-Value
Distance 11 5338.32 485.302 107.47 0.00001
Drift Risk 2 167.041 83.5206 18.50 0.00001
Distance × Drift Risk 22 92.4256 4.20116 0.93 0.5555
Residual 180 812.82 4.51566
Spearman’s rank correlation test indicated (Table 5) that there is very strong negative
correlation between distance and drift (rs = −0.9392), meaning that drift decreased drastically with
increasing distance (p < 0.001), while drift risk category and drift have weak positive correlation
(rs = 0.2047), meaning that drift slightly increased when drift risk category changed following
“Low”–“Medium”–“High” sequence (p < 0.01). These results are aligned with previous research trials,
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in which spray drift amounts are directly influenced by distance of the sprayed area and weather
parameters, especially with the wind speed [48,64,71,72].




Sample size 216 216
p-Value 0.00001 0.0027
Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) procedure was applied for pair-by-pair comparison
among the means of the three treatments for all distances, showing statistically significant differences
between “High”–“Medium” and “High”–“Low” treatments at downwind distances from 5 to 30 m,
while no statistically significant differences were observed between “Medium”–“Low” treatments
(p < 0.05) (Table 6). This finding enhances the fact, that the wind speed, which is less than 3 m s−1 in
“Low” and “Medium” treatments, while in the “High” treatment is greater than 3.5 m s−1, has the
most significant effect on the spray drift from other meteorological parameters [30,73]. Additionally,
the effect of meteorological parameters on ground drift is shown in Figure 6, where the means of
sedimenting drift indicate that “High” treatment gave the highest ground drift deposition and the
other treatments decreased from “Medium” to “Low”.
Table 6. Multiple range LSD tests for ground collectors (LSD: least significant difference; Sig: significant).
Distance +/−Limits Low–Medium Medium–High Low–High
Sig. Difference Sig. Difference Sig. Difference
1 5.44014 −1.22583 −4.4235 * −5.64933
2 3.95954 −0.736167 −3.02083 −3.757
3 4.70071 −0.832333 −2.446 −3.27833
4 2.77943 −0.277167 −1.7155 −1.99267
5 2.12408 −0.546667 * −2.31417 * −2.86083
7.5 1.03509 −0.7955 * −1.0965 * −1.892
10 0.718107 −0.5655 * −1.02733 * −1.59283
12.5 0.541351 * −0.554 * −0.670167 * −1.22417
15 0.506432 −0.338667 * −0.644167 * −0.982833
20 0.466114 −0.31 * −0.507 * −0.817
25 0.264212 −0.247667 * −0.2675 * −0.515167
30 0.172946 −0.162667 * −0.216833 * −0.3795
 
Figure 6. Sedimenting spray drift mean ± SE of the mean.
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3.3. Airborne Spray Drift
The spray drift deposits on vertical samplers measured at six different heights for three different
distances, downwind of the sprayed area, are presented in Table 7, and the mean data curves are
shown in Figure 7.



























1 5.42 6.71 9.93 11.69 14.54 17.93
2 5.53 5.39 9.63 10.41 14.98 15.55
3 4.73 4.41 8.29 9.14 13.40 12.10
4 3.61 2.72 7.43 6.31 9.83 9.83
5 2.81 2.09 5.66 4.21 6.50 5.35
6 2.40 1.48 3.83 3.51 4.33 3.75
10
1 3.70 2.34 3.39 8.81 10.31 10.16
2 3.25 2.24 3.25 8.56 9.78 10.60
3 2.77 1.72 3.89 7.12 10.78 8.50
4 2.20 1.87 3.86 5.27 7.75 7.12
5 2.06 1.24 3.07 3.59 7.04 5.39
6 1.91 1.76 3.03 3.07 4.85 3.47
15
1 2.39 1.42 2.32 7.88 8.35 8.26
2 1.82 2.31 1.84 7.21 7.80 7.99
3 1.68 1.38 2.35 5.99 7.36 7.22
4 1.62 1.63 2.02 5.01 6.60 6.35
5 1.82 1.04 2.54 4.08 5.29 4.67
6 1.45 0.91 1.78 3.58 3.95 3.41
Vertical masts position 














 Airborne spray drift (% of applied volume) 
Figure 7. Airborne spray drift deposition profile at three distances from the sprayed area.
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The results indicate that, in all treatments, the greatest deposition was measured at 5 m distance
from the sprayed area, followed by 10 and 15 m distances. The three treatments (three categories of
drift risk) generated different amounts of airborne drift over distance, having the greatest amount
for “High” treatment and the lowest for “Low” treatment. The meteorological parameters had more
influence on airborne spray drift than ground spray drift, since at 5, 10, and 15 m distances the amounts
of airborne drift were greatest than the corresponding ground sediment.
Furthermore, in all treatments, spray drift deposition decreased with increasing height above
ground, especially at 5 m distance from the sprayed area. This shape of the airborne drift profile is
similar to the profile described by other researches in orchards [67,74], while there are also studies
in vineyards showing that the airborne spray drift deposition increased with increasing height [64].
This discrepancy is justified by the fact that spray drift amount depends heavily on the architecture
and geometry of the canopy [75,76]. The experimental vineyard had particularly poor canopy and
small height, resulting in larger drift depositions in lower heights.
For the vertical samplers the three-way ANOVA test showed that there is a statistically significant
effect of the collector’s placement distance, downwind of the sprayed area, height from the ground,
and drift risk indication of the tool on the spray drift deposits at level p < 0.001. Moreover, it was
found that there are statistically highly significant interactions between distance and height (p < 0.001),
height and drift risk indication (p < 0.001), and distance and drift risk indication (p < 0.05) (Table 8).
Table 8. Results of ANOVA for airborne spray drift as affected by distance, height, and drift
risk indication.
Source Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F-Ratio p-Value
Distance 2 436.733 218.366 91.09 0.00001
Height 5 614.543 122.909 51.27 0.00001
Drift Risk 2 1194.12 597.058 249.05 0.00001
Distance × Height 10 161.672 16.1672 6.74 0.00001
Distance × Drift Risk 4 24.7385 6.18463 2.58 0.0393
Height × Drift Risk 10 158.014 15.8014 6.59 0.00001
Distance × Height × Drift Risk 20 23.0276 1.15138 0.48 0.9709
Residual 162 388.369 2.39734
Spearman’s rank correlation test indicated that there is weak negative correlation between distance
and drift (rs = −0.3599), moderate negative correlation between height and drift (rs = −0.4130), while
drift risk category and drift have a strong positive correlation (rs = 0.6993), meaning that drift strongly
increased when wind speed and air temperature increased and relative humidity decreased, and the
drift risk category followed the “Low”–“Medium”–“High” succession (p< 0.001) (Table 9). These results
are largely consistent with other field studies. Fox et al. [77], in experiments on apple trees, found
that deposits on floss decreased with height at 7.5 m distance downwind, but were more uniform
across all heights at 15, 30, and 60 m downwind. Kasner et al. [78] reported that the distance from
sprayed area, the height above ground, and the wind speed were significantly associated with drift
level. Grella et al. [64] found a good significant relationship between airborne drift and wind speed
variables, especially for the maximum and mean wind speed.
Table 9. Results of Spearman rank correlation test.
Distance Height Drift Risk
Drift (%)
Correlation −0.3599 −0.4130 0.6993
Sample size 216 216 216
p-Value 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001
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Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) procedure was applied for pair-by-pair comparison
among the means of the three treatments for the distances of 5, 10, and 15 m from the sprayed area
and for all heights above the ground (p < 0.05). The results showed statistically significant differences
between all treatment pairs, except for “Medium”–“High” pair at the heights of 5 and 6 m, at 5 m
distance, and 6 m high at 15 m distance (Table 10). Furthermore, in Figure 8 the means of airborne drift
for all treatments at distances 5, 10, and 15 m are presented. The highest airborne drift was registered
in the distance closest to the sprayed area, and in each distance airborne drift was reduced following
the “High”–“Medium”–“Low” order.
Table 10. Multiple-range LSD tests for vertical samplers.
Distance Height +/−Limits Low-Medium Medium-High Low-High
Sig. Difference Sig. Difference Sig. Difference
5
1 4.56578 * −4.7505 * −5.42075 * −10.1713
2 3.73621 * −4.56775 * −5.2415 * −9.80925
3 2.71095 * -4.148 * −4.03025 * −8.17825
4 2.08707 * −3.70825 * −2.95925 * −6.6675
5 1.65814 * −2.48625 −0.98875 * −3.475
6 0.989128 * −1.73475 −0.369 * −2.10375
10
1 3.07183 * −3.087 * −4.13 * −7.217
2 3.10751 * −3.1645 * −4.2845 * −7.449
3 2.82998 * −3.25975 * −4.134 * −7.39375
4 1.44807 * −2.5295 * −2.86675 * −5.39625
5 1.27078 * −1.67875 * −2.8825 * −4.56125
6 0.897631 * −1.2185 * −1.10525 * −2.32375
15
1 3.06148 * −3.19225 * -3.209 * −6.40125
2 2.949 * −3.156 * -3.3745 * −5.8305
3 2.069 * −2.64175 * −3.1235 * −5.76525
4 1.86667 * −1.89125 * −2.9625 * −4.85375
5 1.11037 * −1.88125 * −1.66925 * −3.5505
6 1.21974 * −1.49475 −1.002 * −2.49675

























   
 Treatments 
Figure 8. Airborne spray drift mean ± SE of the mean.
4. Conclusions
It is undeniable that there is great need to develop measures for spray drift reduction. Weather
conditions during spraying application have considerable impact on sediment and airborne spray drift.
Therefore, this work has developed a drift risk assessment tool based on the methodology derived
from the TOPPS-Prowadis drift evaluation tool, which uses weather forecast data to predict spray
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drift extend. This tool is adapted to the Greek meteorological conditions and has three classification
categories (low, medium, high) based on air temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed.
This tool and its limits between categories were evaluated successfully in real conditions, by
conducting spray drift measurements in the vineyard of the Agricultural University of Athens,
according to the ISO 22866:2005 methodology. Results showed that there are significant differences
in airborne as well as in sediment drift among the treatments that correspond to the three drift risk
classifications. The highest amount of spray drift deposits was observed within “High risk” treatments,
which relate to unfavorable weather conditions; and the lowest within “Low risk” treatments, which
are related to ideal weather conditions for spraying application.
The experimental results make evident that fine-tuning of the limits provides an optimized tool
for Greek conditions that allows farmers to spray their vineyards with limited spray drift, resulting
in higher spraying efficacy and minimized environmental impact. This tool shows that the limits
classifying spray drift risk can be adjusted based on local experience for optimized results in spraying,
but at the same time strengthens the importance of the TOPPS-Prowadis tool as a basis for such local
optimization. Such a tool could be converted to software to assist farmers to predict and plan future
spraying activities avoiding PPP application in “High” spray drift risk days.
This research produced the first set of data on spray drift amounts in vineyards when working
with a conventional air-assisted sprayer and proved the efficiency of the tool. However, since the
assessment of the effect of uncontrolled environmental conditions is objectively very difficult, the
developed drift assessment tool will have to be tested in a wider range of environmental conditions
and under different spraying techniques and crop characteristics.
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Abstract: Intra-row weeding is a time consuming and challenging task. Therefore, a rotary weeder
implement for an autonomous electrical robot was developed. It can be used to remove the weeds
of the intra-row area of orchards and vineyards. The hydraulic motor of the conventional tool
was replaced by an electric motor and some mechanical parts were refabricated to reduce the
overall weight. The side shift, the height and the tilt adjustment were performed by linear electric
motors. For detecting the trunk positions, two different methods were evaluated: A conventional
electromechanical sensor (feeler) and a sonar sensor. The robot performed autonomous row following
based on two dimensional laser scanner data. The robot prototype was evaluated at a forward
speed of 0.16 ms−1 and a working depth of 40 mm. The overall performance of the two different
trunk detection methods was tested and evaluated for quality and power consumption. The results
indicated that an automated intra-row weeding robot could be an alternative solution to actual
machinery. The overall performance of the sonar was better than the adjusted feeler in the performed
tests. The combination of autonomous navigation and weeding could increase the weeding quality
and decrease power consumption in future.
Keywords: autonomous robot; agriculture; viticulture; electric weeder; sonar; intra-row; under-vine;
row following
1. Introduction
The impact of chemical pesticides became an important global issue for the sustainability of
the food production system. More and more organic food is produced and has become popular all
over the world. One reason for the use of chemical pesticides is to reduce weeds, as they can be
responsible for high yield losses [1]. However, to leave them untreated is not an option, as weeds could
be responsible for a decrease of up to 40% of yield [2,3]. The importance of mulching and weeding
in vineyards was already conducted in different studies. It was proclaimed that organic mulching
was the most sustainable practice for yearly vine production [4]. In order to reduce chemical weed
control, mechanical weeding approaches are promising alternatives. Mechanical weed control can be
conducted between the tree/crop rows (inter-row) and within the tree/crop rows (intra-row). The main
challenge of mechanical weed control is the realization at the intra-row area [5]. Weeding close to the
crop/trunk and the use of intra-row weeding tools needs a very accurate steering for not damaging the
crop/trunk [6]. Therefore, accurate guidance systems are needed. During the last decades, navigation
has been improved by the use of new automatic row guidance systems using feelers, Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS), distance sensors and cameras [7–9]. The development of these technologies
has created wide opportunities for weed management and may become a key element of modern
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weed control [10]. Anyhow, in order to increase the selectivity of the weed control and reduce the crop
plants damage, intelligent autonomous weeding systems are needed. Identifying individual weeds
and crops is possible by the use of mechanical feelers, GNSS coordinates, sonar sensors, laser scanners,
or cameras [11–14]. Automation offers the possibility to determine and differentiate crops from weeds
and at the same time, to remove the weeds with a precisely controlled device. Automated weeding
implements developed [15–18], provide examples of how the control of mechanical weeding can be
performed. Real-time weeding robots have the potential to control intra-row weeds plus reduce the
reliance on herbicides and hand weeding [19,20].
For reducing labor costs of mechanical weed control the whole task has to be automated.
This approach could result in self-guided, self-propelled and autonomous machines that could cultivate
crops with minimal operator intervention. Weeding robots can improve labor productivity, solve labor
shortage, improve the environment of agricultural production, improve work quality, reduce energy
input, improve resource management, and help farmers to change their traditional working methods
and conditions [21]. Introducing self-governing mobile robots in agriculture, forestry and landscape
conservation is dependent on the natural environment and the structure of the facilities. The solution
proposed is the use of little and light machines, like unmanned vehicles that are self-propelled,
autonomous and low powered [22]. Mobile robots must always be aware of its surroundings such as
unpredicted obstacles [23]. To this scope, real-time environment detection could be performed using
different sensor systems.
There were several autonomous machines and robots developed in the past [24]. Zhang et al.
investigated the performance of a mechanical weeding robot [25]. They used machine vision to locate
crop plants and a side shift mechanism to move along the crop rows. The intra-row weeds were
controlled by moving hoes that could open and close to prevent damage to crop plants. Another
study by Nørremark et al. developed an automatic GNSS-based intra-row weeding machine using
a cycloid hoe [13]. The weeder used eight rotating tines, which could be released to tolerate crop
plants. This automated weeding system mainly used Real Time Kinematic (RTK)-GNSS to navigate
and control the side-shifting frame plus a second RTK-GNSS to control the rotating tines. Astrand and
Baerveldt investigated the performance of a vision-based intra-row robotic weed control system [16].
The robotic system implemented two vision systems to guide the robot along the crop row and to
discriminate between crops and weed plants. The weeding tool consisted of a rotating wheel connected
to a pneumatic actuator that lifted and lowered the weeding tool to tolerate crop plants. Robots for
weeding in vineyards were also developed, mainly focusing on trunk detection [26,27]. Weeds in
vineyards can cause significant reductions in vine growth and grape yields [11]. Conventional control
methods rely on herbicide applications in the vine rows and the area between them (middles), or a
combination of herbicide strip application in the vine row and mowing or disking of the middles [28].
For a mobile robot to navigate in between the vine or tree rows, it must detect the position of the rows
first, by means of detecting the trunks. The complete integration of an under-vine rotary weeder in
an autonomous robot system for active intra-row weeding in vineyards and orchards was not done
until now.
The overall goal of the current research was to develop and test the performance of a rotating
electrical tiller weeder mechanism, built for automated intra-row weeding for vineyards. The system
should be integrated in an autonomous robot platform and should be evaluated under controlled
soil bin and outdoor conditions. The power requirement of the rotary blades mechanism and the
total power for the autonomous robotic machine were of interest. The second interest was to test and
compare two control strategies for detecting trunks, using a sonar sensor and a feeler.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Mechanics and Electronics
An electric tiller head rotary weeder cultivator was manufactured and designed in the laboratory
of the Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Hohenheim University and was mounted to an
autonomous caterpillar robot called “phoenix” [14] (see Figure 1). The prototype electric rotary weeder
was built up using a rotary weeder from Humus Co. called “Humus Planet” (Humus, Bermatingen,
Germany). This tool originally operated with a hydraulic motor and was redesigned to get driven by
an electric DC motor. A 1 kW 48DC brushed motor model ZY1020 (Ningbo Jirun Electric Machine
Co.,Ltd., Nigbo, China) was used. The motor had a nominal torque of 2 Nm and a rated speed of
3200 rpm. The motor was mounted using a gearbox reducing with 30:1 ratio to produce a nominal
torque of 60 Nm and a motor speed of 106 rpm at the rotary weeder. The gearbox was directly
connected with a drive shaft to the rotary weeder. The motor and the gearbox were connected using a






Figure 1. Autonomous robot called “phoenix” with attached rotary weeder implement and sensors.
The whole implement was attached to the robot using a coupling triangle. The implement could
be moved up, down, left, right and could be tilted with the help of three Linak LA36 actuators (Linak,
Nordborg, Denmark). They were capable of creating a pull/push force between 1700 N and 4500 N.
This was sufficient to move the implement under all circumstances. The robot system was driven
by two brushless motors HBL5000 (Golden Motor Technology Co., Ltd., Jiangsu, China), creating a
maximum driving power of 10 kW, sufficient to move the 500 kg weight of the robot plus implement
even in harsh terrain. The two times 80 × 15 cm belt system of the phoenix minimized soil compaction
and provided enough grip and pull force for mechanical weeding. The width of the robot was 1.70 m.
The implement could move 30 cm side wards, to move the tool inside the crop row. The power
of the whole robot system was provided by batteries, with a nominal voltage of 48 V and 304 Ah.
The implement motor was powered by a motor controller Model LB57 (Yongkang YIYUN Elektronic
Co., Ltd., Zhejiang, China). The drive motors were controlled by two ACS48S motor controllers
(Inmotion Technologies AB, Stockholm, Sweden). The whole robot was controlled and programmed
with an embedded computer with i5 processor, 4 GB Ram and 320 GB disk space.
2.2. Sensors
For following the tree and vine rows, a LMS 111 (Sick, Waldkirch, Germany) 2D laser scanner was
used [29]. The mounting of the scanner was in the front of the vehicle to enable a security stop if an
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obstacle appeared in front of the robot. Additionally, there were four security switches attached to the
robot, disabling the drive and implement motors in case of an emergency. For gaining the heading and
traveled distance, an Inertial Measure Unit VN100 (VectorNav, Dallas, TX, USA) was fused with the
hall sensor information of the drive motors [30]. The traveling distance was defined by the hall sensors,
and the heading was estimated with the IMU. For guiding the implement, two different methods and
sensors were tested. The first method used a standard feeler, a modified version of the original feeler
of the rotary weeder. As the second method, a sonar sensor pico + 100/U (microsonic, Dortmund,
Germany) was used to detect the trunks [31]. This sensor was used to detect the trunks, because it
could be placed at any position at the robot. The signal could directly replace the input signal of the
feeler without any additional software changes.
The specifications of the different sensor systems can be found in Table 1. The data of the feeler
and the sonar sensor were digitalized using an analog digital converter from RedLab 1208LS (Meilhaus
Electronic, Alling, Germany). This information could be used to send control signals to the implement
and the linear motors.
Table 1. Sensor specifications of the used sensors of the robot.
Sensor Specification Value
LMS 111 [29]: Operating range: 0.5 m to 20 m
Field of view/scanning angle: 270◦
Data rate: 25 Hz
Angular resolution: 0.5◦
Systematic error: ± 30 mm
Statistical error (1σ): 12 mm (0.5–10 m)
Pico + 100/U [31]: Operating range: 0.12 to 1.0 m
Field of view/scanning angle: 22◦
Data rate: 10 Hz
Distance measurement accuracy: ± 1%





The control and data logging of the whole robot system and implement was programmed using
ROS Indigo-middleware [32]. The embedded computer ran under Ubuntu 14.04. All parts of the
guidance software were programmed using C/C++. All data created were pushed to a so called
“topic” which could be time stamped and recorded with the ROS system. This data could be analyzed
for evaluating the power consumption, the movement of the robot and the implement behavior.
The movement and the transformations between the robot base and the implement was performed
using the Transform Library of ROS [33].
The guidance of the robot was performed with the use of 2D laser scanner data. First the data
were converted to Cartesian coordinates and were filtered with a range filter of 5 m. The points were
separated into two clusters, one for the left and one for the right side of the row. This was done
by separating all points exactly at the laser scanner position into two point clouds (left and right).
Afterwards the points were filtered using a Euclidean Clustering method using a distance threshold
of 1.5 m. The resulting cluster with the highest point cloud number was estimated as the row point
cluster. This clustering helped to get the row filtering more robust. The resulting points of each side
were afterwards used to estimate a best fit line with the use of a RANSAC algorithm [34]. This resulted
in two estimated lines, one for each row side. The median of the two resulting lines was used to define
the row direction and the next goal point. When one line was missing, or a fixed distance to the row
was needed, like in this weeding application, a fixed offset to one side could be set.
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In this application a side offset of 0.15 m to the right side detected row was used. Therefore,
the implement could move 0.15 m inside the crop row, as the maximum side shift was limited to
0.3 m. The forward speed was controlled by the software and just an active angle adjustment was done
based on the line following algorithm of the laser scanner. The robot drive motor controller and the
implement motors were controlled with CAN bus signals. The update rate of the motor control was
fixed to 10 Hz.
The control of the implement was realized in a separate ROS node, analyzing the values of the
switch and the sonar sensor. As soon as the feeler or the sonar detected an obstacle like a trunk,
the linear actuator was shifted “inside”. When there was no obstacle detected, the actor moved
“outside” until the maximum outer position was reached. The robot program could be started and
stopped using a basic joystick. There were two different programs available, one using just the sonar
value and one the feeler signals. The feeler signal just included a digital signal. The output of the sonar
sensor was an analog signal between 0 and 10 V. This sensor output correlated with the object distance,
detected by the sensor. As soon as the limit distance of 5V was read in the ADC Redlab, a digital input
signal was triggered, shifting the actuator “inside”.
The height of the implement could be fixed to one depth, or could use the actual motor current of
the implement to control the depth dependent on the motor torque. This could help to minimize the
necessary force and prevent the rotary tiller weeder to get stuck. In the indoor soil bin, the height was
fixed, as the surface was even and without any huge disturbances. In the outdoor tests the adaptive
height adjustment variance was used to adjust the implement to the soil surface.
The following Figure 2 shows the ROS-visualization tool “rviz” used to visualize the live data,
acquired at the robot system. The robot pose was visualized in real time together with the implement
pose, the laser scanner data, the sonar data and the next waypoint the robot wanted to follow.
This helped to debug the system while programming and provided feedback to the user.
 
Figure 2. ROS-Software environment visualization “rviz” of robot position, implement position and
the laser scanner points (small dots) and sonar data (purple ball).
The tilled area in the vineyard was analyzed by using the open source software ImageJ version
5.22 [35]. For further processing of the gained data, the software Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation,
Redmond, WA, USA) was used.
2.4. Test Environments
The indoor experiment was performed at the Hohenheim University soil bin laboratory.
The indoor soil bin had 46 m length, 5 m width and 1.2 m depth. The mixture of the soil content
was 73% sand, 16% silt and 11% clay. The soil was prepared by a rotary harrow, first loosening
the soil and afterwards re-compacting the upper soil layer using a flat roller. 22 different plots were
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prepared and the soil was marked and oriented by using poles of wood with the size of 3 × 3 × 160 cm.
The poles were separated with 1.5 m distance and simulated the trees/trunks for the indoor test.
The total area evaluated for the treatment quality between every two poles was 0.45 m2 (1.5 m length,
0.3 m row width). This area was divided into 18 rectangles marked on the soil by using chalk.
After the experiment, the rectangles with no interaction with the tiller were defined as non-tilled
area. Three main soil parameters were recorded for each individual plot. The penetration resistance,
soil moisture content and soil shear strength conditions were measured with an H-60 Hand-Held
Vane Tester (GEONOR, Inc., Augusta, GA, USA). The specific soil moisture was logged using a
TRIME-PICo 64 Time-Domain-Reflectometry sensor (IMKO Micromodultechnik GmbH, Ettlingen,
Germany). The penetration force was measured with an Eijkelkamp penetrometer logger (Eijkelkamp,
Giesbeek, The Netherlands).
It was decided to use the absolute rotational speed for the implement and a forward speed for
the robot of 0.16 m s−1. 11 plots were treated using a feeler and the remaining 11 plots were treated
while detecting the poles with the sonar sensor. The position of the sonar and the feeler was placed
0.5 m before the weeder, so that the implement could move out of the way even without stopping the
robots forward speed. The goal distance between the robot and the row was fixed to 0.15 m in the
row following software. When a pole was detected, the electric actuator shifted the rotary out of the
row, to prevent damage to the poles. As soon as the pole was passed, the actuator got shifted back
inside the row. The linear motor used for the side shift had a maximum speed of 68 mm/s with no
load and 52 mm/s at maximum load. On average this resulted in a travel speed of 60 mm/s of the
linear LA36 actuator. As the implement was set up to move 0.15 m to the intra row area, at least a
time difference between pole detection and arrival of the tool of 2.5 s were needed. As the traveling
speed of the robot was fixed to 0.16 m/s, it was necessary to detect the tree at least 0.4 m before the
implement. For gaining some buffer, the pole detection was set up at a distance of 0.5 m. The time
delay for the shifting mechanism was fixed to 2.5 s in the software to get as close as possible to the
poles and therefore to potential trunks. The following Figure 3 describes the mechanical and electrical
components of the two control methods using the sonar sensor and the feeler.
  
(A) (B) 
Figure 3. The two different control methods: (A) Feeler controlled unit and (B) Sonar sensor controlled
actuator for the developed autonomous electric weeder. 1–Electric weeder; 2–Switch; 3–Spring;
4–Feeler; 5–Embedded controller; 6–Bar for implement; 7–Linear actuator; 8–PC; 9–Trunks (poles);
10–Sonar sensor.
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For each treatment, the power consumption and the accuracy of the processing procedure were
evaluated estimating the treated and the non-treated area. The better control method tested in the
indoor laboratory was evaluated at the vineyard of Hohenheim University (48.710115 N, 9.212913 E)




Figure 4. The two test environments– (A) indoor laboratory and (B) outdoor vineyard.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Comparison of Feeler and Sonar
Over the plots of the indoor trial, the soil moisture varied between 13.1% and 7.4% by volume.
The shear stress varied between 59 and 82 MPa. The penetration resistance varied between 2 and
4 MPa for the depths of the first 10 cm. The detailed results of the soil physical properties for the
laboratory test can be found in Table 2.
Table 2. Soil physical properties for the evaluation of the sonar and the feeler method in the soil bin
and the resulting tilled area (indoor laboratory test).
Plot Sensor
Soil Penetration,









t1 Sonar 2 13.8 20.1 61.5 94
t2 Sonar 2 12.7 20.4 61 83
t3 Sonar 3.8 9.09 20.8 61 89
t4 Sonar 4 9.7 20.9 59 100
t5 Sonar 3 8.8 21 60.5 89
t6 Sonar 2 7.4 21.3 56 94
t7 Sonar 2 13.2 21.9 60.5 72
t8 Sonar 2.5 9.8 22 69.5 89
t9 Sonar 2.5 11.5 22.2 66.5 61
t10 Sonar 2.2 8.8 22.4 67.5 83
t11 Sonar 2.4 9.5 22.5 68 50
t1 Feeler 3.8 10.1 22.6 62 50
t2 Feeler 3 11.9 22.7 66 61
t3 Feeler 3.5 12.07 22.9 79.5 61
t4 Feeler 2.5 13.1 23 82 94
t5 Feeler 4 9.8 23.6 70 78
t6 Feeler 4 8.8 23.7 81 78
t7 Feeler 4 9.5 24 70 56
t8 Feeler 4 9.7 24 73 44
t9 Feeler 3.5 10.07 24 75 78
t10 Feeler 4 9.7 24.8 79 56
t11 Feeler 3.8 9.7 24.8 79 61
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3.2. Efficiency of the Control Algorithm
The percentages of the tilled area between the poles (trunks) were used as parameters to indicate
the efficiency of weed control in the current study. Table 2 indicates that the sonar treatment performed
better than the feeler. Only at the plots t9 and t11 the feeler performed better than the sonar. In all
other plots sonar performed equal or better compared to the feeler solution. The overall performance
of both methods was at least over 50% of the intra-row area, at some plots reaching a tilled area of
almost 100%. The average of the tilled area for the feeler was 65% and for the sonar it was 82%.
The results of the tilled area indicated a high success rate of both methods. However, the sonar
control method outperformed the feeler control. One reason for this was that the sonar signals of the
poles could directly be converted to a control message. The feeler sometimes got stuck at the poles for
some seconds, causing wrong signals to the actuator and made it hard for the software to define the
exact pole position. Additionally, the long lever of the feeler caused vibrations, sometimes triggering
the switch even when there was no pole. With no other disturbances e.g., of weeds and branches,
the sonar worked reliably and without any failure. Therefore, it was suggested, to test this control
method under outdoor conditions later on.
The signals from the sonar sensor over the travelled distance in the soil bin can be seen in the
following Figure 5. The gained signals showed a peak at the pole positions. At the beginning the
sonar values hit the edges of the poles, causing wrong distance signals. This effect could be seen at
both sides of the poles. However, the minimum value of the sticks was quite accurate in distance and
position. The signals always formed small peaks with similar values. This shape could be used for
further filtering of the exact trunk positions in the future and separate high weed spots from trunks.
All poles triggered at least one signal of less than 0.5 m distance, which triggered the side shift of the
implement. Therefore, the sonar could detect all poles at the indoor test.
Figure 5. Sonar values detected at the indoor test at the laboratory (soil bin).
In the following outdoor test just the sonar detection was evaluated. Figure 6 shows the sonar
detections based on the test in the vineyard of Hohenheim University. In this case the trunks were not
spaced out evenly like in the indoor tests. Sometimes individual trunks were missing, or were closer
together (less than 0.5 m), causing that in this case the intra-row area could not be entered by the tilling
device. Additionally, there were shoots and weeds causing disturbances. However, with small height
adjustments of the sonar sensor, the system worked well in the outdoor vineyard. The linearity of the
row was not given, because of curved trunks, as they were not in a straight line as the wooden poles.
However, all vines were successfully detected, causing no issues with hitting the vines basal area
with the implement or similar. But the within-row spacing of the vines was not always suitable for
the 0.3 m diameter electric weeder head, as there was not enough space to enter the intra row area
between some trunks. Some of them were close to 0.5 m distance, causing the system to stay outside of
the crop row. Using different sizes of weeder heads would solve this issue. At the spots with bigger
gaps, the system performed well and did not cause any problems at all. When analyzing the tilled area
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of the outdoor test using the ImageJ software, the min value reached 57%, the max values 98% of the
tilled area. Areas where the tiller head could not enter were excluded from the analysis.
Figure 6. Sonar values detected at the outdoor test (vineyard).
It could be shown, that the outdoor test did perform well under the given circumstances. However,
the environment was not sloped, which could bring more issues to the trunk detection. At high angles,
shoots and leaves could hang more into the area of the sonar sensor. The automatic trunk detection
would work in ordered and well cultivated vineyards. More complex examples would need an
additional tree detection system like a laser scanner or camera, which could filter out the sonar values
depending on the environment and context. Additionally, the trajectory of the implement could
be planned dependent on the robot forward speed. This could make a more flexible path planning
possible. However, the tilled area and the detection rate of the system were sufficient for the evaluated
test area.
3.3. Power Requirement for the Autonomous Robot
The maximum and average power requirement for the implement guidance, actuator motor and
belt drive of the autonomous robot is shown in the following Figure 7. In the indoor test, the power
consumption increased with higher soil penetration resistance and shear stress. The overall power
consumption for the implement was smaller than in the outdoor test. Here, an additional factor was
the vegetation layer of weeds, which caused higher power consumption. Because of the implemented
algorithm for limiting the working depth depending on the implement motor current, the power
consumption peaks in the outdoor test were smaller than in the indoor test. When the soil in the
indoor experiment would be compacted more, this difference between indoor and outdoor power
consumption for the implement could be equalized.
In all tests the right drive motor of the robot needed more power than the left one. This was quite
logical, as the implement was attached to the right side of the robot. The inertial forces of the tiller
caused the robot to move to the right. To overcome this momentum, the row follower sent correction
signals to the drive motors, forcing the right motor to consume more current. This effect could be
seen at all performed tests. In the outdoor experiment, the slope of the tested area was not completely
horizontal, causing higher power consumption for the drive motors. The overall power consumption
of the machine was 1.8 KW in the soil bin and 2.2 kW in the outdoor field experiment. This would
allow this machine with the given battery power to work around 8.1 h and 6.6 h depending on the
slope and weed density. With a fixed speed evaluated in the experiments, the system could perform an
intra-row weeding of 500 m/h.
When comparing the power consumption of the whole machine with the official power
requirement provided by the rotary tiller manufacturer, the energy reduction is immense. The official
power requirement for the tiller was set up with 8.1 kW by the company. Comparing the power
consumption of the whole robot, the savings are more than 5.9 kW, meaning a 73% energy reduction.
When we just compare the attachment, a 1 kW motor was enough to drive the implement in
the performed experiments. When driving the robot system in a sloped environment, the power
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consumption of the drive motors would increase. However, it is expected, that the power consumption
of the actuator would not differ in sloped environments.
Figure 7. Overall power consumption of the robot for the weeding task.
3.4. Outlook
It could be shown that with an electrical implement a high power reduction could be possible,
even when using commercial weeding tools. Combined with autonomous robots, this system could
be highly energy efficient and sustainable. However, the system could be improved in the future.
When using a higher speed for the linear side shift control, the overall speed of the machine could
be increased, depending on the rotary speed of the rotary tiller and the side shift performance.
Additionally, the tillage quality of the system could be increased, when the robot would stop at each
trunk, to move the rotary weeder out of the row. Afterwards the robot could move a little bit forward
and move the tool back into the row as soon as the trunk has passed. This would result in a rectangular
trajectory, just excluding the trunk. Between the trunks, the speed could be increased until the next
trunk is detected.
A different solution for detecting the trunks could be to use the information of the navigation
laser scanner in front of the robot. Together with the odometry value, the software could increase
the accuracy and plan the best trajectory for the implement based on speed, trunk spacing and weed
density. This could help optimize path and work quality for weeding tasks in vineyards and orchards.
In combination with a feeler or a sonar sensor this information could be filtered and optimized.
This could help to increase the robustness and to not be disturbed from shoots and higher weeds.
4. Conclusions
An autonomous tiller weeder for intra-row weeding in vineyards was developed and tested
at the University of Hohenheim. The system was built up using a commercial rotary tiller weeder.
It was mounted on a mobile robot platform. For the side shift of the system, linear electrical motors
were used. The trunk detection was performed with two different methods, using a feeler and a
sonar. Both methods performed well and did not harm any trunks. The overall tilled area between
the trunks with the sonar was higher than with the feeler, caused by vibrations and the design of the
feeler. The autonomous row following based on the laser scanner enabled the machine to follow the
rows accurately. The energy consumption of the whole system was evaluated. It could be shown that
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electrical driven machines could perform autonomous weeding in vineyards, which is energy efficient.
Therefore, autonomous intra-row weeding machines could save energy and time for workers.
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Abstract: The tree is a fundamental living being. It contributes to nature and climate behaviour, as
well to urban greening. It is also a source of wealth and employment. Most tree health inspection
techniques are invasive or even destructive. Infrared thermography (IRT) is not invasive, and it has
shown advantages when applied for inspection to trees and wood to detect deterioration or voids that
could compromise its structure, stability, and durability. This study reviews the literature about IRT
applied to a tree health inspection. It is framed in the context of the importance of trees for the balance
of ecosystems, and the different techniques to detect tree deterioration. It highlights the difference
when applied to wood or trees and the main factors that have been proven to cause disturbances in the
thermal pattern of trees. The IRT, as other non-destructive methods, does not distinguish what type of
damage it is, nor its causative agent. However, it enables identifying healthy and deteriorated tissues.
The technology is very promising since it reveals that is efficient, fast, economical, and sustainable.
Keywords: infrared thermography; IRT; tree inspection; inspection techniques; tree monitoring
1. Introduction
The tree is a fundamental living being of ecosystems [1–3]. It contributes to regulating nature,
climate, and urban greening [1]. It is also a source of wealth and employment [4]. Some trees are
classified as natural and cultural heritage [5]. Trees provide enormous benefits, such as the ecosystems
balance, prevention of desertification, and global warming, as well as the well-being of human
populations and urban ecosystems [1]. However, trees are also prone to the risk of damage to people
and assets associated with the falling of branches/trees, above all in urban spaces [6,7]. Risk increases
when they have defects because it compromises their health and stability. Consequently, the safety of
people and goods are compromised. To support decision making about trees, it is essential to monitor
their health condition to understand their biological viability, cost-effectiveness, and associated risks.
The first discovery of the infrared spectrum was made by Herschel in 1800 during his study
about optical filters to reduce the brightness of the sun in telescopes [8]. In his findings, Herschel
also observed that these new rays had similar behaviour to the visible ones, i.e., they were absorbed,
transmitted, refracted, and reflected [9]. The first thermal image (thermograph) was obtained by
Herschel in 1840, by experiments with differential evaporation of a film of oil submitted to a heat
pattern [8]. However, the crucial mark in the sensitivity of infrared detection was achieved by Langley
in 1880 through the invention of the bolometer. The first infrared camera was developed by Tihanyi
in 1929 and was applied for anti-aircraft defense by the British army [10]. The first uses of Infrared
thermography (IRT) in trees was the assessment by infrared imaging of the crown condition, using
monochrome and false colour films [11]. IRT is a non-contact technology that allows detection of
damaged tissue in real-time. It is based on the detection of thermal differences between healthy and
damaged zones.
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This review paper concerns identifying the IRT effectiveness for inspection of the health of trees.
For that purpose, this review was structured as follows. It starts with the research methods and then
the importance of trees and their classification. The mechanism that trees use to protect themselves, as
well as risks associated with them, and the way they should be managed, is referred to. Some methods
and inspection techniques are also mentioned. The importance of sustainable techniques of inspection
is highlighted. Principles of IRT, usefulness, and relevance are mentioned. A description of the IRT
application for inspection of trees is done, and several experiments are described. The main differences
between wood and tree properties are reviewed. Finally, the advantages and limitations associated
with the use of IRT are described.
2. Materials and Methods
A database query research paper was carried out in B-on, DOAJ, Google Scholar, Microsoft
Academic, ProQuest, SciELO, ScienceDirect, Scopus, and Web of Science. The review was done
in Portuguese, English and Spanish. It was carried out between October 2018 and February 2019.
The keywords were: Infrared thermography, inspection, inspection techniques, non-destructive,
non-invasive, sustainable, monitoring, classification, deterioration detection, relevance, benefits, risks,
management, tree, tree heritage, and timber. The keywords were combined with each other. Articles
from the reference list of reviewed papers were also taken into account. Whenever combinations
of keywords were found, the abstracts and keywords were read. When the abstract proved to be
insufficient for classification, the full article was read. The selected articles were classified according to
sections, subsections, and theoretical references. The gathered data was organized by type of item,
title, authors, abstract, keywords, and classification. These procedures facilitated the identification
and analysis of the main references used by the authors, as well as citation frequency. All possible
contributions to the application of IRT for health tree monitoring were considered. Duplicate references
were withdrawn. A total of 239 papers were collected, of which only 81 papers were selected.
3. Tree Relevance and Risks
In 1950, the world’s urban population was 30%; nowadays, the urban population reached 55%,
and by 2050, 68% of the world population is to probjected to live in urban areas [12]. That is, the
urbanization in the world population is increasing. Trees and green spaces play important roles in
integrating the inhabitants into their urban communities. Trees provide well-being and quality of life;
they establish the connection of inhabitants with the natural world and contribute to the mitigation of
climate change. Urban trees provide numerous benefits for their inhabitants, but they are also prone to
risk [6,13,14].
Trees interact with the surrounding environment, making it more pleasant. The basic function
of trees is the improvement of air quality. Trees reduce the rainwater flow, allowing the infiltration
into underground aquifer environments. Trees increase biodiversity by providing shelter for wildlife.
Trees provide wind protection to people and animals since their leaves alter the direction and the
speed of the wind. The tree roots hold the soil, and the tree canopy protects the soil from falling rain.
Trees reduce urban noises and promote a sense of calm and rest. Trees create spaces for recreation and
tourism. Consequently, trees favour the reduction of stress and even crime, since public open space
with trees tends to be used much more than space without trees and this increases surveillance [15].
They influence on the decrease of energy consumption in the summer season, providing shade and a
low incidence of solar radiation [16]. Trees have influence in the increasing the property value, if they
are in or even outside the property. Trees produce aesthetic benefits because they decorate the urban
landscape and enhance the season’ landscape [14,17–20].
Trees interact in the ecosystem. They are exposed to aggression caused by birds, insects, animals,
fire, atmospheric conditions, or even human beings during their activities, and these interactions could
result in wounds, which act as entrance doors for pathogenic microorganisms. Trees have developed a
system of compartmentalisation known as CODIT (Compartmentalization of Decay in Trees), described
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by Shigo and Marx [21]. In this system, chemical and physical barriers are created; cells undergo
changes to form four types of walls around the wound; the walls are organized in axial, radial, and
tangential directions. They act against the proliferation of pathogens by isolating the wounded tissues
and thus impeding their dissemination to prevent/mitigate tree deterioration [22]. Wood deterioration
and trees ageing are natural processes, but they carry on risks to the tree itself, as well as people and
property [23].
On the other hand, some trees are of special interest because of age, size, physical characteristics,
as well as cultural and historical connections [5]. Some examples of classification are:
• Heritage: trees that are linked to history and culture; trees that are rare and/or botanically relevant
(see for instance Reference [24]).
• Notable: trees that have reached maturity stand out from their surroundings because they are
larger than the trees around them (see for instance Reference [25]).
• Ancient: trees that have overpassed the maturity and despite the hollow trunk they continue to
be healthy. Their value is intrinsically linked to their age (see for instance Reference [26]).
• Veterans: trees that survived wounds and deterioration (decay); young trees that developed old
trees characteristics (see for instance Reference [27]).
Nevertheless, trees are also a risk factor for people and property. Large numbers of imposing
trees characterize most urban gardens and avenues. These trees are subjected to undergoing stress
hostile environment characteristic of urban centres, and very often under poor management. As a
consequence, many are unhealthy, and a damaged tree poses a threat to people safety [11]. Three
people die each year as a result of falling trees in public spaces in the United Kingdom. It is a low
risk when considered that one in 10 million die as a result of it [6,7]. While there is a low rate of tree
incidents, it ends up altering the risk perception. The risk perception of the falling tree has led tree
managers (owners and managers of urban green spaces) to knock down trees at the slightest sign of
danger. Tree felling is being aggravated, as who is responsible for tree management bear the costs
and legal duties related to trees, meanwhile the public benefits of trees without knowing about their
management issues [6]. In order to continue providing benefits, it is crucial to managing trees in such a
way as to minimize risks and conflicts they may cause [20]. However, the safety of people and goods
are not the only factor to take into account. Environmental and aesthetic factors are also considered
when assessing costs and benefits [6].
As described above, trees represent enormous environmental and social benefits, but they are
also a source of risk. The aim of tree health monitoring is, consequently, multifunctional. There are
techniques to tree health inspection that support decision making related to trees management, in
which the IRT presents several specific advantages [11].
4. Methods and Techniques of Inspection
VTA (Visual Tree Assessment) is an inspection method for tree diagnosis. It was developed by
Mattheck and Breloer (1994), and according to VTA, interprets the body language of trees and provides
the expert with failure criteria [28]. The method consists of three steps: a) External visual inspection in
search of evidence of internal damage; b) the use of diagnostic tools for confirmation and measurement
of damage; and c) assessment of damage extent and failure risk.
4.1. Instruments for Detecting Deterioration
Visual inspection alone does not provide enough evidence of internal damage extent. Then,
additional diagnostic tools are required. According to several authors, those tools are classified as:
• Invasive and non-invasive: invasive instruments require drilling for deep penetration in the
sapwood through one or more holes; the sapwood is living wood. Non-invasive instruments
do not need contact, or they penetrate superficially in the sapwood. It is noted that any type of
wound is an entry for pathogens into the tree [29].
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• Destructive and non-destructive: Unlike the destructive instruments, non-destructive ones allow
the identification of damage presence or not in the trees without causing harm [30]. Then,
non-contact instruments are considered as non-destructive. Table 1 shows only non-contact
instruments since they were considered non-destructive.
• Screening, diagnostic and evaluation: Screening tools allow a quick assessment to identify healthy
and non-healthy trees. Diagnostic instruments allow a more accurate assessment, but require
more time to identify the extent and type of damage in the tree. An intermediate method is an
evaluation; it is a combination of screening speed and diagnostic accuracy methods [31].






















Table 1 summarizes the main instruments for deterioration detection in trees, allowing to relate
the purposes of the instruments to the invasive or destructive nature.
4.2. Sustainable Techniques Relevance
Besides IRT, the equipment performance evaluation and its advantages/disadvantages for detecting
tree deterioration are briefly described in Table 2, and more details can be found in References [29,31].
It is noted that invasive techniques can increase tree damage [22], and radiation exposure is life
detrimental for any living thing [11]. Inspection equipment must be safe for users and people around.
It is therefore relevant to choose sustainable equipment. This type of equipment maintains a good
relationship between portability, use speed, and they are not invasive or ionising. Besides, they have
low running costs due to low energy consumption and low use of consumables [32].
Table 2. A short summary of the techniques for detecting trees deterioration.
Technique Principle and Brief Description Key Highlights
Increment borer [29] Visual inspection: a sample of tree
core is extracted for visual
inspection.
Measures tree growth rate, age and
soundness.
Requires experience of decay potential
causes. Invasive method (it may itself be a
decay factor).
Boroscope [29] Remote visual inspection: the tree
trunk is drilled and it is used a
small video camera to observe
inside.
Enables visual confirmation from inside.
Same disadvantages of the technique
“Increment borer”.
Resistograph [33] Penetration resistance: a small
drill/needle is inserted into the
tree; drilling resistance is
measured and registered.
Fast and easy to execute as well as interpret
the graph.
Does not detect early to intermediate decay
stages; Requires comparison with known
patterns (samples without decomposition).
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Table 2. Cont.
Technique Principle and Brief Description Key Highlights
Shigometer [34,35] Electrical resistivity: a pulsed
direct electric current generated by
electrodes is applied into a drilled
hole; it goes into the wood or the
tree bark; electrical resistance is
measured and registered.
Detects deterioration in early stages.
The information is limited by the probe
length.
Fractometer [28,35] Strength and stiffness: it measures
radial bending fracture strength
and stiffness value.
Small device and easy to carry.




Single-path acoustic wave velocity:
detects cavities by measuring the
acoustic wave velocity as it passes
through the tree stem.
Quickly performed; defines the location and
extent of internal decay.
Difficult to determine early stages of decay.
Electrical resistance
[29,37,38]
Electrical resistivity: resistivity is
determined from the voltage
difference between electrodes
when the electricity is injected.




Multiple path acoustic wave
velocity:
the tomogram is obtained by
measuring and registering the
sound waves travel time
generated by acoustic transducers
positioned around the
circumference of the tree stem.
Detects internal decay; accurately locates
the anomalies; sensitive to early stages of
decay.




permittivity: the tomogram is
obtained by variations in the
return signal. The variation is
reflected by the receiving antenna
when the electromagnetic wave
emitted by the transmitting
antenna encounters a boundary
with a different dielectric constant.
Higher frequencies provide better
resolution but penetration depth decreases.
High cost and difficult to operate.
Nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) [29,40]
Magnetic properties: uses the
magnetic properties of certain
atomic nuclei (as the hydrogen
nucleus). They are aligned and
oscillated using a strong magnetic
field in the scanner.
Non-ionising radiation; delivers very
detailed images that facilitate the analysis of
the structure and function of the tissues.
High cost and difficult to operate.
Electronic nose [41] Odour: it distinguishes healthy
and decayed wood through
changes in the volatile organic
compounds released by wood
decay fungi.
Provides high levels of accuracy and
reliability.




tomogram is obtained from
radiation absorption after
directing gamma rays in multiple
directions on a tree trunk thin slice.
Reliable and non-invasive; evaluates fungal
decay and its extension.
Ionizing radiation; high cost and difficult to
operate; difficult to carry.
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5. Infrared Thermography Applied to Trees
5.1. Principles of IRT
Infrared thermography (IRT) is a non-contact, non-destructive, and non-invasive technique that
allows the detection of radiated heat energy from objects and bodies in the infrared range of the
electromagnetic spectrum (wavelength range between 0.8–14 μm [43]). The conversion of infrared
energy into visible imaging is possible through instruments that produce false-colour images, such
as an infrared camera [44]. The principle underlying IRT is a method or equipment, which detects
IR energy emitted from a surface, converts it to temperature, and displays the image of temperature
field [43,45–50]. The fundamental concept behind it is that all bodies (alive and non-alive) have
temperatures above absolute zero degrees (0 K) and emit infrared radiation that is captured by
equipment capable of transforming that energy into pictures. The internal structure of the body shows
different thermal behaviour depending on the health conditions of its parts. The differences in thermal
behaviour result in differences in the colour pattern of the body surface image.
Figure 1 illustrates the heat transfer processes involved in a thermographic measurement. When
the camera views the object, it receives radiation from the object, from the ambient between the camera
and the object’s surface, and from the atmosphere itself [8].
Figure 1. Schematic representation of a generic thermographic measurement (adapted from [8]).
The total received radiation power that the camera receives is equal to the sum of the emission of
the object (ε τ Wobj), the reflected emission of environmental sources ((1 − ε) τ Wrefl), and the emission
from the atmosphere ((1 − τ) Watm). This is represented in the following equation (Equation (1)):




Wobj Emission from the object
Wrefl Reflected emission from ambient sources
Watm Emission from the atmosphere
The appropriate infrared camera selection depends on the characteristics of the object to be
inspected, the atmospheric conditions, and the observation distance. Depending on the wavelength
in the infrared range of the electromagnetic spectrum, much of the radiation is absorbed by the
atmosphere. Lower absorption allows more radiation to reach the camera sensor. It happens at bands:
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Mid-wavelength infrared (MWIR) between 2 μm and 5 μm, and long-wavelength infrared (LWIR)
between 8 μm and 14 μm. Limitations: Atmospheric humidity influences MWIR cameras, and LWIR
cameras may capture optical and electronic noise [43].
The object emissivity depends on several factors such as wavelength. The emissivity is also
highly sensitive to the nature and type of the material surface. As the emissivity increases, the
influence of parasitic reflections diminishes. Metallic materials have low emissivity as they are highly
reflective, whereas nonmetallic materials are high emissive and low reflection, leading to a better
measurement [43,51]. Handling and interpretation of IRT information need cameras equipped with
screens to visualise the energy emitted in the image format. The recording is an accessory that
allows comparison between thermograms to follow the evolution of cases/pathologies [11]. It is also
advantageous when the camera is equipped to capture thermograms and photographs simultaneously.
It is preferably an integrated illumination accessory in the case of low illumination; this feature
facilitates data interpretation [52].
There are two main thermographic procedures: Passive and active modes. In the active procedure,
an external energy source is used to obtain the thermal contrast into the object of study. Different
processes can trigger the heat flow, for example, thermal sources like lamps or heaters. The defects
and damages on or near the object surface cause thermal discontinuities producing thermal contrast.
It is detected during the thermographic inspection. In the passive procedure, the thermal contrast
is generated by natural sources such as sunlight [44,50]. In most of the thermographic application
scenarios, it is necessary to introduce an emissivity factor to calibrate the camera temperature
measurement. The determination of the correct emissivity value of a specific wood remains a relevant
issue [8].
IRT can be applied to both wood and tree plantlets to identify deterioration and voids that may
compromise the structure, stability, and durability. Defects within the object disrupt the flow of energy
and cause temperature differences on its surface. The thermal contrast results from differences in
radiation emission that are registered by the thermal camera [43].
5.2. Wood and Trees
Wood and trees have significantly different thermal characteristics. That is, they differ in the
variables that determine the temperature, density, humidity, thermal conductivity and thermal
diffusivity, specific heat, convective coefficient, and emissivity [53–55].
After determining the density and the remaining properties of a species of wood, it is possible to
predict its thermal behaviour. Therefore, when biodegradation changes the density and humidity of
the wood, it also changes the thermal behaviour and temperature distribution along the surface [55–58].
Figure 2 shows the conventional photograph of a wood sample surface and its thermogram obtained in
the active IRT procedure. By the active mode, this type of nodes and cracks show colour heterogeneity
in relation to the general pattern denoting higher temperature. As shown in Figure 2, the cracks are
barely visible in the photograph, but they are well seen in the thermogram [50].
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2. Pine sample: (a) photograph and (b) IRT thermogram (active mode) [50].
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The sap circulation causes the temperature gradient to vary along the trunk, and trees with more
available water have better sap circulation [59]. This characteristic allows the differentiation between
functional and dysfunctional tissue since the transport is done through the functional tissue. Therefore
this feature allows that health and vitality can be verified, however, does not allow extrapolation
of its thermal behaviour to the other trees, even of the same species, in order to identify damages.
In fact, even for the same type of pathology, trees must be analyzed on a case-by-case basis [52,60].
Actually, two damaged trees of similar species, even when they have the same pathology, can generate
different thermal patterns, because the availability of water to which the tree is subject is different and
varies the temperature gradient along the trunk/tree. Thus, the temperature pattern, which allows the
identification of functional or dysfunctional tissues, is unique for each tree.
Figure 3 shows the difference in surface temperature between a tree and a wooden stake [2]. The
tree analysed was a specimen Prunus domestica L. (common name plum-tree) that was observed about
4 h after the sunset in the summer. The authors used an emissivity of 0.97 and a Rainbow colour pallet.
During the observation, the atmospheric temperature was 22.5 ◦C, and the relative humidity was 55%.
Most of the wooden stake presented a lower temperature than the tree, except its lower part. The lower
part of the wood stake showed a slightly higher temperature compared to the lower trunk because the
tree was irrigated before observation. The tree keeps a balanced relationship with the environment
temperature, so tree temperatures are usually lower than the atmospheric temperature when the sun
heating effect is over [61]. Therefore, the tree in Figure 3 showed higher temperatures in the healthier




Figure 3. A tree (Prunus domestica) and a wooden stake that supports it: (a) photograph; (b) IRT
thermogram (passive mode). Temperature values (◦C): Sp1 = 20.0; Sp2 = 20.5; Sp3 = 21.5; Sp4 = 20.5;
and Sp5 = 19.5. Adapted from Reference [2].
IRT is commonly applied to wood in laboratory ambient. In fact, the lab is the first selected
scenario because it is possible to control several environmental parameters (humidity, temperature, and
luminosity), the thermal energy of the material, as well as the easy manipulation. Some studies in the lab
have induced damage in the samples to verify the ability of IRT to detect wood degradation [55,56,62].
In the case of trees, most thermographic studies are performed on trees that are already programmed
to be felled or when it is possible to observe the anomalies without causing damage [60,61].
The application of IRT to wood has been used for diverse purposes. Inspection of wood pieces
quality in a production line is presented by Reference [63]. The results showed that TIV can be
used to mark the debonded areas or to completely remove materials from the assembly line. IRT
associated with ultrasonic equipment in the inspection of historic buildings is given by Reference [64].
Oratorio San Felipe Neri in Cadiz, Spain, was analyzed, and the authors conclude that the union of the
ultrasound technique and the thermography represents a good tool for wooden structure inspection.
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IRT associated with ultrasonic equipment, supported by laboratory analyses of timber samples in the
inspection of the Aslanhane Mosque in Ankara, Turkey, which can be found in Reference [65]. The
combined analysis of these techniques was done to evaluate the condition of the structural elements
of wood in terms of their state of preservation, moisture problems, and recent incompatible repairs
that affect them. This combination of techniques was reported as useful in assessing the reliability
of timber, increasing the accuracy and effectiveness of the survey, facilitating and distinguishing the
work of urgent intervention from long-term conservation programs. The detection of termite pests in
wood or wood-clad structures is analyzed by Reference [66]. The author points out that TIV enables
finding two basic elements that an inspector looks to identify the presence of pest infestation: Areas
exhibiting anomalous elements that could be associated with the presence of moisture or hot spots and
the presence of subsurface defects. Additionally, in large wooden structures such as a railway bridge
where, in addition to other techniques, the IRT was used to identify a rapidly significant amount of
structural damage that was not identified by other techniques [67].
5.3. Analysis of Tree Health
The thermal contrast captured by the thermal camera only represents the temperature on the
surface of the tree bark. However, the tree bark near deteriorated tissue and voids show a lower
temperature than the area around it. As in wood, tree deteriorated tissue and voids undergo a change
in their thermal properties. Whenever there are significant differences in the thermal properties of
the wood and tree bark, they can be detected by IRT [60,68]. IRT applied to trees and offers a means
to differentiate damaged and deteriorated tissue from healthy tissues. However, due to the specific
characteristics of each species, whenever a species is evaluated for the first time, it is advisable to
observe the representation of the thermal pattern of the tree bark in the thermal image for better results
interpretation [11].
The first use of IRT in trees was for aerial surveillance of the canopies to detect the distribution
and spread of forest damage [60]. Later, IRT was applied to tree bark (trunks and branches), and it is
now possible to evaluate some types of damage in the lower trunk and to deduce the cause that affects
roots (root system) [60,69].
Several factors affect tree health, and consequently, can change the thermal properties of the tree
trunk and branches. Some of the conditions that IRT can identify are described below, namely, diseases,
pest attack, water stress, and formation of new functional tissue.
Regarding diseases, the application of IRT in the detection of tree bark lesions such as hemorrhagic
cancers caused by Phytophthora spp., even before its consequences can be detected with the naked
eye [60,70]. Fungi such as Inonotus hispidus (Bull.) P. Karst., Phellinus punctatus (Fr.) Pilát, Coriolus
pubescens (Schumach.) and Corticium sp. were found in samples taken from the woody material of
platan previously analyzed by IRT [71].
IRT can also be used for detection of insect pests on trees. Insects attack both leaves for feeding as
well as trunks for their habitat, feeding, and egg-laying. While trees have a certain tolerance to pest
attack on their leaves, it repeated attacks and factors such as poor irrigation, flooding, and inadequate
trimming generate greater stress on the tree and consequently compromise its ability to regenerate
or resist. On the other hand, larvae and insects create wounds, and these wounds make the trees
susceptible to other pathogens. Some larvae can dig deep into the trunk creating tunnels that ultimately
affect the transportation of nutrients and water causing rapid tree deterioration. Some of the insects
recently detected by IRT were: White Pine Cone Beetle, Australian ‘fire-beetle’, Citrus Long-horned
Beetle, Woodworm, and Red Palm Weevil (RPW) [72]. However, the IRT was not able to detect larval
stage insects in some young tree species, as in the case of goat moth larvae. A hypothesis was the
thermal adaptation of the larvae to the environment, that even with the elevation of temperature due
to the effect of the activity of the larvae, it was not sufficient to detect them [73].
IRT is also applied for trees water stress assessment. The temperature in the canopy is an indicator
of the amount of water available in the soil because the leaves transpiration is a mechanism to dissipate
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excess energy (heat). The tree uses surplus energy to transform water into water vapour through
the leaves to cool it. However, when the soil is in water shortage, the tree perspires less, and as a
consequence, there is an increase in leaf temperature when compared to trees in soil adequately wet.
Water stress is a relevant indicator because the monitoring provides information for the adequate water
supply of each tree species [74–77].
IRT detects the formations of new functional tissue. It was confirmed after dissection that the
thermogram showed a band of higher wood formation in the area of the thermogram. This happens
as a consequence of the adaptive growth of the change, because as Shigo (1984) has defined, the
vascular cambium is the cell generator, and the new cells have different thermal properties from the
other tissues [22]. This formation of new cells has different thermal properties than the other tissues.
This tree had emptiness along the trunk that could also be observed in the thermogram. Catena and
Catena [60] suggest that an adequate prognosis of the actual state of the tree requires the identification
of the cause for tissue forming, that is, as result of damage and/or mechanical stress.
5.4. Advantages and Limitations of IRT Applicated to Trees
It is an advantage that IRT allows the tree to be observed as a whole, then the damage is early
identified, even in trees that do not yet have external visual signs [52]. IRT requires little time to
perform the inspection and is relatively easy to interpret the results. It does not require contact with
the tree, and observations can be made at a distance of up to 25 m (depending on the camera and
lens) safely. It is a safe technology for both the trees and the examiner as it does not emit harmful
radiation. It is not necessary to use ladders or lifting platforms to observe the high parts of the tree; it
reduces time and costs [60,68,78]. IRT also allows real-time assessment of root damage by observation
of the lower trunk. It is a tool for stability and safety evaluation [69,79]. It eases to monitor the health
status of trees over time, following up the evolution of pathologies previously identified as well as the
identification of new patterns that indicate the development of new pathologies [69]. However, the
major advantage of IRT compared to other inspection methods is the ability to differentiate functional
tissue from dysfunctional tissue. In fact, IRT provides information for analysing the vitality and health
status of a tree in a non-destructive, rapid, and cost-effective manner [60]. In essence, agriculture
has been mechanized by the green revolution and now, like any other industry, agriculture is being
digitalized [80]. According to this study, most farmers are ready to accept technology if it is profitable,
less complex, and makes their life easier. IRT may be one of the relevant components of smart farming
and agriculture, as can better manage and help to carry out real-time events.
As in other non-invasive methods, the main limitation is that IRT does not identify whether the
damage detected is a void or a deteriorated tissue, nor its causative agent. Nor can it give precise
indications of the magnitude of the damage. However, the fact that IRT identifies damaged areas
early, it reduces the tests time and thus the damage progression. The acquired data leads to a more
precise investigation of the pathologies, and identify the locations where invasive techniques are
required [11,81]. Interferences are observed in thermograms when the surface of the tree is obscured
by mosses or other vegetation, and when the tree is wet, or when IRT has been carried out directly to
sunlight. Some of these limitations can be overpassed by avoiding inspections after rainy days or carry
them out before the trees are watered. In the case of sunlight, the tests should preferably be performed
at night. Another commonly noted limitation is the cost of the equipment when compared to simpler
equipment. This is not the case when compared to more sophisticated equipment, or when multiple
applications beyond the inspection of tree health are taken into account [60,68,78].
A brief search result summary of IRT applied to tree health analysis is presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. A short summary of infrared thermography applied to tree health analysis.
Study Main Focus Findings
Al-doski et al. [72] Pest detection. Pest infestation detected.
Ballester et al. [74] Water stress detection on citrus
and persimmon trees.
Water stress detected.
Bellett-Travers & Morris [61] Relationship between surface
temperature and radial wood
thickness.
No apparent relationship in most
of the trees; strong relationship
when there was a gradual change
in radial wood thickness caused
by a cavity.
Burcham et al. [59] Effect of mechanically induced
internal voids on Dracaena fragrans
L. stem temperature.
Only able to identify reductions
temperature in internal defects
with at least 76% of the stem
cross-sectional area.
Burcham et al. [70] Evaluate the relationship between
the internal defects and trunk
surface temperature in Casuarina
equisetifolia L.
Does not provide accurate results
about the internal condition of
trees.
Catena & Catena [60] Review in order to assess the
accuracy, reliability, and costs.
Does not automatically
distinguish between different
kinds of alteration; does not
accurately provide the extent of
the damages found; provides
enough information to decide
regarding the need for remedial
action or a more detailed kind of
assessment; non-invasive, fast,
reasonable prices, in real time.
Catena, G. [68,71] Internal cavities in trees detection. Enables the detection of cavities.
Catena, A. [79] and Catena et al.
[69]
Damages in the roots. Enables that damages in the roots
can be deduced in real time.
Crisóstomo et al. [32] Considerations over IRT as
applied to the state of the tree
healthiness.
Enables healthiness evaluation.
Crisóstomo et al. [52] Quercus pygmentosis tree
Analysis.
Evaluating its healthiness status.
García-Tejero et al [76] Water stress detection in almond
trees.
Water stress detected.
Giuliani & Flore [77] Water stress detection in apple
trees.
Water stress detected.
Goh et al. [29] Review of the current sensing
methods used for decay detection
in trees.
Comparing methods concerning
the fundamental of measurements,
hardware implementation,
damage caused to the tree and the
ease of use.
Hoffmann et al. [73] Detecting the larval stage of goat
moth´s larvae in young tree
species.
Was not able to detect.
Jones et al. [75] Water stress detection on
grapevine.
Water stress detected.
Leong et al. [31] Evaluating the current tree decay
detection tools.
Classifying the tree decay
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6. Conclusions
The IRT was presented as a tool to inspect tree health, and it has proved to be an efficient tool
in the early detection of damages even though it is not possible to identify the type of damage. As
well as other non-invasive and non-destructive techniques, the causative agent can be identified when
resorting to invasive methods. However, the comparison of inspection methods has shown that IRT
has great advantages in terms of the capacity to differentiate functional tissue from dysfunctional
tissue, and thus to inspect the vitality and health status of trees. It allows monitoring the evolution of
pathologies in a fast, economical, and non-destructive way. Result improvement can be achieved with
the evolution and increased application of IRT.
7. Recommendations
Despite its merits, IRT is still a relatively new technique in assessing tree health and remains
residually implemented in agriculture, but it needs more detailed studies to establish a solid application
basis, which can guide practitioners. This would allow developing the IRT potential for applicability
on a larger scale. Some challenges such as the complexity of the technique, the new and atypical aspects
of the problem, and several knowledge gaps related to technical issues and applicability specificities
the affect of the technique performance. The latest high-definition thermal cameras record thermal
images of high resolution and sensitivity will also contribute to overcoming these challenges, which
will help to turn the IRT technique as a decision-making tool to assess the health status of trees.
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Abstract: Trees are essential natural resources for ecosystem balance, regional development, and urban
greening. Preserving trees has become a crucial challenge for society. It is common for the use of
invasive or even destructive techniques for health diagnosis of these living structures, and interventions
after visual inspection. Therefore, the dissemination and implementation of increasingly less
aggressive techniques for inspection, analysis and monitoring techniques are essential. The latest
high-definition thermal cameras record thermal images of high resolution and sensitivity. Infrared
thermography (IRT) is a promising technique for the inspection of trees because the tissue of the
sap is practically on the surface of the living structure. The thermograms allow the identification
of deteriorated tissues and to differentiate them from healthy tissues, and make an observation
of the tree as a functional whole body. The aim of this study is to present, based on differences
in the temperatures field given by the thermal images, a qualitative analysis of the status of two
different arboreal species, Quercus pyrenaica Willd and Olea europaea L. The results show the IRT as an
expeditious, non-invasive and promising technique for tree inspection, providing results that are
not possible to reach by other methods and much less by a visual inspection. The work represents a
contribution to make IRT a tree decision-making tool on the health status of trees.
Keywords: trees inspection; trees monitoring; infrared thermography; IRT; VTA; sustainability
1. Introduction
The tree is an essential natural resource for ecosystem balance. It regulates nature, climate and
urban greening. Trees play a key role in local biodiversity as they release oxygen and reduce global
warming. Trees regulate climate by mitigating urban heat islands. Trees behave as barriers for noise
pollution and wind. They provide moisture to the atmosphere, which favours precipitation. They
facilitate water infiltration into the soil contributing to the formation and maintenance of groundwater
aquifers. They are also essential for soil building as their roots fix the soil preventing erosion. All trees
are of importance, whether by their age, type, size and shape. Some of them are classified as remarkable
or even monumental trees, and the law protects them [1]. Therefore, it is fundamental to act for the
preservation and sustainability of these living beings. This is a current social challenge [2–5]. It is
decisive to move from the anthropocentric conception of trees to ecocentric conception, that is, all living
beings including humankind are interrelated and interdependent to keep the ecosphere equilibrium.
Contrary to what people thought for many years, trees react to physical and biological damages
that lead to deterioration. The compartmentalization of decay in trees (CODIT) is a good example
of this [6]. Therefore, trees must be cared for in a way that enhances their own defence systems [6].
In order to verify the health status of trees especially when more detailed information is required,
invasive and even destructive techniques [7] are used. Unfortunately, they interfere with the structural
integrity of this living being. Therefore, it is urgent to disseminate and implement non-aggressive
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inspection techniques that preserve biological integrity and functionality [3,4]. The basic rule must
always be to start with less invasive techniques and only if required, to utilise the most aggressive
ones, so that the damage produced in the tree [4,5,8] is minimized.
Infrared thermography (IRT) is a non-invasive non-contact technique that relies on the detection
of body heat emission [9–11]. It measures continuously surface temperature in real-time [9]. Aerial
surveillance of the canopies to detect the distribution and spread of forest damage was the first use of
IRT in trees [4]. Later, this technique was applied to tree bark (branches and trunks). Now, it allows
the evaluation of some types of damage in the lower trunk and to estimate the presumable cause that
affects roots (the root system) [4]. The latest thermal cameras capture thermal images of high resolution
and sensitivity. It has been demonstrated that IRT in conjunction with visual inspection when applied
to assessment, and monitoring of tree health provides reliable data [2–4,12]. The IRT capabilities for
tree inspection have not been exploited sufficiently yet, since the elaborate sap conductive tissues
are practically on the surface of the living structure. The reading of tree surface temperature reveals
specific variations when there is deterioration and voids inside the tree. The IRT observes the tree as
a functional whole body and thermograms provide information to differentiate deteriorated tissues
from healthy tissues. Other methods do not have this assessment capacity, much less the naked eye
inspection. Other non-invasive methods survey the body by points, and then extrapolation applies to
have an idea of the functional whole body. Through the naked eye, only advanced deterioration is
detected, then a corrective measure is hardly effective, and the solution is tree felling.
Thermography allows the early detection of damage, while it is still not visually noticeable. Even
more, it monitors the progress of pathology. The IRT is expeditious and non-invasive [2–5,12]. It is,
therefore, a powerful, fast and efficient tool to detect changes in the integrity of trees and branches,
identifying if one of them should be removed. The differences in the thermal patterns of the tree
surface indicate the deteriorated areas of the tree. The greater the differences in the thermal patterns of
the trunk and branches, the worse the tree health condition [2–5].
The methods different from IRT that acquire data for diagnosis are time-consuming, and require
more hand labour, especially if the part of the tree to be examined cannot be reached from the
ground [2–4]. Some techniques, such as the resistograph, require perforation, and these holes may
become pathways for pathogens [2–4]. Other methods use X-rays or γ. A short summary of the other
main methods for detecting tree deterioration is presented in Table 1. The ionising radiation used in
some methods conveys the perception that they are not safe for the health of living beings [3]. Moreover,
when IRT is compared to more sophisticated techniques, such as X-ray and γ, as well as tomographic
acoustic techniques such as Picus and ArborSonic 3D, or even nuclear magnetic resonance [7,13–15],
IRT is the only one able to evaluate the health condition and functionality of tree tissues. That is,
the assessment of the structural integrity to detect voids and deterioration inside the tree is possible
because the tree is analysed as a functional whole body [4,5]. IRT analyses the tree as a whole, in a
holistic way, while other techniques provide information only on specified points, and the whole
is obtained by extrapolation after a series of investigations [2–4]. The authors raise concerns about
avoiding errors when selecting the emissivity value for temperature reading calibration. However,
more parameters are required for IRT quantitative readings. It is necessary to assess the value of
reflected (or reflective) apparent temperature, which varies according to the angle between the camera
and the tree surface, and the direction of radiation from the environment and sunrays. In some studies,
the tree is cut into logs, and then the logs are perforated to simulate deterioration after the logs are
sealed at both sides to maintain the water content. When observing the logs in thermograms, it is
difficult to detect the holes and the larvae introduced inside them. Even with the same water content,
the temperature of the logs does not behave like the tree because there is no flow of the sap, as this
happens when the tree structure is alive [16,17]. Some studies analyse trees of the same species affected
by several pathologies. The main aim was to look for similar temperature patterns on the surface all
along the trees applying IRT [18]. The statistical analysis showed that there was no correlation [18].
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Table 1. A brief summary of the other main methods for detecting tree deterioration (adapted from [19]).
Method Principle Key Highlights
Increment borer Visual inspection
Measures growth rate, age and soundness. Invasive
method (it may itself be a decay factor) and needs
experience on decay causes.
Boroscope Remote visualinspection
Visual analysis from inside. Same disadvantages of the
“Increment borer”.
Resistograph Penetration resistance
Fast, easy to execute and interpret. Does not detect early to
intermediate decay stages; requires comparison with
known patterns.
Shigometer Electrical resistivity Detects deterioration in early stages. Information is limitedby the probe length.
Fractometer Strength and stiffness Small device and easy to carry. Portable compressionmeter has depth limited.
Stress wave velocity Single-path acousticwave velocity
Quickly performed; defines the location and extent of
internal decay. Difficult to determine early stages of decay.





Detects internal decay; accurately locates the anomalies;






Higher frequencies provide better resolution but
penetration depth decreases. High cost and difficult
to operate.
Nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) Magnetic properties
Non-ionising radiation; very detailed images that facilitate
the analysis. High cost and difficult to operate.





Reliable and non-invasive. Ionizing radiation; high cost,
and difficult to carry and operate.
Considering the above, IRT is a well-established technique in a range of fields, such as industrial
and building maintenance. Despite its merits, it is still a relatively recent technique in assessing tree
health [4,5] and remains residually implemented in agriculture. Due to the relatively scarce studies in
this field [5], more research to ensure its potential and applicability on a large scale is required. Thus,
it is crucial more studies focus on contributing to show and analyse the complexity of the technique
applied to trees, the new and atypical aspects of the problem and respond to some knowledge gaps.
Accordingly, the present paper intends to detail some relevant features related to the applicability of
the technology, thus contributing to turning the IRT technique as a decision-making tool to assess the
health status of trees. To accomplish this, two sample trees, one of species Quercus pyrenaica Willd and
another of species Olea europaea L., are qualitatively analysed from their thermal images.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Background
The fundamental aim of thermographic surveying is the heat transfer process shown in Figure 1.
When the IRT camera aims at the target, it receives radiation from the object itself, radiation reflected
on the surface of the object coming from the emissions of neighbouring bodies, and radiation emitted
by the atmosphere. In fact, the atmosphere results in interfering in some way with radiation that
arrives at the camera [20]. The total power of the radiation arriving at the IRT (Wtot) camera is equal to
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the sum of the emission of the body (ε τ Wobj), the emission reflected in the object coming from sources
of the near ambient ((1 − ε) τ Wrefl), and the emission of the atmosphere itself ((1 − τ) Watm). That is:
Wtot = ετWobj + (1− ε)τWrefl + (1− τ)Watm, (1)
where:
ε Emissivity
τ Coefficient of atmosphere transmission
Wobj Energy radiation emitted by the object
Wrefl Reflected energy from surrounding bodies
Watm Atmospheric energy
Figure 1. A schematic representation of infrared thermography (IRT) basics (adapted from [19]).
The thermal regime of a tree is determined by the heating of the surface by solar radiation and
the transport, by conduction, of sensible heat to the interior. During the day, the surface heats up,
generating a sensible heat flow towards the tree (a relatively slow process). The transportation of the
elaborated sap promotes the convective transport of heat and ensures more tree thermal uniformity
(a faster process of energy exchange). At night, the surface cooling by the emission of radiation
(long waves) reverses the flow direction that changes from the interior to the surface leading to the
cooling of the entire structure. The sap circulation causes the temperature gradient to vary along the
trunk, and trees with more water available have better sap circulation [16]. This characteristic allows
the differentiation between functional and dysfunctional tissue since the transport is done through the
functional tissue. This feature allows health and vitality to be verified by IRT [16].
The density, the specific heat and the thermal conductivity play an important role in these
processes. High specific heat leads to a smaller thermal stimulation for the same amount of heat.
Thermal conductivity expresses the ability of the material to allow the heat to pass through it. It is
commonly used in steady-state heat transfer analysis. Thermal diffusivity is much more relevant for
transient heat transfer processes because it shows how well the heat could diffuse through the material.
Thus, the diffusivity is a more important variable for the thermal characterization of a body than the
conductivity (k), because it expresses how quickly the body adjusts completely to the temperature of
its environment. In fact, the material thermal diffusivity (α) expresses how much easier the heat moves
through its volume, that depends on the velocity conduction of the heat (k) and the amount of heat
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where k is the thermal conductivity, ρ is the volumetric mass density, and Cp is the material specific
heat. For instance, low diffusivity material delays the transfer of external temperature variations into
the interior. Thus, it derives from the above, that damaged wood zones or unhealthy tissues have
different thermal properties, leading to different heating and cooling times in relation to healthy zones.
It is this principle that is explored in tree health analysis using IRT technology.
As mentioned above, wood (deteriorated/non-live tissues) and trees (functional tissues) have
significantly different thermal characteristics, and as a consequence, different temperatures. This fact
can be seen in Figure 2, that shows the difference in surface temperatures between a tree and a
wooden stake supporting it [21]. The analysed tree was a specimen Prunus domestica L. (common
name plum-tree) and the thermogram was obtained in the summer (air temperature 22.5 ◦C, relative
humidity 55%), 4 h after the sunset, with an emissivity of 0.97 and a rainbow colour pallet. The wooden
stake displayed a lower temperature as compared to the tree (except its lower part). The lower part
shows slightly higher temperature values than the lower trunk because the tree was irrigated before
the observation. The tree keeps a balanced relationship with the environment temperature, so the
tree temperatures usually are lower than the atmospheric temperature when the sun heating effect
is over [5]. Therefore, in Figure 2, the tree shows higher temperatures in the healthier parts and
lower temperatures in the deteriorated parts, as well as in parts where the tree was recently wet with
water [22]. The greater the differences in the thermal pattern of trunk and branches, the worse the
condition of the tree health [2–5].
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 2. A tree (Prunus domestica L.) and a wooden stake supporting it: (a) photograph; (b) IRT
thermogram (passive mode). The temperature values (◦C): Sp1 = 20.0; Sp2 = 20.5; Sp3 = 21.5; Sp4 =
20.5; Sp5 = 19.5. (Adapted from [21]).
Equipment
A thermohygrometer, FLIR MR 176 (Figure 3A) was used to measure the atmospheric temperature
and relative humidity. The thermographic camera used in this study is the FLIR T1030sc (Figure 3B).
Figure 3. (A) Humidity meter FLIR MR 176; (B) Thermal camera FLIR T1030sc.
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It is a HD imaging and measurement camera recording 1024 × 768 pixels. It has a focal plane array
(FPA) detector type, uncooled microbolometer with a detector pitch of 17 μm. The T1030sc operates in
a spectral range of 7.5–14 μm and offers a thermal sensitivity < 20 mK, at 30 ◦C (86 ◦F). The accuracy,
at 25 ◦C, is +1 ◦C or +1%, for body temperatures from 5 ◦C to 150 ◦C. The camera was equipped with
28◦ lens, FOV 28◦ × 21◦ (36 mm) and number F 1.2. The thermal camera is equipped with a compass
and GPS functions to locate the data on the thermogram [20]. The minimum focusing distance is 0.4 m
for the standard 28◦ lens. The focus is manual, automatic or continuous. The continuous digital zoom
from 1 to 8× can be used. It has a tactile screen of 800 × 480 pixels that facilitates the introduction of
instructions. The software used to treat the thermograms were FLIR Tools + and FLIR ResearchIR
Max 4 [23,24].
2.2. Sample Trees
Two trees were analysed: Quercus pyrenaica Willd (Figure 4), and Olea europaea L. (Figure 5).
Table 2 shows their general characteristics. The common name of species Quercus pyrenaica Willd is
Pyrenean oak. It is an autochthonous species of the Iberian Peninsula, from the mountain regions
of continental climates [25]. This deciduous tree sprouts in acidic substrates preferably of granitic
and schist origin. The immature subjects are marcescent with the capacity to sprout at the base of the
trunk, as well as from the roots. The trunk is straight with opaque grey bark cracked in the form of
panels. The specimen under study (Figure 4) is approximately 10 m in height. It consists of three
trunks that arise from the base. The diameter at breast height (DBH) measured at 1.3 m in height, from
south to north (south at the left of the photo) was: 0.20 m, 0.17 m and 0.17 m, respectively. The second
tree is a perennial of the species Olea europaea L. It is native to the Mediterranean region (Southern
Europe, North Africa and the Middle East) and the common name is olive (Figure 5). The olive tree is
of exceptional longevity, being able to surpass 1500 years of age, and reaches a height of up to 8 m.
It has greyish bark and branches. The specimen studied is approximately 3.5 m high. The branching
begins at 1.75 m from the base, and the DBH measured at 1.30 m height is 0.35 m. Both specimens are
located in the interior region of Portugal.
 
Figure 4. A photograph of the Quercus pyrenaica Willd tree taken at 2 p.m. under direct sunlight.
Table 2. Characteristics of sample trees.
Scientific Name Common Name Height (m) HGB (m) DBH (m) Picture
Quercus pyrenaica Willd Pyrenean oak 10.0 1.50 0.20/0.17/0.17 Figure 4
Olea europaea L. Olive 3.5 1.75 0.35 Figure 5
HGB: Height from the ground (collar) to where branches begin (bifurcation); DBH: diameter at breast height.
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Figure 5. A photograph of the Olea europaea L. tree taken at 5:30 p.m. under direct sunlight.
3. Methodology
The tree inspection was carried out applying qualitative IRT at the passive mode, that is, the heat
source was the environment through solar radiation. The heat flows from the hotter to the colder zones
of the tree. The irregularities of the thermal pattern on the tree surface can indicate the existence of
defects, voids and deteriorated tissue. When it is found, deterioration as voids and defects occur in
both the thermal properties of the constituents and the heat transfer process [2–5,7].
Thermograms were recorded at different times along the day, from when direct solar radiation
was hitting the trees until after sunset. Besides the thermograms, photographs were taken to support
the visual inspection and thermogram interpretation. The thermograms were processed running
FLIR software [23,24]. The authors marked the spots at different locations over the tree trunk.
The thermal patterns were analysed in order to correlate the temperature distribution with tree health.
The atmospheric temperature and the relative humidity were measured at the time of the recording pf
each thermogram, as well as the observation distance (between the thermal camera and the tree).
From a qualitative approach, although important, the value of emissivity is not preponderant.
In fact, what is at issue is not the exact value of the measured temperature, but the temperature
differences among the spots. The temperature values are comparable because the camera measured
them with the same emissivity and reflected temperature.
Nevertheless, the emissivity value introduced was the one appropriate to the surface of the
element under study. As the wood and bark are little reflective materials, the emissivity is high. Then,
a high emissivity value was set in the camera. Thus, for both specimens, the emissivity value was 0.95.
For each thermogram, the atmospheric temperature at the time of the capture was set in the camera.
As it was a qualitative analysis, this study did not consider the reflected temperature. Further, it did
not rain more than one week before surveying, then the thermograms did not register noises due to the
humidity factor.
From the qualitative analysis, a more quantitative approach was taken, in particular, as regards
to the comparison of recorded temperature values. It is important to understand thermal pattern
differences among the trunks of similar diameter. The thermal patterns resulted from differences in the
temperature along the surface. Naturally, this process introduces systematic errors that affect all points
equally in each thermogram, whereby do not affect the result.
4. Results and Discussion
Figure 6 shows the thermogram of the Quercus pyrenaica Willd tree recorded from the same point
of view and at the same time as the photo shown in Figure 4 (on 21 January 2018, 2 p.m., winter in
the northern hemisphere). The southern part of the tree (left side of the thermogram) is exposed to
sunlight. Figure 7 shows another thermogram of the same tree at the same day but it was taken at
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9:45 p.m. (4 h after sunset) from the same point of view. Table 3 shows the observation conditions, and
the parameters set in the camera to capture the thermograms. Table 4 contains the temperatures of the
spots marked in the thermograms.
 
Figure 6. Thermogram of Quercus pyrenaica Willd tree taken at 2 p.m. under direct sunlight. (Spot’s size
out of scale for better visualization).
 
Figure 7. Thermogram of the Quercus pyrenaica Willd tree taken at 9:45 p.m., 4 h after sunset. (Spot’s
size out of scale for better visualization).























Figure 6 Quercuspyrenaica 20 50 0.95 20 5 Rainbow 10–35 sunlight
Figure 7 Quercuspyrenaica 10 70 0.95 10 5 Rainbow 0–10 night
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Table 4. The temperature (◦C) of spots on the Quercus pyrenaica thermograms (Figures 6 and 7).
Thermogram Image Sp1 Sp2 Sp3 Sp4 Sp5
Figure 6 32.5 18.0 12.0 15.0 23.5
Figure 7 8.5 8.0 3.0 6.0 4.5
Figure 6 shows areas under direct sun exposure (left zone of the tree) and areas in the shadow
(right of the tree). On the left of the trunk is Sp1 under direct sun exposure at 32.5 ◦C, while Sp2 is in
the shadow at 18 ◦C. The Sp3, on the bottom right, with 12 ◦C, point out an old cut trunk. Sp4 is in the
shadow at 15 ◦C on a branch of larger diameter than the branch where Sp5 is located. Sp5 is under
direct sun exposure at 23.5 ◦C.
Figure 7 shows the thermogram of the same tree captured 4 h after sunset. It can be seen that Sp1
is on the left trunk at 8.5 ◦C and Sp2 is on the central trunk at 8 ◦C. Sp3 is at 3 ◦C on the stump. Sp4 at
6 ◦C is located on a branch of larger diameter than the branch of Sp5. Sp5 is at 4.5 ◦C. The observation
conditions and the parameters assumed to capture the thermogram are in Table 3. Table 4 shows the
spot temperatures in the thermogram.
Figure 8 shows a photograph (A) and a thermogram (B) of the tree Quercus pyrenaica Willd taken
at the same time. The capture angle (west) is different from previous images. A red arrow (B) shows a
stump that remained from an old cut trunk identified as Sp3 in the thermograms of Figures 6 and 7.
 
Figure 8. Photo (A) and thermogram (B) of the Quercus pyrenaica Willd tree. The white arrow shows an
enlarged image of the CODIT development wall; the green arrow shows the same wall of CODIT on
the thermogram; the red arrow indicates a stump. CODIT: compartmentalization of decay in trees.
Figure 9 shows the thermogram of the tree of species Olea europaea L. described in Figure 5 and
Table 2. Table 5 shows the environmental conditions during the observation, and the parameters
assumed. The spot temperatures in Figure 9 are detailed in Table 6. The thermogram was recorded
after sunset on a winter day (on 21 January 2018, at 5:50 p.m.; sunset at 5:35 p.m.). The atmospheric
temperature was 18.0 ◦C and the relative humidity was 50%. The atmospheric temperature was 18.0 ◦C
and the relative humidity was 50%. The thermogram was taken a distance of 5 m, using an emissivity
of 0.95. A rainbow colour palette and a temperature range of 5.0 ◦C to 20.0 ◦C were used.
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Figure 9. Thermogram of the Olea europaea L. tree recorded in passive mode at 5:50 p.m., 15 min after
sunset. (Spot’s size out of scale for better visualization).






















Figure 9 Oleaeuropaea L. 18 50 0.95 18 5 Rainbow 5–20
after
sunset
Table 6. The temperature (◦C) of the spots on the Olea europaea L. thermogram (Figure 9).
Thermogram Image Sp1 Sp2 Sp3 Sp4 Sp5 Sp6Sp7
Figure 9 18.5 8.5 14.0 10.0 9.0 12.011.0
The Olea europaea L. tree shows a large crack identified as Sp1 in the thermogram of Figure 9.
Sp1 temperature is slightly higher than the atmospheric temperature. This spot represents a zone
of the tree that has been exposed to the sun for a longer time. Sp2 temperature is much lower than
Sp1 temperature—the difference between them is 10 ◦C. The differences in the temperature at the
same diameter trunk is an indicator of possible deterioration. Then, it is possible that the Sp2 zone
has deteriorated. However, this zone was in the shadow for a longer time. In addition, Sp1 is in a
crack area. Thus, the comparison of these two spots is not conclusive, but it reveals a clue of possible
deterioration to take into account.
In the same Figure 9, Sp2 is at a much lower temperature than Sp3. These spots are comparable
because they are located on trunks of similar calibre. On the other hand, Sp2 was in the shadow for
some time. Thus, the comparison is not conclusive, but it reveals a new clue to take into account for
possible deterioration. Then, this study analysed the temperature of Sp2 in relation to the atmospheric
temperature. The Sp2 temperature of 8.5 ◦C is much lower than the atmospheric temperature of 18 ◦C.
This condition strengthens the possibility of deterioration at Sp2. Note that Sp3 is in the middle of the
main trunk receiving sunlight. Although it already lost temperature, it was at 14 ◦C.
Sp4 in Figure 9 is at 10 ◦C, even exposed to direct sunlight, and it is on the same trunk as Sp3,
which is at 14 ◦C. The two of them are located in trunks of the same diameter. The difference of 4 ◦C
between the two points is a strong indicator of deterioration in Sp4. When comparing the temperature
of Sp4 with the atmospheric temperature, the difference is 8 ◦C, which is relevant since Sp4 was
exposed to direct solar radiation until just before the thermogram was recorded. This is another reason
that indicates deterioration. Sp4 is approximately at the opening of an orifice. Then, it was expected
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the temperature to be higher than the registered temperature, and still higher than the values of the
boundary zones, as is the case at the slot of Sp1. A probable cause for unhealthy conditions in that area
is the hole at Sp4 that stores water from precipitation.
Sp5, Sp6 and Sp7 (Figure 9) are on branches of approximately the same diameter. They are at
lower temperatures than the main trunk, because they are of smaller calibre. The trunks of smaller
calibre heat and cool faster than larger ones. Smaller trunks have a larger surface per volume unit, so
they heat and cool faster. The thermal inertia of the trunks of larger diameter is greater because they
have more mass. Thus, from the point of view of health, Sp5, Sp6 and Sp7 should be at approximately
the same temperature if subjected to the same solar exposure. Sp7 should have a higher temperature
since it received directly more sunlight. This did not happen. Sp6 temperature is 1 ◦C higher than Sp7,
which is not significant. The most disturbing is Sp5, because it is at 9 ◦ C. This value is too low for
a healthy area even if exposed to less time in the sun. Sp5 is at a much lower temperature than the
atmospheric temperature, which is 18 ◦C. This is a strong indicator of possible deterioration.
Sp2, Sp4 and Sp5 conditions (Figure 9) strongly indicate possible deterioration. This strong
evidence was confirmed with observations of an enormous interior cavity linked to the crack (Figure 10).
 
Figure 10. Felling the tree has shown the presence and size of the concealed damage (red arrow)
detected by the IRT method.
For doubtful cases, more thermography analysis would be recommended, e.g., at night, and if
doubt remained, these spots become flags for the application of other diagnostic techniques and
methods. Note that, these other diagnostic techniques do not need to be applied to the whole tree,
but only in the identified points.
Epiphytic vegetation, such as lichens, is distributed more or less homogeneously throughout the
tree and should not be responsible for the differences in the thermal pattern presented.
In IRT, as in all existing techniques, there are several conditions to take into account in order to
achieve reliable results on tree analysis. That is: Exposure to sunlight and shadow; thermal contrast
between the environment and the object targeted; the absence of water like rainfall; vegetation covers
such as mosses and lichens; typical bark patterns of each species; the thermal comparison between the
trunks of different calibre within the same tree [2–4,9].
Thermographic observations to trees are often made against the sun, or to tree surfaces when
they are under the incidence of solar radiation. Thermographic recordings of trees when the sun is in
front of the camera and sunlight directly hitting the tree surface introduces recording noise. In these
cases, the temperature differences are more influenced by reading errors (lens, light exposure and
reflections) than by material properties and defects. The shaded or less-illuminated areas (lower
direct solar exposure) exhibit lower temperature values than expected, suggesting that the tree has
deteriorated [2–4]. The IRT application requires a strong thermal contrast between the object to observe
the environment and the objects that surround it. There must be a significant difference between the
radiative power of the environment and the object analysed [9].
The thermograms and photographs presented are illustrative of relevant aspects to be taken
into account in the observation and thermographic analysis of tree salubrity. It can be seen that on
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the thermogram of Figure 6, Sp1 and Sp5 are exposed to direct sunlight, and they are at a higher
temperature than the atmospheric temperature, whereas the spots in the shadow are at a lower
temperature than the atmospheric temperature. On the thermogram of Figure 7, all temperatures
are lower than the atmospheric temperature. The colour patterns of thermograms of Figures 6 and 7
appear different. The various pattern colours correspond to different temperatures in the thermogram
as shown in Table 4. The temperature differences by themselves do not indicate deterioration, as they
can result from sunlight exposure and shadows. Figure 7 shows a general homogeneous temperature
distribution, in which the different shades of Sp3 in Figure 7 is on a tree stump. Even its diameter is
larger than the other trunks and it is at the lowest temperature and considered lifeless, and therefore
not functional. It is probably because it does not circulate sap and its water content is much lower
than its surroundings. In the upper part of the tree, the branches are of smaller diameter, as in Sp5.
The branches heat and cool faster. Therefore, at 2 p.m. (under the action of sun exposure) Sp3 is at a
higher temperature than Sp4, and at 9:45 p.m. (night), the opposite is registered.
Under closer inspection, there are subtle differences of the temperature in the thermograms, which
result from the bark pattern, pruning wounds, and epiphytic vegetation such as mosses and lichens.
They appear as spots of slightly lower temperature than the adjacent ones. In any of these cases, these
small thermal contrasts are not deterioration signals. Another case that leads to some doubts is the
self-defence process (CODIT) that trees develop.
It is important to point out that thermographic inspection requires photographs because they
are visual inspection tools (VTA) that facilitate the interpretation of thermograms. By improving the
interpretation of the results, it is often possible to avoid invasive methods [8].
Finally, it is relevant to highlight the main merits and weaknesses of the IRT technique. IRT has an
enormous capacity to analyse the trees as a whole and differentiate functional tissue from dysfunctional
tissue. This is crucial for the inspection of the vitality and health status, representing a fast, economical,
nondestructive and environmentally friendly monitoring tool. However, as in other non-invasive
methods, the main limitation is that IRT does not identify specifically the damage detected, i.e., does
not identify the pathology, nor its causative agent. Nor can it also give precise indications of the
magnitude of the damage. More studies are needed to optimise the technology and training, in order
to make the system even more efficient and reliable.
5. Conclusions
In this study, the general principles of the IRT methodology for health status of trees was
presented. A qualitative IRT approach of two sample trees, namely species Quercus pyrenaica Willd
and Olea europaea L., was used. Several details were highlighted to describe the IRT analysis applied
to trees. The results show the IRT is a non-invasive, sustainable and expedited technique with high
potential for tree inspection. It allows for the early diagnosis of damage, even those that are not yet
visually noticeable, which is relevant to advanced tree maintenance. As in any other technique, its
correct application requires a deep and multidisciplinary knowledge of the phenomena and a high
familiarisation with the technique. The study intends, therefore, that thermography and other related
methodologies for tree diagnosis result in interventions that privilege sustainability to benefit the
economy and nature.
6. Recommendations
IRT is a well-established technique in many fields. However, it is relatively new in agriculture
where it remains residually implemented. Most farmers are ready to accept technology if it is profitable,
less complex and makes their life easier [26]. For this to happen, more detailed studies to establish a
solid application basis, which can guide practitioners needs to be created. In fact, reliable guidelines
are not available to describe the acceptable protocol and parameters tailored to adopt for a more
straightforward approach for many tree health problems. Several challenges need to be addressed:
The complexity of the technique; the new and atypical aspects of the problem; several knowledge
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gaps related to the technical issues and applicability specificities. Thus, more research is required to
ensure its potential and applicability on a large scale. The latest high resolution and sensitivity thermal
cameras can also contribute to overcoming these challenges.
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Abstract: The use of thermography as a means of crop water status estimation is based on the
assumption that a sufficient amount of soil moisture enables plants to transpire at potential rates
resulting in cooler canopy than the surrounding air temperature. The same principle is applied in this
study where the crop transpiration changes occur because of the fungal infection. The field experiment
was conducted where 25 wheat genotypes were infected with Zymoseptoria tritici. The focus of this
study was to predict the onset of the disease before the visual symptoms appeared on the plants. The
results showed an early significant increase in the maximum temperature difference within the canopy
from 1 to 7 days after inoculation (DAI). Biotic stress associated with increasing level of disease can
be seen in the increasing average canopy temperature (ACT) and maximum temperature difference
(MTD) and decreasing canopy temperature depression (CTD). However, only MTD (p ≤ 0.01) and
CTD (p ≤ 0.05) parameters were significantly related to the disease level and can be used to predict the
onset of fungal infection on wheat. The potential of thermography as a non-invasive high throughput
phenotyping technique for early fungal disease detection in wheat was evident in this study.
Keywords: IR imaging; canopy temperature; maximum temperature difference; fungal infection;
wheat genotypes
1. Introduction
Wheat is a staple food for about two billion people in the world [1]. Yield losses in agricultural
production are caused by several biotic and abiotic stresses. Abiotic stresses such as frost, salinity, heat,
and drought contribute to about more than 50% yield loss and are identified as the primary cause of
yield loss worldwide [2–4]. Biotic factors such as pests and diseases also cause substantial damage to
the crops. For example, in wheat, yield loss caused by diseases varies between 14 and 27%, depending
on the different diseases and region [5]. High yield losses are mostly observed in susceptible genotypes,
which usually display high disease severity [6]. The most common fungal diseases in temperate wheat
growing regions are leaf rust (Puccinia triticina), stripe or yellow rust (P. striiformis), Fusarium head
blight (Fusarium spp.), powdery mildew (Blumeria graminis), and Septoria tritici blotch (Zymoseptoria
tritici) [7].
The symptoms of fungal infection usually appear after a certain period of time depending
on weather conditions. Early detection and diagnosis of plant pathogens can provide adequate
information to predict the onset of disease and adequate measures can be taken to protect the crop
before the disease is widespread [8]. There is a need for an advanced technique for rapid, accurate,
and reliable detection of plant diseases especially at the time when symptoms are not yet visible on the
crop [9]. Though studies have been conducted to apply imaging technologies such as fluorescence
imaging [10], multispectral or hyperspectral imaging [11,12], and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
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spectroscopy [13] to detect fungal diseases. However, these methods work only on a certain wavelength,
which are plant and disease specific [9]. For example, Bauriegel et al. [14] detected head blight in
wheat using hyper-spectral imaging in the wavelength range of 400–1000 nm. In contrast, infrared
thermography works in a wide range of wavelength and can be applied on large number of plant
types and varieties. Application of infrared thermography to determine crop water status for irrigation
scheduling has been established [15,16]. Crop water stress index (CWSI) is widely used to quantify the
plant water stress based on the principle that, under water stress, plants close their stomata and this
leads to the increase in leaf temperature [17,18]. The same principle is applied in this study, i.e., the
plant transpiration and photosynthetic activity is influenced by Z. tritici infection and this results in the
change in canopy temperature which can be detected by thermography. The primary host penetration
of Z. tritici occurs by penetrating the stomata 24 to 48 hours after contact with the leaf surface. About
12 days later a rapid change from the biotrophic growth stage to necrotrophic growth takes place with
appearance of lesions on the leaves [19]. In cooler climates, like Germany, the occurrence of the first
symptoms can be as late as 21 days after infection. This long latency period makes it difficult for
the farmer to decide the correct fungicide application date. The chlorotic and necrotic symptoms of
Z. tritici can lead to a decrease in leaf photosynthesis [20].
Recently, a number of studies have been conducted to determine the suitability of thermal imaging
to detect biotic stress, both in the field and greenhouse: for example, the effect of downy mildew on
transpiration of cucumber [21] and the effects of Z. tritici on wheat leaf gas exchange [20]. However,
further studies need to be carried out in order to assess the potential of using thermography for other
crops and for different locations with varying environmental conditions. The objective of this study
was to detect fungal colonization at canopy level in field conditions at an early stage. The sensitivity of
the methodology and the technology will be tested on different wheat genotypes. Finally, the earliest
possible time of Z. tritici attack will be determined.
2. Material and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup and Wheat Varieties
Twenty-five wheat varieties were planted in the field at Stuttgart-Hohenheim in a split-plot design
with three replications. The main plots consisted of the two treatments (non-inoculated, artificially
inoculated by Z. tritici) that were arranged in a complete randomised block design, the subplots of
the 25 wheat varieties were randomized according to a 5 × 5 lattice design. Each plot was sown by
60 seeds in two rows 1.2 m long with a distance of 0.21 m between rows resulting in an area of 0.5 m2
per variety. Each main plot was separated by a strip of tall-growing winter triticale (“Cando”) to
prevent the spreading of the pathogen by spray drift during inoculation or secondary spore production.
Likewise, a strip of winter rye around the experimental field as a border was planted.
The seeds were sown on 6 October 2011 by using a small tractor with a planter. No irrigation
was applied throughout the growing period, as precipitation was sufficient to meet the crop water
requirement. The selection of wheat varieties was done by the State Plant Breeding Institute, University
of Hohenheim. In Table 1 the varieties were marked according their resistance against Z. tritici as
classified by the German Federal Plant Variety Office [22].
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Table 1. Tested wheat varieties and their susceptibility to Z. tritici as classified by the German Federal
Plant Variety Office (Bundessortenamt, 2012); 1 = low susceptibility, 9 = high susceptibility, n.i. =
no information.


























C = China, CH = Switzerland, F = France, G = Germany, ROM = Romania.
2.2. Inoculation with Z. tritici
Fungal spores were collected from infected wheat leaves, which were shaken before inoculation
to remove the old spores. To prepare a medium for inoculation, Z. tritici was cultivated on culture
medium made of 4 g yeast extract, 4 g malt extract (powdered), 4 g of glucose, 15 g of agar-agar, and
1000 mL distilled water. After autoclaving at 120 ◦C for 20 min the agar was poured into petri dishes
and cooled down. For propagation, Z. tritici was placed on agar and exposed to white- and UV-light
(16 h daytime at 18 ◦C and 8 h night time at 12 ◦C) for 3–5 days of incubation. For the mass reproduction
of Z. tritici 150 mL fluid culture, made of 4 g yeast extract, 4 g malt extract, 4 g glucose, and 1000 mL
distilled water, was added into a 300 mL Erlenmeyer flask and closed with an aluminium foil at 120 ◦C
for 30 min. When the medium had cooled after autoclaving, Z. tritici was taken by an inoculation loop
from the plate on which the spores were well developed and brought into the Erlenmeyer flask. The
flask was placed on a shaker for 5 days under white- and UV-light in the same condition as mentioned
above. The spores were counted and adjusted to a concentration of 5 × 106 spores/mL and later used
for inoculation. Finally, inoculation of Z. tritici was done for all varieties on 21 May 2012 in the field.
Spores were than sprayed on the fully developed flag leaves of the wheat plants by using a knapsack
sprayer with a constant air pressure.
2.3. Acquiring Thermal Images
An infrared camera (VarioCAM®, InfraTec GmbH, Dresden, Germany) was used for thermal
imagining. Images were acquired from 17 May until 28 June 2012 between 13:00 and 14:00 to minimize
the influence of changing solar angle. Images were taken only on the sunny days when transpiration
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rate of the crop was high. Each thermal image comprised two wheat varieties as shown in Figure 1A,B.
The thermal images were analysed using thermography software IRBIS (InfraTec GmbH, Dresden,
Germany) and the chosen value for emissivity was 0.95. To differentiate between canopy and soil
surface, an upper temperature threshold was defined and pixels with higher temperature were excluded
by image processing, Figure 1C. A polygon was manually drawn along the canopy area for each variety
representing the crop temperature, Figure 1D. The average crop temperature (ACT) was calculated





The maximum temperature difference (MTD) within the canopy polygon for each variety was
calculated as
MTD = TPixel, max − TPixel, min
The canopy temperature difference (CTD) was defined as
CTD = Tair −ACT
where, air temperature Tair was measured by the weather station installed at the station.
Figure 1. Canopy temperature measurement, (A) visual image, (B) thermal image, (C) histogram with
upper temperature threshold, (D) polygons for calculating crop temperature.
2.4. Visual Scoring
The visual scoring was done by an experienced staff on plot basis. Septoria tritici blotch was scored
according to the severity of symptoms observed on the flag leaf and ranged between 0% and 100%.
Visual scoring was done on 13 June (23 DAI), 18 June (28 DAI), 21 June (31 DAI), 25 June (35 DAI),
28 June (38 DAI), and a last time at 3 July (43 DAI).
2.5. Data Analysis
SPSS version 16.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for analysis of variance
(ANOVA) to evaluate the effect of Z. tritici infection on ACT, MTD, and CTD. A linear regression
analysis was performed between the disease level and ACT, MTD, and CTD for the last day of the
experiment (DAI 38) across all varieties. Furthermore, a t-test for mean comparison was conducted
individually for each variety to determine the date when the first significant difference of ACT, MTD,
and CTD to control appeared at a least significant level of 0.05.
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3. Results
3.1. Disease Level and Temperature Effects across 25 Wheat Varieties
Figure 2 shows summarized results across all varieties at the last day of the experiment (38 DAI).
The percentage of Z. tritici disease levels on inoculated plants was higher than the control treatment.
At the end of the experiment, all the wheat varieties were Z. tritici infested irrespective of their
susceptibility level to the disease. Variety “Solitär” proved to be the most Z. tritici resistant showing
only 18% of disease level whereas, variety “MES130” showed the highest disease level of 93%. ACT of
the Z. tritici inoculated group showed a 2.3 ◦C higher value than the control group, which was highly
significant (p ≤ 0.001). MTD of Z. tritici treatment was 1.4 ◦C higher than that of the control group
(p ≤ 0.001). CTD from Z. tritici treatment was below zero for all the varieties except of “Solitär” and
“Toras”, showing values of 0.27 ◦C and 0.22 ◦C. In contrast, CTD for the control treatment was always
above zero. The difference of means between treatment and control was significant (p ≤ 0.001).
Figure 2. Crop parameters at the end of the experiment (38 DAI), summarized across 25 wheat varieties:
(a) disease level, (b) average canopy temperature (ACT), (c) maximum temperature difference (MTD),
(d) canopy temperature difference (CTD); SEP = Z. tritici treatment and CTR = control.
3.2. Temperature Effects Related to Disease Level for 25 Wheat Varieties
ACT, CTD, and MTD on the last day of the experiment were plotted against disease level of the
varieties as shown in Figure 3. It can be observed that ACT and MTD increased as the disease level
increased, whereas CTD decreased with the disease severity. A stepwise regression analysis showed
that CTD and MTD are the only parameters which can be used to explain the diseases level in all
25 wheat varieties. The significance level of MTD was however higher (p ≤ 0.01) compared to that of
CTD (p ≤ 0.05). The estimation of the disease level of Z. tritici based on MTD and CTD is expressed by
following equation (Adj.R2 = 0.7):
Pinfested area (%) = −183.426 + 35.485 ×MTD − 17.192 × CTD
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Figure 3. Regression analyses between Average Canopy Temperature (ACT), Canopy Temperature
Depression (CTD), and Maximum Temperature Depression (MTD) and disease level at the end of the
experiment (DAI 38) for 25 wheat varieties.
3.3. Temperature Effect on Wheat Varieties
As shown in Table 2, ANOVA test was conducted to compare the difference between the control
and Z. tritici treatments in terms of CTD and MTD. It was observed that throughout the experiment the
Z. tritici treatment had lower CTD than the control group and 12 varieties out of 25 showed significant
difference at 0.05 levels. Before inoculation MTD of the control treatment was lower than the Z. tritici
treatment however, these differences were not statistically significant. Later, after inoculation from
2 DAI till 28 DAI significant differences were observed in most of the varieties. An early significant
difference in CTD and MTD were observed, this shows that these parameters can describe the health of
the plant long before the naked eye observed.
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3.4. Temporal Development of Disease Level and Temperature Effects
The development of CTD, MTD, and disease level is displayed in Figure 4. Two varieties were
selected, viz. the one with the highest and the one with the lowest difference from the control during
the experimental study. The variety “Dream” had the highest ΔCTD value with a twice-higher disease
level (20%) at the end of the experiment than that of Julius (10%), which had the lowest value in ΔCTD.
The CTD of the control treatment was clearly higher than that of the Z. tritici treatment throughout the
experimental study of both varieties, i.e., “Dream” and “Julius”.
 
Figure 4. Effects of Z. tritici inoculation on Canopy Temperature Depression (CTD), Maximum
Temperature Difference (MTD), Crop Water Stress Index (CWSI) and disease level.
The variety “Impression” had the lowest value of ΔMTDmax and has nearly more than doubled
the disease level (35%) of variety “Akratos” (15%) which was the highest in ΔMTDmax. Even
though the variety “Akratos” has a similar resistance level as the variety “Impression” according to
Bundessortenamt (2012) in Table 1, in Z. tritici treatment, the MTD parameter of varieties “Akratos”
and “Impression” had a similar trend up to 4 DAI. However, from 5 DAI onwards, the MTD of variety
“Impression” was always higher than that of variety Akratos until the end of the experiment. Though
it can be seen that the difference of MTD between the varieties was not very high, it did range between
0.27 ◦C and 0.53 ◦C. In addition, the MTD parameter of the Z. tritici was always higher than that of the
control treatment in both varieties throughout the experiment.
4. Discussion
In this paper, Infrared thermography as a useful tool for early fungal disease detection in winter
wheat was studied. Significant differences in ACT, CTD, and MTD between Z. tritici and control
treatment were observed. It was interesting to find out that a significant difference in CTD, MTD was
observed within a week from inoculation (Table 1) which is far earlier than the disease symptoms
appeared on the plant. This is due to the fact that Z. tritici can germinate within 12 h and penetrate
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through stomata within 24–48 h after coming in contact depending on the climatic conditions [19].
Robert et al. [20] observed the chlorotic symptoms of Z. tritici on the flag leaves from 10 DAI and
on the second leaves on 15 DAI. Plants resist the invasion of these pathogens by adopting various
mechanisms such as reinforcing the cell wall, and producing compounds and inhibitors as a resistance
reaction [23]. These processes could affect some of the physiological processes and could cause
stress on the plant [24]. The chlorotic and necrotic symptoms of Z. tritici leads to a reduction in leaf
photosynthesis [20]. However, how early the significant difference in CTD and MTD appeared was not
related to the susceptibility level of wheat varieties. It agrees with the finding of Kema et al. [25] who
found out that the spore germination is not influenced by the susceptibility of wheat varieties.
A decrease in CTD of Z. tritici treatment occurred as the disease level increased (Figure 3) which is
caused by the reduction in the photosynthetic activity. This is in line with the results of Rosyara et al. [26]
who mentioned that the stress from spot blotch caused by Cochliobolus sativus lead to a decrease in CTD
because of the reduction in photosynthetic activity in infected plants whose green area is less than the
healthy leaves. In addition, the invasion of these pathogens could negatively affect transpiration [27,28].
Reduction in the transpiration rate will result in higher temperature, and this could account for the
reason why most of the wheat varieties showed significant differences in CTD and MTD towards the
end of the experiment. Similarly, Shtienberg [28] mentioned that the colonisation and the level of
damage caused by the fungi results in the reduction of photosynthesis and transpiration, and reduced
transpiration would lead to a rise in the canopy temperature. The highest correlation of R2 = 0.6
(Figure 3) was found between disease severity and MTD. This implies that the parameter MTD can be
used as an indicator of early detection of Z. tritici in winter wheat. Also Oerke et al. [29] found out
a strong correlation (R2 = 0.8) between MTD and diseased severity of cucumber with inoculation of
Pseudoperonospora cubensi. In our study the result of stepwise regression showed that only MTD and
CTD parameters are related with the disease level with R2 = 0.7 (Equation (7)). This is better than only
considering one parameter for the prediction of disease level of Z. tritici. However, the reliability of
CTD and MTD for evaluating the disease severity depends on the environmental conditions. CTD is
related to ambient VPD and net radiation according to the energy balance model [30]. MTD of the leaf
is also influenced by the environmental conditions such as ambient temperature and relative humidity
which have an effect on the transpiration and hence on the leaf surface temperature distribution. In
addition, as the disease severity increased, the CTD and MTD parameters of the healthy (control)
and Z. tritici treatment became more prominent (Figure 4). This can be explained by the relationship
between CTD and transpiration rate [31]. As the transpiration rate of the infected treatment decreases,
the canopy temperature increases.
5. Conclusions
In this study, all the wheat varieties with Z. tritici showed significant differences in ACT, CTD,
and MTD compared to the healthy plants (control) throughout the study period. However, only CTD
and MTD parameters were significantly related to the disease level and therefore, can be used to
predict the onset of fungal disease. The results showed that in some varieties, the earliest disease
symptoms according to the MTD parameter could be determined as early as 3 DAI (p ≤ 0.01). Similarly,
according to the CTD parameter, the earliest disease symptom was found as early as 4 DAI (p ≤ 0.01).
However, in the same varieties, the first visual symptoms appeared 23 DAI. Hence, it can be concluded
that thermography can be used as high throughput to accelerate monitoring of fungal disease in the
field. When mounted on a drone, breeders could highly benefit from thermography for selecting
disease-resistant varieties from thousands of progenies in a high-throughput manner.
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Abstract: A healthy crop growth ensures a good biomass development for optimal yield amounts
and qualities. This can only be achieved with sufficient knowledge about field conditions. In this
study we investigated the performance of optical sensors in large field trails, to predict yield and
biomass characteristics. This publication investigated how information fusion can support farming
decisions. We present the results of four site-year studies with one fluorescence sensor and two
spectrometers mounted on a ground sensor platform, and one spectrometer built into a fixed-wing
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). The measurements have been carried out in three winter wheat fields
(Triticum aestivum L.) with different Nitrogen (N) levels. The sensor raw data have been processed
and converted to features (indices and ratios) that correlate with field information and biological
parameters. The aerial spectrometer indices showed correlations with the ground truth data only for
site-year 2. FERARI (Fluorescence Excitation Ratio Anthocyanin Relative Index) and SFR (Simple
Fluorescence Ratio) from the Multiplex® Research fluorometer (MP) in 2012 showed significant
correlations with yield (Adj. r2 ≤ 0.63), and the NDVI (Normalised Difference Vegetation Index) and
OSAVI (Optimized Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index) of the FieldSpec HandHeld sensor (FS) even
higher correlations with an Adj. r2 ≤ 0.67. Concerning the available N (Navail), the REIP (Red-Edge
Inflection Point) and CropSpec indices from the FS sensor had a high correlation (Adj. r2 ≤ 0.86),
while the MP ratio SFR was slightly lower (Adj. r2 ≤ 0.67). Concerning the biomass weight, the REIP
and SAVI indices had an Adj. r2 ≤ 0.78, and the FERARI and SFR ratios an Adj. r2 ≤ 0.85. The indices
of the HandySpec Field® spectrometer gave a lower significance level than the FS sensor, and lower
correlations (Adj. r2 ≤ 0.64) over all field measurements. The features of MP and FS sensor have been
used to create a feature fusion model. A developed linear model for site-year 4 has been used for
evaluating the rest of the data sets. The used model did not correlate on a significant de novo level
but by changing only one parameter, it resulted in a significant correlation. The data analysis reveals
that by increasing mixed features from different sensors in a model, the higher and more robust the
r2 values became. New advanced algorithms, in combination with existent map overlay approaches,
have the potential of complete and weighted decision fusion, to ensure the maximum yield for each
specific field condition.
Keywords: precision farming; sensor fusion; remote sensing; fluorescence; reflectance; spectrometry;
nitrogen fertilisation; wheat; yield
1. Introduction
Agricultural systems using Precision Farming (PF) technologies have already been introduced
in the market. The range varies from entry level guidance to data acquisition systems integrated
Agriculture 2018, 8, 79; doi:10.3390/agriculture8060079 www.mdpi.com/journal/agriculture131
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into the farm management software. Most of these systems gather tractor-implement information,
or perform tailor made applications [1]. The more intensive the crop production system is, the more
advanced the technology adaptation on farms is [2]. This serves the goal of higher yields and better crop
quality, with the support of sensor systems. The increasing number of available sensors, along with the
high diversity of sensor technologies, e.g., imaging sensors, multi- and hyperspectral optical sensors,
fluorometers, etc., has increased the possibility for integrating these sensor systems into the daily farm
operation. Each sensor has advantages and disadvantages, and can provide important information
concerning the field status [2–4]. Yet each sensor type has limitations to overcome. By merging the data
of different sensors and sensor types, their limitations can be reduced, since data can be complementary
or more informative [5]. In that sense, data fusion approaches are necessary, achieving better results by
merging numerous sensor data deriving from the field and comparing them with ground truth data
like yield or biomass.
Hall and Llinas [6] defined data fusion as “the integration of information from multiple sources to
produce specific and comprehensive unified data about an entity”. Brooks and Iyengar [5] classified four
categories for sensor data fusion: (1) redundant; (2) complementary; (3) coordinated; or (4) independent
fusion. Dasarathy [7] defined three levels: (I) raw data fusion; (II) feature fusion with feature extraction;
and (III) decision fusion, which includes inter alia weighted decision methods [8]. Many different terms
are used in literature to describe and discuss “fusion” concerning data. Dasarathy [9] also decided to
use “information fusion” instead, as the overall term. In all cases, fusion of the sensor information can
improve our knowledge of the field conditions [6].
For agricultural applications many sensors have been proposed. Several research studies based on
spectral data are available, e.g., using data mining techniques with a genetic algorithm for nitrogen (N)
status and grain yield estimation [10], or acquiring multispectral aerial images for the detection of
wheat crop and weeds [11]. They are often based on measurements with one single sensor. There is
a lack of information, of how informative different sensors and combination of sensors are, in the
variability presented at the field level. Peteinatos et al. [12] measured stress levels in outdoor wheat
pots with three optical sensors. Yet there is work to be done, connecting ground data with aerial data,
even more in real field conditions. Using mobile platforms for data acquisition offers the possibility
of system automation with fusion approaches. The advantage of ground platforms is their ability
of carrying higher loads and more equipment than it would be possible with Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAV) [13].
In the current paper, the investigated research fields were planted with winter wheat utilising
different N levels. These fields were examined with a fluorescence sensor and spectrometers,
one spectrometer installed on an UAV, the other two spectrometers and the fluorescence sensor
on a ground platform. The aim of this research was to test research sensors on field trails close to
normal, practical farming conditions. This publication will discuss redundant and complementary
fusion approaches, on a raw data and feature fusion level. It investigates the questions; (i) how the
used research sensors perform in a large field; (ii) which of the calculated features are statistically
significant for assessments of wheat yield, biomass and the available N for the plant; and (iii) how
information fusion can support farming decisions.
2. Material and Methods
2.1. Experimental Site
The investigations have been made at the facility Ihinger Hof in Renningen (Germany),
an institution of the University of Hohenheim, Stuttgart in South-West Germany. The location of
Ihinger Hof (N 48°44′41′′, E 8°55′26′′) has a mean annual precipitation of 690 mm (710 mm in 2011
and 727 mm in 2012), and an average annual temperature of 7.9 °C. The measurements about four
site-years have been carried out with winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L., cv. Toras and Schamane)
on the experimental fields “Inneres Täle” in 2011 respectively site-year (1), “Riech” in 2011 and 2012
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(2) + (3), as well as “Lammwirt” in 2012 (4). The term “site-year” is a combination of two factors site
and year, according to Beres et al. [14], where site relates to an individual field of a farm.
On site-year 1 and 4, the N levels ranged from 60 to 180 kg N·ha−1 in five distinct levels.
Additionally a dosage of 170 kg N·ha−1, that is usually applied on this farm, were used as the
conventional application level. Figure 1 represents the N levels of site-year 1; site-year 4 had the
same levels. Nitrogen was distributed in three fertiliser applications in the early growing periods
(Zadoks’ Scale (Z) 27–Z 47) [15] with a pneumatic fertiliser spreader and a tractor with an automatic
steering system and GPS Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) precision (approx. ±2.5 cm). The first N
application of 60 kg N·ha−1 has been distributed equally over the whole field. The second application
had 0–80 kg N·ha−1 based on the treatment; and the third application has been carried out with
0–40 kg·N ha−1 to reach the planned total amount of N for the respective N level.
For site-year 2 + 3, the fertilisation was applied in repeating rows over the whole field: (1) control;
(2) APOLLO model output [16]; and (3) Yara N-sensor control. The field design in this case was
different compared to site-year 1 and 4, however it provided the required randomisation for the data
analysis, with N levels from 60–170 kg N·ha−1 in eight distinct levels (see Figure 2).
Figure 1. The colored plots reflect the different N levels in kg N·ha−1 for site-year 1, as shown in the
legend. Each plot has a size of 36 m × 12 m (L × W).
Figure 2. The colored plots reflect the different N levels for site-years 2 and 3, as shown in the legend.
Each plot has a size of 36 m × 12 m (L × W).
Table 1 gives an overview of the site characteristics for the research fields. The research fields at
the location Ihinger Hof have a high, natural field variability with soil types reaching from pure clay to
silty loam. All fields of the location Ihinger Hof were investigated in the year 2009 on their electrical
soil conductivity with an EM38 sensor (Geonics Limited, Mississauga, ON, Canada).
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Table 1. Site characteristics for winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.): plant density (No.·m−2), seeding
and harvest dates, and electrical soil conductivity (mS), of the three research fields Inneres Täle (IT),
Riech (RI) and Lammwirt (LW) at experimental site Ihinger Hof, Renningen (Germany). C = Corn,




Plant Seeding Harvesting Soil Conductivity
Crop Density Date Date Min Mean Max SD
1 IT 2011 C T 340 27 November 2010 11 August 2011 19.68 38.19 56.98 4.93
2 RI 2011 WW S 300 14 October 2010 4 August 2011 14.48 31.82 69.53 6.01
3 RI 2012 WW S 300 17 October 2011 31 July 2012 14.48 31.82 69.53 6.01
4 LW 2012 OSR T 300 14 October 2011 1 August 2012 52.49 64.48 85.57 6.38
On all four site-years, biomass (BM) samples have been collected over the whole field at three
growing stages: stem elongation (approx. Z 35), flowering (approx. Z 61), and before harvest (approx.
Z 93). To determine the N content in the soil (Nmin-method), the samples were analysed on three
soil depths: (1) 0–30 cm; (2) 30–60 cm; and (3) 60–90 cm. This took place at the end of tillering (Z 29)
and after the harvest. The BM samples have been analysed for grains per ear, the number of tillers,
the protein content and the BM weight. The wheat fields have been harvested with a standard New
Holland combine harvester, equipped with a header of 6 m cutting width and a GPS receiver with RTK
precision to geo-reference the yield data. The laboratory analysis and the yield logging are considered
in the current manuscript as the ground truth data, with which the sensor data will be compared.
The available N for the plant (Navail), used in this manuscript, is defined as the sum of Nmin and applied
N until the respective sensor measurement date. Navail is a simplified form to express the N supply
for the plants in field, as atmospheric entries and mineralisation may provide additional N during
the growing season. In spring, soil samples over the whole field have been taken and after harvesting.
Table 2 gives an overview of the measurement dates for the ground and UAV mounted sensors for
site-year 1. A similar frequency of the field sampling applies to the rest of the site-years.
Table 2. Exemplary for the other site-years, the overview shows the dates for site-year 1 (2011)
regarding ground and aerial sampling in the different growing stages (Z). A = aerial spectrometer,
G = ground spectrometer.
Z Spectrometer Fluorescence Sensor
30 G: 28 April 2011 28 April 2011
37 A + G: 20 May 2011 20 May 2011
75 G: 16 June 2011 16 June 2011
77 G: 28 June 2011 28 June 2011
85 A: 4 July 2011, G: 6 July 2011 6 July 2011
2.2. Measurement Set-Up
The sensor measurements derive from data of three sensors, two spectrometer devices, FieldSpec
Handheld (FS—Analytical Spectral Devices, Boulder, CO, USA), HandySpec Field® (HS—tec5 AG,
Oberursel, Germany), and the fluorescence sensor Multiplex® Research (MP—Force-A, Orsay, France).
The ground sensors (Table 3) were mounted on a rebuilt self propelled Hege 76 multi-equipment carrier
(Wintersteiger AG, Ried, Austria), the so called Hohenheim multi-sensor platform ”Sensicle”; for more
information and image see Keller et al. [3] and Zecha et al. [4]. The sensors mounted to the Sensicle
have been adjusted at every measurement date at a specific height for each sensor relative to the canopy
(Table 3). The spectrometers are passive sensors, highly dependent on the sun illumination. On the
other hand, the MP fluorometer is insensitive to the ambient light conditions due to its light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) used for signal excitation. More information about the sensors can be found in Table 3.
The Monolithic Miniature-Spectrometer (MMS) 1 NIR enhanced (Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH, Jena,
Germany & tec5 AG, Oberursel, Germany) has been selected due to the compact dimension, the low
weight of only 500 g, and the high spectral resolution [17]. It has similar technical properties like
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Table 3. Used sensor devices and sensor details. BGF = Blue-Green Fluorescence; RF = Red Fluorescence;













Handheld 325–1075 nm 1 nm 2.74 m
2 Passive,
Ground














BGF, RF and FRF – 0.005 m2
Active,
Ground
the HS sensor mounted on the Sensicle ground platform (Table 3). It was mounted in the centre of
a fixed-wing UAV pointing with the detector to the ground and set to a flight altitude of 100 m above
ground; for more information and images see Link et al. [17].
2.3. Information Fusion and Statistical Data Analysis
The ground sensor software for triggering the measurements has been developed by the respective
sensor hardware companies. The data logging software for the aerial spectrometer has been developed
in C++ for Windows mobile 5 on a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) [17]. The sensor raw data have
been processed and converted to features (indices and ratios) that correlate with field information and
biological parameters. This has been done using Unix-Shell and awk scripts on Ubuntu 12.04 Long
Term Support, in combination with the statistical software R [18]. For the spectral data, several indices
were derived, allowing a comparison with other sensor data. Common plant characteristics like the
chlorophyll content, are commonly used to determine the presence of stress or correlate with the field
biomass [19,20]. In the current measurements, the following indices were calculated:
Red-Edge Inflection Point [21]
REIP = 700 + 40 × (R670 + R780)/2 − R700
R740 − R700 (1)









− 1)× 100 (3)





Optimised Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index [25,26]—factor L varies between 0 and 1
OSAVI/SAVI =
(R800 − R670)
(R800 + R670 + L)
× (1 + L) (5)
For our analysis, a specific L value (canopy background adjustment factor) was used, 0.16 for
OSAVI and 0.20 for SAVI. Concerning the Multiplex® Research fluorescence sensor, the following
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signals and ratios were used, as described in Cerovic et al. [27] and Ghozlen et al. [28]. The index
denotes the fluorescence type while the subindex denotes the wavelength excitation of the LEDs:
BGFUV/G = Yellow Fluorescence
RFUV/G = Red Fluorescence







FLAV = log(FERRUV) (7)










The geographic information system (GIS) Quantum GIS [29] has been used for data visualisation
and for merging the geo-referenced features in form of indices, signals and ratios with the field
design. Linear regression, analysis of variance (ANOVA) and branch-and-bound algorithm have been
employed to the sensor data features with the aid of R. After post-processing the data, all features




The average yield amounts of all site-years per N level are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Average grain yield (t·ha−1) for winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) with 14% grain moisture
content at the different N levels (kg·ha−1) of the four site-years.
Site-Year
Yield for N Levels
60 90 120 150 170 180
1 7.2 6.7 6.7 7.1 7.3 7.3
2 4.9 - 4.9 5.4 5.3 5.9
3 6.5 - 6.3 6.6 6.9 6.6
4 6.2 6.5 7.5 7.8 7.9 7.9
For the six N levels of site-year 1, yield showed an increasing amount with more N, except for
the N level of 60 kg·ha−1 (Table 4). The 60 kg·ha−1 plots had a similar yield than the plots at a higher
N level. On site-year 4, the average yield increased with the N levels until the level of 150 kg·ha−1.
For the treatments of 150–180 kg·ha−1, the yield remained on a similar amount. For site-years 2 and 3,
these fields have been fertilised with a different strategy, so the average yield amounts per N level are
not directly comparable to site-years 1 and 4. As shown in Table 1, all fields used in this research have
a high deviation for the electrical soil conductivity with values ranging from 14.48 to 85.57 Milli-Siemens
(mS). The field belonging to site-year 2 and 3 has the highest range of all investigated fields.
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3.2. Regression Analysis
The feature extraction of the sensor raw data, presented as wavelength indices and fluorescence
ratios, have been taken as independent variables (IDV) for the linear regression. As dependent variables
(DV) for the following results have been chosen: (1) wheat yield; (2) BM weight; (3) leaf area index
(LAI); and (4) available N (Navail). The data analysis was carried out separately for each measurement
date, to better observe the changes in correlation over time.
The linear regression results of the aerial sensor MMS1 data with the IDV’s of site-years 2 and
3 are shown in Table 5. These results were not significant for DV’s (1) and (3) of site-years 2 and 3,
whereas DV LAI showed low correlations for site-year 2. The correlations with the DV’s BM and LAI
could not be measured for site-year 3. The number of valid UAV data fitting to the design layout of
site-years 1 and 4 was too low for a significant data analysis.
Table 5. Linear regression analysis of UAV MMS1 sensor indices for site-years 2 and 3. Z = Zadoks’
Scale, DV = Dependent Variable, IDV = Independent Variable, RMSE = Root mean square error,
BM = Biomass, LAI = Leaf Area Index, HVI = Hyperspectral Vegetation Index, OSAVI = Optimized
Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index, REIP = Red-Edge Inflection Point, PVR = Plant Vigor Ratio,
TCARI = Transformed Chlorophyll Absorption Reflectance Index.




HVI 0.15 0.31 0.0144
73 NDVI 0.24 0.30 0.0020
73 OSAVI 0.23 0.30 0.0024
73 REIP 0.18 0.31 0.0077
66
BM Weight
HVI 0.13 1521.64 0.0000
73 HVI 0.21 852.72 0.0039
34 NDVI 0.22 794.57 0.0246
73 NDVI 0.23 838.76 0.0022
34 OSAVI 0.22 793.42 0.0240
73 OSAVI 0.23 842.12 0.0025
34 PVR 0.19 812.01 0.0374




REIP 0.09 0.47 0.0153
85 NDVIg 0.08 0.49 0.0286
85 HNDVI 0.08 0.49 0.0304
85 OSAVI 0.07 0.49 0.0315
85 NDVI 0.07 0.49 0.0332
61 BM Weight TCARI 0.08 117.17 0.0229
Tables 6 and 7 present the correlation results of site-year 4 for the ground sensors MP and FS,
only for Adj. r2 values > 0.46. The FERARI and SFR ratios are significant with yield and BM weight
for end of heading and flowering growing stages onwards; the Yellow Fluorescence (BGF) correlates
already at the beginning of stem elongation. For Navail, the SFR ratio and the RF signal show significant
results (Table 6). The calculated indices HVI, NDVI, OSAVI of the FS sensor show correlations with
yield over several measurements of the growing season. The CropSpec and REIP indices highly
correlate with Navail for the end of heading stage and further on, HVI and NDVI on the other hand
have a lower correlation (Table 7).
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Table 6. Linear regression analysis of signals and ratios from Multiplex® Research fluorescence sensor
for site-year 4. Z = Zadoks’ Scale, DV = Dependent Variable, IDV = Independent Variable, RMSE = Root
mean square error, BM = Biomass, FERARI = Fluorescence Excitation Ratio Anthocyanin Relative Index,
SFR = Simple Fluorescence Ratio, BGF = Yellow Fluorescence. Significance level: p-value < 0.001.




85 FERARI 0.49 0.74
59 SFRG 0.53 0.71
85 SFRG 0.61 0.65
59 SFRR 0.56 0.69
85 SFRR 0.63 0.64
59 Navail
SFRG 0.67 16.52




59 BGFG 0.61 83.32
85 BGFG 0.73 69.21
91 BGFG 0.74 68.11
85 FERARI 0.83 55.25
85 FLAV 0.62 81.98
85 FRFR 0.86 50.40
85 RFG 0.83 54.91
85 SFRR 0.85 52.14
Table 7. Linear regression analysis of indices from spectrometer FieldSpec HandHeld for site-year 4.
Z = Zadoks’ Scale, DV = Dependent Variable, IDV = Independent Variable, RMSE = Root mean square
error, BM = Biomass. Significance level: p-value < 0.001.




66 HVI 0.54 0.70
85 HVI 0.59 0.65
66 NDVI 0.56 0.70
85 NDVI 0.63 0.62
59 OSAVI 0.55 0.69
85 OSAVI 0.67 0.58
85 REIP 0.54 0.69




66 CropSpec 0.68 24.57
85 CropSpec 0.78 20.56
59 HVI 0.69 15.98
66 HVI 0.67 25.08
85 HVI 0.68 24.78
66 NDVI 0.62 27.15
85 NDVI 0.62 26.91
59 REIP 0.86 10.76
66 REIP 0.76 21.40
85 REIP 0.83 18.04
31 BM Weight REIP 0.78 67.0785 SAVI 0.75 67.22
3.3. Data Validation
Basis of the data validation were the results of Zecha et al. [4], in which four mixed correlation
models were presented, based on measurements with the same spectral and fluorescence sensors.
From this research, Model 4 is proposed by the authors for cross-validation with the sensor data of
site-years 1–3. The parameters Ax, Bx, Cx and Dx denominate the modelled coefficients of the linear
regression—Model 4 as shown in [4]:
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y = A4 + B4 × CropSpec + C4 × HVI + D4 × RFUV (10)
By cross-validating the above model with the data from site-years 1–3, the correlations were low.
Using a Find-Best-Model-Algorithm in R for the data sets of all site-years, the following yield model
has been discovered:
Yieldpredicted = Ax + Bx × FERARI + Cx × HVI + Dx × RFUV (11)
Table 8 highlights the corresponding correlations for Model 4 of site-year 4 and for the new model
Yieldpredicted, employed to the data sets of all site-years.
Table 8. Adj. r2 values of Model 4 and model Yieldpredicted for the corresponding FS indices and MP
signal, grouped by months and site-years. n.a. = not available, n.s. = not significant. p-values for
Model 4 < 0.05. p-values for Yieldpredicted < 0.001.
Model Site-Year April May June July
Model 4 4 0.52 0.52 + 0.79 0.75 + 0.77 0.20
Yieldpredicted
1 0.18 0.24 0.40 + 0.47 0.47
2 0.17 n.a. 0.32 0.37
3 n.s. 0.31 0.40 0.39
4 0.26 + 0.40 0.50 + 0.71 0.64 + 0.74 0.66
4. Discussion
This study describes the performance of the used optical sensors, and their ability of wheat yield,
biomass and Navail assessment. Based on the yield amounts, the crop development had a steady growth
for all site-years, despite of an irregular high yield amount of site-year 1 at the field plots with an N
level of 60 kg·ha−1. The reason for this irregularity may be caused by the previous season in 2010.
There, corn was planted which can have positive effects on the organic humus content of the field, e.g.,
Singh Brar et al. [30]. For site-years 1 and 4, the yield at N levels between 150 an 180 kg N·ha−1 had
no increasing effect on the grain quantity or quality [4]. A lower N level can be recommended for the
fertiliser management of these fields for the cultivation of wheat. The total average yield of site-year 3
was 26.7% higher than on site-year 2, which is an indication of more BM in the field, that is able to
produce more grain.
The UAV MMS1 spectrometer has similar technical properties like the HS spectrometer, however,
the results of both sensors are on a different prediction level for the IDV’s in the presented research
design. The analysis with the chosen DV’s yield and Navail for the MMS1 spectrometer data did not
show any correlations. For site-year 2, there are low correlations for BM Weight and LAI; they were
not repeatable for site-year 3 (Table 5). Reasons for the low or non existent correlations, based on the
findings of Link et al. [17], are (1) a limited path accuracy with the consequence of outlaying data
points not fitting to the research field design; (2) height inaccuracy of the UAV; (3) a short flight time
of 15 min which required several flight missions to cover the entire research field; (4) that data post
processing relies on accurate data from the autopilot system for pitch and roll correction of each data
point, and on the control measurement of the MMS1 sensor at the start of the UAV. As the sensor in
this setup only could be configured for continuous measurements, a lot of the logged data were of
no use as they included the necessary flight turns and the surface measurements on the flight to the
research field, Changing light conditions during the following flight mission affected the measurement
precision in each design plot; and (5) the sensor footprint of 50.27 m2 with an overlapping factor of
0.33 [17], covering a larger area at each measurement than the ground sensors were able to acquire
(Table 3). As a consequence, the MMS1 data had a higher averaged value than the ground sensor data,
which results in a lower resolution and a lower detection accuracy. However, this may be sufficient
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depending on other investigation purposes, ensuring a stable flight altitude and an integrated fusion
approach on a raw data or feature fusion level. Other aerial platform approaches, like an electric
multicopter, may lead to better results due to its better flight stability and easier point to point
navigation behaviour. Geipel et al. [31] took the same MMS1 spectrometer like in the presented
manuscript and mounted it to a hexacopter. With the same ground-truth information via sampling the
above-ground BM they were able to measure higher correlations with BM and grain yield, taking into
account a data acquisition system for all involved sensors [32].
The MP fluorometer was able to detect significant correlations with grain yield (Adj. r2 of 0.48–0.63),
notably in the ratios SFR with green and red excitation as well as in FERARI. They are linked to the
chlorophyll content of the crop [33,34]. The correlations with the available N are high and reach Adj.
r2 values of 0.63–0.67 at a later growing stage (Z 59 and Z 66) with the RF signal and the SFR ratio.
The highest correlations are with BM related properties. The correlations with the BM weight range
from an Adj. r2 of 0.46 at the early growing stage (Z 31), up to an Adj. r2 of 0.86 at ripening (Z 85)
and senescence (Z 91) stages. Fluorescence sensors for agricultural usage on tractors or other mobile
platforms are barely in use. Their required contact with the crop canopy is one of the reasons why
most of the used agricultural sensors are based on spectral characteristics [35]. However, due to the
active LED emission source of the MP sensor, it provides a profound, reliable and repeatable technology
especially for measurements on the field with changing illumination. Hyperspectral line scanners do
not require close contact with the crop canopy and use sun induced fluorescence, however their field
application is still in discussion and used on a research level [36].
Spectral sensors are already well adopted at large modern farms, and are able to fuse the measured
data with previously gathered data sets via a map overlay approach [2,37,38]. Also in scientific research
spectral sensors have a high acceptance, as more than 90% of the spectral information on crop canopy
is contained in the red and near infrared (NIR) spectral bands [39,40]. For the FS indices HVI, NDVI,
OSAVI, REIP and CropSpec, the correlations with yield increased, starting at heading stage (Z 51) to
a high level of an Adj. r2 = 0.67 at ripening stage (Z 85). Especially the indices CropSpec and REIP
correlate very high with Navail and provide an Adj. r2 up to 0.86. For the BM characteristics, REIP,
SAVI and CropSpec have high Adj. r2 values > 0.63 already from stem elongation stage onwards
(Z 30). The r2 values of the HandySpec sensor data analysis was at a lower level than the ones from the
FieldSpec sensor. They conclude in a maximum correlation of an Adj. r2 ≤ 0.64 at a significance level
<0.05, with the presented DV’s and IDV’s.
For research, the high correlations of the MP fluorometer and the FS sensor can be merged on
a feature fusion level. This has been done by Zecha et al. [4] and in the presented manuscript with
a data post-processing method. The developed Model 4 from site-year 4 has been applied to the data
sets of site-years 1–3. Model 4 did not correlate on a significant level with the gathered sensor data
in these three site-years. However, a similar combination of indices and ratios (model Yieldpredicted)
resulted in significant correlations for all four site-years, by changing only one parameter (FERARI
with CropSpec). By this change, the Adj. r2 was between 0.32 and 0.74 two months before harvest
for all site-years. The data analysis reveals that the more mixed indices and ratios are in a model,
the higher and more robust the Adj. r2 values became, like RFUV and HVI, combined with index
CropSpec or ratio FERARI, in the investigated linear models.
This model has a potential to continue working. Three out of the four parameters are exactly the
same, providing results for the other three site-years. On the other hand, the ability of the presented
model, predicting wheat yield by using unknown or different data, has not yet been validated,
e.g., with machine learning methods proposed by Peña et al. [41] or as comparison with the linear
models of Mortensen et al. [42] estimating above-ground biomass and N-uptake through aerial images.
Future work needs to be done to train and test the real capabilities of this model, and to prove if
it works.
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5. Conclusions
(i) The used aerial data collection system, as a combination of a fixed wing UAV and the MMS1
spectrometer, cannot be recommended for multispectral data acquisition like it has been done
in the presented setup. A limited path accuracy, a short flight time of approx. 15 min including
take-off, flight turns and landing, the MMS1 sensor setup in continuous measurement mode,
independent sensor data logging and the related huge post-processing efforts, and the footprint
along with an overlap of 30% make it unfavorable for a qualitative data analysis and feature
correlation with ground truth data. For the aerial data acquisition, the authors recommend an
integrated data acquisition system with all sensors connected via a sensor data infrastructure.
(ii) Two ground sensors mounted to the Sensicle platform, the fluorometer Multiplex® Research
(MP) and the FieldSpec HandHeld (FS) spectrometer, had high correlations with wheat yield,
available nitrogen and the sampled biomass characteristics from the field plots. The HandySpec
Field® (HS) spectrometer had lower significant correlations in all site-year than the FS
sensor. The usage of the three ground sensors in continuous measurement mode is most reliable
for the fluorometer MP. With an internal GPS sensor and an active LED source, measurement
starts with one click and data storage on a SD card. The FS and HS spectrometer require an
additional device for measurement triggering, and do rely on an external GPS receiver. The raw
data post-processing cannot be handled without scripts, converting the raw data in features like
indices, while calculating them with the white reference measurements, taken at the start of
each continuous measurement series. The ability of the presented model, predicting wheat yield
by using unknown or future data, has not yet been validated. Recommending the developed
model for a general performance, further model training and model testing need to take place.
(iii) An enhanced algorithm during the raw data calculation of the spectrometer, taking into account
the ambient solar radiation during each continuous measurement mission, may improve the
correlations and make the developed model more robust to apply it in earlier growing stages
with high correlations. Advanced algorithms considering the factors (1) ambient solar radiation;
(2) electrical soil conductivity; (3) aerial images with feature extraction; or (4) soil scoring
may result in better yield predictions by providing the right decision for each spot in a
field. In combination with the existent map overlay approaches of today’s spectral sensor
systems, these complete and weighted decision can save field inputs and ensure the perfect crop
development to reach the maximum yield for the specific field. Once, the field data collection
and analysis process can be accomplished with sensors and software in an convenient way also
for a farmer, the adoption of sensor technology in agriculture will increase.
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Abstract: Date palms are a valuable crop in areas with limited water availability such as the Middle
East and sub-Saharan Africa, due to their hardiness in tough conditions. Increasing soil salinity and
the spread of pests including the red palm weevil (RPW) are two examples of growing threats to date
palm plantations. Separate studies have shown that thermal, multispectral, and hyperspectral remote
sensing imagery can provide insight into the health of date palm plantations, but the added value
of combining these datasets has not been investigated. The current study used available thermal,
hyperspectral, Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and visual Red-Green-Blue (RGB) images to
investigate the possibilities of assessing date palm health at two “levels”; block level and individual
tree level. Test blocks were defined into assumed healthy and unhealthy classes, and thermal and
height data were extracted and compared. Due to distortions in the hyperspectral imagery, this data
was only used for individual tree analysis; methods for identifying individual tree points using
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) maps proved accurate. A total of 100 random test
trees in one block were selected, and comparisons between hyperspectral, thermal and height data
were made. For the vegetation index red-edge position (REP), the R-squared value in correlation with
temperature was 0.313 and with height was 0.253. The vegetation index—the Vogelmann Red Edge
Index (VOGI)—also has a relatively strong correlation value with both temperature (R2 = 0.227) and
height (R2 = 0.213). Despite limited field data, the results of this study suggest that remote sensing
data has added value in analyzing date palm plantations and could provide insight for precision
agriculture techniques.
Keywords: remote sensing; date palms; precision agriculture; plantation management;
thermal; hyperspectral
1. Introduction
Across the globe, people are suffering from a lack of food availability and food security as
populations grow and land becomes unsuitable for farming [1–3]. There is a need for crops with high
nutritional value that can withstand the arid and semiarid conditions in countries with limited water
resources. The date palm is one such plant [2]. In the Middle East and North Africa alone, 100 million
palms are cultivated on one million hectares of cropland [4].
There are several biotic and abiotic factors that affect the management of a healthy date palm
crop. Global climate change may pose a threat to plantations of date palm; climate models predict that
regions suitable for date palm growth will shrink, especially in the Middle East [5]. Water is a limiting
factor for growth, although excess water can also reduce yield. Studies investigating the effects of water
on date palm growth have found that insufficient water application slows the growth of the plants [6,7].
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Increasing salinity also appears to negatively impact the growth of date palms [8–10]. This is a growing
problem in arid regions as groundwater reservoirs are depleted due to excess irrigation.
Plantations of date palm and other palm species are also under threat due to infestations by
different pests, the most extensive of which is the red palm weevil, or Rhynchophorus ferrugineus
(Olivier, 1790). R. ferrugineus is spread via the transport of cuttings of palm tree leaves [4,11], and has
been detected in 50% of date palm growing countries [12]. The effects of R. ferrugineus are severe; in
the later stages of infestation the trunk can be damaged to the extent that the tree collapses and will
most certainly die. Other pests that affect date palms include the Dubas bug, lesser date palm moth,
and many different borer species [13]. The Dubas bug feeds on leaf sap which results in yellowing and
wilting of leaves [3]. Lesser date palm moths infest and damage the fruit of the date palm [13]. Borers
have similar effects to R. ferrugineus, although they may infest different parts of the tree, such as the
middle rib of the frond and the upper section of the tree near the bunches of fruit [13].
At present, a heavy focus is placed on monitoring plantations for R. ferrugineus infestation.
Unfortunately, current methods of detection do not allow for effective, reliable identification of infested
trees [14]. In fact, the detection of palms in the early stages of infestation has been stated as the main
issue in controlling weevil infestation [15]. It is very difficult to recognise whether a tree is infested
based on visual inspection as the symptoms vary depending on conditions such as the tree species
and initial site of infestation [14,16]. All of the current detection methods, including acoustic detection,
x-ray, and sniffer dogs are often ineffective on a large scale because each tree has to be inspected
individually [14,16].
Remote sensing has been suggested as a potential detection method, as it allows for large scale
monitoring and effective data analysis techniques [16]. Thermal imaging studies have shown it might
be possible to detect plants infested with R. ferrugineus using aerial thermal photographs [17]. Multi-
and hyperspectral images have successfully identified infested trees. WorldView-3 satellite imagery
has been used for R. ferrugineus detection [18]. Hyperspectral imagery was conducted on oil palms to
classify R. ferrugineus-infested palms based on vegetation indices [19]. Light Detection and Ranging
(LiDAR) has not been applied to the palm assessment case, but it does have potential; for example,
LiDAR has been used to classify eucalyptus tree health [20].
Remote sensing has also been applied to assess the effect of other stressors on palm plantations.
Cohen et al. (2012) used thermal images to investigate how changes in irrigation affect the health of
date palm plantations [6]. The effect of soil salinity on date palm health has been assessed by using
Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) and Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) images to calculate the
Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI) for two different years [21].
The studies listed above have all explored how individual stressors affect date palm plantations.
However, it is highly likely that a date palm plantation will be subject to multiple stressors at once and
identifying the influence of these effects will allow for more comprehensive and efficient plantation
management. Remote sensing approaches can provide the tools to conduct this form of management;
analysis of the entire plantation is possible using automated techniques in order to differentiate
between a combination of stressors.
Therefore, the goal of this study is to explore which remote sensing sensors and derived indicators
can detect stressors on palm health at different spatial levels, in order to support a holistic solution for
effective date palm management. Plantations are often organised in large rectangular sub-sections
or blocks—this will be the first spatial level to be evaluated. The second level of analysis will be
conducted on an individual tree level. For this study, several different remote sensing imagery sources
have been used, in order to determine whether different techniques are most suitable for highlighting
differences in palm status. The available imagery sources are thermal, hyperspectral, and LiDAR,
with data collected using airborne platforms. High resolution imagery is achievable with airborne
platforms, allowing for analysis of individual tree health.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Data Description
The farm shown in Figure 1 is in the Al-Kharj region in Saudi Arabia, southeast of the capital
Riyadh. Saudi Arabia was one of the earliest countries growing date palms to be affected by R.
ferrugineus infestation outside of South East Asia, with first infestations occurring since the 1980s [22].
The country has the highest per capita consumption of dates in the world. Flood irrigation is making
way for more modern irrigation methods such as drip irrigation in many farms [23].
Of the farm, an area of 168.8 hectares (outlined in blue in Figure 1) has been chosen as the
key study area of this analysis. This farm is relatively well managed, with continuous maintenance
and targeted irrigation practices in place. As is exemplified in Figure 1b, date palm plantations are
commonly divided into regular-sized rectangles of approximately 10 hectares; these sub-sections are
hereafter referred to as blocks. Figure 1c illustrates the uniform growth patterns of the date palms; the
crowns are distinct and organised in a grid-like structure.
Figure 1. Visual red-green-blue (RGB) images with 15-cm resolution, taken using an aerial platform on
26 May 2016, of (a) the date palm plantation in the study area (outlined in blue), located south-east of
Riyadh, the capital of Saudi Arabia; (b) an example of a block within the plantation (outlined in red)
and (c) an example of individual palm trees.
For this study, four remote sensing data types were available for analysis: hyperspectral, thermal,
LiDAR, and high-resolution visual red-green-blue (RGB) images. Each dataset contains different
information that will be useful when assessing date palm health. The data has been collected using
a Diamond DA42 MPP GEOSTAR (Diamond Aircraft Industries GmbH, Wiener Neustadt, Austria)
aircraft, which is designed to carry many different remote sensing instruments. The flight was
conducted on 26 May 2016 between approximately 6:00 and 9:00AM.
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Table 1 shows information about the four sensors used for data collection. The spatial resolution
refers to the pixel size of the data used in the analysis after preprocessing; the original LiDAR data was
provided as a point cloud but has been processed into raster data.
Table 1. Characteristics of the four sensor systems used for data collection.
Data Type RGB LiDAR Thermal Hyperspectral





























Spectral range Visible Near-infrared 7.5–14 μm 0.4–1 nm,182 bands
0.93–2.5 nm,
288 bands
Spatial resolution 0.15 m, 0.6 m,1.8 m 1 m, 2 m 1.8 m 1 m 1 m
1 Manufacturer information; 2 Phase One Industrial, Frederiksberg, Demark; 3 RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems
GmbH, Horn, Austria; 4 InfraTec, Dresden, Germany; 5 Norsk Elektro Optikk AS (NEO), Skedsmokorset, Norway.
2.2. Methodology
2.2.1. Preprocessing
Different preprocessing steps were necessary for each of the multiple remote sensing data sources
available. These steps will be described briefly in the next few paragraphs. Steps were carried out in
various software: R (version 3.3.1, R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), QGIS
(version 2.1.4 ‘Essen’, Open Source Geospatial Foundation, Chicago, IL, USA), ArcGIS (version 10.4,
ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA), LAS tools (version 2016, rapidlasso GmbH, Gilching, Germany), and
Agisoft PhotoScan (version 1.2, Agisoft LLC, St. Petersburg, Russia).
The RGB data was provided in JPEG format and was not geographically referenced. The files
were given a geographic coordinate system and then projected to WGS 1984 UTM Zone 38N, and also
converted to GeoTIFF. This projection was also used for all the other datasets.
The LiDAR dataset was originally received as a point cloud. To generate a tree height raster,
Digital Surface Models (DSM) at different resolutions was generated; additionally, the mean, minimum,
maximum and standard deviation values of the points within these pixels were used.
During acquisition, the VarioCAM thermal camera was controlled using the IRBIS®Thermography
Software (InfraTec, Dresden, Germany). Within this software, the temperature range for acquisition
was set to values between 0 and 50 degrees Celsius [24]. This range was broader than the actual
temperature range which could be expected but was set by the flight operators to avoid saturation
at low or high values. The raw thermal data was provided as individual snapshot images that were
then stitched together using the structure-from-motion method [25] as implemented through Agisoft
PhotoScan. In some areas where there are a lot of overlapping images, tie-points do not match perfectly,
causing some blurring in the image; where this occurs, individual trees are not identifiable. This effect
cannot be reduced without compromising the resolution of the entire image. The image was received as
a (8 bit) greyscale image with 256 levels. To convert the values into a relative approximation of degrees
Celsius, the acquired greyscale image was converted using the multiplication factor of 0.1953125 to fit
the temperature range settings during acquisition (0 and 50 degrees Celsius).
The hyperspectral images were received without the inertial measurement unit (IMU) data due to
an error in the acquisition procedure. This means that it was not possible to correct for image distortion
due to plane movement. The images were also provided in an unknown multiplication factor, and
thus the values are unusual. However, an evaluation of this data source is still considered worthwhile
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as it was acquired at the same time as the other remote sensing types. This meant that extensive steps
were required to attain usable imagery.
By using the recorded times and positioning of the RGB imagery, the order in which hyperspectral
images were acquired was determined. This meant that a representative image could be constructed
and aligned with the study area. The image was then transformed using digitally assigned
geometric control points as identified from the RGB images. The QGIS Georeferencer tool was used,
with transformation type set as Thin Plate Spline which is useful for heavily distorted data, and Nearest
Neighbour as a resampling method to maintain the original data values. The pixel data was multiplied
by a scaling factor of 0.002 as this ensured they were in the relative range of standard reflectance
values. As this is not the standard way to determine actual reflectance values, it is only possible to
carry out relative comparisons within the dataset—this dataset cannot be numerically compared with
any hyperspectral data collected in later studies.
2.2.2. Identification of Blocks and Trees
As analysis is carried out on two different spatial levels, namely blocks and trees, it is necessary to
identify these regions. Block shapefiles were provided for the farm, and these were used for analysis of
the thermal and LiDAR-derived height data. As the hyperspectral blocks were geometrically distorted,
these were drawn manually.
Several methods were used in order to identify the trees for tree-level analysis. For the
non-distorted data, the canopy height map as determined from LiDAR was used to locate individual
tree points. This was done using the watershed method, which involves inverting the height rasters,
calculating the sinks and converting them to points, and filtering these points at an appropriate buffer
width. The software used was LAS tools and ArcMap.
It was also decided that deriving canopy polygons could be interesting as the area of the tree
canopy could prove a useful indicator of tree health. The LiDAR data was analysed using an R package
called Individual Tree Crown (ITC) Segment (version 0.6, Michele Dalponte, San Michele all’Adige,
Italy) [26]. This tool selects local maxima within a height raster and then spreads outwards to select
the surrounding pixels that are within a specific height range representing the canopy. A polygon
shapefile is generated, for which the height and area are calculated. A 3-m width limit was selected to
constrain the growth of the polygon outside of the general tree size. To investigate sensitivity to spatial
resolution, the model was run for pixel sizes of both 1 m and 2 m. In this case, the raster’s containing
the maximum value of the point cloud within each pixel were used for analysis, as these data were
available for both 1-m and 2-m resolution.
For the hyperspectral data, a different method for tree identification was used. This is necessary
because the distortions in the hyperspectral dataset mean that it is not possible to use the same tree
locations for each dataset. It was decided to use vegetation indices, specifically normalised difference
vegetation index (NDVI) (see Equation (1)), to identify the trees. Once the NDVI was calculated, based
on the values of Equation [1], the TreeTopFinderTool in the R package “Forest Tools” (version 0.1.5,
Andrew Plowright, BC, Canada) was used to identify local maxima. It is hypothesised that the points
where the NDVI is highest represent the top of the tree canopy. A width threshold of four was set,
based on the upper limit of the average canopy size, which is 3 to 4 m. Additionally, a minimum NDVI
value of 0.3 was set to ensure that maxima in treeless regions were excluded—this value was based on






The six blocks shown in Figure 2 have been selected for further analysis. These blocks were
chosen based on the attributes provided in Table 2.
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Figure 2. (a) Shows the selected test blocks; Blocks 5, 7, and 13 have been classified as healthy and
Blocks 16, 17 and 19 have been classified as unhealthy. (b) and (c) shows an example of blocks classified
as healthy (green) and unhealthy (red) respectively.
Two different groups of blocks have been determined based on their characteristics as described in
Table 2. The data that was available from the farm manager mainly related to instances of R. ferrugineus,
so this was a factor that was considered in block division. A visual assessment of the farm was
made based on the homogeneity of canopy area and the sparseness of the block. The first group of
trees was chosen with the requirements of having no instances of R. ferrugineus and of having high
canopy homogeneity and low sparseness. The second group of blocks had relatively high instances of
R. ferrugineus, and the appearance of the blocks revealed many gaps in trees and a wide variation of
tree canopy widths. These two indicators were used to differentiate between potentially healthy and
unhealthy groups. An additional factor that was considered was the amount of blurring in the thermal
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image, as discussed in Section 2.2.1; if the blurring in a block was visually estimated as being more
than 70%, it was not considered.
The assumed healthy test blocks are 5, 7, and 13, and the unhealthy blocks are 16, 17, and 19.
Their respective values are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Criteria used to determine the selection for the six test blocks.
May 2016 June 2016 RGB Check 1 Thermal Image Distortion 2
Block No. No. RPW infested No. RPW infested 1–5 rating Percent distorted
5 0 0 1 20
7 0 0 1 30
13 0 0 2 30
16 8 4 5 30
17 10 4 5 30
19 1 9 5 20
1 Indicator of block health status based on visual check for sparseness and heterogeneity, where 1 = homogenous
and wide canopies, 5 = many patches and smaller canopies; 2 Visual check to determine how much of the image is
affected by blurring due to structure-from-motion processing technique.
To summarise the statistical attributes of these blocks, boxplots were generated for temperature
and height of the trees. These illustrate the spread of temperature and height across the test blocks,
also in relation to all blocks in the farm. These boxplots illustrate the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles,
extreme values, and outlier values for the canopy pixels. For the temperature values, the derived
canopy areas were used as a mask layer for the temperature raster. The height values are also based on
the polygon shape. A visual check was conducted to explain the findings of the boxplot analysis.
For each block, a total of 10 ‘healthy’ and 10 ‘unhealthy’ trees were randomly selected after
filtering based on their ratio between height and canopy area—based on discussions with the farm
manager, it was hypothesised that trees with a high height area ratio (HAR), meaning they have a
small canopy in relation to height, would be more likely to be unhealthy. Trees were selected based on
whether they were above or below a threshold for this ratio and were also filtered based on height to
attempt to select trees of similar height.
The mean temperatures of each group of trees (healthy and unhealthy) have been compared using
two-factor analysis-of-variance (ANOVA) analysis. This statistical test is used to determine whether
the differences in means of two or more groups at two or more levels are statistically significant; in this
case, between the ‘healthy’ and ‘unhealthy’ trees, between the blocks, and the interaction effect between
them. The post-hoc Tukey honest significant difference (HSD) test is applied following ANOVA—it is
a comparison test that determines which pairs of means are responsible for the statistically significant
test result. A significance level of α = 0.05 has been used to determine whether the result is statistically
significant or not.
2.2.4. Tree-Level Analysis
Different blocks were used for the individual tree analysis, as several of the blocks were not
available in the hyperspectral dataset. Block 11 was selected for analysis for two reasons; firstly, it has
the least visible blurring in the thermal dataset, and also it has a wide variety of trees with different
canopy sizes.
As described in Section 2.2.2, the tree canopies have been identified based on NDVI. The next
step was to select trees that can be used to extract more extensive information. In this case, trees were
selected randomly from the hyperspectral dataset, and were matched manually to the trees in the
thermal dataset. This was done by starting at the edges of the trees in each block and then counting
vertically and the horizontally to identify the correct tree. A shapefile was created, and points were
placed on the identified trees. A total of 100 trees was used for this block. As the trees are quite
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noticeable in each dataset, it is expected that this method was quite accurate at detection, although in
some cases the tree may be misidentified.
Fourteen vegetation indices (VI) have been selected for further analysis (See Appendix A Table A1).
These VIs can be split into general groups that focus on different regions of in the visible light spectrum,
such as green, red, and the red-edge position. For each test tree, the correlation between each vegetation
index and temperature and height has been derived, and R squared values have been calculated.
A visual check has also been carried out.
3. Results
3.1. Block and Tree Identification Results
The results of the method which identifies the areas of entire tree canopies can be seen in Figure 3.
The ITC segment tool was run on two different height rasters (spatial resolutions of 1 m and 2 m)
derived from the LiDAR dataset. Table 3 shows the number of tree points identified using the two
different height raster maps; these values have been compared with tree numbers provided by the
farm manager. For the 1 m resolution data these values exceeded 90% in every block. Fewer trees are
detected using the 2 m resolution data: 73–90% were detected when comparing the number of tree
polygons to the number of tree points in each block.
Table 3. Number (#) of trees within the test blocks based on the farm managers records compared to
results of the Individual Tree Crown (ITC) segment analysis for 1 m and 2 m height rasters.
Block No. Recorded # of Trees # of Trees (1 m Resolution) # of Trees (2 m Resolution)
5 1188 1137 1043
7 1213 1197 1084
13 1417 1277 1131
16 1749 1572 1242
17 1422 1302 1013
19 1691 1617 1440
When comparing Figure 3a,b, it can be seen that in the denser parts of the plantation, using the
1m resolution LiDAR data has a higher detection rate of tree canopies.
Figure 3. Section of an area of Block 5 in the farm. Canopy polygons derived using the ITC segment
tool plotted in relation to the RGB data, for (a) the 2-m spatial resolution height raster (orange), and (b)
1-m spatial resolution (blue).
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The second method used the NDVI image that was extracted from the hyperspectral dataset. Two
different red bands were used to calculate the NDVI, and the comparisons can be seen in Figure 4.
The outcome for both NDVI calculations is similar, although trees are identified more accurately in
denser canopies when band 750 is used; for Block 16, for example, the number of trees recorded by
the farm manager was 1749, compared to 1605 and 1601 for NDVI 750 and NDVI 800 respectively.
For Block 19, the method using NDVI 750 identified 1661 trees, compared to 1656 (NDVI 800), and 1691
(trees recorded by farm manager). This indicates that in this case NDVI 750 is slightly more effective at
identifying trees. Misidentification tends to be on the edges where the tree canopies are denser and
therefore less distinct.
Figure 4. Tree points (red) derived using NDVI with band 750, overlaying (a) the hyperspectral
image, and (b) the NDVI-derived using band 750, and (c) tree points derived using band 800 (blue) in
comparison NDVI 750 points, overlying NDVI-derived using band 800.
For further analysis, the datasets with the highest detection rates were used. For analysis of the
thermal and LiDAR datasets, the canopy polygons derived from the 1 m height rasters were used.
The tree points resulting from the NDVI using spectral band 750 were chosen for the hyperspectral
data analysis.
3.2. Block-Level Analysis
For block-level analysis, thermal data and height rasters were analysed. Six test blocks were
chosen based on their attributes which have been discussed in the methods section. As the same
six test blocks are not available for the hyperspectral dataset, this dataset has not been included in
block-level analysis.
Boxplots of the thermal and height values for the six selected test blocks are presented in
Figures 5 and 6. This illustrates the spread of heights across the test blocks, also in relation to all
blocks in the farm. These boxplots illustrate the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles, extreme values,
and outlier values for the canopy pixels.
Figure 5 shows boxplots of the canopy temperature pixels of the test blocks. When treating block
5 as an outlier, it appears that two of the assumed healthy blocks have a mean temperature that is
0.5 ◦C lower than the unhealthy blocks. This is a positive result as the hypothesis was that unhealthy
blocks would appear warmer than the healthy blocks. However, the mean temperature of block 5 is
0.5 ◦C higher than the mean temperature of the unhealthy test blocks. This could be because block 5
has been inaccurately classified as healthy. Feedback from the farm manager has indicated that the soil
quality in this region is very poor so the trees there do not grow as well.
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Figure 5. Boxplots of temperature for pixels defined as canopy using a buffer of 3 m and a height
threshold of 4 m. The boxplot that is coloured blue shows the temperature for all blocks. The three test
blocks in green (5, 7 and 13) are assumed healthy, and the three boxplots coloured red (16, 17 and 19)
are unhealthy.
Figure 6 shows the outcome of the height analysis. The blocks classified as healthy appear to
have similar heights to all blocks. Interestingly, the unhealthy blocks appear to deviate from the mean
heights across all blocks. This is especially true for Block 19, which contains shorter trees than the
other blocks. Block 16 appears to contain taller trees than the other blocks, and Block 17 has a wider
spread within the upper and lower quartiles.
Figure 6. Boxplots for height of the blocks. The blue block shows the values for all blocks in the model
farm. The healthy blocks are shown in green and the unhealthy blocks are shown in red.
The results of the boxplot analysis show some interesting trends, that are even more revealing
when compared with the spatial plots of the blocks.
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When looking at the spatial variation in the canopy pixels of the blocks (Figure 7), we can identify
the areas that contribute to the varying values seen in the boxplots (Figure 5). Block 5 is evidently
hotter than the other areas, especially in the south of the block, but also across the entire block as
well. This is interesting, as the sparseness of the trees in the south of the block is similar to that in the
sparse areas of the other blocks. It is difficult to determine the reason for this temperature difference.
This area also corresponds to the high height area ratio (HAR) values seen in Figure 8. The unhealthy
blocks clearly have more areas that are hotter. When comparing to the RGB data, these hotter areas
tend to lie where the trees are sparser and thus more bare ground is exposed. There are also areas
in the healthy blocks that have higher temperatures—this is because there is a high variability in all
blocks and even those classified as healthy have unhealthy looking regions.
Figure 7. Temperature of the extracted canopy pixels representing individual trees for the test blocks.
Figure 8 shows the values for HAR in each block, where height is divided by canopy area.
The healthy test blocks (5, 7 and 13) appear to have mostly values between 0.15 and 0.2 and Blocks 16
and 17 have more tree polygons with a larger height area ratio value, although one area of Block 5
contains trees with larger HAR values. This is to be expected as it indicates that there are more trees
with abnormally small canopies, which one would expect in an unhealthier block. However, Block 19
has low HAR values, and in fact looks healthier than some of the “healthy” blocks. The trees in this
block are shorter than in the other blocks, and the canopy area is similar, and thus it has the lowest
mean height area ratio of all the blocks.
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Figure 8. The height area ratios of the derived tree polygons representing individual trees for the
test blocks.
Based on Figures 7 and 8, it is evident that within the blocks there is a lot of variation. This is
especially true for Block 5, where there is a clear distinction in temperature and height between the
north and south of the block.
ANOVA analysis was conducted on 10 randomly selected (within a height threshold;
see Section 2.2.3) ‘healthy’ trees and 10 ‘unhealthy’ trees per block, in order to evaluate whether
the two factors of assumed health and the block containing the tree have an effect on tree temperature,
and also whether there is interaction between the two (Table 4). There is a main effect of both health
(probability (p) value = 0.000611) and block number (p value = 1.06E-14), and there is no interaction
effect (p value = 0.834). The statistically significant outcome for block number indicates that the
differences in the mean temperature of all the trees in a block are large enough to be considered as
different. When comparing the mean temperature of all healthy trees and all unhealthy trees there is a
statistically significant difference.
Table 4. Results of ANOVA analysis for temperature in relation to block number and the assumed
block health.
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F Value Pr (>F) Significance 1
Block No. 5 20.515 4.103 21.161 1.06E-14 *** ·
Health 1 2.417 2.41 12.465 0.000611 ***
Block No.: Health 5 0.407 0.081 0.419 0.834311
Residuals 108 20.94 0.194
1 Significance levels: 0 ‘***’; 0.001 ‘**’; 0.01 ‘*’; 0.05 ‘.’; 0.1 ‘·’; 1.
The results of post-hoc Tukey’s HSD test reveal which mean differences contribute most to the
statistical significance of the ANOVA results. A subset of results in Table 5 show six comparisons
between healthy and unhealthy trees for each test block. When looking at the p value, we see that they
are all greater than a significance level α = 0.05, indicating no statistical significance. This suggests that
when comparing the means of healthy and unhealthy trees within each block there are no statistically
significant differences between these means. The differences in means of healthy and unhealthy trees
range from 0.1 ◦C to 0.45 ◦C. This leads to the conclusion that the significant results seen in Table 4 are
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a result of comparing trees from different blocks. However, in all cases, we do see that the unhealthy
trees have a mean temperature higher than the healthy trees, which does match the hypothesis that
unhealthy trees have higher temperatures due to stressors [6,17].
Table 5. Selection of Tukey’s HSD comparing mean temperatures of selected healthy (n = 10) and
unhealthy trees (n = 10) per block.
Mean Temperature (◦C) p Value
Unhealthy Healthy Difference
Block 5 24.37052 24.10113 0.26939 0.967108
Block 7 23.30163 23.04954 0.25209 0.979962
Block 13 23.02733 22.77498 0.25235 0.979803
Block 16 23.80391 23.4071 0.39681 0.682276
Block 17 23.40484 23.31995 0.08489 0.999999
Block 19 23.68493 23.23745 0.44748 0.50232
3.3. Individual Tree-Level Analysis
Individual tree analysis has been carried out in order to compare the temperature and height
values per tree to the results of the vegetation analysis. Block 11 has been selected for further analysis
as there are a wider variety of trees, such as those with wider and smaller canopies. The 100 randomly
selected test trees are shown in Figure 9, overlaid on the RGB image, the Chlorophyll Index Green
(CIG-Table A1) vegetation index and thermal imagery. The hyperspectral image has geometrical
distortion across the whole image, and it is especially notable in the northern region, and along the
edges. However, when comparing with the visual (RGB) image, definite patterns are visible when
comparing the vegetation index values and the tree canopy density that is visible in Figure 9a. In the
south of the block, for example, there is more dense vegetation, and on the right side on the bottom
there are patches of sparser vegetation. The regions of sparse vegetation in the top right and dense
vegetation in the central region are also visible in the thermal imagery. The randomly selected test
points cover a good range of these areas, with points in both the dense and sparse regions of canopy.
Figure 9. Illustrations of the selected test trees in Block 11 for (a) the visual RGB imagery, (b) the
thermal imagery, and (c) the hyperspectral imagery represented as calculated Chlorophyll Index Green
(CIG) (Table A1).
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The correlation analysis between the vegetation indices and the height and temperature data
show some interesting results. The R-squared values reach a maximum of 0.313 between the vegetation
index red-edge position (REP) and temperature, and 0.253 between REP and height (Figure 10).
The vegetation index Vogelmann red edge index (VOGI) also has a relatively strong correlation value
with both temperature (R2 = 0.227) and height (R2 = 0.213) (Figure 10) and these indices both use
bands in the red edge positions. Green NDVI (gNDVI) and Chlorophyll Index Green (CIG) also show
relatively high correlation values (Table A2). These R-squared values are quite low in general, but as
Figure 10 shows there is a trend between the two most highly correlated VIs (REP and VOGI) plotted
against temperature and height for the 100 test trees. It is evident that temperature has a negative
correlation with the VIs, indicating that at higher temperatures, these VI values tend to be lower.
Height has the opposite correlation—taller trees have higher VI values.
Figure 10. Correlation analysis for 100 test trees in Block 11: (a) and (b) show the correlation between
temperature and two selected VIs, red-edge position (REP) and Vogelmann red edge index (VOGI),
and (c) and (d) show the relationship between these indices and height.
In Figure 11 the temperature and height of the test trees are plotted overlaying the VOGI vegetation
index image. It is evident that the regions with lower VI values tend to have higher temperatures and
shorter trees; the opposite is generally true in regions with high VI values.
To get a clearer impression of the relation between the temperature and height values and VIs,
the values have been visually displayed in relation to the VOGI vegetation index. It can be noted that
the regions with lower VI values tend to have higher temperatures and shorter trees; the opposite is
generally true in regions with high VI values.
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Figure 11. Illustration of the spatial patterns between tree-based point observations of (a) temperature
and (b) height, with the vegetation index VOGI visualized as background map for comparison.
4. Discussion
This study explored various options for assessing vegetation health of date palm plantations
using a combination of remote sensing data sources, specifically LiDAR, thermal, hyperspectral and
visual RGB imagery. In order to differentiate between more general stressors and those that only
affect individual palms, the plantations have been assessed on both a block and individual tree level.
Although no direct field data was available for validation at tree level, exchange with the plantation
manager provided support for the identified spatial patterns. The main contribution that this research
can make is as a suggestion for methods to be used in further research. That being said, the preliminary
results do show an ability to successfully differentiate between groups of trees and can be compared to
earlier studies [6,16,17,19].
4.1. Exploring the Main Findings of the Study
On a block level, it is evident that the remote sensing images do highlight differences between the
blocks; the results of the thermal box plots, for example, show up to a maximum of 1 ◦C difference
between the blocks (Figure 5). These box plots show variation across the data—the spatial maps in
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate how this variation is spatially distributed. Block 5 is a clear example, as it
shows two very distinct areas in the north and the south of the block, where the trees are both much
warmer and shorter. These inter-block variations can be seen to a lesser extent within each block.
Therefore, it could be useful to add a further level to the current analysis, namely the development of
management zones within the blocks that are based on tree characteristics.
ANOVA analysis was carried out to compare the temperature of individual healthy and unhealthy
trees across each block, a method that has been applied in previous studies [6,17]. In the current
study, the ANOVA results were statistically significant (Table 4) when comparing block number
(p value = 1.06E-14) and tree health (p value = 0.000611) independently of one another. Tukey’s
HSD test (Table 5) shows the most significant differences come from comparing the trees in different
blocks. There is no statistically significant result when comparing means of healthy trees in one block
with means of unhealthy trees in that same block. The differences in means when comparing the
unhealthy and healthy trees of one block range between 0.1 and 0.45 ◦C, which may not be practically
significant to the extent that significant differences between trees can be identified based solely on
temperature. When comparing the individual tree differences found in this study with those found
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by Cohen et al. (2012), who noted that trees under an 80% water deficit were warmer than the
control treatment by approximately 1 ◦C following four months of the assigned water treatment,
the differences in temperature seen in the current study seem notable [6]. Cohen et al. (2012) used
comparable thermal images with a resolution of 1.8 m [6]. Golomb et al. (2015), using thermal images
with a resolution of 0.5 m, also found statistically significant results when comparing mean Crop
Water Stress Indices (CWSI) values of control trees and infested trees using ANOVA, with a statistical
significance of p = 0.001 [17]. When looking at the absolute temperature difference, a preliminary study
by Soroker et al. (2013) noted a mean temperature difference of 1.5 ◦C between trees infested with
R. ferrugineus and control trees [16].
Spatial resolution for the thermal data was 1.8 m, which is comparable to the study of Cohen et al.
(2012), but lower than for Golomb et al. (2015), where the pixel size was 0.5 by 0.5 m [6,17]. This spatial
resolution could have several implications for the results. Based on the RGB images, a large palm
tree canopy is approximately 6–8 m in diameter and is covered by approximately 9 to 16 pixels for
1.8 m resolution. However, due to the leaf structure of the date palm canopy there are areas where
the background soil will be visible in the pixel, and temperature of the background soil will also
be included in the pixel value—it is probable that only one or two pixels include only pure canopy.
In studies looking for a large-scale pattern such as the effect of irrigation on an entire plantation, these
changes could be visible at a resolution of 1.8 m because every tree in a block is affected by the lowered
irrigation [6]. However, for analysis on an individual tree level this resolution may be too coarse to
detect whether a tree has a markedly different temperature in comparison to the surrounding trees.
Therefore, a maximum resolution of 0.5 m such as in the thermal images acquired by Golomb et al.
(2015) might be required to be able to effectively assess individual tree stressors [17].
Considering the results of the hyperspectral data assessment several conclusions can be drawn
for individual tree analysis based on the vegetation index analysis. In comparison with other studies,
VOGI was one of the most indicative VIs of palm stress in the study by Shafri et al. (2012) on oil
palms [19]. gNDVI was also found to identify R. ferrugineus infestation of date palms [18]. These were
also two of the most indicative VIs when looking at correlations on an individual tree level in this
study (Figure 10), indicating that VIs which focus on red-edge and green bands may be most suitable
for date palm health analysis.
4.2. Added Value of Combined Datasets and New Indicators
Evaluating the combination of remote sensing data sources recorded at the same timestep
makes this study unique in the sphere of date palm management. Several studies have shown
that the combination of remote sensing sources can provide multivariate indicators with improved
characterisation of the vegetation health status [20,26].
From a methodological perspective, the ability to combine datasets has proven to be very relevant
when identifying trees. Using the tree objects derived from the LiDAR data to select the canopy pixels
for temperature analysis provided an alternative to the method proposed in Cohen et al. (2012), which
utilised the watershed algorithm to extract canopy pixels [6]. The LiDAR data again proved useful for
temperature data analysis as the pixels below a certain height could be removed to reduce the chance
of soil pixels being included in the analysis. A drawback is that an extra sensor is required, which
will add costs to the data acquisition process. The high-resolution RGB data was compared with the
outcome of the canopy extraction method to check whether the trees were delineated well (Figure 3).
Correlation analysis between thermal and hyperspectral datasets showed promising relationships
(Figure 10). The expected trends are visible, with negative correlation between temperature and several
of the VIs. A positive correlation was observed for height and the VIs. Whilst the R-squared values
between the variables are quite low, there is a clear spatial pattern between the indicators and VIs as
seen in Figure 10. This suggests that these data, especially thermal and hyperspectral imagery, could
be combined to identify stressed trees. The temperatures of the trees range from 22.5 ◦C to 24.5 ◦C
(Figure 10), a difference of 2 ◦C. Cohen et al. (2012) were able to illustrate differences in temperature
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of stressed and healthy palms of 1 ◦C [6]. This provides an indication that using thermal data could
prove useful for diagnosis of individual tree health. Based on the correlation results, the hyperspectral
data should be useful for reinforcing this diagnosis.
Based on the results of the tree point extraction using NDVI, it can be concluded that this method
has high potential for identifying tree objects. Over 90% of trees were identified based on a comparison
of field measured trees and NDVI, assuming accurate tree detection (Section 3.1). Misidentifications
occur along the edges of the block where the trees are often close together and individual tree canopies
are not distinct. As these results are based on distorted data one can assume that, when using a
geometrically corrected dataset, identification accuracy will be higher. Using this identification method
could prove to be an alternative to expensive LiDAR techniques. It should be noted that one of the
reasons this method works well is because the canopies are distinct in a data palm plantation; however,
in denser canopies such as the edges of date palm blocks, identification may be less accurate.
In this study, the height area ratio (HAR) index was used in order to assess the health of the
blocks. When conducting analysis on the height of the trees, it became apparent that there were large
differences in height of trees in certain blocks. For example, Block 19 had lower trees than the other
blocks (Figure 6). From this information, one could conclude that either Block 19 is less healthy than
the other blocks, or that the trees are younger in that block. Therefore, adding canopy area as a variable
when considering tree health adds another consideration to the analysis. By determining the ratio
between height and canopy area, one can determine whether a tree has an abnormally small canopy
in relation to height—this could be an indication that the tree is experiencing growth limitations.
In a study by Shendryk et al. (2016), a width height ratio was included amongst hyperspectral and
LiDAR indicators to determine the most “useful” indicator for assessing tree health using Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [20]. Of the indicators derived from the recorded tree height, the width
height ratio was the most important in their study. The conclusion that taller trees have smaller
canopies in comparison to shorter trees indicates that using HAR alone does not give an accurate
representation of tree health, as the growth of the tree affects this value for reasons other than health.
Therefore, using an index that normalises height area ratio based on the height of a tree could prove
more meaningful when making conclusions about tree health.
4.3. Data Limitations
As has been discussed in the Section 2.2.1 on preprocessing, there are some issues with data
quality, especially for the hyperspectral dataset used in this study. Both the geometric distortions and
the unknown scaling factor mean that the values used in the analysis might not be fully representative
and certainly cannot be directly compared to other hyperspectral datasets that could be used in the
future. For example, one step involved using bilinear interpolation for geo-correction, which resulted
in multiple raster points with the same value because the hyperspectral image was effectively stretched
to fit the corrected dataset.
Due to the distortions of the hyperspectral analysis, it was not possible to compare the trees on an
individual level without manually matching the points. This meant that a relatively small sample size
of 100 trees has been used as representative of over 10,000 trees. It is also possible that errors have been
made when manually identifying the corresponding trees, as in some cases it was difficult to count
rows and columns accurately within the distorted data.
Additionally, there are issues within the thermal dataset; specifically, for some limited areas
blurring was noticed. This is due to the ortho-mosaicking technique used to merge the snapshot
images. Trees are not identifiable in some regions, meaning that extracting the temperature per tree
will result in values that are not an accurate representation of tree temperature. This was considered
when selecting a block for individual tree analysis carried out in Section 2.2.4, as it was important that
the blurring effect was minimal.
Finally, without ground truth data, it is not possible to determine a measure of actual tree health.
This means that all assumptions made about tree health are based on indirect field observations and
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the relative health indicated by the RGB imagery (Table 2). The remote sensing datasets have been
compared in various ways to determine whether the expected relations for healthy and unhealthy
trees can be seen, and in some cases the initial assumptions were correct. However, as was seen in
Figure 5, Block 5 had a much higher temperature than expected despite being considered as a healthy
block. This suggests that there were factors not considered in classifying the blocks, and further field
information was required. Following the analysis, further field information was provided, and the
farm manager indicated that Block 5 had relatively poor soil quality in the southern region. Validation
with field data is an essential step for future studies to explore the methods discussed in this paper
further. As a result of the limited field data, especially on an individual tree level, the conclusions that
can be made are limited to identifying that there are differences in date palms or date palm groups,
and these differences cannot be attributed to a specific stressor.
4.4. Future Developments
Overall, this study reiterates the findings of earlier research indicating that different remote
sensing datasets could prove useful for management of date palm plantations [6,16,17,19]. Thermal and
hyperspectral data are the most promising, especially since identifying trees using NDVI is comparable
to the results of LiDAR analysis. For future studies the opportunities of high-resolution RGB imagery
to identify variation in palm canopy geometry could be investigated by using a combination of RGB
based vegetation indices [27] and object-based image analysis.
Remote sensing data will prove most useful when provided as part of an integrated plantation
management platform, where field data is being collected as the flight is taken, and ideally field
data will be available over an extended period of time. The imagery could provide useful insights
at all steps of an integrated system, including; field registration, field surveys, data acquisition, and
monitoring. For example, the step of tree identification using NDVI or LiDAR would be useful for
field registration. A topic that could be interesting to explore would be identifying within-block
parcels with differing characteristics to be classified as management zones, which would allow for
the adoption of precision agriculture techniques. Regular monitoring using a combination of satellite
and aerial, or even drone imagery [28], potentially using the methods as explored in this article,
could add value to the current monitoring systems that are in place. Based on a time-series analysis
approach, changes in vegetation reflectance properties can be indicative of palm health, production
and disease infestation processes over the growing season. For example, Jimenez-Brenes et al. [29]
showed how multi-temporal UAV-based images can be adopted to support pruning management
in olive tree orchards. The ground monitoring system should also be well designed and could
include ground sensors [30] and standardised methods of recording tree characteristics. Based on
these spatial-temporal data, spatial analytics and geostatistical functions can be adopted to evaluate
infestation processes of pests and diseases both at farm and regional scale-level [31]. A design based
on the DateGIS platform approach could prove useful, as it aims to integrate imagery data with a
ground data recording system where farm employees can update information about specific trees in
the field [32].
5. Conclusions
This research explored the options of using multiple types of high-resolution remote sensing
imagery in order to assess its potential for detecting various health aspects of date palm plantations.
The factors which affect health were considered on two levels; those that impact large areas of the
plantation such as a block, and those that affect the individual trees. Based on the spatial variation
within blocks, it is suggested to also consider a third level in future studies; namely, areas within blocks
with similar characteristics. Despite issues with the hyperspectral and thermal data preprocessing and
quality, the methods developed in this study provide new options for future analysis and indicate
that remote sensing data could aid plantation management and supplement precision agriculture
techniques. Specifically, using a combination of high resolution thermal and hyperspectral imagery
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can give an indication of individual tree health, and by using these indicators together it could be
possible to define a status for each tree. There are many new developments to be made in this area
of research—combining remote sensing with detailed field data could provide an early indication of
R. ferrugineus infestation; and comparing flights at different time steps could provide insight into the
rates of change of date palm health. Overall, this study adds to the currently small body of research
regarding using remote sensing imagery for date palm plantation management by using a combination
of data sources and by providing suggestions for future research in this topic.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Formulae for all hyperspectral vegetation indices used for the hyperspectral analysis.
Rn refers to the band number used.
Vegetation Index Formula Reference
SRI R800R670 [19,33]




NDVI 750 R750− R660R750+ R660 [36]
VOGI R740R720 [19,37]
CIR R780R710 − 1 [38,39]
gNDVI R801− R550R801+ R550 [18,40,41]
CIG R780R550 − 1 [38]
PRI R531− R570R531+ R570 [42,43]
Optimum NDVI R738− R610R738+ R610 [19]
SIPI R800− R445R800+ R680 [18,44]
MCARI/OSAVI [705,750] [R750− R705−0.2(R750− R550)](R750/R705)(1+0.16)(R750− R705)/(R750+ R705+0.16) [45–47]
TCARI/OSAVI [705,750] 3[R750− R705−0.2(R750− R550)(R750/R705)](1+0.16)(R750− R705)/(R750+ R705+0.16) [46,47]
REP 700 + 40 R670+ R780/2− R700R740−R700 [48]
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Appendix B
Table A2. Results of R-squared analysis of the vegetation indices contained in Table A1 and their
relations to temperature and height.
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Abstract: Easily available and detailed area-related information is very valuable for the optimization
of crop production processes in terms of, e.g., documentation and invoicing or detection of
inefficiencies. The present study dealt with the development of algorithms to gain sophisticated
information about different area-related parameters in a preferably automated way. Rear hitch
position and wheel-based machine speed were recorded from ISO 11783 communication data
during plowing with a mounted reversible moldboard plow. The data were georeferenced using
the position information from a low-cost differential global navigation satellite system (D-GNSS)
receiver. After the exclusion of non-work sequences from continuous data logs, single cultivated
tracks were reconstructed, which represented as a whole the cultivated area of a field. Based on
that, the boundary of the field and the included area were automatically detected with a slight
overestimation of 1.4%. Different field parts were distinguished and single overlaps between the
cultivated tracks were detected, which allowed a distinct assessment of the lateral and headland
overlapping (2.05% and 3.96%, respectively). Incomplete information about the work state of the
implement was identified as the main challenge to get precise results. With a few adaptions, the used
methodology could be transferred to a wide range of mounted implements.
Keywords: Data-driven agriculture; ISOBUS; Rear hitch position; Wheel-based machine speed
1. Introduction
Over the last decades, economies of scale have been achieved by using machines with increasing
working width and speed. However, the technical optimization of machines for crop production is
increasingly exhausted. Nevertheless, management processes in agriculture become more complex
by, e.g., implementing Precision Farming (PF) technologies, machinery sharing or contracting [1].
Furthermore, machinery operation has a remarkable effect on the total cost of crop production [2] and
affects other cost factors such as time and farm inputs. Thus, there is an increasing demand for ways
to detect and minimize inefficiencies within the whole processes. Tsiropoulos et al. [3] emphasized
that performance analyses are also very valuable for tractor–implement combinations and commercial
telematics solutions for implements are already on the market, e.g., CLAAS telematics on implements
(TONI). The efficiency of an agricultural process can be assessed with regard to several parameters,
e.g., time, cost and single machine-related parameters [2–10]. Beyond those, area is a very important
indicator, because plant production processes are always strongly linked with a spatial component.
Area optimization, in terms of minimizing the overlapped areas, combined with time optimization,
by minimizing the non-working time [11], could lead to efficient agricultural processes. Easily available
and detailed area-related information could help farmers, contractors or machinery rings facilitate
documentation and invoicing.
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Earlier studies (e.g., [5]) have used machine data to derive basic area-related information.
Meanwhile, similar functionalities are implemented in commercial solutions. However, common
hectare counters perform a rather indirect calculation without really examining the actually covered
area. Commercial PF terminals can set the estimated cultivated area in relation to deposited values
for field boundaries and, thus, give a rough estimation of the overlapping. Recent scientific works
have already encompassed an automated field recognition [6,9]. However, there is still a lot of manual
effort necessary for farmers and contractors to define and then deposit the field boundaries in digital
field records. These tasks are usually inconvenient for farmers and contractors because they are
time-consuming and error-prone and partly demand ever new familiarization with the operation.
First approaches to facilitate these processes are represented by commercial solutions for an automated
derivation of field boundaries from GNSS data, e.g., FARMDOK [12].
Past research works have also dealt with area-related analyses within a field. First examples are
studies with the aim to detect the effective cutting width of combine harvesters and, thus, enable more
accurate yield measurements [13,14]. The efficiency of a harvesting operation by means of coverage
analyses was examined by Adamchuk et al. [2]. The presented information was assumed to deliver
valuable information for the improvement of traffic patterns through optimization of the harvester
route during non-harvest portions of the operation. However, a method that allows differentiated
area-related analysis is still lacking. Especially for soil tillage, overlapping is still causing additional
wear as well as fuel and time consumption. Meanwhile, lateral overlapping can be minimized
with automatic steering systems. However, the accuracy of such systems is usually limited. Since
the working width of a moldboard plow is usually low in comparison to other tillage implements,
an evaluation of the lateral overlapping is still of interest. Furthermore, the overlapping between
the headland and the main cropping area is still highly influenced by the operator and the field
geometry. This interface area is of special interest for plowing with a moldboard plow: When it is
elevated and lowered in the headland, the plow forms an inconsistent tillage operation and undesirable
triangular shapes of unplowed segments. In [15], this problem is addressed by discussing section
control technology for plowing operations while a first commercial application has been introduced
by KUHN [16]. In general, it seems that there is not yet a way to enable a detailed quantification and
differentiated assessment of the overlapping.
The increasing utilization of controller area network (CAN) data on agricultural machinery and
the ISO 11783 (commonly designated as ISOBUS) compliant machine communication networks, as well
as affordable positioning systems using global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), are promising
data sources for information-driven crop production. In recent years, researchers have been using
CAN-Bus data for various purposes and it is becoming clear that these data will be used in the future for
optimizing agricultural processes. Infield tractor load states are defined in [10] by determining tractor’s
engine performance from CAN-Bus data. The results indicate that information acquired from a tractor’s
CAN-Bus is reliable enough for an assessment of different machine-related parameters. CAN-Bus
data are acquired from axle housing loads and the driver’s operation signals for three different
applications, namely plowing, subsoiling and implement transportation, in [17]. Georeferenced
CAN-Bus data for different analysis purposes have also been used [3,6–9]. According to Iglesias et
al. [18], the functionality of ISOBUS compliant agricultural machines is increasing. Thus, the potential
to gain sophisticated information from these data should also increase. However, there is still a need
for algorithms and methods to handle the increasing amount of data that are collected [6].
The main aim of this study was the development of algorithms that allow detailed area-related
analysis of a plowing operation, which involves the in-work status of the plow as well as the specific
step-by-step way the area is covered, by using low-cost and embedded sensor data from ISOBUS.
From this information, the cultivated area and the field boundary were determined. Furthermore,
a differentiated analysis of the overlapping was performed by developing different indicators to
quantify the lateral overlapping between single cultivated passes and the overlapping between the
headlands and the main part of a field. To fulfill these aims, ISOBUS messages, as well as D-GNSS
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position data from a plowing operation, were post-processed. This encompassed the determination of
the in-work sequences, a distinction of the different field parts, the modeling of single cultivated tracks,
and the calculation of different area-related parameters based on these tracks. The main contribution of
this paper is providing methods for an automated derivation of accurate and sophisticated, area-related
information from continuous data records.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Instrumentation
Data were acquired during plowing with a four-furrow reversible VariOpal 7 moldboard plow
(Lemken GmbH & Co. KG, Alpen, Germany) mounted on a 6210R tractor (Deere & Company, Moline,
Illinois, USA) (Figure 1). The working width of the plow was hydraulically adjustable to a maximum
value of 0.54 m per share, resulting in a maximum total working width of 2.16 m. To record ISOBUS
communication data, a GL2000 CAN-Bus data logger (Vector Informatik GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany)
was configured and connected to the diagnostics interface of the tractor. The acquired data were
georeferenced as the logger was also recording absolute positioning from a low-cost D-GNSS receiver
with a specified circular error probable (CEP) of 2 m. The receiver’s antenna was placed on the
tractor cabin, on the longitudinal axis of the tractor. The correction data originated from the European
geostationary navigation overlay service (EGNOS). The logged data were stored on a 2 GB storage
card and, when triggered by the operator, they were wirelessly transmitted to a cloud-based server
for further processing. The raw data analyzed for the present research work originate from the work
performed in [7,9], where the data acquisition system is also described in detail.
 
Figure 1. The mounted four-furrow moldboard plow that was used for the tillage operation.
2.2. Data Acquisition
The GL2000 data logger was configured using its own configuration tool to filter the tractor’s
ISOBUS communication data and record only messages with a specific parameter group number
(PGN). An example of an ISOBUS message as it was retrieved from the data logger is presented in
Figure 2. The ISOBUS messages that were used for the present research work are listed in Table 1,
with their PGN indicated as a hexadecimal value according to part 7 of the ISO 11783 standard [19].
They were recorded with a frequency of 10 Hz. One of the recorded D-GNSS messages was also
relevant for the area-related analysis and it is listed in Table 1. The D-GNSS messages did not originate
from the CAN-Bus, but the data logger embedded them into the log files with a frequency of 1 Hz.
The structure of these messages was basically the same as shown in Figure 2. However, their ID was
defined specifically by the logger’s manufacturer. The acquired D-GNSS position data are presented in
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Figure 3. and are indicated as green dots. They can be assigned to the field “Schlag 5” of the examined
farm, with a size of 2.90 ha as this was indicated in the field catalogue.











Figure 2. An example of an ISOBUS message as retrieved from the data logger.
Table 1. Messages used for the area-related analysis.
Message PGN/ID Content
RHS FE45 Rear Hitch Status
WBSD FE48 Wheel Based Speed, Direction and Distance
Msg2 1FFFFFD1 D-GNSS Latitude and Longitude
 
Figure 3. Satellite view with the raw D-GNSS position data (green dots).
2.3. Data Analysis Flow
For data analysis, the MATLAB R2016b (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA)
programming environment was used. The main data analysis steps are presented with the main
MATLAB functions in Figure 4. From the data editing to the modeling of the plow points, there was a
continuous flow. The absolute values for the cultivated area and the area of the field boundary, as well
as the overlapping, were directly derived from the modeled plow points. The calculation of indicators
for the overlapping, except the plow points, required the identification of the cultivated area and the
boundary value.
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Figure 4. Flowchart of the main data analysis steps. The utilized MATLAB functions are also indicated.
2.4. Data Editing
The first important information from the ISOBUS was the wheel-based machine speed (WBMS),
which is the value of the speed of the machine as calculated from the measured wheel or tail shaft
speed [19]. It is specified in meters per second and, similar to the corresponding timestamps,
it was derived from the WBSD messages using the suspect parameter number (SPN). Expressed
in hexadecimal values, the WBMS has the SPN “1862”. In the next step, the RHS messages from
the ISOBUS were split into their time stamps and the rear hitch position (RHP), which has the SPN
“1873”. The RHP is the measured position of the rear three-point-hitch, expressed as a percentage of
full travel, whereby 0% indicates the full down position, and 100% the full up position [19]. Finally,
the D-GNSS latitude and longitude according to the world geodetic system 84 (WGS 84), as well as
their timestamps were deduced from Msg2 (see Table 1). The acquired data for the signals RHP and
WBMS are presented in Figure 5a,b, respectively.
 
Figure 5. Acquired data for: (a) rear hitch position (RHP) signals; and (b) wheel-based machine speed
(WBMS) signals.
To enable a concurrent analysis at a specific point and to increase the resolution of the D-GNSS
information, a linear interpolation of the WBMS, as well as the D-GNSS latitude and longitude,
was performed using the MATLAB function “interp1”. The RHP time stamps were the query points
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for the interpolation, whereas the sample points were the time stamps of the WBMS and D-GNSS.
As the positioning error of the used D-GNSS receiver, as well as the excitation of the tractor cabin,
caused a jittering of the recorded track, a Savitzky–Golay filtering was applied using the MATLAB
function “sgolayfilt”. The polynomial order of the filter was set to one because it best fit the chronologic
sequence of the recorded track. A frame length with a value of 25 was considered to give a smoothing
that represents the real track of the rover in a suitable way.
2.5. Filtering for Passes
A pass was supposed to contain all the in-work points from a lowering up to a lifting of the
plow. The in-work points were defined as the timestamps with their corresponding RHP, WBMS and
D-GNSS information, where the plow was assumed to be set in operation. The analysis started with the
second value of each dataset, as every RHP value was compared to the preceding one. As soon as it fell
below a threshold of 60%, the event was recognized as a lowering point. As an in-work condition for
the subsequent points, the WBMS at a query point had to exceed a threshold of 0.134 m s−1. As soon
as the RHP exceeded again the threshold of 60%, a lifting event was detected. To facilitate geometric
calculations, the D-GNSS information assigned to in-work points was transformed from latitude and
longitude to northing and easting using the universal transverse Mercator (UTM) projection.
The above-mentioned in-work thresholds for the RHP and WBMS were determined manually
after some trials on the data, without a deeper examination of the real tractor–implement combination
or plowing process. Using the MATLAB function “histogram”, two histograms were created in the
run-up to the filtering for in-work points. Figure 6a,b shows the histograms for the RHP and the
WBMS, respectively. The bins indicate the number of elements for each parameter. The range of the
RHP values was set from 0% to 90% to exclude the numerous 100% counts originating in a large part
from road transport. To enable a focus on the in-work points, the range of the WBMS values was
set from 0 to 4 m s−1. The RHP histogram clearly indicates the distribution of the in-work positions.
The upper edge is at about 50%. To confirm that all real in-work points were included, the threshold
was set to 60%. As it can be observed in Figure 6b, the pattern for the WBMS was not so clear and thus
not a useful indicator. The threshold was finally set after the effect of different values was visually
analyzed on a plot of the in-work D-GNSS positions.
(a)
















Figure 6. Histograms of: (a) the rear hitch position (RHP); and (b) the wheel-based machine speed
(WBMS).
2.6. Distinction of Field Parts
To enable a distinct analysis of the lateral overlapping between the passes and the overlapping
between the main part and the headlands, a distinction of the field parts had to be performed. As a
preparatory step, the rough direction of every pass was expressed by a pass-vector created from the
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lowering to the lifting point. First visual assessments of the data resulted that the very first pass was
also the first main part pass, which is usual for a plowing operation.
The distinction of the field parts was performed by calculating first the angle between the vector
















b . When the value for the angle was within the
range of 45–135◦, the arbitrary pass was declared as a main part pass. Otherwise, it was declared as a
headland pass. Figure 7 schematically illustrates the operating principle of the field part distinction
algorithm. The long passes represent the main part, whereas the two headlands are represented by the

















Figure 7. Schematic operating principle of the algorithm for the distinction between main part passes
and headland passes.
To distinguish the two headlands of every field, k-means clustering was performed on their
D-GNSS data. The MATLAB function “kmeans” was using a k-means++ algorithm according to
Arthur and Vassilvitskii [20]. The number of clusters was manually pre-set to a value of two according
to the number of headlands.
2.7. Modeling of the Representative Plow Points
As a preparatory step, relevant sizes were taken from the real tractor–implement combination,
whereby the working width was set to its maximum. In Figure 8, the modeling of the representative
plow points is schematically illustrated and the relevant dimensions are indicated. Figure 8a shows
the plow rotated on the left rotating position, while Figure 8b shows the plow rotated right. The figure
is kept abstract because it is supposed to serve only as a schematic illustration. To enable a better
overview, only the shares that are operating in each case are presented. A distinction of the two rotating
positions is important because they represent two mirror-inverted arrangements of the working tools,
which has an important effect on the reconstruction of the cultivated track.
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Figure 8. Relevant dimensions and schematic illustration for the modeling of the representative plow
points for the two rotating positions of the plow: (a) rotated left; and (b) rotated right.
For every rotating position separately, two points were defined that represented the lateral edges
of the working width (points B and Γ). As can be seen in Figure 8a,b, the representative plow points
are formed by first drawing a line parallel to the outer edge of the first and last share and crossing it
with a perpendicular line, which is touching the front top of the shares. Then, this intersection point is
projected vertically to the height of the antenna (Point A) to get the representative plow point. For the
subsequent calculations, the left and right plow vectors pointing from the antenna to the representative
points of the plow were created. Then, the ϕ angle (ϕL and ϕR for both rotating positions) and the
θ angle (θL and θR for both rotating positions) were determined. They represent the angle between
the forward direction and the left and right plow vectors. Furthermore, the length of the left and
right plow vectors for both rotating positions (ABL and ABR, and AΓL and AΓR, respectively) was
determined. The values for these dimensions, which indicate the position of the representative plow
points relative to the antenna position, are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Relevant dimensions for the modeling of the representative plow points.
Rotated Left Rotated Right
Unit
Parameter Value Parameter Value
θL 171 θR 165 ◦
ABL 3616 ABR 6309 mm
ϕL 195 ϕR 189 ◦
AΓL 6309 AΓR 3616 mm
Several adjustment options of the plow have a substantial effect on its effective working width.
As the logged data could not deliver exact information about the work state, assumptions were made
concerning the main parameters. The working width was assumed to always be set to its maximum
during the data acquisition. In fact, this was plausible, as the tractor had a relatively high power
compared to the plow’s size. Concerning the rotation status, a simplified scheme was developed and
applied to simulate this special characteristic. First, a distinction of passes having the same direction as
the very first pass of a field part and passes running in the opposite direction was performed. For this,
the angle between the vector of the very first and all other passes of a field part was determined
using Equation (1). If the angle was between 0◦ and 45◦, the pass was declared as running in the
same direction as the very first pass. Then, the plow was assumed to be rotated right according to the
definition in Figure 8. If it was between 135◦ and 180◦, it was assumed to belong to a pass running in
the opposite direction and, thus, rotated left.
2.8. Determination of the Cultivated Area
Figure 9 schematically illustrates the modeling of the cultivated area for three exemplary passes.
To determine the driving direction, for every point of a pass, a vector was created, which originated
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in the D-GNSS position and pointed to the position of the chronologically subsequent position point.
Thus, there was a vector indicating the direction at every point of a pass except for the lifting point,
which was the very last point of a pass. For every pass, the left and right plow points marked the
outer edges of the track that the plow had left during its operation. Using the previously outlined
measures for the points representing the edges of the plow and setting them in relation to a static unit
vector, which was parallel to the UTM easting and pointing eastwards, the absolute position of the
representative points could be determined for every antenna position within a pass. To model the
kinematics of the plow during work and thus smooth the track, a Savitzky–Golay filter was applied on
the D-GNSS positions of the tracks using the MATLAB function “sgolayfilt”. In this case, a polynomial
order of one and a frame length of 49 were applied. Very short passes with several in-work points
below this frame length had to be removed in advance. All the points of a track could finally be
connected to a polygon that was supposed to represent the cultivated area of a specific pass. The area








Figure 9. Schematic illustration of the modeling of the cultivated area for three exemplary passes.
2.9. Determination of the Field Boundary
The automatic determination of the boundary was configured to give the D-GNSS coordinates
of the outermost representative plow points encompassing all the cultivated tracks within the field.
The maximum shrink factor of the corresponding MATLAB function “boundary” was applied to get
the most compact boundary possible. A polygon was formed using the boundary points and its area
(Aboundary) was calculated using the MATLAB function “polyarea”. To enable an examination of the
boundary within a geographic information system (GIS), a keyhole markup language (KML) file was
created, which contained all the WGS 84 coordinates of the boundary points. For this, the MATLAB
function “kmlwritepoint” was used.
2.10. Determination of the Overlapping
Starting with the first main part pass, they were sequentially analyzed in terms of the
lateral overlapping. The overlaps between the cultivated tracks of an arbitrary pass and the five
chronologically subsequent passes were identified to ensure that no overlap was ignored. The overlap
identification was done by determining for each comparison the intersection polygons and calculating
their area. For this, the MATLAB functions “polybool (intersection)” and “polyarea” were used.
The same process was performed on the headland passes. However, the overlaps between each
cultivated track of a headland pass and all its chronologically subsequent ones were identified.
The overlaps between the main part passes and the headland passes were determined separately.
Technically, the analysis procedure was the same as for the lateral overlaps. In this case, however,
for every main part pass of a field, the overlaps with all the headland passes were identified. Naturally,
it was possible that there was concurrently a lateral overlap and a headland overlap at locations, where
main passes reach into the headland. They were respected separately in the calculations. Figure 10
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illustrates the conception of the boundary and overlaps in an idealized way. The main part passes are
running in an east–west direction and the headland passes are running in a north–south direction.
Figure 10. Schematic illustration of the concept of the boundary and overlaps.
To enable a differentiated analysis of the overlapping within the field, different intermediate
figures were determined. For the Aoverlap,lat, the area of all lateral overlaps of the field was added
up. The total headland overlapping for every field is expressed by Aoverlap,head, which is the summed
area of all overlapping polygons resulting from the intersections between the headlands and the
main part. The first visual assessments of the modeled cultivated tracks uncovered noticeable lateral
overlaps alternating with uncultivated lateral gaps due to the receiver error. Thus, the overlapping
was corrected with the area of the gaps (Agaps), which was calculated as follows:





A dedicated analysis of the lateral overlapping was enabled by calculating the Aoverlap,lat,perc,
which indicates the relation between the area of the corrected lateral overlapping and the total
cultivated area within a field:
Aoverlap,lat,perc =(Aoverlap,lat − Agaps)/Atotal ·100% (3)
To enable a distinct assessment of the headland overlapping, the Aoverlap,head,perc was determined
as an indicator for the relation between the summed area of headland overlaps and the total cultivated
area of a field:
Aoverlap,head,perc =Aoverlap,head/Atotal ·100% (4)






+ Aoverlap,head)/Atotal ·100% (5)
Thus, it is the sum of Aoverlap,lat,perc and Aoverlap,head,perc.
To compare the Aoverlap,perc with a more common indicator, which indicates the overlapping






The Aoverlap,perc,re f was inspired by how Demmel et al. [5] set the total cultivated area in relation
to the area of the field boundary. This is a common way to express the overlapping by means of
commercially available PF terminals.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Distinction of Passes
Fifty-eight passes could be detected by applying the algorithm for the distinction of passes.
It matched with the number of lifting and lowering points, which is an important indication for the
algorithm’s functionality. Figure 11a presents the D-GNSS position data of the lowering, lifting and
in-work points with the corresponding RHP values, while Figure 11b highlights a zoomed area for a
more detailed representation. Some single lowering and lifting points comparatively far away from
the headlands can be observed in Figure 11a. This could indicate, e.g., corrections by the driver where
he lifted the plow, moved back some distance and lowered it again to correct a driving error. Another
explanation would be wedges at the field boundary where it is not necessary or rather possible to
complete the whole pass.
In Figure 11b, the main part running in the southwest–northeast direction can be distinguished
from the shorter headland running perpendicular. Furthermore, a varying distance between all passes
is obvious. This was well expected by using a low-cost D-GNSS receiver. The work in [21] considers
the pass-to-pass average error, which is also defined as the relative error, as the most important error
for dynamic positioning. This relative error varies with the same receiver due to the testing date and
time as well as vehicle speed and it highly depends on the used receiver.
As the RHP values were slightly below the in-work threshold of 60%, it was easier to visually
distinguish the variations. It is interesting that the RHP had comparatively low values for passes
at the edges of the main parts and headlands. This was the first indication for a specific driving
scheme in these areas. These schemes can be varied and depend on the local conditions as well as the
driver’s preferences. In the case of a reversible moldboard plow, this could indicate, e.g., a reduced
working width by only setting the last few shares in operation or even a deviation from the usual plow
rotation scheme.
 
Figure 11. (a) D-GNSS positions of the lowering, lifting and in-work points with deposited RHP values;
and (b) a zoomed area.
3.2. Distinction of Field Parts
In Figure 12, the main part as well as the two headlands can be distinguished for the examined
field. After the extraction of passes with fewer than 49 in-work points, which was the Savitzky–Golay
filtering frame length, 55 passes remained. Of these, 41 corresponded to the main part and seven to
each of Headland 1 and Headland 2. It must be noted that the algorithm for the distinction contains
simplifying assumptions and thus can only be applied to well-structured fields such as the examined
ones. There is an enormous variety of fields with more complex geometries and constellations of main
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parts and headlands. The thresholds for the angle between the pass vectors could be adapted but the
algorithm hardly contains any scope for further adaptions.
Figure 12. Field part distinction showing the D-GNSS positions of the in-work points of the main part
and the two headlands, respectively.
The distinction between the two headlands for every field using k-means clustering was a
prerequisite for a differentiated analysis of the overlapping and it enabled making assumptions for
the rotation scheme of the plow separately for every headland. Here again, simplifying assumptions
were made. For more complex field geometries and fieldworks, it is possible to have some more areas
that can be defined as headlands or to even have no headland at all. Even though the number of
headlands could be adjusted for every field separately, the developed logic contains hardly any scope
for further adaptions. Another aspect is the inability of the algorithm to clearly identify an individual
headland. Due to the used k-means clustering, the determination, if a headland is the “Headland 1” or
“Headland 2” of a specific field, has a random character.
3.3. Cultivated Tracks
For every point of a pass, except for the last one, two points, which represent the lateral edges
of the plow, were created depending on the current direction of movement. Under simplifying
assumptions, a distinction was made between the two possible rotating directions of the plow. To get
an idea of how a pattern of multiple cultivated tracks within the field looks, Figure 13a shows a zoomed
area at the northeast corner of the field. The D-GNSS positions of the antenna are plotted together
with lowering and lifting points indicating the passes. Furthermore, the representative plow points
are illustrated. “Plow left” and “plow right” represent the left and the right edges, respectively, of the
plow relative to the current driving direction (see definition of points B and Γ in Section 2.7). For a
better representation, Figure 13b focuses on three exemplary passes (Passes 18–20) from the main part.
They are representative of the regular operation scheme of the inner main part passes. The rotating
position is not indicated separately, but can be derived from the arrangement of the left and right plow
points at the beginning or the end of a pass.
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Figure 13. (a) Passes with points representing the plow’s lateral edges; and (b) a zoom area with three
exemplary tracks.
Regarding the results discussed here, it could be argued that the filtering of the D-GNSS data was
done arbitrarily to obtain a subjectively optimal smoothing. However, after several trials, it became
clear that the effect of shifting the focus of the filtering to the interpolated raw D-GNSS data or to the
cultivated tracks was negligible. Furthermore, the degree of filtering had in general only a minimal
effect on the values of the area-related parameters, which are presented in the subsequent sections.
3.4. Cultivated Area
For the examined field, a total cultivated area Atotal of 3.13 ha was determined. Figure 14 presents
a part of the cultivated area that corresponds to the same exemplary passes that are presented in
Figure 13b. A lateral overlapping can be distinguished between Passes 19 and 20. Furthermore, a gap
area is noticeable between Passes 18 and 19. This does not mean that this area was left uncultivated,
but it originates from the D-GNSS position error and justifies the choice to subtract from the lateral
overlapping area Aoverlap,lat, the total gap area Agaps (see Equation (3)). Furthermore, a remaining
jittering of the tracks became obvious. After some visual assessments, this was considered as some











Figure 14. Zoom of the polygons formed from three exemplary cultivated tracks.
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3.5. Field Boundary
The area of a boundary should represent the specific field size and location, as documented in
the field catalogue (2.90 ha). It was calculated by the developed software with Aboundary = 2.94 ha,
which results in an overestimation of 1.4%. Figure 15 shows a satellite view of the boundary (indicated
in green) for the examined field. It fits the actual field location. Several error sources influenced
the determination of the boundary. The erroneous D-GNSS positioning had an effect, especially at
the field edges. A further influence negatively affecting the determination of the boundary was that
the applied shrinking of the MATLAB function “boundary” could not deliver the closest fit possible.
Furthermore, what is assumed to cause error is the deviation from the plow rotation scheme or a
variation in working width, especially at the beginning and the end of a field part. Another possible
error source is the rolling of the tractor while driving on a slope along the field edges. All these errors
could not be monitored and corrected. Considering these errors, the deviation of 1.4% from the actual
field size is a strong indication of the efficiency of the developed algorithm.
 
Figure 15. Satellite view of the examined field and the detected boundary (green line).
3.6. Overlapping
Figure 16a shows the field boundary, the cultivated tracks, and the lateral and headland overlaps.
For a more detailed representation, Figure 16b presents a zoomed area at the lower northeast corner of
the field. It must be stated that the color highlighting of the headland overlaps is virtually dominant.
Figure 16. (a) Field boundary, cultivated area and lateral and headland overlaps; and (b) a zoomed
area at the lower northeast corner of the field.
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In Figure 16b, the fact that the used function for the determination of the boundary could not
deliver the closest fit possible is illustrated. Beyond an overestimation of the field size, this also caused
an overestimation of the gaps’ area Agaps and, thus, an underestimation of the summed area of lateral
overlaps Aoverlap,lat. Furthermore, there are noticeable distortions at the tops of several headland tracks,
which was a further source of error concerning the boundary. They could be traced back to the error
behavior of the used receiver. The discrepancy between different errors depending on the rover’s
movement has been examined previously (e.g., [22,23]). A further possible source of error was the
overall additional excitation of the tractor cabin during headland overlapping.
In Figure 16b, passes can be distinguished where there is an excessive lateral overlap alternating
with gaps in the magnitude of the plow’s working width. This was mainly due to the erroneous
D-GNSS positioning, as discussed in previous sections. The pass-to-pass error of low-cost receivers
has been considered previously (e.g., [21]). Furthermore, it can be recognized that two of the first main
part passes in the south are almost entirely overlapping, whereas there seems to be no corresponding
gap. For the rest of the field, this was also a common pattern for some of the first and last few passes
of the main part or a headland, indicating again a specific driving scheme at these sites. This pattern
fits the observations discussed in Section 3.1 and led to an overestimation of Aoverlap,lat.
A typical problem with moldboard plows are the undesirable triangular shapes of unplowed
segments at the headlands [15]. Headland overlapping is generally an important indicator of the
performance of the driver, having a remarkable effect on the field efficiency and causing additional cost.
The alignment of the beginning and the end of the main part tracks, which can be observed at the top
of the polygons, is highly variable in Figure 16b. Possible reasons for this observation were a varying
track-error of the D-GNSS positioning and improper timing by the driver. In general, the headland
overlaps seem to be quite long. An obvious reason for that was the remaining error for the setting
of the in-work threshold of the RHP, as described in Section 2.5. However, a minimization of the
threshold would have had little effect on the length of the pass and probably would have led to an
exclusion of points that were only just tilled. The main results in terms of the overlapping indicators
are listed in Table 3.






Aoverlap,lat,perc contains the same information as the efficiency of width use, which is documented
in [24]. When transferring the values given in this reference to the Aoverlap,lat,perc, it should not
exceed a value of 5%. Considering the numerous previously mentioned error sources and simplifying
assumptions, the value of 2.05% seemed usable for a first estimation.
Aoverlap,head,perc refers only to the overlapping between the main part and the headland passes and
was set in relation to the total cultivated area. When comparing the value of 3.96% to the Aoverlap,lat,perc,
it became obvious that the headland overlapping had an even bigger influence on the total overlapping
within the field than the lateral overlapping between neighboring passes.
Aoverlap,perc is the sum of Aoverlap,lat,perc and Aoverlap,head,perc and indicates the total overlapping
within the field boundary. To compare it with a more common way to express the overlapping within
a field, the values for Aoverlap,perc,re f are also indicated in the table. Similar to Demmel et al. [5],
the total cultivated area of a field was set in relation to the area of the field boundary. The value was
slightly higher than Aoverlap,perc. This was natural because the area of the boundary as a reference was
lower than the total cultivated area. Aoverlap,perc,re f was almost unaffected by the relative error of the
positioning; only a small error could be expected for the actual boundary size. This implies that the
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imperfect information about the actual work state of the plow had the most negative effect on the
results concerning the overlapping indicators.
4. Conclusions
A methodology was developed that enabled a distinction of work sequences from non-work
sequences using a few parameters retrieved from a tractor’s ISOBUS. A field part distinction was
applied as a prerequisite for a differentiated area-related analysis. A modeling of the cultivated tracks,
based on the way the plow covered the area step-by-step, was implemented. Based on that, the
cultivated area was quantified and the field boundary was detected in terms of location and size.
Finally, different indicators were developed and calculated for the overlapping. An assessment with a
more common indicator proved the plausibility of the results. Incomplete information about the work
state of the implement, erroneous D-GNSS positioning and a limited shrinking of the boundary were
identified as the main sources of error.
Automated, detailed detection of the cultivated area and the field boundary can be very valuable,
e.g., for documenting and invoicing of agricultural tasks within networked software infrastructures.
A differentiated analysis of overlapping can serve as an indicator of efficiency. In future work,
the presented parameters for the overlapping analysis should be validated on fields of different sizes
and geometries.
If there were more detailed information about the actual work state of the plow, more reliable
results could be expected. The new generation of ISOBUS-enabled plows is very promising in
delivering this information. Furthermore, the use of more accurate positioning and data acquisition
instrumentation is recommended when a higher level of accuracy is required. One possibility would
be using real time kinematic GNSS and robotic total stations [25]. Another option would be fusing
information from GNSS receivers and inertial sensors, a technology which is already implemented
in commercial automated steering systems. Considering these possible improvements, the slight
overestimation of 1.4% in terms of the boundary’s size is promising for the potential use of more
sophisticated applications, e.g., automated steering. With a few adaptions, the used methodology for
an area-related analysis could be transferred to a wide range of mounted soil tillage implements and
plant production processes.
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Abstract: The consumption of food and its safety are important for human security. In this paper,
we reviewed the literature on future possibilities for transforming the food system through digital
solutions in the Barents region. Such digital solutions will make food business operators more
efficient, sustainable, and transparent. Developing cross-border infrastructures for digitalization
in the region will break the isolation of the local food system, thus simplifying the availability of
processed, novel and safe traditional food products. It is necessary for food growers and processors
to respond to the trends driven by consumers’ demand while ensuring their safety. Our review
highlights the opportunities provided by digital technology to ensure safety and help food business
operators predict consumer trends in the future. In addition, digitalization can create conditions that
are necessary for the diversification of organizational schemes and the effective monitoring of food
processing operations that will help to promote food and nutrition security in the Barents region.
Keywords: food security; food system; digitalization; human security; Internet of things; sustainable;
Barents region
1. Introduction
The food system encompasses all different stages of food production, including harvesting,
processing, distribution and storage. Pre-production and post-harvest processes within the food
and agriculture sector have witnessed tremendous changes with the application of science and
technology. The first industrial revolution of the early nineteenth century had a remarkable impact on
agriculture and food processing. It has been labor intensive, and multinational companies have gained
profits through value addition to local foods, which are often packaged, stored, and distributed over
long distances [1]. The second industrial revolution witnessed mass production from manufacturing
plants [2]. Science and technology have also brought about innovation with food products that respond
to consumers’ demands, leading to the third industrial revolution with machine intelligence, computers,
and digitalization [3]. Currently, we live in an increasingly connected society that revolves around
the internet, signaling the fourth industrial revolution [4]. The current fourth industrial revolution
combines digital, physical and biological systems, and it will encourage local processing with less need
for long distances, which can reduce the miles covered by food. Such a revolution can shift the balance
towards local and distributed manufacturing in rural communities and sparsely populated regions,
such as the Barents region.
The Barents region comprises the northern parts of Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Northwest
Russia. The Barents region within the Russian Federation extends geographically into the European
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Arctic, but its socio-economic characteristics differ from those of the Nordic countries [5]. The region is
not as homogeneous as the European High North (EHN), since it includes Northwest Russia.
The traditional foods that are available in the Barents region include fish, potatoes, meat, and berries.
Meat mainly consists of reindeer meat but it can also include cow and moose. In many communities
of the Barents region, fish is deemed the second most important local food, for the women in some
villages it can also be the most important [6]. Wild berries e.g., cloudberry (Rubus chamaemorus),
bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus), lingonberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea), raspberry (rubusidaeus), cranberry
(Oxycoccus) are widely collected and eaten, and could be available fresh or conserved all year during
good seasons [7] (p. 40). In the family gardens of many communities in the region they grow potatoes,
strawberries (Fragari avesca) and blackcurrants (Ribes nigrum), as well as some onions and root crops.
Mushrooms and herbs are often picked from the forest and incorporated into meals. Animals such as
moose (Alces alces), rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus), fowl (Galloanserae) and waterfowl (Aix galericulata)
are not as important because of the low number of wild animals available [8] (p. 347). Dairy farming
also exists to produce a wide range of dairy products including milk, cheese, yoghurt, butter and
other fermented dairy products [6]. The processing of these foods, in terms of adding value to them,
is mainly done by small and medium enterprises in the Barents region. There are some processed
products from these traditional foods and herbs in the region. In Finnish Lapland, these include fresh
and cold pressed juices made from crowberries, lingonberries and bilberries. Extracts from herbs
such as angelica, golden root (rhodiola rosea) and nettle are available in the Lapland market. There is
also small-scale processing of snack bars from berries and chocolate, spruce sprout syrup and sauces,
as well as smoked reindeer chips. When these foods are processed, they are better preserved and can be
stored or distributed for longer periods of time. Currently, the value addition to traditional foods in the
region can improve with digitalization that targets increased production, better harvesting methods,
less waste, as well as better storage and distribution. The introduction of sensors that generates data
from food system digitalization will help make accurate predictions in the processes within the food
value chains of the countries in the Barents region.
Access to food and its utilization in different parts of the Barents region are largely influenced
by food markets and the choice of food that is available to the inhabitants of this region. Due to the
increasing connection in our society, the last few decades have witnessed new imported foods making
their way into the Barents region. Some of these new imported foods, such as tortillas, kebabs, pizza,
and sushi, are increasingly popular in the region. This has resulted in changes within the food system
of the Barents region, with consequential effects on traditional foods that people have relied upon in the
past [6]. The popularity of these foods, at the expense of traditional foods has been shown to increase
the risks of cardiovascular diseases, obesity and diabetes in the Barents region [6,9]. It will be important
to address the challenges faced by small and medium enterprises in the region for them to expand their
businesses and create a niche for their high-quality nutritional food products. This can be achieved by
encouraging a better means of harvesting berries and herbs, and highlighting the nutritional benefits
of these bioactive ingredients through mobile applications that can appeal to potential consumers,
especially the younger generation.
Food security and human security are prevention oriented; food security helps to develop the
overall human well-being, thereby strengthening human security [6]. The concept of human security
should endorse a people-centered approach, built on the capacity of individuals, and provide key
tools for building resilience around food security and nutrition [10]. Food and nutrition are integral to
human security, and the link between diet and health is well established [11,12]. The food we consume
plays an important role in our health and well-being. Food availability, accessibility, utilization
and stability within the food system are essential pillars of food security. In the Barents region,
ensuring sustainable food and nutrition security will help to build resilience, and promote culture
and ecology that will offer greater human and societal security [13]. Healthy living is associated
with clean water, food and air, but also includes the safety and security of life for the individuals,
groups and communities. Changes that occur in the climate, environment and land use, together with
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socioeconomic factors, have been reported to impact on food and water security in the Arctic region,
including the Barents region [14]. The trends associated with food consumption are constantly evolving
with technological inputs. How food processing methods and the traditional culture related to food
have changed over the years with technology are important topics for consideration. The issues of food
security, climate change, and population growth are major concerns discussed in many international
agreements as in [15–17]. There are only a few studies on food security in the Barents region, and to
date, there is no work on food system digitalization in the region. We therefore emphasize the need for
small and medium-based enterprises (SMEs) in the food sector to embrace digital solutions in their
operations. The purpose of this article is to identify gaps and challenges related to food and nutrition
security in the Barents region, improve the sustainability of the food system through digitalization and
promote the development of cross-border infrastructures to support digitalization. The authors have
drawn largely on their participation in related project workshops and social networking services in
this region.
This review article addresses the relevance of digitalization as a disruptive innovation within the
food system that will help to promote food and nutrition security. We highlight in Section 2, the impacts
of human activities and climate change in the Barents region; Section 3 is on food system digitalization in
the Barents region and how other enablers for digitalization, such as internet penetration, will be crucial
in achieving the desired objectives of improving food and nutrition security in the region. Section 4
discusses the role of different digital technologies that can transform the food system in the region
and the overlapping relationship that exists amongst the consumers, food business, and authorities;
Section 5 discusses how information and communications technology can contribute to a sustainable
food system; Section 6 looks at future implications for the Barents region. Finally, Section 7 concludes
the article.
2. Impacts of Human Activities and Climate Change in the Barents Region
The Barents region is characterized by its remoteness, high latitude, harsh climate, and varied
ecosystems with the Scandinavian mountain chains in the west, the Arctic tundra in the Kola Peninsula,
and the Nenets Area and Novaja Zemlja in the east [18]. The midnight sun may persist up to 24 h
a day from May to July. Despite the harsh landscape, it is characterized by boreal forest, thousands of
lakes, mountains and fells; this provides the region with an abundance of natural food, made available
through hunting, gathering, harvesting and fishing.
As a sparsely populated region with pristine environmental characteristics but rich in natural
resources such as oil and gas, it attracts human activities that are related to marine areas or inland
mining and mineral activities [19,20]. Human activities have significant impacts on food security
in the Barents region; they were reported to be detrimental to the environment of the region [20].
Many towns in Northwest Russia often depend on a single industry that causes pollution that can
be a major source of contaminant in their food supply. At the Norwegian–Russian border in Nickel
and Zapolyamy, nickel smelters release harmful emissions of sulfur dioxide into the environment [21].
Such emissions can end up in the local food system if not accurately monitored. Dudarev et al. [22]
reported on the toxic metal levels in local foods such as fish, berries, mushrooms, and game in the
Pechenga district. In Finnish and Swedish Lapland, mining activities are also a cause for concern
to the environment as potential risks to food safety [21]. With growing international tourism in the
region, there will be more waste generated and it will be important that such waste does not result in
environmental pollution. Encouraging industrial symbiosis (where small and medium enterprises find
ways to use the waste from one enterprise as raw materials for another at local levels) in the region
will help to avoid unnecessary waste and encourage a circular economy. The Finnish Innovation Fund
(SITRA) in its current roadmap to a circular economy highlighted industrial symbiosis as a means to
tackle the challenges of climate change, depletion of natural resources and to minimize the waste of
food resources [23]. Shifting to a circular model for food can have economic, health and environmental
benefits in the Barents region.
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The Barents region is an area where the impact of climate change is most pronounced,
with an average rise in temperature twice that of the global average temperature [24,25]. Digitalization
of processes within the food system will help to mitigate the impacts of climate, with generated data.
As a result of the warming climate, there will be changes in ocean and atmospheric contaminant
transport, which may increase the movement of organohalogens and mercury from lower latitudes to
the higher latitudes of the Arctic Barents region [26]. As the water in freshwater lakes gets warmer,
tundra ponds and streams are likely to be affected by greater bacterial methylation of mercury and
mercury released from thawing permafrost [27]. This will present some challenges for the terrestrial and
aquatic food resources in the region. The environmental impacts of climate warming, anthropogenic
contaminants and zoonotic disease in subsistence food species and rural drinking water can lead to
infections and toxic effects in rural communities [28].
Plant, insect and animal species will be able to expand further north as the climate gets warmer,
thus bringing new zoonotic diseases with them. “Higher winter temperatures in the Arctic was
noted to likely increase the level of microbes, and consequently, the winter survival of infected
animals, raising the risk of hunter and consumer exposure” [29] (p. 3). The warming climate may
drive changes in the forage resources of subsistence species, their health, and abundance. Similarly,
the expansion of new species northwards has already brought new water-borne diseases such as
tularaemia [30], and warmer waters in tundra ponds, estuaries, and nearshore ocean waters now
support toxin-producing cyanobacteria and algal blooms [31]. In addition, longer Arctic summers
and warmer winters with less sea ice cover will increase the use of northern sea routes by commercial
shipping from northern Europe and western Russian ports [25], raising the possibility of new rat-borne
infections, such as tick-borne encephalitis [32]. The use of sensors and other digital solutions will lead
to a greener means of transport that can prevent such disease outcomes.
Some of the gaps in knowledge for adaptation strategies to better cope with food and water security
in the Arctic-Barents region include the availability of better metrics on contaminants and pathogens
in the region [29]. It will be important to share data on the microbial and chemical pollutants in the
agri-food sector across the region. Therefore, there is a need to ensure food safety and sustainability
by utilizing the benefits of digitalization within the food system to accurately measure and predict
outcomes from these activities. Efficient and smart manufacturing in the future will need to accurately
gather data, with which to predict and inform processing operations. Developing and transforming
the food system through digitalization will help in the response to the consequences of these impacts
in the Barents region.
3. Developing the Infrastructure for Food System Digitalization in the Barents Region
Food system digitalization refers to the application of innovative technology to enhance harvesting,
processing, distribution and storage operations along the agri-food value chain. The power of
mechanization in the early nineteenth century, automation in the 1970s, and the growth of information
and the internet in recent decades have had significant impacts on our day-to-day activities, including
the food system. Since the current adoption of connected intelligence into the business and social
fabrics is happening at an advanced speed, it will change the way we conduct business. The food
business operations in the Barents region and its system will not be an exception as it develops novel
food products from traditional foods.
The food system has been distorted globally, mainly due to capitalism’s drive for increasing profit.
Some major worries for the global food system highlighted by United States climate researchers include
absurd transnational lengths for supply chains, genetically modified organisms inserted into plant and
animal deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), overuse of pesticides on mono-culture crops, common resources
such as water privatized through legislation and patent restrictions on seeds [33]. All components of
the food system are challenged to quickly adapt and keep pace with the evolution of technology, trying
to evade the disruptive effects of digital Darwinism (a phenomenon where technology and society are
evolving faster than businesses can naturally adapt). In doing so, it was anticipated by the World Food
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System Centre that “the dynamics of the whole food-value chain change, and unforeseen consequences
enter the economic landscape through digitalisation” [34]. In responding to these challenges, local food
systems need to be revisited to ensure food safety and sustainability in the Barents region. Along the
food and beverage supply chain, there are many involved processes, such as workers and touchpoints,
which can make it difficult, not only to keep track of food but also to monitor its quality. Quality is of
incredible importance in the food industry, as faulty or contaminated foods entering the market can be
detrimental to human health [35]. Therefore, food must always remain traceable and safe, and this
can be complex to guarantee within the food system with its many working cogs. Digitalization with
accurate data on the process inputs and outputs will help to guarantee quality, safety and traceability.
Food system digitalization will consider all the aspects of growing, harvesting, processing, storage
and distribution of foods from the region in order to explore their potential in promoting human security.
In the Barents region context, food system digitalization can help to transform the local economy by
improving the supply of traditional values, increase the yield of natural products and create novel
food products with health giving properties. With an improved local economy, the purchasing power
of entrepreneurs will increase, leading to an improvement in food and human security in the region.
Ultimately, this will result in better food sovereignty across the region as SMEs in the food sector make
economic gains.
In an anticipated future scenario, technological advances that are emerging from the Fourth
Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0) will benefit the current food system in becoming greener and
sustainable. Industry 4.0 harnesses uncertainties and, in their place, removes assumptions and risky
forecasts, enabling a relevant level of actual knowledge and a newfound level of insight. The use
of digital technologies, such as precision planting and irrigation techniques, will improve yields
organically. “The speed, efficiency, and sustainability of transport will improve radically. Mobile
information technologies will improve farmers’ understanding of the land they are farming and the
markets they are selling to, while also allowing them to communicate with and learn from each
other” [36].
The importance of advances in communication, education, and finance to support farmers and
their communities cannot be underestimated in the present age. Telecommunication is an important
platform in which digitalization can be built and further developed. In order to maximize the
benefits of digitalization in the Barents region’s food sector, it is important that infrastructure, such as
telecommunication networks be developed across the entire Barents region. For instance, in Finland,
Norway, and Sweden, the networks are highly developed while in Northwest Russia it needs to improve
when digitalization harmonization across the region amongst stakeholders is considered. There is
a discrepancy in technological and infrastructural developments in the Barents region. For instance,
internet penetration in Finland, Norway, Russia, and Sweden was 92.5%, 98%, 76.4%, and 93.1%
respectively [37].
The capacity of the telecommunication network in Northwest Russia remains limited, and the
cost of using telecommunications within low-populated northern regions of Russia, as well as that of
cross-border services between the Nordic countries and Northwest Russia, remains extremely high.
This is one of the initiatives addressed in the Northern dimension [38]. The Northern dimension is
a joint policy initiated in 1999 between four equal partners—the European Union, Russia, Norway,
and Iceland—regarding the cross-border and external policies geographically covering Northwest
Russia, the Baltic Sea, and the Arctic regions, including the Barents region.
The issues of telecommunication development in the north of Russia are given great attention with
the possibility of adopting smart technology with space communication [39]. The task of developing
communications appears as one of the strategic documents of the Russian Federation, both at the
federal and regional levels [40–42]. The development of telecommunications infrastructure in the
Russian Arctic has been an important topic of discussion, both at the state level and in the business
environment. Annually, there are many conferences and forums devoted to this issue [43].
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In an effort to develop the communication infrastructure in northern Russia, one of the largest
projects in the field of telecommunications development is the laying of a fiber-optic backbone along the
Northern Sea Route. The project, in different forms, has been discussed since 1999. Currently, the active
stakeholders of the project are Russia, Finland, and China [44]. In 2016, the Russian Federation
implemented a similar project for the construction of an underwater optical highway linking the
largest settlements in the northeast of the Russian Federation (Sakhalin–Magadan–Kamchatka) [45].
Along with the terrestrial telecommunications infrastructure, the satellite communication system
is also developing [46,47]. Mobile communications are actively developing as well. Coverage of
mobile networks of the third and fourth generations is growing, and already covers the territories
inhabited by indigenous peoples [48]. The Nordic industries are also developing a strategy towards
the fifth-generation (5G) network. Finland and Sweden are both in the European Union, while
Norway is not but aligns strongly with Nordic cooperation for mobile networks. For example,
a declaration of intent [Press release, May 2018. https://www.government.se/press-releases/2018/
05/new-nordic-cooperation-on-5g/] signed recently states that the Nordic region will be the first
interconnected 5G region in the world, and identifies areas in which Nordic cooperation needs to be
intensified. The development of communication infrastructures in the Russian North naturally will
lead to an increase in internet penetration. In order to reap maximum digital dividends, the economies
of a country need to implement the reforms necessary to improve internet access. In addition, they
need to focus on the analogue foundations that promote the digital economy, such as skills, institutions,
and regulations [49]. It was also suggested that the development of a strategy that will reap digital
dividends requires addressing the digital divide by removing the barriers to an internet that is universal,
affordable, open, and safe for firms, citizens, and governments [50].
According to Fälström and Jörgensen [51], food system digitalization will need to consider
important issues on the Internet of food (IOF). IOF refers to the discussion regarding how digital
aspects, technical innovation and new data layers around food will change the global food system. It is
related to the complexity of combined food products, their mobility, best practices on quantified food
handling, Big Data, hygiene factors in the food sector, environmental control (open reporting sensors),
self-configuring sensor nets, edible sensors, and multicast instructions. The authors also suggested the
deployment of Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) as a factor for improved food competitiveness, security,
better access, identity, and new business models from breaking up structures. IPv6 as a communication
tool is able to handle extended space in comparison to IPv4, and will be able to prevent exhaustion
that may result from the complexity. In addition, IPv6 provides improved service quality. Automation
and modern analytics tools can be deployed to track products and goods from inception to fulfilment.
Since the systems in question are designed to track and monitor on their own with little to no input,
the user can tap in anywhere along the chain to seek the information he or she needs. The success of
the system will largely depend on the exchange of information and knowledge across the region.
One way to encourage knowledge sharing and new partnerships is through an initiative that
harmonizes information across the Barents region through data visualization. Data visualization
is the modern way of disseminating information that can be used more frequently in the Barents
region. The data visualization website contains a broad variety of parameters, such as data on
population, unemployment, health, and education that can be visualized on a map (available at
https://barents.no/en/focus-areas/european-border-dialogues).
4. Transforming the Food System through Digitalization to Promote Food and Nutrition Security
Agriculture, rural livelihoods, sustainable management of natural resources and food security
are connected within the development and climate change challenges of the twenty-first century [24].
The impact of food processing on the climate is well established and it will be necessary that value
addition to traditional foods in the region be well managed throughout the value chain. Food processing
contributes to climate change, eutrophication (the process by which there is a gradual increase in the
concentration of phosphorus, nitrogen, and other plant nutrients in an aging aquatic ecosystem such
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as a lake), acid rain, and the depletion of biodiversity. Each of these parameters can be monitored
with digital accuracy by sensors. The efficient processing of traditional and local foods incorporating
digitalization in the value chain will be important for keeping the global temperature at 1.5 to 2 ◦C
above the pre-industrial level. Several researchers have shown that food processing, which often
involves water and energy expenditures, needs to be climate smart [52–54]. Since the Barents region
and other parts of the world at higher latitudes are witnessing the effects of climate change to a greater
degree than elsewhere, climate-smart agriculture and digitalization of the food system can also be part
of the solution.
Industry 4.0 is transforming products, the operations of companies, and how their production
is managed. This is a giant leap for manufacturing innovation that employs smart devices that take
control of machines on the shop floor, communicating autonomously “device-to-device” to manage
manufacturing operations and their distribution. “The entire manufacturing value chain is transformed
by industry 4.0 and they can be monitored from concept to completion and beyond” [55]. Small and
medium-based food enterprises can benefit from Industry 4.0 especially when industrial symbiosis is
adopted as a way of promoting sustainability in the region. The management of a business enterprise
is now able to access important information in real-time as they are able to monitor the productivity
and efficiency of both employees and machinery. Another critical benefit this new technology delivers
is a consistent feedback flow between companies and their customers, in which products could
be improved or highly influenced by the end-user, transforming how products are designed and
produced [56].
“The fusion of ‘Big data’, the ‘Internet of Things’, and advanced analytics is providing
manufacturers with unprecedented insights into manufacturing performance, customer behaviour,
and new product development” [57]. Other enabling tools, such as cloud computing and cyber physical
systems, have also been introduced as digital enablers in manufacturing. For example, cyber physical
systems research can increase food consumption efficiency and the overall food production capability
through precision agriculture, intelligent water management, and more efficient food distribution [58].
Automation, intelligence, and collaborations are also relevant with particular reference to smart
manufacturing, smart products/services, and smart cities.
Blockchain technology creates a shared, distributed ledger of transactions over a decentralized
peer-to-peer network. As an emerging technology, its suitability needs to be examined against the use
cases requirements [59,60]. In the food sector, it makes it possible to track the source of various food
items starting from the farm to supermarket shelves. By creating a blockchain network, contaminated
products can be traced to their sources faster. Some of the uses of blockchain that will improve business
include reducing carbon footprints, the security of the Internet of Things, contract fraud reduction,
secure real-time payment, supply chain efficiency, clarity in business agreements and transactions,
increased traceability, and improved customer experience. The use of blockchain in food processing
will ensure safety, since food ingredients can be easily tracked, monitored and reported on, thereby
building trust among consumers [61].
Blockchain, as a distributed, shared ledger for recording transactions, will revolutionize how the
food industry can optimize the trading and shipping of food, trace contaminated items, and reduce
fraud and waste. Blockchain holds incredible promise in delivering the transparency needed to help
promote food safety across the whole supply chain. Within the food supply chain, the different
actors, i.e., growers, suppliers, processors, distributors, retailers, regulators, and consumers, can access
information about the origin and state of food [62]. This will help to resolve issues of authenticity
and food fraud that may result from geographic origin, production method, processing technology,
ingredients composition, etc., [63].
In practical terms, a framework can be constructed that can be used for structuring the discussion
around the Internet and food, thereby furthering the discussion on how to facilitate openness
and innovation in the field of food, with the goal to feed the planet in a healthy and sustainable
way. The increasing activity of info-communications in virtual space leads to an avalanche-like growth
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for information stored and circulating on the Internet. This opens up new opportunities for increasing
the security of the population of the territories in all aspects, including food security. Possible ways of
realizing this potential based on modern information technologies are diverse. They include monitoring
the actual diet of the inhabitants of the territories, monitoring and predicting consumer demand,
the formation of new chains of production and food supplies.
The overlapping relationship that exists between the consumers, the food business, and the
authorities is shown in Figure 1. The figure shows how the main actors contribute to the digitalization
of the food system in different ways, and the benefits of digitalization in the food system. General
feedback shown in the picture may reflect in different layers, processes and effects.
Figure 1. An overlapping relationship within a digitalized food system.
The benefits of digitalization seem to appear in two general ways. The first, “extensive” one consists
of an improvement of almost all traditional processes within the food system by using information
and communications technology (ICT). The second, “intensive” way is connected to a restructuring of
processes within the system. Along with the revolutionary changes of Industry 4.0, one particular
restructuring is a shift from hierarchical organizations to horizontal ones, based on peer-to-peer (P2P)
interactions. In this article, the authors use P2P as a common name of architectures implementing
horizontal instead of hierarchical structures of interactions, i.e., ‘peer-to-peer. This kind of interaction
appears in the food system in different layers, from IOF to informal customer and producer networks
within social networking services (SNS) and to the network of food businesses. The most valuable
advantages of any P2P system are its scalability, flexibility, and reliability [64]. Transformations from
hierarchical to horizontal structures will potentially improve the sustainability of the regional food
system, making it more adequate to the actual demands of the actors and expanding it to trans-regional
and cross-border contexts.
Due to the harsh climate and poor development of transport infrastructure in parts of the Barents
region, the development of horizontal relations will be especially important for the region. Regional
food markets in the region are specific, characterized by small volume, low density and unevenness of
the population as the main consumer of products [65]. The consequence of these features results in
vulnerability of the food system in the Barents region, due to dependence on unreliable transportation,
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especially for the northern delivery dependent territories [66]; the higher cost of products, due to
transportation costs, result in an imbalance in the structure of food consumption by the population [67].
Strengthening horizontal interaction within the region will reduce these problems due to more
effective use of local opportunities for food supply amongst the population. Digitalization, in a broad
sense, covers the sphere of interpersonal communications, which will provide a more efficient exchange
of information at all levels—from state to personal. This will create the right conditions and lead to the
emergence of alternative channels for providing the population of the region with better access to food,
including the crowd principle basis, which uses the resources of the population itself. An example of
the realization of this potential at the interpersonal level is of a number of groups in the “VKontakte”
social network, which provide the ordering and delivery of products from Scandinavian countries to
the cities of northwest Russia [68]. Such means are especially important within the human security
perspective, since they provide a more efficient personal satisfaction at individual levels, including
specific requirements for food.
The opportunities provided by food system digitalization can be considered in terms of what is
currently available and what will be available in the future, such as the Internet of food (IOF) mentioned
earlier. These opportunities will create new possibilities to monitor a regional food system to inform
more contemporary and adequate decisions for a better secure regional food system.
Digitalization results in the widespread use of ICT that generates and accumulates huge amounts
of data that opens the way to obtain distinct raw data, in addition to official statistics, to characterize the
peculiar aspects of the food system at the regional level. For example, in Russia, official statistics mostly
focus on supporting the tasks of the federal level administration, while the tasks and instruments of the
regional administration are essentially different (customs tariffs, compensation fees, excises, sales taxes,
quotas, etc.). These statistical records are mainly economic indicators to characterize food security
amongst the population as a whole at the federal level. However, specific indicators that focus on
local and regional levels are missing. Such an approach makes the Russian food security monitoring
system state security focused rather than being human security focused at local and regional levels.
For instance, the peculiar requirements for the diet of indigenous people from the northern regions
based on cultural preferences are not accounted for in the monitoring system. Therefore, additional
data is necessary for effective monitoring of the food system of the Barents region taking into account
its peculiarities, since “food security is not only about reliable access to nutritious food. It is also linked
to climate change, wildlife management, pollution, economic vulnerability and cultural security” [69].
Digitalization provides access to data that concerns several actors in the food system, including
persons and households. Beneficial information can be gathered from this data through text analysis
in general and opinion-, knowledge- or data-mining technologies, as well as demand analysis and
personalization techniques.
An important task that provides a technological basis for creating information technologies to
support food security is the formation and maintenance of a knowledge base (KB) that characterizes the
overlapping structure of a digitalized food system. Ideally, such a base should describe all components
of the food system and their relations to provide the possibility of automated reasoning aimed at
supporting decision making in food security and risk management. The creation of a KB is a key task
for the potential use of blockchains, the IOF, and other technologies. The KB provides the necessary
common conceptual basis for any intelligent distributed system. An essential feature of the knowledge
base, which determines the requirements of the technologies for its implementation, is the high
dynamism of its content. In our modern world, new products, ingredients, trademarks, supply chains
appear and disappear very quickly over time. In such conditions it is extremely difficult to create
and maintain the relevance of the knowledge base directly, relying only on the knowledge of experts.
This increases the demand for intelligent information systems with feedback that implement the
principle of “user as an expert” [70].
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Another opportunity for digitalization in transforming the food system is that widely available
e-communications will provide a basis for peer-to-peer networking within food systems that will
include customer-to-customer, business-to-business, and business-to-customer (C2C, B2B, and B2C,
networking respectively). One modern example of such a P2P network that partly cover the Barents
region is the REKO system, which implements a new model of a sustainable marketing channel based
on SNS interactions. The system unites small food producers (farmers) and consumers and “offer
consumers a way of ordering products directly from the producer, without the need for middlemen” [71].
In addition, the system provides the production of food products in volumes and in assortment,
taking into account the actual needs of consumers. Such a model of food producing and marketing
makes the food system more diversified and resistant to disruptions from individual components
including transportation. The example of REKO demonstrates the potential of digital modern ICT in
the creation of sustainable distributed food systems for providing the population of the Barents region
with quality nutritious food. Technically, there are no obstacles in using such technologies to create
similar cross-border networks, including for larger businesses. However, this potential is not used
due to organizational and political problems, such as sanction restrictions and differences within food
systems regulations in different countries.
5. Sustainable Food System and ICT
The food system strongly relates to many sustainability challenges such as climate change,
biodiversity loss, water scarcity, and food insecurity [72,73]. There is a need to deliver sustainable
and healthy diets to global populations by responding to the challenges of climate change, rising
populations, and decreasing crop yields [15]. In respect of this global challenge, the Barents region
specifically can offer a good example by which digitalization in the food system can help to increase
yield, adding value to promoting food and human security. This necessitates digital technology to
push beyond traditional agricultural practices and be deeply embedded into the food system [74].
For example, in the Barents region, food business operators in the region can add value to carrots,
turnips, cloudberries, bilberries, lingonberries, cranberries and other traditional foods as described
under the introductory section. The berries are made into juices, jams, sauces, and liqueurs; natural
herbs extracts are also utilized. Finnish Lapland angelica herb (Angelica archangelica) is used as
a flavouring for pies and ice cream [6]. These food business operators within their local communities
are small and medium sized, they are often faced with challenges on novel food requirements and
trade restrictions by the European Union [75]. In the Norwegian aquaculture, the biggest challenges
are sea lice, diseases, access to sufficient areas and adequate feed resources, pollution in the form of
feed spills and faeces from the fish [76]. The challenges faced by the Norwegian aquaculture industry
can benefit from digitalization by providing sensors to monitor biomarkers that are associated with
these pollutants.
In the Barents region, many communities have low population density; data can be readily collected
for future cross-border collaboration within a digitalized food system. The value addition to traditional
foods can be promoted with innovative digital technology that promotes environmentally-friendly
food products. Community-based initiatives in the region support food security and help to promote
sustainability within the communities. For instance, the Norwegian Institute of Bioeconomy Research
(NIBIO), in collaboration with community stakeholders in Troms county, aims to market Arctic foods
with the goal of highlighting their unique arctic quality, natural production, and lack of pesticides in
the food products [77]. Swede and carrots grown at low temperature result in a fresher and better,
sweeter taste. Similarly, the trial marketing of midnight sun-grown, oval-shaped almond potatoes was
a success in the Finnish Lapland market. The Finnish Lapland potato has been designated as a brand
under the EU name protection “Protected Designation of Origin” [78]. The unique quality of these
products can serve as a marketing tool that will benefit from e-marketing and digital technology that
can prove their authenticity.
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The existing digital and communication infrastructure in the region will be necessary for
stimulating the drive towards food system digitalization in the future. It will require cross-border
collaborative initiatives to share best practices and access the latest trends to boost innovative
entrepreneurship in the food sector. This will require that the digital infrastructure be up to speed in
ensuring that information gathered can be easily shared across borders in rural communities. In a study
related to innovation and entrepreneurship conducted at the Imperial College, London, the authors
emphasized that information and communications technology (ICT) is required to successfully combine
secure and sustainable food systems [74]. Digital ICT was used to help coordinate the activities of
multiple suppliers in dynamic strategic networks to coordinate the local delivery of food through the
application of innovative digital technologies that take into account the interactions between food and
agriculture systems, with broader industrial systems, as illustrated in Figure 2. This was achieved by
exploiting the timely delivery of information and expertise using mobile devices in rural areas.
Figure 2. Sustainable food system and information and communications technology (ICT) (Adapted
from Berti and Mulligan, 2015).
The food system can be transformed based on the inputs of digitalization on how we produce,
process, and integrate information, which will be critical to innovation. Digitalization in food and
agriculture will offer new opportunities through the ubiquitous availability of highly interconnected
and data-intensive computational technologies as part of the so-called Fourth Industrial Revolution [4].
An interesting aspect of Industry 4.0 is the notion of individualized ‘small batch’ product offerings. There
are interests in data and data analytics as a means to improve production. Small and medium-sized
entrepreneurs, as important drivers of economic activities in the Barents region, will benefit from
Industry 4.0. It can be applied to all aspects of dairy production, processing of berries, their storage,
packaging and distribution in the value chain systems. It also reflects a shift from generalized
management of farm resources to highly optimized, individualized, real time, hyper-connected,
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and data-driven management. The desired outcomes of digital agriculture are more productive,
profitable, and sustainable systems. Digital agriculture will leverage the smart use of data and
communication to achieve system optimization. The tools that enable digital agriculture are multiple
and varied, and include cross-cutting technologies such as computational decision and analytics tools,
the cloud, sensors, robots, and digital communication tools. Factories and plants will connect machines
and production systems via the internet, allowing information to be exchanged and triggering actions
that can enable each entity to control the other independently. Easy data exchange and access to that
information can provide 3D printing of foods with more customization possibilities for manufacturers
and their customers. As production becomes digitalized, the socio-economic drawbacks can be
minimized through new trainings for jobs that are linked to digitalization.
The Finnish Arctic research has a long-term strategy that aims to strengthen Arctic cooperation,
as well as new kinds of partnerships, including public and private, in particular by strengthening the
business environment and networking of actors in the Finnish Barents region, i.e., Lapland, Northern
Ostrobothnia, and Kainuu [79]. The strategy strives to ensure sustainability in line with the Sustainable
Development Goals (in particular goals 2, 9 and 12) by 2030. One of the themes at the Natural Resources
Institute Finland i.e., Luonnonvarakeskus in Finnish (LUKE) is the ‘Innovative Food System’ that supports
a sustainable, profitable, and innovative food chain at all stages. Digitalization will help as a tool to
support innovation across the food value chain. The overall aim of the innovative food system is to
process wholesome, sustainable food products and support the rotating economy in the food system
by utilizing digital and intelligent technology in the Barents region of Finland [76]. The main areas of
this theme on innovative primary production systems, circular economy, smart agriculture, healthy
and sustainable food and feed, consumers and markets will benefit from digitalization that can be
shared through cross-border collaboration in the region.
6. Future Implications for the Barents Region
The previous three sections (Section 3. Developing the infrastructure for food system digitalization,
Section 4. Transforming the food system through digitalization, and Section 5. Sustainable food
system and ICT) will be relevant for a systemic change in the food system at a regional level; they will
play important roles in shaping the future. As shown in Figure 1, a digitalized food system will
help to promote both food security and food sovereignty by involving the customers or consumers,
food businesses, and the authorities in a digitalized food system. Food sovereignty empowers local
and rural communities in value addition to their food crops. It is defined by the World Forum on Food
Sovereignty (WFFS) as the ability and the right of people to define their own policies and strategies
for the sustainable production, distribution and consumption of food that guarantee the right to
food for the entire population [80]. Currently, in Finnish Lapland, there are initiatives such as the
“Arctic Bioeconomy, Smart specialisation” that encourage industrial symbiosis with digital solutions.
In Loue near Tervola in Finnish Lapland, there are processing facilities for meat, ice-cream, biogas
and a cattle barn with robots for milking. These facilities are shared within the same premises with
a vocational college with active collaboration with the Natural Resources Institute Finland (LUKE).
There are also ‘Facebook’, and ‘Whatsapp’ groups that encourage virtual meetings between local
farmers and consumers. Similar practices exist in other communities of the Barents region. In the
near future, as the interest in where food comes from grows, and how it has produced becomes more
relevant, it will encourage the development of artisan foods and food sovereignty in the Barents region.
Food sovereignty puts emphasis on the promotion of small and medium-sized production where
respect for the inhabitants’ own cultures as well as the diversity of peasant, fishing and indigenous
forms of agricultural production, marketing and management of rural areas play a fundamental
role [80]. The unique food crops, herbs, natural products and other indigenous foods that are part of
the food culture in the Barents region will also contribute to biodiversity when there is value addition
with digital solutions. An integrated farming system that employs sensors to increase yield, fertility
and help in the management of pests and diseases will be important for future collaboration in the
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region. As food products move across border in the Barents region, the role of digitalized packages in
e-commerce and e-communication will be very important. Digitalized packages with labels with quick
response (QR) codes can provide important information on the nutritional quality of the ingredients,
ethical standards, and the possibilities to interact with customers. In addition, they can be useful in
product tracking, item identification, time tracking, and general marketing. We developed a framework
for knowledge base creation as shown in Figure 3 below.
Figure 3. Information technology for knowledge base creation.
We developed a framework for knowledge base creation as shown in Figure 3. This an example of
how customers as users will be able to tap into available and documented information of foods and
food ingredients. It will collate all information gathered by experts to create the knowledge base within
a food system digitalization that can be applied in the Barents region. As there are different languages
in the region, there is a need to have a common understanding across the region. In addition, increasing
amounts of accumulated information require the use of automated methods for extracting knowledge
from raw and inconsistent data, represented in particular by heterogeneous textual sources. Generally,
in this case, the task of automated processing should be to summarize the information: a gradual
decrease for data to process while simultaneously increasing their information impressiveness. Visual
images provide the greatest information impressiveness and at the same time offers the highest
speed of information processing by humans. However, the tradeoff for efficiency becomes a reduction
in processing accuracy due to the ambiguity of interpreting visual images. A compromise variant
of a simultaneously compact, rich information and unambiguously interpreted representation of
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knowledge is the formalized concept systems presented in the form of an ontology or in the form of
another logical system that determines the semantics of a domain. Interactive visual analysis methods
can be used in the region which is multi-lingual. This will combine the formal rigor of logical systems
with the efficiency of processing visual images.
Digital solutions are important aspects of the Smart specialization strategy in the European Union
(EU). The EU recognizes the importance of specific regional knowledge, technical assets and critical
mass towards the diversification of regional economies alongside smart specialization [81]. However,
there are also challenges in the exchange of data and communication when there is a need to link
different systems together in a unified system to cover the different aspects of the food sector in a region.
For future collaborations in digitalization of the food system in the Barents region, there should be
emphasis on the harmonization of standards through the national and regional governments. The ICT
solutions, when developed in isolation from realities and practices of producers and consumers, run
the risk of hampering rather than advancing possibilities for sustainability transitions in the food
system [82]. Furthermore, there is a need to adopt a holistic approach that takes into consideration
links in the food chain; such that ICT solutions consider production practices, communication in food
chain, and consumer behavior [83]. This is important in order to avoid sustainability gains in one part
of the food chain offsetting changes in another part.
7. Concluding Remarks
There is an urgent need to have a systemic change in our food system that encourages food
security and sovereignty. The basis of the technology that underpins digitalization as described in this
paper, when clearly aligned to the food industry, can revolutionize the industry. Digitalization across
the food system will positively affect food security and safety, thereby ensuring human security in the
Barents region. Such a disruption, coupled with the development of other infrastructures particularly
in Northwest Russia, will help to promote cross-border collaboration that will be of benefit to the
Barents region. Cross-border collaboration at a regional level that foster sustainability, transparency,
and an efficient management of resources will improve with digitalization. This review will be useful
in conceptualizing a framework for food system digitalization in the region. The knowledge base can
be enhanced through the gathering of metrics that can lead to a more integrated approach for the region
in future collaboration on food security and safety. The authors have reviewed the opportunities of
food system digitalization, challenges of telecommunication, and the impact of human activities in the
Barents region. It is envisaged that policy makers and stakeholders in the region will be better informed
to support digitalization in the food sector across the Barents region. The socio-economic challenges
associated with digitalization, as with any technological development such as digital inequality and
threats caused by the complexity and vulnerability of ICT-based infrastructures, the governance of
generated data, cybersecurity, were not fully discussed in this paper. We hope that the food system in
the Barents region will embrace digitalization in the future, support and targeted trainings to rural
communities will improve the adoption rate of digitalization in the region.
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Abstract: Innovative methods were used to determine both sorption and drying data at temperatures
typically found in the handling of agricultural products. A robust sorption measurement system using
multiple microbalances and a high precision through flow laboratory dryer, both with continuous
data acquisition, were employed as the basis for a water vapor deficit based approach in modeling
the sorption and drying behavior of high oleic sunflower seeds. A coherent set of data for sorption
(Temperature T = 25–50 ◦C, water activity aw = 0.10–0.95) and for drying (T = 30–90 ◦C, humidity of
the drying air x = 0.010–0.020 kg·kg−1) was recorded for freshly harvested material. A generalized
single-layer drying model was developed and validated (R2 = 0.99, MAPE = 8.3%). An analytical
solution for predicting effective diffusion coefficients was also generated (R2 = 0.976, MAPE of
6.33%). The water vapor pressure deficit-based approach allows for an easy integration of meaningful
parameters recorded during drying while maintaining low complexity of the underlying equations
in order for embedded microcontrollers with limited processing power to be integrated in current
agro-industrial applications.
Keywords: dynamic vapor sorption; high-precision dryer; modeling; water vapor pressure deficit
1. Introduction
Sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) is one of the major oilseeds produced in the world. It is cultivated
in different climatic zones with varying grain moisture content during the harvesting period. Drying
is typically required in order to achieve an optimum final moisture content for safe storage. Excessive
moisture levels may lead to a generally increased activity of microorganisms, heating of the product,
dry matter losses, and high levels of free fatty acids in the extracted oil [1,2]. Several studies point
out that only the non-fat components of the seeds are the critical parts for stability considerations in
moisture-dependent storage [2–4]. Water activity aw holds information on the availability of water for
the growth of microorganisms and thus allows inference on threshold levels, above which spoilage
is unlikely to occur [5]. It is defined as the partial vapor pressure of water in the measured food,
divided by the partial vapor pressure of pure water [6]. This is equal to the equilibrium relative
humidity, at which the measured food is in equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere and does
not adsorb nor desorb water. Sorption isotherms describe the relationship between the equilibrium
moisture content (MCe), formed at a given temperature and at the relative humidity, if the food is in
equilibrium with the atmospheric surroundings. In general, water activity increases at higher moisture
content and, consequently, microorganisms, such as molds, yeasts, and bacteria increasingly grow at
aw > 0.70, while enzymatic activity is also promoted by high values of aw [5]. The commonly applied
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threshold value for safe farm level storage of agricultural products is found at water activities between
0.6 ≤ aw ≤ 0.7 [3,4,7].
In practice, vapor pressure manometers, capacitance hygrometers, and chilled mirror dew point
hygrometers represent fast and robust techniques for the indirect measurement of water activity
from a common set of partially dried samples [8]. However, these sorption techniques can not
generate kinetic data. For the gravimetric measurement of moisture sorption, the static gravimetric
method is considered a standard technique. Climatic test chambers have been used before. However,
the sorption experiments were realized with discontinuous weight measurements on external balances
or with balances inside the test chamber [9,10]. To minimize the negative effects associated with the
discontinuous weight measurements, instruments using controlled atmosphere microbalances such as
a Dynamic Vapor Sorption apparatus (DVS) have been employed for the automated moisture sorption
analysis of food ingredients and other homogenous materials [11–17]. The DVS method is used to
measure the equilibrium moisture content of a material at any desired relative humidity and selected
temperatures in a short period of time. However, as DVS is designed for extremely small sample mass,
bias in sorption measurements may occur when dealing with agricultural products and only a small
part of a heterogeneous organ is being measured [7]. Based on the dynamic vapor sorption principle,
an innovative experimental system for determining moisture sorption properties of heterogeneous
agricultural products is needed. In addition, the system should enable monitoring of moisture sorption
by measuring the weight gain or loss at regular time intervals and the automatic acquisition of mass
data in more than one high precision ultra-microbalance.
The experimental determination of sorption characteristics allows for the description of moisture
diffusivity to be a function of moisture content, partial vapor pressure, and temperature without the
requirement to pre-define the mechanisms controlling diffusion [6]. Thus, these isotherms constitute a
suitable tool in describing and modeling drying processes for agricultural products. Remarkably, the
occurrence of hysteresis between adsorption and desorption is directly affected by the oil content while
no significant difference can be observed [4] at values above 48.6%. Most studies on the sorption and
drying of sunflower seeds have in common data from different varieties and harvest years, which are
combined to provide an empirical basis for model development [3,18,19]. Additionally, seeds are
usually remoistened to a desired moisture content, which potentially leads to experimental errors
and an alteration of the drying behavior [19]. It is commonly agreed that moisture movement at the
surface is negligible, compared to internal resistance, and, thus, the influence of air velocity becomes
insignificant after a threshold of approximately 0.1 m·s−1 [19–21]. Sunflower seeds are comparable to
multi-domain composite foods, consisting of a fibrous outer shell, and an oily kernel. Both hulls and
kernels show significantly different sorption behavior [2]. In addition, whole seeds and kernels are
significantly different in most physical properties, such as volume and equivalent diameter [19,22].
Sunflower kernels show significantly slower moisture diffusivity compared to hulls and, thus, are the
limiting factor in drying [3,19].
However, a literature research revealed remarkable differences between the seed/hull-ratio
of examined traditional oil-seed varieties on which most sorption and drying studies are based.
Given these distinct variations in physical properties, it is obvious that sunflower sorption and drying
models should be updated and validated for modern high oleic varieties.
The aim of the present work is, therefore, to develop a robust semi-empirical drying model using
a coherent set of experimental sorption and drying data for high oleic sunflower seeds (Helianthus
annuus L.). The objectives are: (i) to experimentally determine a broad set of equilibrium moisture
content data by an automatic, gravimetric analyzer, (ii) to obtain single-layer drying kinetic data in
a high precision laboratory dryer at different temperature and absolute humidity of the drying air,
and (iii) to establish a generalized single-layer drying model in which its parameters are a function of
air conditions. In addition, these related datasets are used to analytically determine moisture effective
diffusion coefficients.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Material
High oleic sunflower seeds (Helianthus annuus L.), F1 of hybrid cultivar ‘PR65H22’ were harvested
mid October 2014 from a farm 30 km east of Würzburg (Germany). The original bulk of approximately
500 kg was reduced to a representative sample of 110 kg. To evaluate the moisture content at harvest
(0.317 ± 0.008 kg·kg−1), 10 samples of 3 g each were used.
2.2. Moisture Content Determination
The moisture content MC of seeds and hulls was measured from samples of 3 g by a standard
thermogravimetric analysis in a convection oven at 103 ± 2 ◦C, according to ISO 665:2000 [23] and
expressed in kg water per kg dry matter (kg·kg−1). All analyses were performed in triplicates, which is
commonly applied in other studies [18,22].
2.3. Determination of Dynamic Vapor Sorption Isotherms
The adsorption isotherms of seeds and hulls were separately determined by using an automated
system designed at the Institute of Agricultural Engineering, University of Hohenheim (Stuttgart,
Germany) (Figure 1). The system consists of a climatic test chamber (C + 10/600, CTS GmbH,
Hechingen, Germany), which regulates air temperature between 10 ◦C and 95 ◦C while maintaining a
relative humidity between 10% and 98% and ensuring air circulation. A weight measuring system,
consisting of five high precision load cells (WZA1203-N, Sartorius AG, Goettingen, Germany) with an
accuracy of 1 mg was mounted on top of the chamber to record the change in mass, caused either by
adsorption or desorption of water vapor. Each load cell carries a perforated sample holder, which is
suspended through the chamber ceiling. Load cell and climate chamber control is realized remotely.
Direct control via an attached computer is also possible. Relative humidity is varied gradually at a
pre-set temperature, which is held ceteris paribus during an experiment.
Figure 1. Cutaway view of automated system for dynamic vapor sorption recording.
The test material was dried at 60 ◦C to a moisture content of 0.006 ± 0.004 kg·kg−1 and
manually cleaned from impurities. The seeds were ground to a particle size of approximately
5 mm. To obtain hulls, seeds were manually hulled. About 12 g of dried seeds or hulls were
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used per sorption experiment. The samples were loaded into the sample holder and the adsorption
isotherms were measured at 25 ◦C and 50 ◦C, which increased the relative humidity gradually from
10% to 85% with increments of 10% and a final step of 5%. Mass, temperature, and humidity data
were recorded in 20 min intervals. The equilibrium was considered to have been reached when
observing a change in weight of less than 5% of the initial sample weight during 10 consecutive
measurements. Three repetitions per temperature and material were performed, which resulted in a
total of 160 individually determined equilibrium moisture content data points.
2.4. Sorption Isotherm Models
Five commonly applied, three parameter moisture sorption models were tested for their accuracy
to describe the experimental sorption data [3,5,6,24]. The models are presented in terms of equilibrium
moisture content MCe (kg·kg−1), water activity aw (pvs·psat−1), and a, b, c as model constants.
The applied model equations and their ranges of validity are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Models for sorption isotherms. MCe = equilibrium moisture content. T = temperature in ◦C.
aw = water activity. a, b, c = model constants [7].
Model Original Plant Material Validity (aW)
Modified Chung-Pfost




Maize and maize components 0.1–0.9
Modified Oswin






















(a−baW )(1−baW+( cT )baW)
Various <0.94
2.5. Thin-Layer Drying Experiments
Thin-layer drying experiments were conducted using a high precision hot-air laboratory
dryer designed at the Institute of Agricultural Engineering, University of Hohenheim (Stuttgart,
Germany), which allowed the control of the desired drying conditions over a wide range of operating
parameters. For the drying experiments, 500 kg of freshly harvested seeds were manually cleaned and
70 subsamples of 1.5 kg each were randomly taken, vacuum-sealed in PEHD bags and stored at 4 ◦C
for no longer than four weeks. The experimental system has been previously described in detail by
Argyropoulos et al. [25]. In total, 63 individual drying experiments were conducted at temperatures T
between 30 and 90 ± 0.1 ◦C in steps of 10 ◦C and an absolute humidity x of 0.010, 0.015, and 0.020 kg
water per kg of dry air. During the individual drying experiments, temperature and absolute humidity
were kept constant and a uniform air flow through the sample was maintained at 0.6 ± 0.05 m·s−1.
The initial seed moisture during all drying experiments was 0.317 ± 0.008 kg·kg−1. An initial mass of
0.400 ± 0.001 kg was evenly spread on a perforated drying tray, which resulted in a layer depth of
15 mm. The tray was supported on PC6 load cells (Flintec GmbH, Meckesheim, Germany). The weight
was measured every 10 min. Meanwhile, a bypass valve was opened to prevent floating of the tray.
The seeds were dried until a constant weight was achieved, once the total weight change for three
consecutive measurements was below 0.5 g. The drying experiments were repeated at least three times
for each drying condition. The moisture content of seeds before and after drying was determined as
described above (Section 2.2). In total, 63 experiments with 1291 single measurements were conducted.
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2.6. Empirical Drying Model
By including equilibrium moisture information from the previous experiments, the normalized
moisture ratio (MR) was computed. MR (t) is the average moisture ratio at time t (minutes), MCt
the moisture content at time t, MCe the equilibrium moisture content, and MC0 the initial moisture
content (kg·kg−1). The moisture ratio over time can be well depicted by the semi-empirical page
equation (Equation (2)). This approach offers a compromise between inclusion of the physical theory
and ease of use, which results in a semi-empirical model [6]. Fickian moisture migration, constant
moisture diffusion coefficients isothermal conditions, and negligible shrinkage are the basics of this
approach [26]. Two coefficients have to be fitted including k as the rate constant (min−1) and n as the
dimensionless coefficient to improve the fit [19].
To provide a generalized, semi-empirical model capable of representing different temperatures
and humidity of the drying medium, k and n were transformed to a function of drying conditions at
time t. It is important to highlight that the actually recorded conditions from the drying chamber were
employed in the model instead of the set-point conditions.
Two different approaches, based on (i) temperature T (◦C) and absolute humidity x (kg·kg−1)
(Equation (3)) and water vapor pressure deficit ΔP (Pa) (Equation (4)), both described by an
Arrhenius-type equation, were followed [27]. ΔP (Pa) was computed as the vapor pressure deficit
between the drying air and saturated air under the same temperature conditions with Psat (Pa) derived
from the Magnus-equation, T (◦C), and rh as the relative humidity (%) (Equation (1)).


















MC0 − MCe = exp (−kt
n) (2)
with the following conditions: kT1 < kT2, nT1 > nT2 for T1 < T2 and x1 = x2, kx1 > kx2, nx1 < nx2 for
T1 = T2 and x1 < x2























f (k, n) = g × log (ΔP)h (4)
MR(t) = exp (−g × log (ΔP)htg×log (ΔP)h) (2b)
2.7. Analytical Estimation of Diffusion Coefficients
The high oleic sunflower seeds used in this study are shaped like compressed, oval bodies with
a sphericity of 0.45 to 0.55 and an equivalent diameter of 5.48 ± 0.64 mm [22]. Average moisture
diffusivity D was assumed to remain constant during the relevant drying period [28]. Under these
conditions, the special “short time “solution to the differential diffusion equation proposed by Becker
(1959) can be applied. The physical basis of this solution is the restriction of changes in moisture
to the vicinity of the surface [29]. The validity is limited to the fast drying region of 0.2 < MR < 1
including the name “short times solution”. The mathematical derivation was intensively discussed
by Giner and Mascheroni [29], and Becker’s short time analytical solution was proven to be accurate,
fast, and applicable in the practical drying range for agricultural products. For spheres, the thin layer
equation takes the form of Equation (5) where av is the kernel’s surface specific area in m2·m−3.
MR =
MCt − MCe









with the following conditions: MCt = MC0 for t = 0, MCt = MCe for t → ∞
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D can be derived from a moisture independent, Arrhenius type relationship, proposed by Sun and
Woods [30].






where R is the seeds’ equivalent radius. After correction of the shape dependent factor f ′′(0),
the individual diffusion coefficients Ds can be determined with Equation (5). The limits of validity
for spherical bodies, where Ds is no longer essentially constant, are found at MR = 0.2 [28]. The same
approximation was also adapted by Giner and Mascheroni [31] for wheat as well as by Santalla and
Mascheroni [19] for sunflower seeds.
2.8. Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were conducted using the R Project for Statistical Computing [32].
The sorption models and individual Page equations were fitted to the experimental data using R’s nls2
procedure [33]. The coefficient of determination R2 and the mean absolute percentage error MAPE
with MCe,exp and MRexp as the observed and MCe,pre and MRpre as the predicted equilibrium moisture
content and moisture ratio were taken as the main criteria for the goodness of fit.














The effect of independent variables on the overall model constants was determined by regression
analysis and analysis of variance (ANOVA). Asterisks mark significance at p < 0.05 (*), p < 0.01 (**),
and p < 0.001 (***) level.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Analysis of Moisture Sorption Models
Figure 2a shows the experimentally derived sorption data for hulls and seeds at 25 ◦C and 50 ◦C
and the curves as predicted by the selected models. At a constant temperature, the equilibrium
moisture content increased with increasing water activity, which indicates an asymptotic convergence
at aw = 1. In general, at constant water activity, the equilibrium moisture content decreased with
increasing temperature. Remarkably, for hulls, this trend was only observed for aw ≤ 0.82 and for seeds
for aw ≤ 0.72. Above these threshold values, the equilibrium moisture content increased with increasing
temperature, which is a phenomenon that usually can be observed in high sugar foods [34,35].
Those sorption models are not designed to depict this inverse phenomenon. Therefore, data
at aw > 0.82 for hulls and aw > 0.72 for seeds were excluded from the non-linear fitting procedure.
A random 60% of the remaining dataset was used for fitting while the entire remaining dataset was
used for model performance evaluation in terms of R2 and MAPE value. The fitted curves are shown
as solid lines and continued as dashed lines when the above-mentioned limits of aw are exceeded,
which shows what the corresponding models would predict. Figure 2b provides the predicted versus
observed plots for employed sorption equations.
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Figure 2. (a) Sorption isotherm for high oleic sunflower seeds (circles) and hulls (triangles) at 25 ◦C
(hollow) and 50 ◦C (solid) predicted with different models as specified in the plot. Slashed lines
are an extrapolation beyond the dataset used for fitting. (b) observed equilibrium moisture content
vs. predicted equilibrium moisture content and (c) standardized residuals vs. predicted equilibrium
moisture content.
In Table 2, the model coefficients determined by the nonlinear least squares procedure and the
corresponding performance parameters are summarized. For seeds, the Mod. Oswin, Mod. Henderson
and Mod. G.A.B. equation all achieved R2 > 0.99 and MAPE < 10%. However, the residual plots
(Figure 2c) reveal a patterned shape for all but the Mod. Henderson equation. For hulls, only the
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modified Oswin and modified G.A.B. equation showed R2 > 0.99. However, only the modified G.A.B.
equation showed random distribution of residuals.
Table 2. Coefficients a, b, and c, coefficient of determination R2 and MAPE for the (i) Mod. Chung-Pfost,
(ii) Mod. Oswin, (iii) Mod. Halsey, (iv) Mod. Henderson, and (v) Mod. G.A.B. equation fitted for high
oleic sunflower seeds in the range of 10–70% equilibrium relative humidity at 31 degrees of freedom
and hulls in the range of 10–80% equilibrium relative humidity and 34 degrees of freedom.
Equation a b c R2 MAPE, %
(i) Mod. Chung-Pfost
Seeds
28.181 *** 208.987 *** 611.811 *** 0.988 7.900
(ii) Mod. Oswin 0.048 *** −1.58 × 10−4 *** 1.607 *** 0.992 8.131
(iii) Mod. Halsey −3.895 *** −4.60 × 10−3 *** 1.159 *** 0.978 13.884
(iv) Mod. Henderson 0.102 *** 207.939 *** 1.145 *** 0.995 5.408
(v) Mod. G.A.B. 2.88 × 10−2 *** 0.919 *** 167.831 *** 0.994 5.923
(i) Mod. Chung-Pfost
Hulls
17.761 *** 47.204 *** 240.673 *** 0.985 9.173
(ii) Mod. Oswin 9.94 × 10−2 *** −0.001 *** 1.776 *** 0.992 6.618
(iii) Mod. Halsey −3.255 *** −9.87 × 10−3 *** 1.245 *** 0.982 9.964
(iv) Mod. Henderson 0.208 *** 54.690 *** 1.299 *** 0.991 6.112
(v) Mod. G.A.B. 0.070 *** 0.775 *** 122.616 *** 0.997 3.207
Significant contribution to the model on the p ≤ 0.05, p ≤ 0.01, and p ≤ 0.001 level, respectively, are indicated by
one, two, or three asterisks.
Furthermore, the experimental data for both seeds and hulls indicate the convex shape of a type III
sorption isotherm, according to Brunauer’s classification [6]. This type is relatively uncommon and not
generally found [36]. Physically, the type III isotherm does not show monolayer adsorption [36]. It is
well known that plant seed sorption behavior should rather be depicted with type II sorption isotherms,
which is generally adopted in many other studies [7,37,38]. Type II isotherms are an extension
of Langumir-like monolayer adsorption isotherms to include unrestricted mono and multilayer
adsorption [36], which result in the characteristic sigmoidal shape with a nearly straight segment. It is
generally assumed that the beginning of this straight line portion represents the most likely point,
where a completely saturated monolayer occurs [39]. From Figure 2, however, no transition from
monolayer to multilayer adsorption is derivable, which indicates that the surface area was already
covered with a monolayer below the lowest measured aw value. Sunflower seeds are very much
comparable to complex multi-domain foods, with the hulls being a fibrous matrix, allowing two
to four times faster diffusivity of moisture than the kernel [19]. In addition, it is clear that the oil
content in kernels highly affects the equilibrium moisture content. Similar observations have been
reported by other studies [2,40]. At a constant temperature, hulls usually reach a higher MCe than
seeds, which again show a higher MCe than kernels [2,18,19]. The Mod. Henderson was the only
model showing both satisfying fit and random residuals for seeds. Opposed to this, hulls alone were
best modeled by the Mod. G.A.B. equation. Given the fact that safe moisture levels for oilseeds are
found in the region of aw = 0.64–0.70, the limits of model validity and the observed anomaly at high
values of aw were considered non-critical for the development of a drying model [1,3]. Based on these
insights, the fitted Mod. Henderson equation and the coefficients found for seeds were integrated in
Equation (2) in order to describe the drying process.
3.2. Modelling of Thin-Layer Drying Behavior
The individual drying data for T from 30 ◦C to 90 ◦C and x of 0.010, 0.015, and 0.020 kg·kg−1 were
described well by the Page equation with high R2 (>0.99) and low MAPE (<5%) values. The equilibrium
moisture content MCe (kg·kg−1) for seeds was calculated with the Mod. Henderson equation with
a = 0.102, b = 207.939, and c = 1.145 (Table 2). The kinetic parameter k increased with increasing T at
constant x, while n decreased. With increasing absolute humidity at constant T, k decreased and n
increased. Equation (10) and Equation (10a) best described model parameters k and n as a function of T
and x. The resulting course is shown in Figure 3a. Inclusion in Equation (2a) resulted in a temperature
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and absolute humidity-based generalized model describing the experimental data with an R2 value of
0.982 and MAPE of 9.4%.







, R2 = 0.980, MAPE = 6.13% (10)








, R2 = 0.960, MAPE = 1.98% (10a)
The description of k and n as a function of the water vapor pressure deficit ΔP was best described
by Equation (11) and Equation (11a). The course of k and n vs. ΔP is depicted in Figure 2b. By inclusion
in Equation (2b), a ΔP based, generalized, drying model is achieved, which is capable of describing
the experimentally derived drying data with an overall R2 value of 0.988 and MAPE of 8.3%. This is
slightly better than the model based on T and x.
k = 1.126 × 10−5· log (ΔP)4.540; R2 = 0.988, MAPE = 4.25% (11)
n = 2.494 × log (ΔP)−0.880; R2 = 0.934, MAPE = 2.25 (11a)
Figure 3. Parameters k, n, and the fitted models from (a) Equations (10) and (10a) for k, n = f (T,x) in ◦C
and kg·kg−1 and (b) modeled with Equation (11) and (11a) for k, n = f (ΔP) in Pa. (c) DS = f (T,x)
for temperature from 30 ◦C to 90 ◦C and absolute humidity of the drying air of 0.010, 0.015,
and 0.020 kg·kg−1 modeled with Equation (12) and (d) DS = f (ΔP) for the same temperature and
humidity range, modeled with Equation (13).
Since ΔP is mainly dependent on T and x, it is a promising physical parameter for the description
of drying processes. Regarding the slightly superior fit of the generalized model described by ΔP and
the requirement of only four model constants instead of six, this relationship was chosen to further
describe the drying process. The predicted vs. observed plot in Figure 4a shows a nearly straight line,
which indicates a satisfying performance of the generalized model. The residuals plot in Figure 4b
shows a random distribution, supporting the validity of the derived model.
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Figure 4. Model performance for MR expressed as a function of ΔP calculated with Equation (2b), (a)
predicted MR versus observed MR values are concentrated closely to the perfect fit line of x = y, and (b)
the residuals are equally distributed and do not show any trend.
Application of the short times equation indicated an increase of DS with increasing temperature
T. With increasing absolute humidity x, DS showed a decreasing trend for temperatures up to 70 ◦C,
from where no obvious trend was derivable. For T below 50 ◦C, the threshold of MR < 0.2 usually
was not undershot. The shape dependent factor f ′′(0) found to be 0.428 with a standard error of 1.3%.
By inclusion in Equation (6), the diffusion coefficients for short times (0.2 < MR < 1) can be calculated
(Table 3).
Table 3. Moisture diffusion coefficients D for short times (MR ≥ 0.2), calculated with Equation (5)
for different absolute humidity x and temperature T of the drying air, coefficient of determination R2
and MAPE.
x T, ◦C D (m2·s−1)·10−10 R2 MAPE, %
0.010 kg·kg−1
30 0.643 *** 0.979 4.088
40 1.317 *** 0.985 6.935
50 2.620 *** 0.991 6.217
60 3.467 *** 0.970 10.903
70 6.277 *** 0.989 7.547
80 10.190 *** 0.996 5.059
90 14.800 *** 0.995 7.399
0.015 kg·kg−1
30 0.593 *** 0.984 4.303
40 1.231 *** 0.987 5.591
50 2.258 *** 0.974 11.780
60 3.222 *** 0.979 11.238
70 4.627 *** 0.969 11.187
80 7.796 *** 0.990 7.829
90 14.310 ** 0.997 5.611
0.020 kg·kg−1
30 0.342 *** 0.979 3.556
40 0.978 *** 0.980 5.790
50 1.529 *** 0.954 10.944
60 2.634 *** 0.988 5.715
70 5.696 *** 0.982 9.844
80 8.559 *** 0.993 5.203
90 14.490 ** 0.999 2.152
Significant contribution to the model on the p ≤ 0.05, p ≤ 0.01, and p ≤ 0.001 level, respectively, are indicated by
one, two, or three asterisks.
The mean coefficient of determination was 0.984 with a MAPE of 7.09% for short times. Visual
analysis of Figure 3c, which compares the measured data to the fit of Equation (12) revealed an
overestimation when the limit of validity is approached. The derived diffusion coefficients, however,
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are in the same range as the ones reported by Santalla and Mascheroni [19]. In addition to their
findings, that initial moisture content did not affect diffusion coefficients. The results from this study
indicate an effect of x only in the lower temperature regions up to 70 ◦C. In an analogy with the
approach for fitting a generalized empirical drying model, the same procedure was applied for the
analytical solution. A generalized analytical model was fitted for DS = f (T,x), which is well described
by Equation (12).




; R2 = 0.984, MAPE = 12.75% (12)
Integration of Equation (12) in Equation (5) yielded a generalized model with an overall R2 of 0.966
and MAPE = 7.37%. The description of DS = f (ΔP) was described well with a similar function:




; R2 = 0.986, MAPE = 10.03% (13)
Integration of Equation (13) in Equation (5) resulted in a generalized model based on ΔP, which
was fitted with an overall R2 of 0.976 and MAPE = 6.33%. This is slightly better than the approach
based on temperature and absolute humidity. The fit to the experimental data of both Equations (12)
and (13) is given in Figure 3c,d.
An applicability to determine the effective diffusion coefficients in the initial, most relevant
phase of drying is obviously given and commonly applied [19,29,31]. Especially, the calculation of
the shape-depending factor f”(0), based on the physical properties of the investigated product, adds
further meaning to the application of Becker’s equation, and is expected to increase the applicability of
the thin-layer equation for dryer control and simulation.
4. Conclusions
The embedded systems employed for data recording during the sorption and drying experiments
in the current study did allow the acquisition of a large amount of experimental inline-data from one
year’s harvest. This information was used to fit semi-empirical and analytical sorption and drying
models that are simple enough to be run on embedded microcontrollers with limited processing
power. The sorption experiments revealed that, for high values of aw, the equilibrium moisture content
increased with increasing temperature. An anomaly, which is usually found in high sugar foods, was
not yet reported for sunflower seeds. It is remarkable that most of the commonly applied equations
to describe sorption isotherms showed patterned residuals, which restricted their applicability and
validity. This study found the Page equation to satisfactorily describe the drying process of high
oleic sunflower seeds for a wide range of drying air temperatures and humidity. It also proposes
the application of water vapor pressure deficit ΔP to calculate the parameters of the Page equation
including both the effect of temperature and the humidity of the drying air. This approach was
found to be superior to a prediction based on temperature. Values of diffusivity ascertained with the
Becker equation and a correction of the shape dependent factor are comparable to those reported in
other studies, which corroborates the applicability and accuracy in thin layer drying of high oleic
sunflower seeds.
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MCe equilibrium moisture content
MCt moisture content at time t






rh relative humidity, %
min minutes
Pvs water vapor partial pressure, Pa
Psat saturation vapor pressure, Pa
T temperature, ◦C
a, b, c, d, e, f, g model constants
G.A.B. Guggenheim, Anderson, DeBoer




k rate constant, min−1
n dimensionless coefficient of page equation
P pressure, Pa
D moisture diffusivity, m2·s−1
av kernel’s surface specific area in m2·m−3
ANOVA analysis of variance
MAPE mean absolute perecentage error
R2 coefficient of determination
p probability level at which significance is assumed
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